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does not cover transporation expenses to and from service
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delivered 
in 
of
by 

with 
or routine adjustments as outlined in the 

Upon repair by customer, the Corp shall replace defective 
but shall not be liable for any labor expenses

Hallikainen & Friends, a California corporation (CORP) hereby warrants, 
subject to the conditions herein below set forth, that should this product 
prove defective by reason of improper workmanship or defective materials within 
one (1) year from date of original purchase, Corp will repair or, at its 
option, replace the defective unit without charge for either parts or labor.

The unit must be shipped, freight prepaid, or
CA 1

the 
or operated contrary to

Except to the extent prohibited by applicable law, all implied warranties 
made by Corp in connection with the product, including the warranty of 
merchantability are limited in duration to a period of one (1) year from the 
date of original purchase, and no warranties, whether expressed or implied, 
including said warranty of merchantability shall apply to this product after 
said period. Should this product prove defective in workmanship or material, 
the consumer's sole remedy shall be such repairs or replacements as hereinabove 
expressly provided; and under no circumstances shall Corp be liable for any 
loss or damage, direct or consequential, arising out of the use or inability to 
use this product.

Contitions of Warranty
1. Notice. Purchaser shall notify Corp at its principal place of business by 
telephone within three (3) days after malfunction of the product. Time is 
deemed of essence.
2. Proper Delivery.
to the manufacturing plant of Corp located at San Luis Obispo, CA 93401, 
either its original package or a similar package affording an equal degree 
protection.
3. The unit must not have been previously altered, repaired or serviced 
anyone other than Corp, except for the replacement of plug in conponents i 
electrically identical components, 
accompanying manual.
plug in parts returned to Corp, 
incurred in a field repair.
4. The serial number on the unit must not have been altered or removed;
unit must not have been subject to accident, misuse, 
the instructions contained in the accompanying manual.
5. This warranty does not cover peripheral devices of other manufacturers 
supplied as part of a system by Corp (such as CRT terminals, printers, etc.); 
Purchaser's only remedies for malfunction with respect to such devices are with 
the equipment's manufacturer.
6. This warranty
facility.
7. This warranty is in lieu of any other oral, written', or implied warranty, 
whether made by salesmen, agents, or other representatives of Corp.
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FCC Notice
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Direct Connect Modem FCC Notice

I such

I
in

I
STANDARD PLUGS AND JACKS

(a)I
I

Section 68.106 NOTIFICATION TO TELEPHONE COMPANYI
I
I
I INCIDENCE OF HARMSection 68.108

the

I

I
I

It has 
device 

provide, 
protection against such interference when operated in a -commercial

Section 68.100 GENERAL
Terminal equipment may be directly connected to the telephone network 

accordance with the rules and regulations...of this part.

Warning: This .equipment generates and uses radio frequency energy and if. ... 
not installed and used properly, i.e. in strict accordance with the instruc-’ 
tions manual, may cause harmful interference to radio communications, 
been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class A computing 
pursuant to Subpart J of Part 15 of FCC Rules, which are designed to 
reasonable j 
environment.

Operation of this equipment in a residential area is likely to cause 
interference in which case the user at his own expense will be required to take 
whatever measures may be required to correct the interference.

Standard jacks shall be so arranged that if the plug 
thereto is withdrawn, no interference to the operation of 
at the customer's premises which remains connected to the 
network shall occur by reason of such withdrawal."

"Customers connecting terminal equipment or protective circuitry to 
the telephone network shall, before such connection is made, give 
notice to the telephone company of the particular line(s) to which 
such connection is to be made, and shall provide the telephone 
company the FCC Registration Number and Ringer Equivalence of the 
registered terminal equipment or protective circuitry. The customer 
shall give notice to the telephone company upon final disconnection 
of such equipment or circuitry from the particular line(s)."

Section 68.104
General
"Except for telephone company provided ringers, all connections to 
the telephone network shall be made through standard (USOC) plugs and 
standard telephone company provided jacks, in such a manner as to 
allow for easy and immediate disconnection of the terminal equipment.

connected 
equipment 
telephone

FCC rules and regulations under part 68, requires the following 
information be provided to the user of FCC-registered terminal equipment 
as the Cermetek CH1770 (used on the DRC190 direct connect modem card).

Should terminal equipment or protective circuitry cause harm to 
telephone network, the telephone company shall, where practicable, 
notify the customer that temporary discontinuance of service may be 
required; however, where prior notice is not practicable, the 
telephone company may temporarily disconnect service forthwith, if 
such action is reasonable in the circumstances. In case of such 
temporary discontinuance, the telephone company shall (1) promptly 
notify the customer of such temporary discontinuance, (2) afford the
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I
I Section 68.216

I
I
I Section 68.218(b) ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS TO USER

...registered terminal equipment or protective circuitry may notI
I

ttI
I

NOTE:

I
I Copyright Notice

I
and tradeI as

I
I
I

I

As 
connect 
Cermetek.

Information 
copyright <

REPAIR OF REGISTERED TERMINAL EQUIPMENT AND 
REGISTERED PROTECTIVE CIRCUITRY

of
Microsoft Corporation,

of 
to

to 
the 
the

the customer shall disconnect 
the 

registered 
shall be

direct
NOT to

1. "
be used with coin lines."

3. "...the user must give notice to the telephone company in 
accordance with the requirements of Section 68.106..." for connecting 
the H&F Direct Connect Modem (Cermetek CH1770) to the telephone line.

customer the opportunity to correct the situation which gave rise 
the temporary discontinuance, and (3) inform the customer 
right to bring a complaint to the Commission pursuant 
procedures set forth in Subpart E of this Part."

in this manual is copyrighted and printed with permission 
the copyright owner. Copyright owners include: 
Cermetek Microelectronics and Matrix Corporation.

Software in EPROM form is protected by copyright (Microsoft) 
secret (Hallikainen & Friends).

Copying of this manual or the provided software is prohibited except 
allowed by copyright law for backup purposes.

"Repair of registered terminal equipment and registered protective 
circuitry shall be accomplished only by the manufacturer or assembler 
thereof or by their authorized agent; however, routine repairs may be 
performed by a user, in accordance with the instruction manual if the 
applicant certifies that such routine repairs will not result in non- 
compliance with the rules in Subpart D of this Part."

part of the H&F agreement with Cermetek, repairs to the H&F 
modem board should be referred to Hallikainen & Friends,

2. "...when trouble is experienced, 
the registered equipment from the telephone line to determine if 
registered equipment is manfunctioning, and...if the 
equipment is malfunctioning, the use of such equipment 
discontinued until the problem has been corrected.
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System RegistrationI
I
I Non-Disclosure Agreement

I
I
I

I DRC190 Unit Serial Number: 

User Name: I User Company: 

Company Address: I Company City, State, Zip: 

I Company Country: 

Company Telephone Number: 

I User Signature: 

Title: I Date: 

I Please return the signed copy of this form to:

I
I

I

To 
receives 
form below.

not 
the 
its

Hallikainen & Friends, Inc.
141 Suburban Road
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401-7590
USA

of Hallikainen & 
i designated below.

making
The party below agrees that it is receiving a copy i 

Friends DRC190 Firmware for use on a single computer only, as 
The party agrees to fill out and mail in this registration form before 
use of Hallikainen & Friends DRC190 Firmware. The party agrees that all copies 
will be strictly safeguarded against disclosure to or use by persons 
authorized by Hallikainen & Friends to use the DRC19O Firmware, and that 
location of all copies will be reported to Hallikainen & Friends at 
request. The party agrees that copying or unauthorized disclosure will cause 
great damage to Hallikainen & Friends, and this damage is far greater than the 
value of the copies involved. The party agrees that this agreement shall inure 
to the benefit of any third party holding any right, title or interest in the 
Hallikainen & Friends DRC190 Firmware or any software from which it was 
derived.

comply with software licensing agreements and to insure that the user 
notices regarding software and hardware updates, please complete the 

Leave this page in the instruction manual, but photocopy it, sign 
the photocopy, and return the signed copy to Hallikainen & Friends. Thankyou!
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mode voltage.
Revision 
a

The 
circuit

DRCI90
The 
or

"half duplex". All units 
Unless a unit has a command 

it stays off the communications line and listens.
has information to send waits for its allocated time period in the 

scheme and then brings up its audible transmit carrier.
time for all units to detect the carrier, i’

The carrier is then shut down, ? ' ‘
Each character of a 

message is checked for

It includes the 
memory and Input/Output) plus a

The DRC190 is a data acquisition system optimized for use in the broadcast 
industry. The software and hardware have been generalized as much as possible, 
allowing any unit to act as a remote or control unit.

The system can be operated with anywhere between 1 and 100 units in a 
system. A one unit system might be used to automatically log and control a 
local transmitter. A two unit system could be used to manually or automatical
ly log and control a single remote transmitter site. A three or four unit 
system could be used to automatically or manually log and control an AM/FM or 
AM/FM/TV system with separate transmitter sites. Larger systems could be used 
to monitor broadcast microwave networks, or other systems with a large number 
of remote unattended sites.

The basic DRC190 box is a specialized microcomputer, 
standard microcomputer components (processor, i 
1200 bit/second half duplex modem and optional analog to digital converters.

In a simple remote control system, the "studio unit" includes a 
with the processor, memory, modem, and a front panel display and keyboard, 
operator keys in the desired site and channel that s/he wishes to check 
adjust.

A remote site includes all the functions of a "studio unit" plus up to ten 
analog to digital converter boards. These boards select the appropriate 
metering sample and convert it to digital for use by the microprocessor. In 
addition, the processor can instruct the A/D boards to output control signals 
to adjust the external equipment.

Since the sample voltages provided to the DRC190 are proportional to the 
actual parameter to be measured, a scaling factor is— established for each 
channel of metering. This scaling factor is established in the calibration 
procedure, and is stored in non-volatile memory at the. remote site. Non
volatile memory also holds setup information regarding the unit (site number, 
communication speeds, labels and units for each metering channel, and a Morse 
Code identifier if ordered). Non-volatile memory (EEPROM) can also hold about 
1 Kbyte of a Basic applications program. This program is automatically loaded 
and run on system reset. This program might be a simple logging program, or a 
"boot" loader program that loads a larger program from disc.

The sample voltages provided to the DRC190 can have up to +/-100 volts of 
common mode voltage. The differential voltage must be limited to less than 2 
volts. Revision B analog to digital converter boards have a provision to
install a voltage divider after the analog multiplexer allowing a higher 
differential sample voltage. Such a voltage divider can be added to the A/D 
board if required to avoid building separate voltage dividers for each sample. 
~ temperature coefficeint of the voltage divider resistors will decrease the 
stability of the indicated sample, so low tempco resistors should be used, 
control outputs are open collector and can drive 500 mA with an open 
voltage of less than 30 volts.

The DRC190 units communicate 
receive on the same frequencies, 
information to send, 
that 
contention 
allowing 
with the data to be transmitted, 
communications line free for other units to transmit, 
message includes parity error checking, and the entire 
errors using a checksum.

transmit and 
metering 

A unit 
anti

transmit carrier. After 
the carrier is keyed (FSK) 

leaving the
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are
and 

into

an
The i

These include 
and 
and 
the

also includes ports for controlling IEEE488 automatic test 
and status panels. At this writing, the firmware to support these 

Registered system users will be notified when that

systems that require 
This firmware generates 

The number 
are

or
used, 
the peripheral 
the DRCI90.

The DRC190 also includes optional subcarrier generation and demodulation 
(20 KHz to 200 KHz) and a serial interface to the Commodore 1541 disc drive for 
program storage.

The DRC190 
equipment,
items has not been written, 
firmware is available.

The DRC190 can use almost any audible communications link, 
standard "3002" data circuits, microwave and broadcast subcarriers, 
separate radio links. In radio linked systems, all sites can transmit
receive on the same frequency using the same anti-contention firmware as 
audio communications portion of the DRC190 system.

Since a voice-grade communications link is used by the DRC190, an intercom 
feature was included. When the COM button on the front panel is pressed, the 
DRC190 sends an FSK code telling other units to enable their front panel 
speakers. The operator is then allowed to talk into the front panel speaker 
for up to 30 seconds. That voice information will be heard from the speaker of 
each other unit in the system.

When the DRCI90 is used in radio linked 
identification, a Morse code identifier is included, 
the FCC required 20 WPM 750 Hz Morse code station identification, 
of minutes between station identifications and the actual identifying code 
programmable by the user through the DRC190 front panel.

Each DRC190 includes a Basic interpreter. This program, along with the 
RS-232 port included in each unit, allows the user to write programs in Basic 
that can display the readings on a CRT terminal, log the readings on a printer, 

log and control the operation of the station. If a printer and CRT 
the CRT must have a peripheral port capable of driving the printer, 

port enable and disable control codes must be programmed
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Review of FCC Rules

I is

I installer should review a current copy of the following ofsections

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I

The 
control 
appropriate

73.51
73.57
73.62
73.140
73.142
73.144
73.146
73.267
73.293
73.319
73.340
73.342
73.344
73.346
73.540
73.542
73.544
73.546
73.663
73.665
73.932
73.933
73.935
73.936
73.937

73.4097
74.24

the 
new

rules regarding 
A good review

remote 
of 
a

continually making updates to the 
automatic control of broadcast stations.

is suggested prior to beginning the installation of 
transmitter control system.

The
the FCC rules:

73.1800
73.1820
73.1840
73.1860
73.1870(c)(3)
73.3544(b)(4) Change in Control Point

EBS Attention Signals on Automated Stations 
Short-term Operation of Auxiliary Stations

73.1215
73.1230
73.1400
73.1410
73.1560
73.1570(b)(2) Modulation Limit
73.1580

AM Station Power Determination
AM Remote Reading Antenna or Common Point Ammeters
AM Directional Antenna System Tolerances

73.69(a)(2) Antenna Monitor Requirements with Remote Control
AM Station ATS Authorization
AM Station ATS Requirements
AM Station ATS Fail Safe (Transmitter Shutdown)
AM Station ATS Monitor & Alarm Points (Operator Required!)
FM Station Power Determination
Use of FM Subcarriers

73.295(a) Definition of SCA
FM Subcarrier Tehnical Standards
FM Station ATS Authorization
FM Station ATS Requirements
FM Station ATS Fail Safe (Transmitter Shutdown)
FM Station ATS Monitor & Alarm Points (Operator Required!)
NCE FM Station ATS Authorization
NCE FM Station ATS Requirements
NCE FM Station ATS Fail Safe (Transmitter Shutdown)
NCE FM Station ATS Monitor & Alarm Points (Operator Required)
TV Station Power Determination
Use of TV Subcarriers

73.667(a) Definition of TV SCA
EBS Monitor and Generator Requirements
EBS Operation During National Emergency
EBS Operation During State or Local Emergency
EBS Operation During State Emergency
EBS Operation During Local Emergency

73.940(j) EBS Generator Switch Guard Requirement
Specifications for Indicating Instruments
Station and Operator License Posting Requirements
Remote Control Authorizations
Remote Control Operation
Operating Power Tolerance

on FM Stations Using Subcarriers
Required Transmission System Inspections

73.1690(d)(2) Commencement of Remote Conrol Operation
73.1690(e)(5) Installation or Replacement of Subcarrier Generator

General Requirements Related to Station Log
More Station Log Requirements
Retention of Station Logs
Transmitter Duty Operators

Chief Operator Review of Station Log

FCC 
and

rules
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I 74.434

I
I

Aural STLson

I 73.933

I

I
I
I
I
I

I
the following comments on the above listedWith

I AM Station Determination of Power & Remote Reading Ammeters73.51 & 73.57

I
I
I

this material in mind, 
sections of the FCC rules are offered.

This 
method 
or

74.464
74.465
74.467

licensees 
or

"direct" 
antenna 

unless (on a temporary basis) you have reason to

Below are 
automatic logging, 
in designing a system, 
guarantee.

The 
remote 
RM-3406, 

111

Commission 
short-term 

cause

the 
remote 

of the 
hours,

remote control,
These are comments only, and should be considered 

and are offered with no

contact 
r rules 
in the

The < 
that 
should not 
operation, 
continued ' 
control, 
as the station continues to operate 
telemetry, on the other hand, means 
parameters cannot be monitored remotely, 
amended 
control

a set of comments regarding the FCC rules on 
and ATS.

These are not legal opinions,

shares the concern of the licensees in 
losses of control or telemetry 

be cause for immediate termination of 
Accordingly, the new rules will permit 

operation following a loss of transmitter 
pending repair of the control circuits, as long 

properly. Loss of 
that the transmitter 

Therefore, 
rules will require terminaltion of use of 
within three hours after the detection 

telemetry failure. Although CBS recommended six 
the majority of the commenters on this subject concurred 
with the proposed three hour period.

section requires that AM stations determine power by the 
(unmodulated antenna or common point current squared times the 

common point resistance),

74.402(a)(7) Frequencies Reserved For Operational Communications 
74.436(c)(7) Group P Frequencies Licensed for Remote Control or ATS 

Remote Control of Remote Pickup Stations
74.451(a) Use of Equipment Type Accepted Under Part 90 Acceptable 
74.462(b) TRL Transmitters Limited to 1.5 KHz Deviation 

TRL Frequency Tolerance 
TRL Frequency Measurements 
Posting of Station License

74.482(b) Hourly Identification of TRL Transmitters 
74.482(d) International Morse Code Identification of TRL Transmitters 
74.531(d) Use of Subcarriers for Remote Control on Aural STLs 
74.533(a) Remote Control of Aural STLs 
74.535(b) Maximum Deviation For Subcarriers 
74.634 Remote Control of TV STLs
74.734(a) Operator Required at Control Point for LPTV Local Origination 

Remote Control of ITFS Stations

i FCC has recently made substantial revision of the rules regarding the 
control of broadcast transmitters. This is covered in Docket 84-110, 

and was released 21 November 1984. This revision eliminated most of 
the "how to" provisions of the old rules. Quoting from the conclusions of the 
Report & Order, "In general, licensees may operate their station by remote 
control using any method that assures that: 1) an operator is on duty, 2) the 
transmitting system operates properly, and 3) the Commission can < 
station personnel during hours of operation." In addition, the new 
liberalize the fail-safe requirements. Quoting from the discussion 
Report and Order:
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a
a
a average

I
I

I
Further,

I
measuring

I
I
I
I
I
I

to

I
I

local" 
offer 
It is 
Note,

t the 
specifically 
suggested by

taking a 
Hoping that 

a constant impedance, the voltage sample will 
This appears valid, since we are also assuming that 

In addition, 
current sensing 
We might assume 

'current sensing device" is the antenna, since its impedance can be 
We then capacitively couple the 

and send 
"direct 
divided 

"standard"

"tighter 
possible 
licensed 
station

Section 
read 
current 
modulation, 
might assume

still insures the station is operating within 
licensee has made a reasonable effort to keep

it is still within the required accuracy of 
if the antenna current is kept inside a 

than the FCC specified 90 to 105 percent power such that the 
the 
the

Under 
final 

Note that 
> current 

the reading could indeed be taken 
This pretty much eliminates the use of thermocouple ammeters 

i indications. Due to the relative inaccuracy of thermocouple 
and the non-linearity of their indications, they are rarely used for 

metering, although they are still quite commonly used for the 
"Diode" meters, such as the Delta Electronics TCA series 
linear scale, remote output, and insensitivity to modulation, 
that such a meter be used to drive a remote control 

that the Delta meter responds to the 
RMS response of the thermocouple type), ;

exhibits less than 
This 
or

fairly common method of getting base remote base or common point 
in stations that are directional at least part of the time is

a current 
and remote 
effects of

voltage off this "current sensing device", 
it to the remote indicator. In any case, 
method" ( •
by the antenna resistance. This should be just as accurate as the 
direct method, if we can accurately measure the antenna voltage.

The Delta TCA series ammeters fall under 73.57(a)(4) as 
transformer. These are a favorite method of getting the local 
antenna or common point current indications while minimizing the 
modulation.

Another 
indications

suspect a change in resistance or suspect a defective current meter, 
these temporary circumstances, the indirect (final plate voltage times 
plate current times final amplifier efficiency) method may be used. I.- 
the rule specifies unmodulated current. We might assume that if the .i 
indication does not change with modulation, 
with modulation, 
for remote 
ammeters, i 
remote 
ammeter. 
accuracy, 
suggested that such a meter be used to drive a remote control system, 
however, that the Delta meter responds to the "average" current (as opposed to 
the RMS response of the thermocouple type), and will vary with modulation if 
the transmitter exhibits less than perfect carrier amplitude regulation 
("carrier shift"). This shift in the carrier amplitude may be due to the 
transmitter itself, or could possibly be introduced by the antenna system not 
presenting a constant load to the transmitter over the sideband spectrum. It 
is unlikely that there will be absolutely no variation in antenna current with 
modulation, so the question becomes, how much is allowable? Section 
73.57(d)(3) requires remote ammeters to agree with the local ammeter within 2%.

73.1820 requires that parameters that are affected by modulation be 
without modulation. Read literally, this might mean that the antenna 

must be read without modulation if the indication deviates .005% with 
Of course, no reading frequency is specified any more, but, we 
(no guarantees here!) that if the deviation of the remote ammeter 

due to modulation is less than 2%, 
the remote meter, 
window" 
meter inaccuracy 
parameters, the 
within the authorized power limits (no guarantees here either!).

Getting back to section 73.57, there are several ways of i 
antenna (or common point) current of a station. Although not 
authorized by the FCC rules, an interesting method has been 
Moseley Associates (Goleta, CA). Moseley has suggested actually 
voltage sample from the antenna and converting it to a DC sample. 1 
the antenna (or common point) is a constant impedance, 
track the current exactly, 
the antenna resistance is constant in our direct power formula. 
73.57(a)(3) authorizes "capacity coupling to radio frequency 
device for providing direct current to indicating instrument", 
that the "current sensing device" is the antenna, since its impedance 
thought of as a current to voltage converter. I’

"> convert the sample to DC, ;
the remote indicator. In any case, it'd appear that another 
of determining power would be the antenna voltage squared and
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When

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I 73.62 Directional Antenna System Tolerances

AI
I
I
I
I 73.69(a)(2) Antenna Monitor Requirements for Remote Control

I
I
I

limits, 
can be

You must use an antenna monitor approved for remote operation, 
add a bunch of relays and pull sample voltages off a 
monitor to drive a remote control or extension metering.

or 10% of the
inaccuracies 
currents.

major changes in operating power will probably have to 
remote control channels to the antenna (or common point) current 

calibration pots to compensate for the non-linearity of either or both 
of the actual or remote ammeters.

The rules specify that 
of the base currents and 

on

You cannot
"local only" antenna

are
specified
station i
antenna i 
license.
the base currents and the ratio of the antenna monitor current indications 
(referenced to the reference tower) shall be maintained within 5%. It is 
fairly common for DRC190 programs operating on directional antennae to 
calculate the current ratios and deviation from licensed ratios for the antenna 
monitor current indications. These deviations can be checked against 
logged, displayed, and minimum, maximum, and average deviations 
accumulated to aid in adjustment of the directional array.

station 
the 

proportional to 
a DC 

some DA stations 
(transmitter

antenna system 
minus 3 degrees, unless tighter tolerances are 

the 
the 
the

scale the indications of the antenna monitor. When a directional 
operates non-directionally, the sampling loop or current transformer at 
base of the tower will typically have a current that remains 
the base current of the tower. The antenna monitor then converts this to 
sample that may be sent to a remote indicator. In addition, 
have installed a current sampling transformer immediately prior 
side) to the local common point ammeter. This current transformer then drives 
an extra input on the antenna monitor. Section 73.57(a)(6) requires 
independent calibration of such an indication. This may be satisfied with a 
calibration pot or software calibration in a remote control, or with a separate 
"nan-ar-r. on the antenna monitor^ devoted to base or common point current

Using a sampling transformer on the common point of a directional 
also allows monitoring of the phase and amplitude ratios of the common 

current referenced to each tower in the system. This may aid in

pattern select 
measurement, 
antenna 
point current referenced 
troubleshooting an array.

Finally, note that 73.57(d) requires that remote reading ammeters be 
calibrated against the actual ammeter (not another remote reading meter) as 
often as necessary to insure the required accuracy of 2%. Note that the 
accuracy requirements of the actual ammeter (as outlined in 73.1215(a) assuming 
linear scales for the moment) are 2% of full scale with the full scale reading 
not more than five times the minimum normal indication. For example, a current 
of 1 ampere might be read on a 5 ampere meter with an accuracy of 2% of full 
scale (plus or minus 2% of 5 amperes). The potential error in the indication 
at the 1 ampere point is plus or minus 0.1 ampere, or 10% of the indication. 
It may be difficult to get a remote meter to track the inaccuracies of the 
actual meter within the required 2% over a wide range of currents. Stations 
that have major changes in operating power will probably have to allocate 
different remote control channels to the antenna (or common point) current or 
provide

reminder that the required tolerances of a directional 
plus or minus 5% and plus or

i on the license (a critical array).
must maintain the "relative amplitudes"
monitor current indications within 5% of the values specified

The term "relative amplitudes" normally indicates that the ratio of 
: currents and the ratio of the antenna monitor current 

to the reference tower) shall be maintained within
common for DRC190 programs operating on directional
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73.140 ATS Authorizations for AM Stations

I

I

I

I the modulation

I 73.142 AM Station ATS Requirements

and
I
I

I
I

73.144 ATS Fail SafeI
I

a
determining

daytime only station, or reduced power at night, or reduced power 
current 

the 
The 
the 
the

and initiate 
of

"direct power" is too 
possibly indicating a defect in- 
Since the station is authorized 

and by instantly switching to. 
station 

off 
transmitter

or reduced power post sunset authorization,
do not authorize ATS on directional arrays), the ATS must prevent 

i from operating with an unauthorized power at a particular time.
must initiate all required mode switching (power changes), terminate

the specified time, and prevent transmission before
Note that 73.140(e) requires manual activation of the system

— _--------—> an operator

Some transmitters do 
but they sample the power at the transmitter output instead 

They do not generally include an alarm indicating that the 
A transmitter meeting

The ATS system is required to measure, adjust, alarm, 
transmitter shut down procedure based upon the direct method 
power, based on the antenna current as read by a remote meter.

The ATS system is required to measure, adjust, alarm, and initiate a 
transmitter shut down procedure based upon the percentage modulation. Note 
that most existing modulation monitors do not meet the peak count requirements 
of ATS. Delta Electronics offers the AMC-1 modulation controller, that 
includes all the required metering, control and adjustment circuitry.

If the station has parameters that are restricted during certain times of 
the day (ie, 
presunrise authorization, 
rules i 
station 
ATS 
transmission at 
authorized time, 
at the beginning of operation (let the machine be sure there is 
present).

An AM station using a non-directional antenna may operate with ATS after 
receiving authorization from the FCC. The authorization will be granted upon 
the station licensee submitting an informal application showing that all ATS 
requirements have been met. Several comments on ATS follow. In general, H&F 
does not feel that ATS is worth the trouble. When originally introduced, ATS 
reduced operator licensing requirements (an operator is still required!), 
reduced logging requirements, and reduced inspections of the transmitter site. 
All of these requirements have been reduced to the same level as authorized for 
ATS for those stations not operating with ATS. Further, ATS is required to 
shut the station down if it thinks the station is operating with excessive 
power or modulation. Under manual operation, the actual shut down decision is 
left to the operator. The operator may note that the 
high, but the indirect power appears proper, 
telemetery data or antenna current sampling, 
to operate up to three hours with bad telemetry, 
the indirect method of power determination the operator finds that the 
is probably not exceeding the authorized power, a shut down could be put 
for up to three hours, allowing the chief operator to get to the 
site to see what's wrong. No lost air time!

The idea of ATS appears to be to make the transmitter adjust itself and 
send alarms to the control point when it is unable to accomplish the required 
adjustment. This does allow a form of remote control with no telemetery, 
merely control and "status", although the status indications are generally not 
available directly from the transmitter. Some transmitters do automatically 
adjust power, but they sample the power at the transmitter output instead of 
the antenna input, 
adjustment could not be accomplished, 
control requirements for ATS is rare.



I
I of thebe shut down within three minutes ofmust any

I power

control link” from the monitoring and alarm pointI
I

73.146 ATS Monitor and Alarm Points

I
I
I

station

I
authorize

I The

required under ATSare

FM Station Power Determination73.267

I
I
I FM Subcarriers73.293

This practice

I
I

In the indirect method, 
used.

answering 
questionable. 
Does

direct 
and

power of an FM station may be determined using either the 
method. In the direct method, 

■ out of the transmitter is read.
for AM indirect power determination is 

transmission line meter calibration requirements carefully.

The ■ 
indirect i 
the power 
procedure outlined

The transmitter 
following:
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direct or 
a transmission line meter indicating 

the same 
Watch the

or remote
that the

A station employee holding at least 
Permit 
at

73.146 
operation.

One particular i 
monitoring and alarm 
point) is covered in 73.146(f). 
respond to an EBS alert.

Power over 105% of the licensed 
Modulation excessive 
Failure of the mode switching clock 
Failure of the "
Failure in any required alarm function 
Loss of any of the required samples

______________ a Restricted Radiotelephone Operator 
shall be on duty at one of the authorized monitoring and control points 

ATS does not reduce or eliminate 
Further, operators need to be licensed and need to be 

The Commission wants the station licensee to have direct 
control over each transmitter operator, insuring that the 

The use of hotel clerks, 
be

section was included in this discussion since it is common

Operation of the station may be resumed under "manual" 
control if it is determined that the failure was in the ATS 
station is operating within the terms of the license.

requirement that is difficult to meet with an ATS 
i point that is not at the studio (program origination 

An ATS operator must be able to properly 
This requires initiating EBS tones, airing required 

announcements, and (for participating stations) airing the emergency program.

all times the station is in operation, 
operator requirements! 
station employees, 
"employer/employee" 
instructions of the licensee are indeed carried out.

services or alarm companies to monitor transmitter operation may 
Does the FCC go by the IRS determination of who is an employee?

the determination that an answering service operator is indeed a 
employee require the station to pay that operator according to the minimum wage 
requirements?

The FCC must authorize all ATS alarm and monitoring (other than an 
authorized remote control point or the transmitter) points prior to their being 
used. The FCC wants to be able to reach an operator who has control over the 
transmitter at any time the transmitter is operating.

also outlines the various alarms that
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I
I
I
I 73.319 FM Multiplex Subcarrier Technical Standards

Note modulation,

I
I
I
I
I

I
I FMC-1 is

I TV Station Power Determination73.663

I
I
I
I

This must be calibrated as often 
There are various requirements for

73.340, 73.342, 73.344, 73.346, 73.540, 73.542, 73.544, 73.546 
ATS Requirements for FM and NCE FM Stations

markers"
I wonder

varies with 
transmission

average and RMS power of the visual transmitter
visual power is determined with a peak reading

This meter must be calibrated as often as necessary, and at least 
months. The power of the aural transmitter may be 
direct or indirect method. If the direct method

i line meter must be calibrated so that 100% aural
gain

Since the 
picture content, 
line meter, 
every six i 
either the 
transmission 
aural antenna gain and transmission line losses) corresponds to 22% 
authorized peak visual ERP. 
at

"angle"

These requirements are pretty much the same as those for non-directional 
AM stations, with the appropriate changes. The power can be determined by the 
direct or indirect method, the modulation limits are different.

If a modulation controller is desired, the Delta Electronics 
available.

determined by 
is used, the 

ERP (including 
of the 

as necessary, or 
least every six months. There are various requirements for "red 

indicating limits to the visual power deviation from licensed power.

that this section now allows any form of AM or 
including standard AM, DSBSC, SSB, FM, PM, or FSK.

The carrier and all significant sidebands of the subcarrier must be 
between 20 KHz and 99 KHz during monaural broadcasts, and between 53 KHz and 99 
KHz during stereo broadcasts, except that stations within 320 kilometers of 
Mexico are currently restricted to a maximum frequency (carrier and sidebands) 
of 75 KHz, until an agreement extending the limit is made.

Depending upon subcarrier frequency, the number of subcarriers, whether 
the main program is stereo or not, there is a maximum permissable deviation of 
the main FM carrier by each subcarrier (subcarrier injection), and a maximum 
sum of all subcarrier injections. This is covered in 73.319(d) and 73.1570(b).

Note that the crosstalk requirements of 73.319(e) apply to telemetry 
subcarriers as well as SCA subcarriers. Check them!

You can plug in a new subcarrier generator if no electrical or mechanical 
modification of the transmitter or exciter is required, according to 73.193(g). 
Upon plugging in such a subcarrier generator, measurments must be made to show 
that the station still meets all requirements (especially cross-talk into the 
main and stereo subchannels).

to return telemetry for FM stations on a subcarrier on the broadcast carrier.
FM subcarriers can be used for a variety of purposes, including stereo, 

quadrophonic, noise reduction circuit activation, program identification, 
remote cueing messages, station control and telemetry, and Subsidiary 
Communications services (SCA). Note that station control and telemetry is not 
considered SCA. SCA is limited to "multipoint" broadcasts, such as backgroud 
music, reading services, broadcast data services, traffic control signal 
switching, paging, utility load management, etc. Control and telemetry for the 
station's own use do not fall into the SCA category.
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how many remote controls indicating visual power includeI
73.665 Use of TV Subcarriers

I
73.667(a) Definition of TV SCA

I are

I 73.669(b) Installation of TV Subcarriers

I 73.932 EBS Receiver and Generator Requirements

I

I
I
I

I
I
I
I

a received test in the station log, 
or shutting the station down.

those 
the

stations (except LPTV and NCE FMs running a TPO of 10 watts or less) 
The operator must be able to put 

attention signal on the air at any time. This could be handled by

TV stations may 
authority from the FCC. 
of 73.682(c), 
120 KHz, 
of all subcarriers, i 
suggested that these 
equipment.

to insure that 
control points meet

"red markers"?

This section is included in this discussion 
installing remote control points at "non-conventional" 
EBS requirements.

Each station
operator of an EBS test or alert any time the station is in

Similar to FM stations, TV stations are authorized to use subcarriers for 
various applications including stereo, SCA and telemetry and control signals.

control be from that point, or putting the EBS generator at the transmitter 
site and operating it by remote control from various authorized control points. 
Although placing the EBS generator at the transmitter site is non-conventional, 
it may be required in many cases due to the EBS attention signal modulation 
requirements of 73.906(c) (each tone must modulate the transmitter a minimum of 
40%). This may be difficult to meet if the EBS generator is followed by audio 
processing equipment. For FM stations running composite STLs, an EBS generator 
could drive the FM exciter in monaural, since there is no requirement that the 
signal be in stereo, and even if it were, the stereo signal would probably 
consist entirely of L+R and pilot. When remoting EBS equipment, the operating 
of the EBS generator must be sufficiently deliberate to insure that it will not 
be accidentally activated (meeting the switch guard requirements of 73.940(j))<

TV SCA does not include stereo or telemetry and control signals that 
exclusively for the station use.

the 
The 

operator must be alerted that an EBS signal is about to arrive (through the EBS 
attention signal unmuting the speaker), and allow the operator to hear the EBS 
message to evaluate what action needs to be taken. This action might include 
entry of a received test in the station log, initiating the broadcast of an 
emergency program, or shutting the station down. Probably the easiest way to 
meet this requirement is to have an EBS receiver at each control point.

All stations (except LPTV and NCE FMs running a TPO of 10 watts or 
must have an EBS attention signal generator.
the EBS attention signal on the air at any time. This could be 
either having the EBS generator at the program origination point and having all

must have an operational EBS receiver that will alert 
operation.

install aural subcarrier equipment without further 
The transmissions must conform to the specifications 

limiting the carrier frequency of all subcarriers to less than 
limiting the subcarrier injection level, limiting the total injection 

and limiting the total modulation of the system. It is 
> specifications be checked after installing subcarrier
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I
the a

I
I
I
I 73.1215 Specifications for Indicating Instruments

I

I
I 73.1225 FCC Inspection

and

73.1230 License Posting
license (and other "instruments of authorization”)

I
I 73.1400 Remote Control Authorization

I

meter 
remote 
meter 
power!

the 
limits

but 
and the 

the

the 
the 

those

one 
the

The 
posted i 
of the 
Operator 
station 
control point where the operator is on duty.

Accuracy and resolution requirements for the 
instruments) at the transmitter site are outlined here, 
rules (73.67(a)(6) 
requirements for regular meters, 
accuracy or resolution for remote meters, but 
"sufficient" to insure compliance with the Rules, 
continue to meet

If the operator interfaces with the remote control through a Basic program on 
the DRC19O, the operator could be asked to confirm the EBS transmit request. 
If the operator interfaces directly with the front panel of the remote control, 
a timing circuit at the transmitter site could require a Lower then Raise 
sequence before activation of the EBS generator, making a deliberate activation 
required.

To meet 
station), a 
emergency 
sources, < 
(the studio).

station license (and other "instruments of authorization") must be 
at the place the station licensee considers the principal control point 
transmitter• At other control points, photocopies must be posted.
licenses (or photocopies if the operator works at more than 

and has the original posted at another station) must be posted at

instead say it must 
It might be a good idea 

the old accuracy and resolution requirements, the old 
tracking requirement, and keep parameters inside the legal limits with 
allowance for remote and local meter inaccuracies. For example, if the remote 

indicates you are operating at 104.97% of the licensed power, but the 
meter disagrees with the local meter by reading 1% low, and the local 
also reads 1% low, you are operating with greater than the authorized

meters (indicating 
The old remote control 

for example) required remote meters to comply with the 
The new rules (73.1410(a)) do not specify an 

be 
to 
2% 
an

Note that 73.1225(c)(2)(iii) requires that measurement data taken on 
installation of subcarrier equipment demonstrating compliance with 
crosstalk and bandwidth limitations be available on request. Take 
readings!

EBS participation requirements (assuming a participating 
station must, at a minimum, be able to rebroadcast the common 

' program received from the EBS receiver. This, and other program 
can be placed on the air by an operator at a program origination point 

An operator at another control point would have difficulty in 
selecting audio sources from that other point. It may be desirable to have an 
EBS receiver at the transmitter site that can be swithced on the air instead of 
the STL by remote control, if there are control points that are not the program 
origination point. This should meet the minimum EBS program broadcast 
requirements.
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I
I Remote Control Operation73.1410

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

to 
metering

The 
for 

control 
normally 
technical

an FM or
When a remote control point is established at

These are the new relaxed remote control rules. In general, the new rules 
require the station to have sufficient telemetry and control to insure that it 
is operating within the terms of its authorization. Carrying over from the old 
rules, this generally meant that the operator could read the operating- power 
and directional antenna performance for directional AMs, and video performance 
on TV stations (from the old 73.67(a)(3) and similar sections for FM and TV). 
In addition, the old TV rules specifically required an indication that tower 
lights were operating properly. Old (since deleted)- section 73.67(a)(4) 
required the remote control to allow such adjustments at to allow the operator 
at the control point to perform all the functions required by the Commissions 
rules. This was generally interpreted to require enough control to turn 
transmitter on and off, change modes (power/pattern) and adjust the 
power to compensate for variations in line voltage or other variations, 
have traditionally been several parameters that have been checked, but 
not be adjusted by remote control (as the power could be adjusted), 
included the directional array parameters, the modulation level 
final audio processing is often done at the transmitter site),

An 
showing 

not include

inspector!
Although section 73.1550 covers extension meters, it could be considered 

be a guideline as to what to meter. Extension meters are a form of remote 
where the distance between the transmitter and the operator position

the 
output 
There 
could 
These 

(since the 
the transmitter 

frequency, the frequency and injection of all subcarriers and pilots, etc. 
old television rule (73.676(a)(5)) might be considered a guideline 
determining required controls. That is, a sufficient number of 
circuits are to be available to perform all tramsmsitter adjustments 
required on a daily basis to insure strict compliance with the 
requirements of the rules. You should, of course, include a method of turning 
the transmitter on and off, even if this is not done on a daily basis. By 
reducing the number of controls, you simplify the remote control installation, 
but possibly have to make more trips to the transmitter site or have to shut 
down because a parameter is out of authorized limits.

Under the new rules, the decision as to what to meter and control is 
difficult. The new rules might be interpreted to indicate that if your system 
is quite stable, readings could be checked "as often as necessary", which might 
be during a weekly transmitter site inspection. This would require no metering 
at the control point at all! As long as you never operate with parameters out 
of tolerance, you'd appear to be legal, but I'd hate to try to get that past an

No authorization is required to operate a non-directional AM, an tM or a 
TV station by remote control. When a remote control point is established at a 
location other than the main studio and the transmitter (the locations of which 
are on the station authorization), the FCC (in Washington DC) must be notified 
of the new location within 3 days of that location first being used. This 
notification is not required if the FCC can reach "responsible station 
personnel" at the studio or transmitter during all times that the station is on 
the air. This generally seems unlikely, as there would then be no need to 
establish another control point!

A directional AM station must apply for remote control operation using 
either form 301 (new construction) or 301-A (existing array). An existing 
array to be operated by remote control must submit a report showing the 
stability of the array over the past year if the array does not include an 
"approved" sampling system.
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theisI remote

I
I
I

I

I

I
I
I
I so

asI
the

I
I
I

taken
or on an

Previously, 
the

etc.).
It .pretty

No accuracy is specified, 
rules seems reasonable.
'window" tighter than the legal maximum to allow for inaccuracies

or one floor above or below 
All metering must be on a full time basis, rather than the

No control
It is assumed the operator will run to the transmitter 

to be adjusted. In any case, 73.1550(b) does list 
that the operator should be able to see. These include meters to 

current),

less than 100 feet and on the same floor, 
operator position, 
standard remote control method of analog multiplexing samples, 
circuits are required, 
when something needs to be adjusted. In any case, 73.1550(b) does 
parameters that the operator should be able to see. These include meters 
determine the DC input power of the last RF stage (plate voltage and 
the antenna current (non-directional AM), the common point current (directional 
AM), or the transmission line meter (FM). In addition, directional stations 
must extend the antenna monitor indications. FM stations with a TPO of 10 
watts or less need only an indication that the transmitter is on or off. TV 
stations need the same meters as an FM for the visual and aural transmitters 
plus other visual monitoring equipment (waveform monitor, vectorscope, 
This section might be considered a guideline as to what to meter. 
much duplicates the old remote control rules that were deleted.

Eventually, something is going to fail or drift, placing the station 
out of limits. For example, it is unlikely that a capacitor in a

array, or a tower light, will fail during a weekly or monthly 
If it fails at any other time, you will operate outside the terms 

Even with full remote metering, there will be a period of time 
the station is outside licensed parameters. This would be the time 

the failure and the next set of meter readings.
and to make the

operation i 
directional 
inspection, 
of the license, 
when 
between

To assure compliance with the rules, and to make the "best effort", it is 
suggested that readings of all parameters that can result in operation outside 
the licensed paramters be taken as often as possible to minimize the amount of 
time between the failure of the system and detection of the failure. Under 
manual operation, this used to require readings be taken every 30 minutes, then 
every three hours. The reading frequency has now been relaxed to "as often as 
necessary". I'd suggest that stations using manual .remote control continue to 
take readings every three hours and at mode changes. The readings should, at a 
minimum, be compared with limits, and a notation that the readings were found 
to be within limits logged. Better yet would be a log entry of the readings 
showing long term variations in system parameters.

With automatic logging using the DRCI90, readings can be 
continuously, checked against limits, logged at programmable intervals 
alarm condition or change of a specified amount. This insures that operation 
outside licensed parameters will be dectected immediately (depending on reading 
update time). In addition, statistics of the minimum, maximum and average of 
each parameter can be stored, giving an indication that the operation was 
inside the authorized limits during the covered time, and allowing adjustement 
of the system (especially a directional array) based on the average reading.

As previously, the remote control system must be designed and installed 
that it can be activated or controlled only by licensed operators authorized by 
the licensee.

The remote control and monitoring equipment must be calibrated as often 
necessary. No accuracy is specified, although the 2% tracking requirement of 
the old rules seems reasonable. It's suggested that the system be operated 
inside a "window" tighter than the legal maximum to allow for inaccuracies of 
the monitoring equipment and remote metering.

A major change in the new rules covers the "fail safe" requirement, 
a malfunction in the control circuits (line faults, etc.) required 

system to immediately remove the transmitter from the air. The new rule 
(73.1410(d)) requires the design to be such that a loss of control does not 
falsely activate the transmitter or change modes. It is still suggested that a 
"fail safe" meeting the old requirements be installed. This could be the fail
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I
I
I
I
1 are

I
I are

I 73.1560 Operating Power Limits

I power limits for AM, here.

73.1570(b)(2) FM Modulation Limits

I
I 73.1570(b)(3)(i) TV Modulation Limits

I
I
I

As < 
deviation 
sound

aural 
the 

that

regarding 
rules for

over 100% 
modulation 

of Mexico.

an increase 
This excess 
kilometers

This is a relatively new section authorizing 
modulatin when subcarriers are used on an FM station, 
is not authorized for stations operating within 320 
Consult this section when using subcarriers.

The operating power limits for AM, FM and TV stations are listed 
This is one of the readings an operator needs to check for compliance.

above, television stations running subcarriers may increase the 
i of the aural transmitter over that normally authorized for monaural 

broadcasts. The maximum injection of the various subcarriers and the

safe circuit of the remote control, or the squelch relay of an STL, providing a 
continuous on/off control of the transmitter.

A loss of telemetry requires the transmitter be shut down within three 
hours of detection. The idea here is that hopefully your transmitter will not 
drift out of tolerance in the three hours allowed to get someone to the 
transmitter site to take control.

AM stations can amplitude or phase modulate the carrier to return 
telemetry. The deleted 73.67 authorized amplitude modulation of the AM carrier , > 
with a subaudible metering tone of 30 Hz or less with a maximum injection of

The new remote control rules do not give such specifications, 
73.127 allows the use of AM multiplex transmission for broadcast and

The 
of 
be 

maintained 
immediately

Hz

percent. The new remote control rules do not give 
however, 73.127 allows the use of AM multiplex transmission for broadcast 
non-broadcast purposes (between those two, sounds like anything is ok!), 
installation of the multiplex equipment must conform to the requirements 
73.1690(e)(6), which requires the audio specifications of 73.40 and 73.44 
met and that the frequency stability requirements of 73.1545(a) be 
(plus or minus 20 Hz). The only limitation on AM subcarrier 
apparent in 73.40 would be the limitation on noise (45 dB down between 30 
and 20 KHz). If the subcarrier is below 30 Hz, there appears to be no limit on 
its injection, other than the overall modulation limits. In addition, it would 
appear that a subcarrier between 30 Hz and 20 KHz could be used if it was below 
the -45 dB level and the resulting sidebands were at least 25 dB below carrier 
level if they are more than 15 and less than 30 KHz from the carrier 
(limitations of 73.44(a)(1). Since the DRC190 does not use subaudible metering 
and the use of "above audio" subcarriers is untested on AM, that's about all 
we'll say at this point.

TV or FM stations are permitted under the new rules to use 
subcarriers to return metering. It is important that the performance of 
system be tested after the installation of subcarrier equipment to insure 
it still meets FCC requirements, especially with regard to crosstalk.

TV stations can additionally use the vertical blanking interval to return 
metering.

Although not specifically mentioned in the FCC Report and Order 
remote control, frequencies are available under part 74 of the 
control and metering signals.
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maximum overall deviation of the aural carrier is given in 73.682(c).I
73.1580 Required Transmitter System Inspections1

I
I

Notification of FCC on Commencing Remote Operation73.1690(d)(2)

I
Notification on Installation or Replacement of Subcarrier73.1690(e)(5)

I
I

73.1800 General Station Log Requirements
requirements.

I

1
I
I method of making a correction to a log remains the same as previously

I
73.1820 Station Log Data

I
I

and
or

they 
time
non-

The error is striken out and 
attached to the log.

the station chief operator, 
of the station licensee.

or
the log entry,

The FCC must be notified of a 
the addition of control points, 
application procedure prior to starting remote control operation.

The FCC must be notified on the installation or replacement of subcarrier 
equipment. Note that equipment tests must be run demonstrating the performance ' 
of the system' still meets FCC requirements after the installation. of new 
subcarrier equipment (73.319(h) or 73.669(b)).

commencement of remote control operation or 
Directional AM stations must go through an

The FCC is not requiring an "audit trail" that shows who 
It might not be a bad idea, though. 

Abbreviations may be used if 
Each page is to be numbered, 
— . - - ------- 1 as advanced

a corrective explanation is made on the 
person 

manager, 
or

are
entries must 
advanced.

The 
required, 
log or attached to the log. The explanation must be made by the person who 
made the log entry, the station chief operator, the station manager, or an 
officer of the station licensee. Logs are not to be erased or obliterated. 
Automatically kept logs cannot be altered after the entries have been recorded.

This section outlines changes from the old "operating log" requirements. 
There are several changes from the traditional logging requirements.

Under the old operating log requirements (and the old program logs, for 
that matter), an operator was required to sign the log when going on duty, and 
then sign the log again on going off duty. From the log, it was readily 
apparent who the licensed operator in charge of the transmitter at a particular 
time was. The current station log requirements require only that an operator 
sign the log when making an entry, verifying that the entry was indeed 
accurate. Apparently it is solely the station licensee's responsibility to 
insure that a licensed employee is in charge of the transmitter at all times it 
is on the air. The FCC is not requiring an "audit trail" that shows who the 
particular operator at any time was. 7

The logs must be orderly and legible.
explained elsewhere on the log. F

be local (not UCT) and must.be identified

The entire system must be inspected as often as necessary to insure 
compliance with the rules and the terms of the license. Since theYe are some 
parameters that are often not remoted (carrier frequencies, subcarrier ■. 
frequencies, subcarrier injections, overall modulation, STL frequency, STL 
modulation, STL power, TRL frequency, TRL modulation, TRL power, directional 
array base currents, etc.) a scheduled routine inspection is suggested.

must.be
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AM stations and

I
I

the 
the reduction in current expected due 

incandescent lamps tend to be constant <

filter, 
Such

the
17.47 

or 
the 
to

Indications that 
The question is: 

the actual .

will 
will 
upon 
would 
going outside the allowed 12 to 40 flashes per minute. It is suggested that
only one beacon and set of steady burning lamps drive each such system, as with
several driving the same one it may not be possible to detect the failure of a 
single lamp. This concept has not been tested, but is believed to give a more 
accurate indication than the typical current transformer driving either an 
analog or digital remote control. The system may, in fact, compensate for
variations in line voltage on its own, since a reduction in line voltage would
cause a decrease in lamp power, decreasing the resistance of the lamp, 
partially compensating for the reduction in current expected due to the 
decrease in line voltage (ie, incandescent lamps tend to be constant current 
devices).

The only other item thdt needs to typically be logged 
operations (receipt and transmission of tests, etc.).

Those AM stations without FCC-approved sampling systems must log the 
common point current and directional array parameters at least every three 
hours. The directional array parameters to be logged include phase or phase 
deviation from licensed value, sample current (loop current) or loop current 
ratio or deviation of loop current ratio from the licensed ratio. When the 
DRC190 is programmed to provide automatic logging, it typically logs all these 
parameters, calculating ratios and deviations from the actual antenna monitor 
samples. The logging of deviations vastly simplifies the operator 
responsibility in checking the operation of the station. Daily summaries of 
minimum, maximum, and averages for all logged parameters give a quick 
demonstration that the station operated within the terms of the license. The 
average directional array parameters are an aid in adjusting the directional 
array so that it "swings" around the licensed parameters.

Finally, TV stations, FM stations, non-directional

Log entries may be made manually or by an automatic device meeting certain 
requirements.

Log entries of required parameters must be logged prior to any adjustment 
of the equipment (perhaps showing out of tolerance operation). If an 
adjustment is made to restore a parameter, the corrected indications need to be 
logged along with a notation of the corrective action taken, 
are affected by modulation must be taken without modulation.
affected how much? See the discussion of 73.51 above. Finally, 
time of observation must accompany each log entry.

What to log? All stations are required to log data relating to 
improper operation of tower lights, if applicable. Note that section 
requires an observation of the tower lights at least once every 24 hours, 
the observation of a properly maintained indicator designed to register 
any failure in the lights. As an alternative, an automatic alarm system 
detect any failure and indicate such failure to the licensee (or the operator) 
may be used. Finally, all control devices, indicators and alarm systems must 
be inspected at least every three months to insure they are operating properly.

A suggested tower light indicator for driving a remote control (such as 
the DRC190) consists of a current transformer sampling the current driving the 
lamps on a particular tower. This transformer drives a rectifier and a very 
low frequency low pass filter. The output of the low pass filter is a DC 
voltage that is determined by the current of the lamps that are on continuously 
and the duty cycle and current of the lamps that flash. A failure of any lamp 

cause a decrease in the output of the filter. A failure of the flasher 
cause a decrease or an increase in the output of the filter, depending 
whether the flasher failed in the on or off position. Such a circuit 
detect every possible failure with the exception of the flash frequency 
outside the allowed 12 to 40 flashes per minute.
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It should beI
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73.1860 Transmitter Operators
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I
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I

log 
are

or the logging system must 
Since almost all logging 

systems use a single analog to digital converter that is scanned 
all type accepted antenna monitors will give 

indication of only one tower's parameters at a time), this is a i 
to meet unless log entries are indeed made every thirty 
possible to continuously watch the phase of towers 2 and 
array with existing equipment! You may wish to decide 

"continuous", 
paper mill?),

This operator must be 
FCC is looking 

the 
an 

The

directional AM stations with approved sampling systems 
Summarizing, only those whose parameter 
an out-of-date sampling system) are i ,

Operators are still required. Even with ATS! 
licensed (any commercial class, unless otherwise endorsed. . 
at endorsing General License to prohibit broadcast operation to decrease 
number of people taking the test). The operator must be on duty at 
authorized remote control point, ATS control point, or the transmitter, 
operator must be able to observe the required transmitter and monitor metering 
to determine deviations from normal indications. Here again, the rules are 
non-specific as to what parameters need to be observable. Tradition has been 
that the operator be able to observe the power and any directional array or 
video parameters. The operator used to have to monitor carrier frequency (used 
to log that every 30 minutes!) and modulation, but the requirements for 
monitors have disappeared. Presently, the station is required to stay on 
frequency and not over modulate. It is up to the station licensee to determine 
how this is complied with, and how often frequency and modulation are checked. 
Can power and DA parameters be far behind?

It is interesting that 73.1860(a) requires the transmitter operator to be 
licensed, but makes no mention of the operator being an employee of the station 
licensee, while 73.1800(a) requires the station log to be kept by an employee

'_) outlines the requirements for automatic logging of 
Since parameter logging is required only for non-approved 
it appears that these requirements will not apply to most

actuated if any 
This alarm should be

are not required to
■ indications

■ required to log theany parameters, 
suspect (due to 
indications.

Section 
station parameters, 
directional arrays, xu uuau x — x. .
stations that are using automatic logging and alarm functions to exceed the FCC 
monitoring requirments, and to aid in the adjustment and maintenance of the 
station. In any case, it is a good idea to meet these requirements, which are 
outlined below.

The automatic logging equipment must make accurate entries, 
calibrated as often as necessary to insure it does so.

The system includes an automatic aural alarm that is 
monitored parameter goes outside the licensed limits, 
audible to the operator at the operating position.

The alarm circuit must operate continuously, 
record each parameter at least once each 30 minutes, 
and alarm 
among the sample inputs (in fact, 
an indication of only one tower's parameters at a time), this is a difficult 
requirement to meet unless log entries are indeed made every thirty minutes. 
It is not possible to continuously watch the phase of towers 2 and 3 of a 
directional array with existing equipment! You may wish to decide that a 
sample for alarm checking once every minute or so is "continuous", or make the 
log entry every thirty minutes (you have stock in a paper mill?), or decide 
that this parameter logging isn't required anyway and is for station use only.

The logging requirements have changed substantially over the past 15 
years. It appears that the FCC has specified a minimum log requirement of 
almost nothing (tower lights and EBS), but routine parameter logging to show 
that the operation of the station is routinely well within FCC requirements 
would be helpful. A program running on the DRC190 can help fulfill these 
supplemental logging requirements.
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73.1870(c)(3) Chief Operator to Review Station LogsI
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73.3544(b)(5) Change in Remote Control Point LocationI
I
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73.4097 Use of EBS Attention Signal on Automated Stations

I
theI

I

As I recall, 
the automatic operation of the EBS generator. Some stations 
program automation system to send an EBS test with the automation

point 
control 
remote

it 
were

Finally, 
should have 
instructions 
(adjust it 
how 
enough 
limits.

a chart 
variety of 

common 
maximum loop 

reference 
deviation

They 
The operating 

out of tolerance 
how to handle EBS tests and alerts and 

The limit chart needs to be detailed 
i that each operator can indeed insure that the operation is 
A non-directional AM or an FM determining power by the direct 

has it easy: 
power.

; the

within 
method 

Just list the minimum and maximum antenna current or transmission 
FM determining power by indirect method should have 

and maximum authorized plate current for a
A directional AM should have limits on the 
also have a table of minimum and 

for each tower based on the various expected values of the 
current (unless the antenna monitor indicates ratio

When running a Basic program 
the various parameters and 

adjustments made, and

line power. An
giving the minimum 
expected plate voltages, 
point current. It should 
currents 
tower loop 
directly). vPhase limits also need to be posted, 
on the DRC190 to do logging and limit checking, 
calculated parameters can be checked against limits, 
alarms sounded.

(though no mention of a license is made here) having actual knowledge of 
facts required. Generally, the transmitter operator ends up keeping the log, 
requiring the operator to be licensed and be a station employee.
arrangements are possible?

the transmitter operators must know what they are doing! 
printed operating instructions and limit charts, 
should indicate what to do when a reading is 

or shut the station down), 
to turn the transmitter on and off.

so

This is an FCC policy that is not published in the CFR. 
disallows the automatic operation of the EBS generator, 
using the

section requires an informal application to cover the change 
control point when prior authority to operate by remote control is

This conflicts with 73.1400(b) and 73.1400(c),

The Chief Operator of the station (or his/her designee) must do a weekly 
review of the station logs to insure that they have been completed properly and 
to insure that the station has been operating within the terms of the license. 
On completion of the review, the log is to be signed and dated, any required 
corrective action taken, and the station licensee advised of any repetitive 
condition.

This section requires an informal application to cover the change in a 
remote control point when prior authority to operate by remote control is not 
required. This conflicts with 73.1400(b) and 73.1400(c), which indicate that 
no notification is required on establishing or changing a remote control 
if that control point is at the main studio location (or a "remote" 
point at the transmitter). 73.1400(c) indicates that establishing a 
control point at another location (other than main studio or transmitter) 
requires notification of the FCC within 3 days. Note that directional stations 
must file a form 301 or 301-A to establish a remote control point. Once the 
directional station is operating by remote control, additional control points 
or a change in control point could possibly be implimented using the 
notification procedure of 73.1400(c).
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I

I of exitingan

call ofletters the

I local frequency

I 74

I 74.402(a)(7) Frequencies Reserved for Operational Communications
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I

74.434 Remote Control of Auxiliary Stations

I
I Most radios used

I
74.462(b) TRL Transmitters Limited to 1,5 KHz DeviationI

I
The 

adjuste

system starting the EBS generator. 
In addition, 
be from the EBS generator.

The FCC did not feel this was appropriate, 
they clarified the requirement that the EBS attention signal must 

Tones on a tape cartridge are not acceptable.

these 
The 

would

ATS
or 
as 
of

of f.
a

This 
raise/lower

This information is included to show a possible way of getting a Part 
Group P telemetry return link operating quickly.

74 
the FCC. 

frequencies.

limitations
These ’

needs to

The following frequencies are to be used exclusively for "operational 
communiations", which includes tones for signalling, remote control or 
control control and telemetry, or communications concerning the technical 
programming operation of a broadcast station and its auxiliaries (such 
control and telemetery data of the DRC190, and the intercom voice traffic 
the DRC190): 450.01, 450.02, 450.98, 450.99, 455.01, 455.02, 455.98 and 455.99 
MHz.

or a
in TRL service include a modulation limiter.

The transmitter needs to be inaccessible to unauthorized persons.

command of the DRC190.
the keying line of the DRC190.

The modulation needs to be automatically limited to the maximum allowable, 
modulation indicator needs to be at the control point.

Various limitations are put on the remote control operation of 
stations. These probably apply to TRL systems on Group P frequencies, 
operator needs to be able to turn the transmitter on and 
generally require the addition of a latching relay driven by

The contacts of this relay would be put in series with

Broadcast stations (licensed under Part 73) are authorized to use Part 
frequencies on a short term basis without further authority from 
There are various restrictions on the "short term" use of these 
These include:

The other requirements of Part 74 apply.
Operation is on a secondary non-interfering basis.
Operation is limtied to 720 hours annually per frequency. 
The antenna must not increase the overall height 
structure by more than 20 feet.
The station is to be identified with the 
broadcast station.
Use of the frequency is to be coordinated with the 
coordinating committee.
Various other limitations apply.

service manuals on many radios used for TRL service indicate to 
the transmit deviation to 5 KHz. When used on Group P frequencies,
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I 74.464 TRL Frequency Tolerance
requireswhichstations, a

I
74.467 Posting of TRL Licenses

I
I
I 74.482(b) Identification of TRL Transmitters

I at approximately one-hour intervals.

I
74.482(d) International Morse Code Identification

I
I
I

74.531(d) Subcarriers on Aural STLs for Control

operational

74.533(a) Remote Control or Unattended Operation of Aural STLs

I
I
I
I

this must be reduced to 1.5 KHz. 
radio technician who may adjust the equipment.

are 
on that 

control

STL transmitters may be operated by remote control or unattended, 
operated by remote control, 

and 
carrier 
circuit should have placed the STL transmitter in 
state.

STL transmitters may be operated unattended if an operator verifies at the

The use of subcarriers on Aural STLs for control and other 
communications (and other purposes) is authorized by this section.

If they 
the operator must be able to turn the carrier 

off and must have either an indication from the transmitter that the 
is on or off, or an indication at the control point that the

a radiating or non-radiating

All TRL transmitters are probably base 
frequency tolerance of .00025 percent.

"two way"

TRLs can be identified by an automati international Morse code identifier. 
The DRC190 is equipped with such an identifier as an option. This section 
requires the ID tone to be 750 Hz plus or minus 10 Hz and the code speed to be 
20 to 25 words per minutes. These are set in the DRC190 based on the processor 
clock, and are not adjustable. The modulation level of the ID is to be 40% 
plus or minus 10%. This is adjustable on the DRC190 processor board.

Since TRL transmitters are often doing a continuous transmission, or a 
continuous series of transmissions, this section requires the transmitter to be 
identified at approximately one-hour intervals. This can be programmed into 
the DRC190.

The TRL license is to be posted with the broadcast station license (see 
73.1230). If the TRL transmitter is not at that location, there should be a 
label showing the TRL call sign, the call sign of the broadcast station, the 
name and address of the licensee, the frequency, and unit designator (if used). 
This label is actually required at the operating position of the transmitter. 
If the transmitter is considered to be operated by remote control from the main 
control point, the license posting at that point may be sufficient, but it 
never hurts to have identification at the transmitter itself.
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I 74.535(b) STL Subcarrier Injection Levels

74.634 Remote Control of TV STLs

I
I

74.734(a) Operator Required on LPTV During Local Origination
I LPTV

I
I 74.933 Remote Control of ITFS Stations

I
either

I
I

I
1984

I
I
I

receiving end of the STL or by listening to the output of the broadcast station 
using the STL that the STL is operating properly.

discussion of the FCC requirements regarding remote control is 
You should always refer directly

remote
Unattended TV

safe
; of

This section 
local origination, 
but appear, 
transmitter on and off.

Television STLs and inter-city relays are authorized to operate by 
control or unattended with requirements similar to aural STLs. 
STL operation is covered in 74.635.

section limits the injection level of subcarriers (in the 947 to 952 
by making an approximation of the significant sideband bandwidth 

2M+2D is limited to 500 KHz where M is the highest 
D is the deviation of the STL carrier by that

ITFS remote control still has the old remote control fail : 
requirement. That is, the transmitter must shut down immediately on loss 
continuous control from the control point.

This 
MHz band) 
using the formula 2M+2D. 
modulating frequency and 
subcarrier (injection level).

NOTE:
This aiscussion ot the bCU requirements regarding remote control is just 

that: a discussion, not a legal opinion. You should always refer directly to 
the FCC rules and regulations for the exact requirements, and use the advice of 
an attorney or consultant in resolving the ambiguities of the rules.

The rules are changing. This discussion is based on the October 1 
issue of the CFR and the FCC Report & Order of 21 November 1984. There is talk 
of further reduction in remote control requirements and the authorization of 
ATS for directional AM stations and television stations.

requires an operator at a control point of an LPTV during 
The exact control point requirements are not spelled out, 

at a minimum, to be that the operator have the ability to turn the

An ITFS must have an operator meeting the requirements of the non-existent 
section 74.966 at the control point of an ITFS station. The operator must have 
on/off control of the transmitter and must have a carrier operated device which 
gives a continuous visual indication whenever the antenna is radiating. The 
on/off control can be handled by the raise/lower controls of a remote control 
system (such as the DRC190). The "continuous visual indication" could be 

an off air receiver or a dedicated metering or status signal returning 
from the transmitter site. Since the indication is required to be continuous, 
it appears that a status indication is most desirable, since metering is 
generally not continuous as other readings are checked, 

remote control still has the old remote 
That is,
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Once 
between

The 
lowest 
units 

the

the battery or line cord is connected, 
the DRC190 has high voltage present.
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unit 
site 
are 
user.

With all units connected together, try keying in a site and channel number 
into each unit. These are keyed in as a four digit number. For example, 
keying in 0123 results in selection of site 01, channel 23. The DRC checks to 
see if the requested site is the same as the site number where the entry is 
being made. If so, the appropriate channel of the A/D converter is selected 
and the reading displayed. If the requested channel does not exist in the 
selected site number (for example, channel 23 in a unit with only one A/D board 
set up to be channels 0 through 9), a reading of zero is returned. If the 
selected site is not the same as the site the request is being requested from, 
the DRC sends a request out to the appropriate site on the communications link. 
Once that site responds, the reading is displayed.

Note that with no samples connected, you'll get random readings displayed. 
You should be able to step through the channels using the up arrow and down 
arrow keys. Once a site and channel are selected, a reading should show up 
within a couple of seconds, assuming the selected site is in the system.

Another preliminary test to complete is the testing of the intercom. On 
each unit try pressing the COM key. Within a second or so the display on that 
unit should instruct you to start talking. Talking into the unit with the COM 
key pressed should cause your voice to be heard at each of the other units. To 
prevent the failsafe system from dropping out, intercom transmissions are 
limited to 30 seconds each. '

the power supply portion of 
Be sure to observe safety precautions!

Once you are satisfied that all the pieces are connected together 
properly, you can apply AC power by plugging the supplied AC cord into the rear 
panel and a 117 VAC outlet. Hold down the "0" key on the membrane keyboard for 
a couple of seconds. A "site-channel" message should appear on the front panel 
LCD. This initial power-up procedure should be repeated for each unit provided 
as part of the system.

each unit has been powered up, try connecting a communications link 
the units. Provided with each unit is a 25 pin D connector with a 

twisted pair of wires connected to it. This plug with cable simulates a 
telephone line for preliminary tests. These plugs should be connected to J21 
on each unit. The twisted pairs from each unit should be connected together, 
allowing each unit to transmit and receive data to and from the other units.

For testing the system, H&F programs the site number in each unit, 
with the lowest serial number is programmed as site 0. The next 
number is programmed as site 1. This process continues until all 
covered. Note that the site number of each unit can be changed by

The DRC190 includes copyrighted software in its EPROM. Prior to starting 
installation of the system, please complete and sign the system registration 
form as instructed in the FCC and Copyright Notices section of this manual.

When unpacking the DRC190 remote control system, first remove the cover of 
each unit. Insure that all circuit boards are firmly in place and that all 
connectors are firmly in place. If the system was shipped with the battery 
backup option, one of the battery leads was disconnected for shipping. This 
battery lead should be connected when the system is ready for installation.
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DISPLAY METER$(S,O)I
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I
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I
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On AM stations with
one

you have a standard CRT terminal, it can be plugged into J22 of a 
The DRC is shipped with the terminal baud rate set to 9600 Baud.

CRT data characteristics include:

DRC
OtherIf 

unit.

resistor is 1 K.
stability of the resistors is quite critical, 
resistors be used (such as 
voltage divider).

pressing the reset button on the rear panel of 
should appear on the CRT.

1 start bit, always space
7 data bits
1 parity bit, always mark (marking parity)
1 stop bit, always mark

When 
Again,

they can be connected to the DRC.
connector pins, connector shells, and a 

The following table lists the supplied parts 
The use of shielded cables for all connections

The DRC has been
test

no

it is time to start the
It is suggested that each DRC190 be rack mounted so that 

at eye level, or slightly above. The display contrast is 
i display is viewed from slightly below horizontal. The 
indicate the connections to be made to the rear panel

Once these functions on the DRC have been tested, 
actual installation, 
the display is i 
optimum when the 
following tables 
connectors.

The metering inputs are isolated from ground. The metering sample can be 
up to 100 volts above or below ground (100 volts maximum common mode voltage). 
The sample voltage itself must be less than 2 volts maximum. If the sample 
voltages to be read are higher than the allowed 2 volts, external voltage 
dividers can be added to each sample, or on systems with revision B or higher 
analog to digital converter boards, a voltage divider can be added to the A/D 
converter board. This voltage divider will be applied to all samples presented 
to that board. Refer to the A/D board component placement drawing for 
placement of the series (R20) and shunt (R21) resistors in the voltage divider. 
To allow for a 20 volt sample, the series resistor might be 9 K while the shunt 

While the actual value of the resistors is non-critical, the 
It is suggested that low tempco 

the 5 ppm/C degree resistors used in the reference 
Prior to connecting samples, each sample voltage should be 

measured with the highest expected sample to insure that the sample voltage and 
the 100 volt common mode voltages are not exceeded.

The control outputs are open collector outputs, 
activated, the output is pulled to ground.

within
Provided with the DRC are the 

pin 
and 
to

When the output is 
When the control is released, the 

maximum voltage applied to the control output should be 30 volts or less, 
the output is active, the maximum current should not exceed 500 mA. 
each control line should be tested prior to connecting it to the DRC.

Once it has been determined that the sample and control lines are 
requirements, 
required connectors, 
insertion/extraction tool, 
the suggested crimp tool, 
the DRC is suggested to insure immunity from high RF fields, 
tested in 1 MHz fields exceeding 5 volts/meter and high VHF RF fields (the ' 
site includes 4 FM stations and a TV station) without shielded cables with 
problem, but shielded cables are good insurance. The shield (or drain wire) of 
the cable should be connected to pin 1 of the connector.

We have not had any problems with RF at FM stations, 
extremely high RF fields (ie, open panel phasor a couple of feet away and

On pressing the reset button on the rear panel of a DRC unit, a sign on 
message should appear on the CRT. Typing the sample one line command listed 
below should cause a meter reading to be displayed, substituting the appropri
ate site number for S.
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tower right outside the building), it may be necessary to add external low pass 
filters on some lines. Metering and control lines that go to monitoring equip
ment in the same equipment rack (such as an antenna monitor) have not required 
additional filtering. Control, metering, and communications lines leaving the 
equipment rack that the DRC is mounted in may require external filtering. If 
there is a problem with unstable readings when the station's RF is brought up^ 
or

rack that the DRC is mounted in may require external filtering, 
problem with unstable readings when the station's RF is brought 

the communications link appears to fail when the RF is brought up, simple LC 
filters can be put in the offending lines. A series 10 uH choke with a 0.1 uF 
capacitor to ground (on the DRC side of the choke) has been successful in 
curing RF problems. The filter assembly can be placed anywhere in the same 
equipment rack as the DRC. Shielded cables should be used between the DRC and 
the filter assembly. If resistors are substituted for the chokes, and a shunt 
resistor is added, an external RF filter can also provide voltage division to 
bring the sample voltage within range of the A/D.

Once all sample, control, and communications lines have been connected, 
the system is ready for calibration. Refer to the Setup and Calibration Sec
tion.
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J21 Connections

I Calibration

I Pin Description

I
I

I
I
I to

I
I
I
I

I
I

This 
grade

1
3
16
4
17
6
19
7
20
12
25
13

The above list is all that is normally required for connection of the 
system. If working with a 2 wire telephone line, 
side of the line and pins 16 and 17 to the other side of the line.

Shield
Audio input data +
Audio input data -
Audio output data +
Audio output data -
Transmit key*
Ground (Transmit key return)
External Speaker
Speaker return
Direct Connect Modem Tip
Direct Connect Modem Ring
Direct Connect Modem Shield

DRC 
connect pins 3 and 4 to-one 

If a 4 wire 
telephone line or other 4 wire circuit (microwave subcarrier, RF link, etc.) is 
used, pins 3 and 16 should be connected to the receiver and pins 4 and 17 
the transmitter.

If a subcarrier transceiver inside the DRC190 is used, the lines driven by 
it should not be connected outside the DRC. For example, if this site is 
receiving a 110 KHz control subcarrier, the internal subcarrier transceiver 
puts the received audio on pins 3 and 16. No outside connection should be made 
to these pins.

The Transmit key* (* indicates the line is active low) line is pulled low 
whenever this site is transmitting data. This line can be used to key a "TRL" 
transmitter. Note that the transmit key* output can only sink 40 mA with an 
open circuit voltage of 15 volts.

The external speaker connections are available on revision B processor 
boards, and later revisions. An external speaker with a series volume control 
can be connected to these pins. This speaker is driven by the speaker driver 
amplifier on the processor board. The keyboard clicks and intercom voice will 
be heard through this speaker. This can be useful at noisey transmitter sites. 
The front panel speaker remains the microphone for intercom operation. The 
impedance presented to these pins should not be below 8 ohms. An 8 ohm speaker 
with a series pot as a volume control is suggested.

The direct connect modem connections are used only if a direct connect 
modem was ordered. These pins should be connected to the dial-up telephone 
line so that the Basic applications program can receive and place data calls.

If the DRC was ordered with the "Dual Audio Option", there is an

J21 connects to the communications system linking the DRC190 units, 
link is to be a half duplex (two way, but only one way at a time) voice 
link meeting the requirements of a Bell 3002 circuit with basic conditioning as 
described in Bell System publication 41004. Telephone lines, subcarrier links 
and radio links are normally available to meet these requirements. Should a 
link capable of handling the 1200 Baud data not be available, the DRC data rate 
can be reduced as required. See the Setup and Calibration Section for
information on changing the communications data rate.
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I
I Pin Description

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I

1
2
15
3
16
4
17
5
18
6
19
7
20
12
25
13

This allows the DRC to be used 
A unit with the

additional audio input and output on each unit.
at an intermediate microwave site in a large microwave system, 
dual audio option has the following connections on J21.

Shield
Audio input number '1 + 
Audio input number 1 - 
Audio input number 2 + 
Audio input number 2 - 
Audio output number 1 + 
Audio output number 1 - 
Audio output number 2 + 
Audio output number 2 - 
Transmit key* 
Ground
External Speaker
Speaker return
Direct Connect Modem Tip 
Direct Connect Modem Ring 
Direct Connect Modem Shield
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Subcarrier Transceiver Connections

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I Adjust this control to the approximate subcarrier

- R7: control the subcarrierAdjust this to exact

I
I subcarrier.

I
I With an oscilloscope conntected to the subcarrier output,

I
I
I

Course Frequency - R6: 
frequency desired.

Fine Frequency 
frequency desired.

Deviation - R9:

adjustment of the 
The adjustments 
and a frequency

Deviation 
To make this adjustment, ground the audio input 

Apply 1 volt DC to the input and adjust R1 so 
the frequency is 1 KHz lower than the previously measured value. With the 
subcarrier deviation control adjusted in this manner, the standard 0 dBm output

Adjust this control to the desired deviation, 
is normally set to 1 KHz/Volt. 
and count the output frequency.

frequency
level of the modem in the DRC19O will result in +/- 1 KHz peak deviation of the 

Note that once the deviation is set, adjustment of the subcarrier 
frequency will result in the same percentage deviation. Multiplying the 
subcarrier frequency by two results in double the deviation. ' Since the 
subcarrier demodulator is designed for a constant frequency deviation (rather 
than a constant percentage deviation), the deviation control will have to be 

maintain the desired 1 KHz/volt

control that should require adjustment will be the 
With an oscilloscope connected to the output 
adjust R4 for the level required by the STL or

The subcarrier transceiver input and output connections appear above the 
reset button on the rear panel. The left BNC connector is the subcarrier 
output, the right BNC connector is the subcarrier input.

If a subcarrier is being used as a control uplink, the subcarrier output 
at the studio unit should be connected to the multiplex input on the STL 
transmitter, and the subcarrier input on the transmitter site unit should be 
connected to the multiplex output of the STL receiver.

If a subcarrier is being used as a metering downlink, the subcarrier :£•’ 
output at the transmitter site should be connected to the exciter SCA input 
(connection for external SCA generator), and the subcarrier input at the studio 
should be connected to a composite output of the modulation monitor or wideband 
receiver.

Various portions of the subcarrier system can be replaced with external
subcarrier equipment, if desired. For example, some FM exciters have a built
in SCA generator. The audio output from the DRC19O could be connected directly
to the audio input of this SCA generator. In addition, the modulation
monitor/subcarrier demodulator combination at the studio could be replaced with 
a standard SCA (background music) receiver.

Since STL and exciter specifications vary, some 
subcarrier transceiver boards will probably be required, 
require ■ the use of an oscilloscope, a digital voltmeter 
counter.

The only control that should require adjustment will be the subcarrier 
output level (R4). With an oscilloscope connected to the output of the 
subcarrier generator, adjust R4 for the level required by the STL or exciter 
multiplex input. STL equipment supplied by Moseley Associates requires a 
subcarrier level of 1.5 volts P-P. STL equipment supplied by Micro Controls 
requires a subcarrier level of 1 volt RMS.

Other subcarrier transmitter controls include:

result in the same percentage 
frequency by two results in double the 
demodulator is designed for a constant frequency deviation 

constant percentage deviation), 
readjusted after a frequency change to 
deviation.

Symmetry - Rl:
adjust Rl for a symmetrical waveform.

Distortion - R2: Connect an audio distortion analyzer to to the
subcarrier output. Adjust Rl and R2 for minimum distortion (minimum subcarrier 
harmonic content). It should be possible to get distortion below 1% (sum of 
harmonics 40 dB below subcarrier level).
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Subcarrier Receiver Controls include:

receiver,

I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

the remainder of the
I
I

is 
is

sending 
required 
level). Feed ;

this

26
67
92
110

429
388
363
345

try 
the

Subcarrier Frequency 
(KHl)

another
a

To enter the calibrate mode, key in 
Leaving the speaker enabled allows one to 
etc. as an aid in checking subcarrier

Local Oscillator Null - Rll: With no input to the subcarrier 
adjust Rll for a null in the AC level on pin 2 of the XR2206.

Local Oscillator Frequency - R17: 
jumper improves the local oscillator null, 
frequency, remove this jumper, 
adjusted, return the jumper, 
a frequency counter to pin 1 of P05 and adjust R17 for the desired local 
oscillator frequency. The desired local oscillator frequency is 455 KHz - SCA 
frequency. Typical local oscillator frequencies are listed below:

Local Oscillator Frequency 
(KHz)

it would be a good idea to 
receiver after 
transmitter output 

If a CRT terminal is
A clean sine 

A distorted sine wave
to excessive deviation of the subcarrier. A noisey signal 
to excessively low subcarrier level. The minimum acceptable

A jumper is supplied on P05. This
When adjusting the local oscillator 

When the local oscillator frequency has been 
With no input to the subcarrier receiver, connect

On installing the subcarrier equipment, 
the transmitter directly into the appropriate 
adjustments have been made (typically only the 
Feed a tone into the subcarrier transmitter.

available, this can be easily accomplished by typing MODEMTST. 
wave should be apparent at the subcarrier receiver.
normally due to excessive deviation of the subcarrier. A noisey 
normally due to excessively low subcarrier level. The minimum 
subcarrier level at the receiver input is approximately 150 mV P-P.

Once the direct connection has been shown to work, connect the subcarrier 
equipment to the normal RF link and check end to end operation. Again, a 
distorted signal is probably due to over deviation, although this should not 
have changed since the direct connection test. A noisy signal may be due to 
crosstalk from the main channel. To simplify manufacturing and adjustment, no 
input filtering is included in the subcarrier receiver. Instead, the whole 
base band is hetrodyned up to 455 KHz (and frequency inverted due to the low 
side local oscillator) and filtered in a standard ceramic filter. The ceramic 
filter gives excellent rejection characteristics, but it is possible to get 
interference from the main channel due to actual main channel harmonics (due to 
non-linearity of the STL or exciter), or various cross products due to the non
linearity in the mixer. Interference from the main channel can be checked by 
dropping the main channel and seeing if the subcarrier signal cleans up. 
Interference from the main channel can sometimes be fixed by adjusting the main 
channel and subcarrier levels (subcarrier injection).

As an aid in checking the system, the front panel speaker of the DRC190 is 
enabled when the calibrate mode is first entered and remains active until 
key is pressed, or a speaker off command is received (such as at the end of 
CW ID or the end of an intercom message).
1234 followed by a decimal point, 
hear the received data, test tones, 
operation.

Once the subcarrier equipment is operating properly,
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DRC19O system should be tested with the subcarrier equipment.I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
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Radio Transceiver InstallationI

B

I

I of thisthe see the calibration section

I

isthe

I
I

10.I twisted pair of wires is connected from the rear panel speaker jack to
Terminal 8 is wired to JP11 on the PLL board.

I
I
I

on
1.5

The following modifications are made to the FX-60U.
Existing wires are disconnected from the barrier strip terminals 5 through

1 - Intercom low
2 - Intercom high
3 - Intercom low
4 - Intercom high
5 - Receiver audio out low
6 - Receiver audio out high
7 - Transmit key low
8 - Transmit key high (pull to ground to transmit)
9 - Transmit audio in low
10- Transmit audio in high

Press CHI, RADIO , and L/R while 
"9:00" and adjust the squelch 

If desired, an RCA plug can be plugged

tran- 
tran- 
part 

Change of second IF 
Addition- of an attenuator on microphone 

Adjustment of 
peak deviation of 1.5 KHz when the input

A 
terminals 5 and 6.

Terminal 7 is grounded. 
This is the transmit key line.

A 600 ohm resistor is wired across terminals 9 and 10. 
connected to terminal 10. 
end < . 
PLL board. The resistor value (50K to 750K) is selected to yield 
deviation when 2.2 KHz at 0 dBm is applied to terminals 9 and 10.

Hallikainen & Friends is supplying a Standard Communications FX60U 
sceiver when a separate radio control/metering link is required. This 
sciever has been modified slightly to permit operation with the DRC19O on 
74 group P frequencies. These modifications include: 
filter to allow 5 KHz channel spacing, 
input to allow the DRC190 to drive the unit with a 0 dBm signal, 
the FX60U deviation control to yield a 
is driven with 2.2 KHz at 0.776 volts RMS.

Install the FX60U close to the DRC190 (typically immediately above the 
DRC190 in the equipment rack). Plug the supplied cable into the FX-6OU and J21 
of the DRC190. Connect the antenna to the FX-60U. Connect the AC power to the 
FX60U.

Turn on the power switch on the FX-60U. 
releasing CH2 and IC. Set the volume control to 
control until the speaker just mutes, 
into the rear panel speaker jack to mute the internal speaker.

If the CW ID has not been set up, 
manual.

If other sites have been installed, you should be able to select that site 
see the TX light on the FX-60U flash, 
second line of the DRC190 display update

A resistor is 
A twisted pair is wired from terminal 9 and the free 

of the resistor to JP03 (from resistor) and JP04 (from terminal 9) on the 
...... ' KHz

on the DRC190, see the TX light on the FX-60U flash, see the busy light flash, 
then have the second line of the DRC190 display update with the telemetry 
information. If the rear panel external speaker jack has not been plugged 
(disabling the internal speaker), you should also be able to hear the received 
data.

The radio link should now be operating.
For reference, the below information on modifications to the FX-60U 

provided.
The rear panel barrier strip on the FX-60U has the following pin out:
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Direct Connect Modem Connectios

I
paralleland

be

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

1 - Shield
2 - Data from terminal
3 - Data to terminal
4&5 are jumpered giving RTS-CTS handshake
7 - Signal Ground

1 - Shield
2 - Input 1
3 - Input 2 (also timer input)
4 - Input 3
5 - Input 4
6 - Input 5
7 - Input 6
8 - Output 1
9 - Output 2

10 - Output 3
11 - Output 4
12 - Output 5
13 - Output 6
14 - Output 7
21 - 33 Signal Ground

If a direct connect modem was ordered with the system, the telephone line 
tip and ring connections appear on J21 pins 12 and 25, as indicated earlier in 
this section. It is suggested that shielded cable be used for this telephone 
line connection, and that the shield be connected to pin 13 of J21.

Prior to connecting the equipment to the telephone line, the local 
telephone company should be notified. You should give the telephone company 
which line or lines the modem is to be used on, the FCC Registration Number 
(B468NR-68618-DM-E) and the Ringer Equivalence (0.4B). For further information 
regarding direct connection to dial-up telephone lines, see the FCC Notice 
section of the manual.

The direct connect modem board also makes some more serial 
input/output available.

The additional serial input/output is an RS232 port on J23. This port can 
used to drive another printer or terminal from Basic using the statements 

PRINT#3, DISPLAY#3, INPUT#3, INKEY$(3), LINE(3) and MAXLINE(3). The speed of 
this serial port is set up in the set up mode. It is identified as port 3 and 
can be programmed to various speeds between 50 and 19.2K bits/second.

The RS232 port at J23 has the following pin out:

(2’N). To
For further

The parallel input/output of the direct connect modem card is available on 
J21. J21 has the below pin out when used with the direct connect modem card:

These I/O lines are from the 2681 DUART on the modem card. The inputs and 
outputs are at TTL levels. To read the state of an input line from Basic, use 
the expression (23N) AND PEEK(39149). N is the bit number (N=6 for input 6). 
The expression will have the value 0 if the input was low, and a non-zero value 
if the input was high.

To program an output pin high, use the statement POKE 39151, 
program an output low, use the statement POKE 39150, (22N). 
information, see the 2681 data sheet.
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Metering & Control ConnectionsI

I The below table indicates which channels show up on which connector.

A/D BoardChannelsConnectorI
I
I
I
I
I

The sample differentialvoltages,

I
I

I

I
I
I

JI
J2
J3
J4
J5
J6
J7
J8
J9
J10
Jll
J12
J13
J14
J15
J16
J17
J18
J19
J20

0 
0 
1
1
2 
2 
3
3 
4
4 
5
5 
6
6 
7 
7
8 
8 
9
9

have
> of
and
DRC

0-4
5-9
10 - 14
15 - 19
20 - 24
25 - 29
30 - 34
35 - 39
40 - 44
45 - 49
50 - 54
55 - 59
60 - 64
65 - 69
70 - 74
75 - 79
80 - 84
85 - 89
90 - 94
95 - 99

JIJ2 provides the next five channels, 
on.

ChanOut* lines are enabled (pulled low) when a site in the system has 
These lines indicate to external 
These lines can be used to drive 

such as the tower and parameter select 
The calibration mode includes a sample

Remember the precautions regarding the sample differential and common mode 
and the control voltage and current limits.

voltage is to be less than 2 volts (unless voltage dividers have been added to
the A/D board as indicated in the adjustment section). The sample common mode
voltage is to be +/- 100 volts from ground. The control circuit open circuit
voltage is to be between 0 volts and +30 volts. The control circuit short
circuit current is to be limited to 500 mA.

The Raise* or Lower* lines are enabled (pulled low) when a site in the 
system has the appropriate site and channel selected and presses Raise or 
Lower. These control lines can be used to adjust the reading being displayed 
or to make mode changes (ie, transmitter on/off, power change, pattern change, 
etc.).

The
the appropriate site and channel selected, 
equipment that an A/D sample is being taken, 
external sample selecting equipment, 
lines on a directional antenna monitor.
delay provision to allow for the settling time of an antenna monitor.

The failsafe* lines are enabled (pulled low) when all sites that ] 
failsafe enabled are operating in the system. The failsafe requirements 
each site can be set in the setup mode. See the section on calibration 
setup. The failsafe lines will be released if one of the required other 
units in the system is not responding or if the power supply in this DRC fails. 
Note that failsafe 1* and failsafe 2* are separate open collector transistor 
outputs that are driven with the same signal. These can be used to drive

provides control and metering interface for the first five channels.
J3 provides the next five channels, and so
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»

I
I

JI Connections
Pin Description Pin Description

I

I

1
I

J2 ConnectionsI Pin Description Pin Description

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

different circuits without steering diodes, 
Failsafe 
different

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Shield 
+Sample 0 
Raise 0* 
Lower 0* 
+Sample 1 
Raise 1* 
Lower 1* 
+Sample 2 
Raise 2* 
Lower 2* 
+Sample 3 
Raise 3* 
Lower 3* 
+Sample 4 
Raise 4* 
Lower 4* 
Failsafe 1* 
Failsafe 2* 
No connection

Shield 
+Sample 5 
Raise 5* 
Lower 5* 
+Sample 6 
Raise 6* 
Lower 6* 
+Sample 7 
Raise 7* 
Lower 7* 
+Sample 8 
Raise 8* 
Lower 8* 
+Sample 9 
Raise 9* 
Lower 9* 
Failsafe 1* 
Failsafe 2* 
No connection

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Chan0ut8* 
-Sample 9
Ground (Control return)

ChanOut 7*
-Sample 8
Ground (Control return)

Ground (Control return) 
-Sample 5
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 5*
-Sample 6
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 6*
-Sample 7
Ground (Control return)

Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 0*
-Sample 1
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 1*
-Sample 2
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 2*
-Sample 3
Ground (Control return)
Chan0ut3*
-Sample 4
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 4*
Ground (Control return)
Ground (Control return)

Ground (Control return) 
-Sample 0

ChanOut 9*
Ground (Control return)
Ground (Control return)

if desired. Note, however, that 
1* and Failsafe 1* appearing on JI and J2 are the same signal. If 
circuits are to be driven, steering diodes will be required and the 

current limit (500 mA) will have to be watched closely. The failsafe signal is 
duplicated on each A/D board, so it is available on each metering/control 
connector.
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J3 ConnectionsI Pin Description Pin Description

I

I

I
I
I J4 Connections

Pin Description Pin DescriptionI
I
I
1
I
I
I
i
i
i

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Shield 
+Sample 10 
Raise 10* 
Lower 10* 
+Sample 11 
Raise 11* 
Lower 11* 
+Sample 12 
Raise 12* 
Lower 12* 
+Sample 13 
Raise 13* 
Lower 13* 
+Sample 14 
Raise 14* 
Lower 14* 
Failsafe 1* 
Failsafe 2* 
No connection

Shield 
+Sample 15 
Raise 15* 
Lower 15* 
+Sample 16 
Raise 16* 
Lower 16* 
+Sample 17 
Raise 17* 
Lower 17* 
+Sample 18 
Raise 18* 
Lower 18* 
+Sample 19 
Raise 19* 
Lower 19* 
Failsafe 1* 
Failsafe 2* 
No connection

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Ground (Control return) 
-Sample 10
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 10*
-Sample 11
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 11*
-Sample 12
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 12*
-Sample 13
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 13*
-Sample 14
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 14*
Ground (Control return)
Ground (Control return)

Ground (Control return) 
-Sample 15
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 15*
-Sample 16
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 16*
-Sample 17
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 17*
-Sample 18
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 18*
-Sample 19
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 19*
Ground (Control return)
Ground (Control return)
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J5 ConnectionsI ■i-

Pin Description DescriptionPin

I
I
I
I
I
I

J6 Connections
Pin Description Pin DescriptionI

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Shield 
+Sample 20 
Raise 20* 
Lower 20* 
+Sample 21 
Raise 21* 
Lower 21* 
+Sample 22 
Raise 22* 
Lower 22* 
+Sample 23 
Raise 23* 
Lower 23* 
+Sample 24 
Raise 24* 
Lower 24* 
Failsafe 1* 
Failsafe 2* 
No connection

Shield 
+Sample 25 
Raise 25* 
Lower 25* 
+Sample 26 
Raise 26* 
Lower 26* 
+Sample 27 
Raise 27* 
Lower 27* 
+Sample 28 
Raise 28* 
Lower 28* 
+Sample 29 
Raise 29* 
Lower 29* 
Failsafe 1* 
Failsafe 2* 
No connection

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27 .
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Ground (Control return) 
-Sample 20
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 20*
-Sample 21
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 21*
-Sample 22
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 22*
-Sample 23
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 23*
-Sample 24
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 24*
Ground (Control return)
Ground (Control return)

Ground (Control return) 
-Sample 25
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 25*
-Sample 26
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 26*
-Sample 27
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 27*
-Sample 28
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 28*
-Sample 29
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 29*
Ground (Control return)
Ground (Control return)
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J7 ConnectionsI
Pin Description Pin DescriptionI

I
I
I
I
I J8 Connections

I Pin Description Pin Description

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Shield 
+Sample 30 
Raise 30* 
Lower 30* 
+Sample 31 
Raise 31* 
Lower 31* 
+Sample 32 
Raise 32* 
Lower 32* 
+Sample 33 
Raise 33* 
Lower 33* 
+Sample 34 
Raise 34* 
Lower 34* 
Failsafe 1* 
Failsafe 2* 
No connection

Shield 
+Sample 35 
Raise 35* 
Lower 35* 
+Sample 36 
Raise 36* 
Lower 36* 
+Sample 37 
Raise 37* 
Lower 37* 
+Sample 38 
Raise 38* 
Lower 38* 
+Sample 39 
Raise 39* 
Lower 39* 
Failsafe 1* 
Failsafe 2* 
No connection

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Ground (Control return) 
-Sample 35
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 35*
-Sample 36
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 36*
-Sample 37
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 37*
-Sample 38
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 38*
-Sample 39
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 39*
Ground (Control return)
Ground (Control return)

Ground (Control return) 
-Sample 30
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 30*
-Sample 31
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 31*
-Sample 32
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 32*
-Sample 33
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 33*
-Sample 34
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 34*
Ground (Control return)
Ground (Control return)
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J9 ConnectionsI DescriptionPinPin Description

I
I
I
I

I
I J10 Connections

I Pin DescriptionPin Description

I
I

I

I
I
I

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Shield 
+Sample 45 
Raise 45* 
Lower 45* 
+Sample 46 
Raise 46* 
Lower 46* 
+Sample 47 
Raise 47* 
Lower 47* 
+Sample 48 
Raise 48* 
Lower 48* 
+Sample 49 
Raise 49* 
Lower 49* 
Failsafe 1* 
Failsafe 2* 
No connection

Shield 
+Sample 40 
Raise 40* 
Lower 40* 
+Sample 41 
Raise 41* 
Lower 41* 
+Sample 42 
Raise 42* 
Lower 42* 
+Sample 43 
Raise 43* 
Lower 43* 
+Sample 44 
Raise 44* 
Lower 44* 
Failsafe 1* 
Failsafe 2* 
No connection

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Ground (Control return) 
-Sample 40
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 40*
-Sample 41
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 41*
-Sample 42
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 42*
-Sample 43
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 43*
-Sample 44

■ Ground (Control return) 
ChanOut 44*
Ground (Control return)
Ground (Control return)

Ground (Control return) 
-Sample 45
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 45*
-Sample 46
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 46*
-Sample 47
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 47*
-Sample 48
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 48*
-Sample 49
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 49*
Ground (Control return)
Ground (Control return)
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Jll Connections

DescriptionPinPin Description
I
I
I
I
I
I
I JI2 Connections

I Pin Description Pin Description

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Shield 
+Sample 50 
Raise 50* 
Lower 50* 
+Sample 51 
Raise 51* 
Lower 51* 
+Sample 52 
Raise 52* 
Lower 52* 
+Sample 53 
Raise 53* 
Lower 53* 
+Sample 54 
Raise 54* 
Lower 54* 
Failsafe 1* 
Failsafe 2* 
No connection

Shield 
+Sample 55 
Raise 55* 
Lower 55* 
+Sample 56 
Raise 56* 
Lower 56* 
+Sample 57 
Raise 57* 
Lower 57* 
+Sample 58 
Raise 58* 
Lower 58* 
+Sample 59 
Raise 59* 
Lower 59* 
Failsafe 1* 
Failsafe 2* 
No connection

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

ChanOut 59*
Ground (Control return)
Ground (Control return)

Ground (Control return) 
-Sample 55
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 55*
-Sample 56
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 56*
-Sample 57
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 57*
-Sample 58
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 58*
-Sample 59
Ground (Control return)

Ground (Control return) 
-Sample 50
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 50*
-Sample 51
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 51*
-Sample 52
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 52*
-Sample 53
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 53*
-Sample 54
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 54*
Ground (Control return)
Ground (Control return)
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J13 ConnectionsI Pin Description Pin Description

I
I
I
I
I
I J14 Connections

Pin Description Pin DescriptionI
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

Shield 
+Sample 60 
Raise 60* 
Lower 60* 
+Sample 61 
Raise 61* 
Lower 61* 
+Sample 62 
Raise 62* 
Lower 62* 
+Sample 63 
Raise 63* 
Lower 63* 
+Sample 64 
Raise 64* 
Lower 64* 
Failsafe 1* 
Failsafe 2* 
No connection

Shield 
+Sample 65 
Raise 65* 
Lower 65* 
+Sample 66 
Raise 66* 
Lower 66* 
+Sample 67 
Raise 67* 
Lower 67* 
+Sample 68 
Raise 68* 
Lower 68* 
+Sample 69 
Raise 69* 
Lower 69* 
Failsafe 1* 
Failsafe 2* 
No connection

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Ground (Control return) 
-Sample 60
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 60*
-Sample 61
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 61*
-Sample 62
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 62*
-Sample 63
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 63*
-Sample 64
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 64*
Ground (Control return)
Ground (Control return)

Ground (Control return) 
-Sample 65
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 65*
-Sample 66
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 66*
-Sample 67
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 67*
-Sample 68
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 68*
-Sample 69
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 69*
Ground (Control return)
Ground (Control return)
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J15 ConnectionsI Pin Description DescriptionPin

I

I
I
I
I J16 Connections

Pin Description Pin DescriptionI
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
•9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Shield 
+Sample 70 
Raise 70* 
Lower 70* 
+Sample 71 
Raise 71* 
Lower 71* 
+Sample 72 
Raise 72* 
Lower 72* 
+Sample 73 
Raise 73* 
Lower 73* 
+Sample 74 
Raise 74* 
Lower 74* 
Failsafe 1* 
Failsafe 2* 
No connection

Shield 
+Sample 75 
Raise 75* 
Lower 75* 
+Sample 76 
Raise 76* 
Lower 76* 
+Sample 77 
Raise 77* 
Lower 77* 
+Sample 78 
Raise 78* 
Lower 78* 
+Sample 79 
Raise 79* 
Lower 79* 
Failsafe 1* 
Failsafe 2* 
No connection

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Ground (Control return) 
-Sample 75
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 75*
-Sample 76
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 76*
-Sample 77
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 77*
-Sample 78
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 78*
-Sample 79
Ground (Control return)

• ChanOut 79*
Ground (Control return)
Ground (Control return)

Ground (Control return) 
-Sample 70
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 70*
-Sample 71
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 71*
-Sample 72
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 72*
-Sample 73
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 73*
-Sample 74
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 74*
Ground (Control return)
Ground (Control return)
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J17 ConnectionsI DescriptionPinPin Description

I
I
I
I
I
I
I J18 Connections

Pin Description Pin Description
I

I
I
I
I
I

I
I

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Shield 
+Sample 80 
Raise 80* 
Lower 80* 
+Sample 81 
Raise 81* 
Lower 81* 
+Sample 82 
Raise 82* 
Lower 82* 
+Sample 83 
Raise 83* 
Lower 83* 
+Sample 84 
Raise 84* 
Lower 84* 
Failsafe 1* 
Failsafe 2* 
No connection

Shield 
+Sample 85 
Raise 85*’ 
Lower 85* 
+Sample 86 
Raise 86* 
Lower 86* 
+Sample 87 
Raise 87* 
Lower 87* 
+Sample 88 
Raise 88* 
Lower 88* 
+Sample 89 
Raise 89 
Lower 89* 
Failsafe 1* 
Failsafe 2* 
No connection

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Ground (Control return) 
-Sample 80

Ground (Control return) 
-Sample 85
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 85*
-Sample 86
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 86*
-Sample 87
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 87*
-Sample 88
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 88*
-Sample 89
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 89*
Ground (Control return)
Ground (Control return)

Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 80*
-Sample 81
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 81*
-Sample 82
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 82*
-Sample 83
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 83*
-Sample 84
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 84*
Ground (Control return)
Ground (Control return)
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J19 Connections
DescriptionPinDescriptionPin

I
I
I

I
I
I J20 Connections

Pin Description DescriptionPin

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Shield 
+Sample 90 
Raise 90* 
Lower 90* 
+Sample 91 
Raise 91* 
Lower 91* 
+Sample 92 
Raise 92* 
Lower 92* 
+Sample 93 
Raise 93* 
Lower 93* 
+Satnple 94 
Raise 94 
Lower 94* 
Failsafe 1* 
Failsafe 2* 
No connection

Shield 
+Sample 95 
Raise 95* 
Lower 95* 
+Sample 96 
Raise 96* 
Lower 96* 
+Sample 97 
Raise 97* 
Lower 97* 
+Sample 98 
Raise 98* 
Lower 98* 
+Sample 99 
Raise 99 
Lower 99* 
Failsafe 1* 
Failsafe 2* 
No connection

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Ground (Control return) 
-Sample 90
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 90*
-Sample 91
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 91*
-Sample 92
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 92*
-Sample 93
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 93*
-Sample 94
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 94*
Ground (Control return)
Ground (Control return)

Ground (Control return) 
-Sample 95
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 95*
-Sample 96
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 96*
-Sample 97
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 97*
-Sample 98
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 98*
-Sample 99
Ground (Control return)
ChanOut 99*
Ground (Control return)
Ground (Control return)
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J22 Connections

I
I

Pin DescriptionI
I

Connector Supplies

The below listed connector parts are supplied or are available from H&F.

I H&F P/N Manufacturer Part NumberDescription

I
I
I

I
I

I
I

I

2100-0016
2100-0017
2100-0018
2100-0091
2100-0092
2100-0093
2100-0094

2
3
7

Data from terminal
Data to terminal 
Data ground

25 pin male D connector 
pins for D connectors
25 pin connector back shell
37 pin male D connector
37 pin connector back shell

This connector gives the user access 
The baud rate on the port is 

Other data parameters
1 start bit, 7 data bits, mark parity, 1 stop bit.

AMP 205208-1 
AMP 205202-4 
AMP 205718-1 
AMP 205210-1 
AMP 205731-1 

pin insertion/extraction tool AMP 91067-2 
crimp tool (not supplied) AMP 29004-1

J22 is an RS-232/C subset connector.
to the Basic interpreter included in the DRC190. 
programmed through the calibration and setup procedure, 
include:
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CRT & Printer Cables

I
I
I cablea

DRC190 J22I Freedom 100 Main PortFunction

I
In addition,I
IfI

I Finally, if a printer is used, the cable is wired as below:

Freedom 100 Pin Function SC Printer PinI
I
I 20

I listed below, where U

I

I
I

the CRT terminal pins 8 (Carrier Detect Input) is jumpered to 
pin 20 (Data Terminal Ready Output).

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1
2
3
4
6
7
8 & 20
19

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

3
4
6
7

The CRT 
described below:

Shield, Frame Ground 
Terminal data to DRC 
DRC data to terminal 
Request to Send to DRC 
Clear to Send to terminal 
Data Set Ready to terminal 
Signal Ground

The suggested printer DIP switch settings are 
indicates "up" and D indicates "down".

the 
printer with DRC systems, unless 

terminal is wired to the DRC190, 
to the peripheral port on the CRT terminal.

the 
is 
is 
by 

sending the data to be printed, then sending the

Shield - Frame Ground 1
Data to Freedom 100 (handshake) 2
Data to printer
Hi=0K, Lo=Busy, to Freedom 100
Data Set Ready to printer
Signal Ground
Jumper terminal DCD to DTR
Hi=0K, Lo=Busy, to Freedom 100

H&F provides 
Smith Corona D300 
specified. The CRT 
connected 
enabling the peripheral port, 
peripheral port disable character sequence.

terminal main port is wired to J22 on the DRC190 using

"up"

Liberty Electronics Freedom 100 CRT terminal and 
with DRC systems, unless other equipment 

while the printer 
The DRC190 prints

no printer is used with the Freedom 100, print statements are used 
in the DRC190 program, and the DRC190 has been programmed with the peripheral 
port on and off codes, a dummy plug must be plugged into the Freedom 100 
peripheral port to allow it to complete the required handshaking. Failure to 
install this plug will cause the Freedom 100 to stop operating while waiting 
for the non-existant printer to be ready for data. This dummy plug has a
jumper between pin 6 and 19, and another jumper between pins 8 and 20.
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I

SW-3SW-2SW-1Switch

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

D 
U 
D 
U 
D 
U 
U 
U

D 
U 
D 
D 
U
U 
U 
D

D
U
U
D
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Calibration and SetupI

I
I

I

I

If so, press up
I

3. Enter a 2 digit channel number of the channel you wish to calibrate.

I
I

Yes

5.
the

I
I

I
I

The display asks if you wish to continue calibration. 
If not, press down arrow and skip to step 10.

the down-arrow for no. 
position.

unit, 
and

2.
arrow.

4. 
first

press the up-arrow for yes. 
Yes will advance the cursor to

No will change the character without moving the
No key down until the desired character appears,

a 
speaker mute command 
pressing of any key.

The 
and 

If the character 
If it is 

the next 
: cursor. 

the press the

if 
to 

The 
first 

antenna 
be
a 
a

The DRC190 permits metering channels to be calibrated by establishing a 
scaling factor that the A/D sample is multiplied by. This scaling factor is 
determined by the DRC firmware dividing the desired indication by the A/D 
sample. This floating point scaling factor is stored in Electrically Erasable 
Programmable Read Only Memory (EEPROM). In addition, the displayed reading can 
be either proportional to the A/D sample or proportional to the square of the 
A/D sample (square law), allowing direct reading of power output from a 
reflectometer sample. Finally, a three character label and a two character 
units designator are stored for each channel.

The Setup mode allows changing the site number of this particular 
the number of the highest site number in the systemj the terminal 
communications baud rate, the "site delay", fail safe enable, control enable, 
and the Morse CW identifier code.

The below procedure describes the calibration and setup of the DRC190.

The display will show the currently programmed label and units, 
three characters are the label (ie, ICP for common point current), 

the last two characters are the units (ie, KV for kilovolts), 
that the cursor is under is as desired, 
not, press 
character 
Hold the i 
key. Each label and unit character is programmed in this manner.

Once the label and units have been programmed, 
current sample delay is ok.

digital conversions that are thrown out before the 
CHANOUT* ' output of the A/D board is enabled at 
conversion. If this 
monitor, the sample 
thrown out until the reading should be stable, 
third of a second.
settling time of 1 second.
for a period of time corresponding to the sample delay.
03 and a Raise is sent, 
held low for 1 second. 
(5 seconds).

you will be asked 
The sample delay is the number of analog 

that are thrown out before the sample is taken, 
the A/D board is enabled at the start of the 

i output is used to drive the tower select on an ;
is not immediately available. A/D conversions can 

Each conversion takes about 
Setting sample delay to 03 allows the antenna monitor

In addition, the Raise and Lower outputs are pulsed 
If the sample delay is 

the appropriate Raise* output of the DRC190 will be 
The sample delay must be between 00 (no delay) and 15 

If the current delay is ok, hit yes. If not, hit no and then 
enter the 2 digit delay desired.

1. Key in the number sequence "123 4" and press the decimal point on 
the front panel keyboard. The "1 2 3 4" sequence makes it difficult to get in 
the calibrate mode accidentally. The display will indicate you have entered 
the setup mode and instruct you to use up-arrow to answer yes, and down arrow 
to answer no. In addition, the front panel speaker is enabled. Any audio

The display will indicate you have i 
use up-arrow to answer yes, and down 

In addition, the front panel speaker is enabled. Any 
received on the communications link will be heard through the speaker, allowing 

quick analysis of signal quality. The speaker is disabled on receipt of a 
mute command (at the end of an intercom or CW ID message) or the
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I

I
I
I

I
I

you

I

If
I

I

I

The DRC190 will then ask if you want to do setup.
If you answer yes,

This is
If you

11.
correct.

14. 
correct, 
to see 
rate.

The
answer no

we
It does not cause

10.
will be dumped back into normal operation, 

proceed to step 11.

resolution of 1% on 
overrange, which 
indication cannot be 0.

If you answer no, 
you will

correct. 
port is

The DRC190 will ask if the programmed communications baud 
If not, answer no and the next choice will be displayed, 

the next choice or answer yes to accept the currently displayed 
The DRC190 normally operates at 1.2 Kbps (1,200 bits per second), 

can be slowed down for marginal communications links.

DRC190 will ask if the programmed site number is correct, 
and enter the correct site number as a 2 digit number.

The DRC190 will ask if the programmed port 3 baud rate is 
s the RS232 port on the direct connect modem card. This

rate is
Answer no 

baud 
but

12. 
not,

you will be asked if the, 
; down-arrow until the

You will 
This

6.
linear or square law 
appropriate curve is displayed.

Once the sample delay has been programmed, 
square law curve is ok. If not, press

Then press up-arrow.

The DRC190 will ask if the programmed maximum site number is 
If not, answer no and enter the highest site number in the system as 

a 2 digit number.

16. '
Port 3 is

13. The DRC190 will ask if the programmed site delay is correct. A 
typical wire line system, or a system with full time subcarrier channels will 
use a site delay of 0.05 seconds. A system using the Standard Communications 
FX60U radio link will use a site delay of 0.25 seconds to allow for keying and 
squelch delays.

9. The DRC190 will then ask if you wish to continue calibration, 
the same as step 2. If you answer yes, you will be back at step 3. 
answer no, you will be at step 10.

15. The DRC190 will ask if the programmed terminal baud rate is correct. 
Answer in a manner similar to question 12. The DRC190 is normally shipped with 
the terminal baud rate set to 9.6 Kbps.

7. You will then be asked if a RAISE or LOWER is required during the
sample. This will cause a RAISE or LOWER to be generated during the time
are measuring the sample voltage in the calibration routine, 
a RAISE or LOWER to be generated each time the meter is read.

8. The reading with the current scaling factor will then be displayed. 
Note that for the best accuracy, the sample voltage should be at its highest 
expected voltage. A good way of calibrating the system with an antenna monitor 
is by pressing the 180 degree phase calibrate button on the antenna monitor 
prior to answering the RAISE/LOWER question above. If this is correct, press 
up-arrow. If it is not, press down-arrow. The correct reading can then be 
entered as a five character number, including the decimal point. The sample 
voltage being calibrated against must be greater than 10 mV (required to get a 

the A/D) and less than 1.900 volts (required to prevent A/D 
occurs at 2.000 volts). In addition, the calibrated
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I
I or

I

I

I day and date.

I
I

I
I

is 
is

IDs.
minutes.

this 
be

on 
is
a

INPUT#3, 
to drive a printer.

20. 
desired, 
section.

ID anyway.
which indicates IDs are not to be done, 
wish to make a change, answer yes.

The DRC190 will then ask if you wish to set the time,
day and date in the Basic program without having 

use an ASCII keyboard (some stations have the DRC190 drive a receive only 
If you answer yes, you'll be asked to enter the 

seconds) in 24 hour format, 
enter the day as a number between 0 and 6 where 0 is 

You'll then be asked to enter the date in YYMMDD (year,

but not both, 
for setting up CRTSTR and

of the
the CRT,
to be put on the printer,

program changes between DISPLAYing data and PRINTING data,

a CRT terminal or printer, 
the following instructions

then ask if you wish to change the 
If so, answer yes, if not, answer no.

the 
put 

When 
I is 

, the 
This is done by the DRC190 

, or CRTSTR to the CRT 
CRTSTR and PRTSTR are stored in the non-

21.
. This allows setting the time, 
to 
printer only for logging). 
time as HHMMSS (hours, minutes, 
asked to 
Monday, etc. 
date) format.

the printer is plugged into 
program 

is

accessed using PRINT#3, INPUT#3, INKEY$(3), LINE(3) and MAXLINE(3). It 
typically used to drive a printer. The speed of this port (if supplied) 
changed in the same manner as the other speeds.

a receive
you'll be asked to enter

You'll then be
Sunday, 1 is

month,

will ask 
system, 
if 
output if 
After the 
disabled,

If 
site, 
skipped.

If a CRT and printer are both connected, 
preipheral port of the CRT terminal. When a Basic program is to 
information on the CRT, the command DISPLAY (or PRINT#O) is used, 
information is to be put on the printer, the command PRINT (or PRINT#1) 
used. When a ] 
terminal's peripheral port is enabled and disabled, 
sending PRTSTR to the CRT to enable the peripheral port, 
to disable the peripheral port.

is to be connected to
PRTSTR can

18. The DRC190 will then ask if you wish to change the CW ID. If you
don't have the CW ID option (used in TRL radio systems), you can answer no. It 
does not hurt to answer yes, but without the optional hardware, you'll get no 
CW ID but the DRCI90 may take time on the communications link to try do the the 

If you have no ID option, the time between IDs should be set to 00 
If you do have the CW ID option and

17. The DRC190 will then ask if you wish to change the failsafe 
control enable programming. If so, answer yes, if not, answer no. The DRC190 

if you wish to have failsafe enabled from each of the sites in the 
Answer yes for each site that the failsafe is to be enabled on, and no 

the failsafe is not to be enabled. The DRC190 will release its failsafe 
it does not hear from an enabled site at least once every minute, 
highest site number in the system has had failsafe enabled or 

the DRC will ask if Raise or Lower should be enabled from each site. 
Answer yes or no as apporpriate. This programing feature prevents an "AM rock 
jock" from shutting down a TV station in the same DRC system.

The DRC190 will then ask if the ID character over the cursor is that 
This is similar to setting the labels and units in the calibrate 
Holding the No key rotates through the various characters available. 

Pressing the Yes key moves the cursor to the next character position. There is 
room for up to a 16 character ID. The [ character is used to indicate the end 
of the message. If the ID is 16 characters long, no [ is needed. A typical ID 
would be DE K1234[ .

19. The DRC190 will first ask how many minutes should be between 
Answer 00 if no IDs are to be done. The typical ID frequency is 60 
You can enter anything between 01 minutes and 99 minutes.
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thewithterminal

the

I
I RETURN keyPress

o

I

I
into

I
I
I

i DRC

For date, the format is YYMMDD.

I
I

For today, I'd type in:6.I DAY=O

I We can check all of this by typing:

DISPLAY TIME$, DAY$, DATES

I

POKE 41994,27
POKE 41995,96
POKE 41996,0

POKE 41999,27
POKE 42000,97
POKE 42001,0

TIME=143507
DATE=841111

The Freedom
ESCAPE ° I 
that ESCAPE converts to 27 while 

to 41994 decimal. Therefore,

In addition, the day of week is set as a single digit number between 0 and 
Sunday is 0, Saturday is 6.

You may at this point also wish to set the clock and calendar in this 
and Date are entered as 6 digit numbers with the most significant 
For time, the format is HHMMSS. — 

if the time is 2:35:07 PM, and the date is November 11, 1984, I'd

: Freedom 
ESCAPE a .

; to

PRINT "r 
DISPLAY

unit. Time 
digit first. 
For example, 
type in the following:

After these have been entered, you should be able to type the following 
lines on the terminal and have the appropriate text show up on the terminal and 
the printer.

enable 
port: ESCAPE ° Consulting the ASCII-Decimal conversion table (section 12), 
find that ESCAPE converts to 27 while ° converts to 96. In addition, 
converts to 41994 decimal. Therefore, the following code typed 
terminal will handle the peripheral port enable.

Plug the CRT terminal into J22 on the DRC190. Press the 
several times to insure that the DRC190 is echoing the terminal.

100 requires the following codes to enable the peripheral 
we 

$A40A 
into the

The Freedom 100 requires the following codes to disable the peripheral 
port: ESCAPE a . We find that ja converts to 97 decimal. In addition, $A40F 
converts to 41999 decimal. Therefore, the following codes typed into the 
terminal will handle the peripheral port disable.

volatile EEPROM. If Hallikainen & Friends supplied the 
system, PRTSTR and CRTSTR have already been set up.

CRTSTR and PRTSTR are set up using POKE commands from Basic to store 
desired codes in EEPROM. Each code can be up to 4 characters long and must be 
terminated with a 00 character after the last character. CRTSTR is located at 
$A40F and PRTSTR is located at $A40A.

If, for example, we wish to program the DRC190 for use with the Liberty 
Electronics Freedom 100, the following procedure would be used.

'This should appear on the printer!" 
"This should appear on the terminal!"
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I The DRC190 should respond with:

2:35:07 PM Sunday November 11, 1984

i
i Use With External Computer

I a

I

I POKE 42021,0

B DRC190 to normal, set BASECHO by typing thenon-zero

I P0KE42021,255

I
I
I

does
> to 
more

Of course, 
the time (or, 
some.

To return the 
following command:

the external computer is 
line feeds to be added, 

For this reason, a byte of 
If BASECHO is non-zero, the DRC190 RS232 port 

If BASECHO is zero, the DRC190 i' 
the command from the external computer, does not add line feeds 

returns, and does not give the OK message. See section 4 for i 
information on using the DRC190 with an external computer.

To use the DRC190 with an external computer, set BASECHO to zero by typing 
the following command:

a few seconds has probably elapsed since the clock was set, so 
if it's real late at night, the day and date) will have advanced

The DRC190 RS232 port may be connected to an external computer instead of 
terminal/printer combination. When this is done, 

typically not- expecting the DRC190 input to be echoed, 
or an OK message to be output after each request. 
EEPROM is set aside as BASECHO. 
handles a terminal/printer combination, 
not echo 
carriage
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Sample Basic Programs

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I Although this makes the

theI
I
I
I

the next
I overriding

I
The code used here

I
I

at 
we 

from

or 
for

If we wish to continuously update a CRT display with 
several sites, we can use the below listed program, 
are interested in displaying ten channels of metering 
sites 1, 2, and 3 of our system.

RS-232
If the CRT has a peripheral port 

be 
the 
as

containing I 
rather than 

the

10DISPLAY"Channel"."Site l","Site 2","Site 3"
20F0RC=0T09
30DISPLAYC,
40F0RS=lT03
50D'ISPLAYMETER$(S ,C),
60NEXT
70DISPLAY
80NEXT
90DISPLAYCHR$(30)
lOOGOTOlO

the readings 
This program assumes 
(channels 0..9)

Each unit of the DRC190 system includes a Basic Interpreter and an 
port to allow connection of a CRT or Printer, 
that can be enabled and disabled under software control, a printer can 
connected to this port. When the peripheral port is used in this manner, 
peripheral port on and off codes must be programmed into the DRC190 EEPROM 
outlined in the calibration section of the manual.

Each DRC190 unit has 8 Kbytes of RAM (2 Kbytes on revision A processor 
boards) at a minimum. This is enough memory to write some simple logging 
display programs. Additional memory is available as an option to allow 
larger programs, 

we wish 
sites, 

interested

Note that no spaces were put between words, 
program a little difficult to read, it saves memory.

The program works like this:
Line 10 puts up headings labelling the columns for channel number and 

site numbers.
Lines 20 and 40 cause the remainder of the program to 

Channel 0 followed by Site 2 Channel 0. . • then Site 1 Channel 1. 
method results in a nicer screen display. Lines 10, 20 and 40 can be changed 
to display more or fewer sites and channels.

Line 30 displays the channel number we are currently accessing on the left 
side of the screen.

Line 50 actually takes the meter reading at Site S, Channel C and displays 
it. The use of METER$ instead of METER results in a string containing the 
label and units programmed in during calibration to be printed, rather than a 
numeric value alone. The comma following the METER$ causes the next
information to be printed to go in the next tab field on the screen.

Line 60 causes line 40 to set S (the site to be accessed) to 
number. Execution then continues immediately after line 40.

Line 70 forces the next data to be displayed to the next line, < 
the comma following the METER$ once all the sites have been displayed.

Line 80 causes line 20 to set up the next channel to be read. Execution 
then continues immediately after line 20.

Line 90 sends the "home cursor" code to the terminal.
(30) applies to the Liberty Electronics Freedom 100. It will probably have to 
be changed for different terminals.

Finally, line 100 causes the entire program to be run again.
To get out of the program at any time, press the control key and the C key

access Site 1
This access
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I SAVE EEPROM

To load a program from EEPROM, type

I
I

RT 
the

10IFTIME<RTTHENRT=-9E9
20IFTIME<RT+3000THEN10
30RT=TIME
40PRINTTIME$, 
5OFORC=OTO9 
60PRINTMETER$(l,C),
7ONEXT
80PRINT
90GOT010

is a
If the

which is greater than 126500, 
This is generally no problem.

then return a value of 1 and set 
After an error has been detected, METER is set to 1 and METER$ 

For this reason, line 40 should be modified to only access sites 
Line 10 should be modified to only display headings

at the same time (CTRL-C).
Note that if the DRC attempts to access a site that is not in the system, 

it will continue to try for about 60 seconds, 
the ERR flag, 
is "ERR=1!!". 
that are in the system, 
for sites that will actually be shown.

A simple program to print a log appears below. Text headings, dates, and 
other niceties have been left off this to try to fit it in the minimum memory 
of a system. The program can, of course, be expanded to include headings, 
limit checking, alarms, etc., if sufficient memory is available.

On startup, 
positive integer, 
time 
program 
program 
Line 40 
leaves the printhead at the next tab stop, 
loop with C (the metering channel) varying between 0 and 9. 

of site 1,

RT and all other variables are zero. Since the time 
it is never less than 0 and line 10 is not executed.

then line 20 loops the 
to line 10. If 30 minutes have elapsed, line 20 allows the

drop through to line 30 where RT is updated to the current time.
comma

to -9E9 (-9 
time, 
Since 
be 
remains at 233000 or so. 
beginning of a new day.

Note that time is stored in HHMMSS format. If time is 120500 (12:05:00 
PM), TIME+3000 is 123500 (12:35:00 PM). This is indeed one half hour from when 
the readings were last printed. However, what happens if we now add another 30 
minutes? 123500+3000=126500 (12:65:00 PM). TIME, however, goes from 125959 to 
130000, which is greater than 126500, causing a log print at the top of the 
hour. This is generally no problem. If you wish, however, you can write a 
routine in Basic to handle this base 60/base 10 problem.

If you are using the DRC190 without a disc drive, you may wish to save the 
logging program in EEPROM. There is about 1 Kbyte of free EEPROM for basic 
storage. To save your program, type

is less than RT+3000 (reading time + 30 minutes), 
back to line 10. If 30 minutes have elapsed, line 20 
to drop through to line 30 where RT is updated to the current 
prints the current time in string form (12 hour am/pm) and the

Lines 50 through 70 form a FOR-NEXT 
Line 60 prints the 

appropriate channel of site 1, tabbing over after printing each. Line 80
forces a carriage return and line feed after the last channel has been printed. 
Line 90 loops the program back to the beginning, where it waits for another 30 
minutes to elapse, or for time to be less than RT.

Line 10 waits for time to be less than RT. If this is the case, RT is set 
x 10 to the 9). Since -9E9 is substantially less than any valid

it will foce line 20 to allow execution of the program to drop through. 
RT is updated to time each time the readings are printed, time will not 

less than RT until the beginning of a new day, when time goes to 0 and 
Line 10 forces the program to print readings at



I
I LOAD EEPROM

I
I 24576EEPROM 24576 will save the program in EEPROM residing at

I LOAD EEPROM 24576 will load that program into RAM.

If using a program in EEPROM on the RAM board, the boot program could be:I 10 LOAD EEPROM 24576

I Theup.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

PROCEDURE PrQuest;I
I
I

SAVE 
(6000 Hex).

should 
DRCI90. 
been echoed, 
ready for the current line, 
below:
PROGRAM ToPCC;

CONST
StatPort = 16#20;
DataPort = 16#21;

TYPE
SType = STRING[132];

VAR
Compiled, 
InFile : TEXT;
NLine,
FileName, 
Line : SType;
Question : SType;
Default,
Process,
InQuotes : BOOLEAN;

BEGIN
IF LENGTH(Question) > 1

The program in EEPROM is automatically loaded and run on system reset.
The SAVE and LOAD EEPROM statements given above use the "boot" area of the 

EEPROM on the processor board. If you have a RAM board that is partially 
loaded with EEPROM, the instructions can be modified to use this EEPROM. For 
example,

'boot" ;
is

Sample Basic Programs - page 5-3

ii

If you have a RAM board that 
the instructions can be modified to use this EEPROM.

This would cause the DRC190 to load and execute the boot program on power 
boot program would load and execute the actual program (residing in 

EEPROM at 24576).

If you are using a DRC190 without a disc drive, you may wish to download 
Basic programs to the DRC190 from another computer. Since the DRC190 Basic 
interpreter compacts each line of code after it is entered, programs cannot be 
downloaded at high speed. The download program (located in the host computer) 

check for the echo of the first character of each line sent to the 
This character is typically the line number. Once this character has 

the DRC190 has finished "crunching" the last line entered and is 
A suggested program (written in Pascal) is listed
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I

END;

V PROCEDURE WCompLin(VAR Line : SType);

I

I FUNCTION InChar(Dummy : INTEGER) : CHAR;

I uInput a character from the PUNCH: port.

I
I
I
I
I
I END;

I PROCEDURE PrLine;

I
I
I
I

VAR
'I : INTEGER;

1 4

BEGIN
REPEAT

INPORT(StatPort, Dummy) 
UNTIL (Dummy MOD 128) > 63; 
INPORT(DataPort, Dummy); 
InChar := CHR(Dummy MOD 128) 

END;

THEN
DELETE(Question, 2, LENGTH(Question) - 1);

BEGIN |WCompLin1I
WRITE(Line[l]);
WRITE(Compiled, Line[lJ);
REPEAT
UNTIL InChar(O)=Line[l];
FOR I := 2 TO LENGTH(LINE) DO

BEGIN
WRITE(Line[IJ);
WRITE(Compiled, Line[I])

END;
WRITELN;
WRITE(Compiled, CHR(13));

VAR
TestCh : CHAR;
I : INTEGER;

BEGIN
IF (Line < ’999’) AND (POS(’ ’.Line) = 4)
THEN

NLine := Line
ELSE

BEGIN
InQuotes := FALSE;

i Write compiled line; This routine will write a line to the PCC if that 
is what the user selected. It send the first character, wait for the PCC 
to echo it, and send the rest of the line. Otherwise, it will just do 
a WRITELN to Compiled. K
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I

! tt t

I

I
I
I PROCEDURE WTitle;

I
I PCC TRANSFER PROGRAM

I
I A William F. Foote/Hallikainen & Friends in house production.');

I END;

I
1
I
I

BEGIN
WRITE(CHR(27), 'E');
WRITELN(' 
WRITELN(' 
WRITELN(' 
WRITELN(' 
WRITELN(' 
WRITELN; 
WRITELN; 
WRITELN; 
WRITELN; 
WRITELN; 
WRITELN; 
WRITELN; 
WRITELN(' 
WRITELN; 
WRITELN

BEGIN
WTitle;
WRITE('What file do you want to transfer to the PCC?
READLN(FileName);
Default := FALSE;
IF FileName[LENGTH(FileName)] = then begin 

delete(FileName, length(FileName), 1);
Default := true

end;
if pos('.', FileName) = 0
THEN

FileName := CONCAT(FileName, '.OBJ');
REWRITE(Compiled, 'PUNCH:');

END;
Line := NLine 

END;

END;
IF NLine[LENGTH(NLine)] = ':'
THEN

DELETE(NLine, LENGTH(NLine), 1)

* *');
* PCC TRANSFER PROGRAM *')•
* *');

Line := CONCAT(Line, ' ');
FOR I := 1 TO LENGTH(Line) - 2 DO

BEGIN
IF Line[I] =
THEN

InQuotes := NOT InQuotes;
IF (COPY(Line, I, 3) = 'REM') AND NOT InQuotes 
THEN

I := LENGTH(Line);
IF (Line[I] O' ') OR InQuotes
THEN

NLine := CONCAT(NLine, COPY(Line, I, 1))
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I 1 ?to remove the blanks from FileName,

I

I
I
I
I END;

I

I
I
I

RS232 port

I
I
I

[CR] is carriage return and [LF] is line feed,where ABC is programmed label,I

?METER$(1,3) 
[CR][LF] 
ABC=1.2345DE 
[CR][LF] 
[CR][LF] 
OK 
[CR][LF]

CLOSE(InFile);
CLOSE(Compiled) 

END.

WRITELN;
WRITE('Do you want me
IF Default
THEN

BEGIN
Question := 'No';
WRITELN(Question)

END
ELSE

READLN(Question);
PrQuest;
Process := (Question = 'Y') OR (Question = 'y');
WRITELN;
RESET(InFile, FileName);
WHILE NOT EOF(InFile) DO

BEGIN
READLN(InFile, Line);
IF Process
THEN

PrLine;
IF Line <> ''
THEN

WCompLin(Line)

When BASECHO is non-zero, 
the RS232 port. In addition, 
"OK" after executing an immediate statement, 
echo is suppressed, line feeds are not added to carriage returns, and the 
message is suppressed.

With a non-zero BASECHO, the following would appear on the 
output in response to a meter request:

This can be accomplished by using a 
the external computer appear to the DRC190 as a 

is then making immediate data requests of the DRC190. 
the external computer, the 

This is done using a POKE statement as 
This POKE clears a flag 

Since it is in EEPROM, the setting of this flag will 
be retained through power failures.

the DRC190 echoes each character input through 
it adds line feeds to carriage returns and says 

When BASECHO is zero, character 
"OK"

Finally, it may be desired to use an external computer to access DRC19O 
data through the RS-232 port. This can be accomplished by using a "null modem" 
cable and having the external computer appear to the DRC190 as a terminal. 
This "terminal" is then making immediate data requests of the DRC190. To make 
the DRC19O actually appear to be a terminal to the external computer, 
DRC190 RS232 echo should be disabled. ~ 
outlined in the Calibration section of this manual, 
called BASECHO in EEPROM.



I
Note that ? is the same asand 1.2345 is the reading.I a similar request would be handled as below:

ABC=1.2345DE[CR]I
I
I 5

I
I
I Call with Site & Channel.

I
I

I
program assumes an Apple Super Serial Card in Slot 4 of an Apple 2.

I
Baud Rate = 4800 Bits per secondI
Communications Mode
Standard RS-232

I Data Format: 7 Data, 1 Stop1 Even Parity
Do not generate LF after CR

I
I

Note 
request

Switch 2
1 - On
2 - Off
3 - Off
4 - Off
5 - Off

that this is the way an operator would request to a 
from a typical high level language program.

requested data followed by a carriage return.
the same.

A program that demonstrates acquiring data from the DRC190 is shown below.

Switch 1
1 - Off
2 - Off
3 - On
4 - On
5 - On
6 - On
7 - On

198 REM Subroutine to get reading.
199 REM return with Meter and ERror code.

:REM Select SSC in slot 4 for output 
:REM Prevent outgoing data from echoing

C;

DE is programmed units, 
typing PRINT.

If BASECHO is zero,

This
The card should be set up as below:

DIM M(4) :REM Dimension an array to hold readings
10 S=1 :REM Set site to 1
20 FOR C=0 TO 4 :REM Scan channels 0 thru 4
30 GOSUB 200 :REM Go get the reading
40 M(C)=M :REM Store the reading in an array
50 NEXT :REM Get the next channel
60 FOR N=1 TO 24: PRINT: NEXT :REM Scroll stuff off screen
70 FOR C=0 TO 4: PRINT C,M(C) :REM Display channel and reading
80 NEXT : Display next channel and reading
90 GOTO 10 :REM Go do it again

Sample Basic Programs - page 5-7

prompted input 
The operator puts in the 

The DRC190 with BASECHO=O does

200 PRINT CHR$(4);"PR#4"
210 PRINT CHR$(1);"E D"
220 PRINT "?METER("; S; C; ");CHR$(44);ERR"
222 REM Above line sends request to DRC. DRC gets
223 REM ?METER(1,3);CHR$(44);ERR assuming S=1, C=3
230 PRINT CHR$(4);"PR#O": REM Send further output to screen
231 REM preventing input prompt ("?") from going to DRC
240 PRINT CHR$(4);"IN#4": REM Get input from SSC in slot 4
250 INPUT M, ER :REM Get meter reading and error code.
260 PRINT CHR$(4);"IN#0": REM Take further input from keyboard
270 RETURN
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I
The MODEM-TERMINAL jumper should be pointing UP towards MODEM.

I
course,

I data

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I

The DRC19O should, of
The

6 - Off
7 - Off

Interrupts Off 
Standard RS-232

from 
We 

line 
In 

This 
GET

Too high a 
between the computer and the DRC19O.

Finally,
A GET

Note 
DRC190.

Note that the SSC is set for 4800 bits per second.
be set for the same speed using the Calibration and Set Up mode, 

choice of RS-232 speed is a trade off. Too high a speed may introduce glitches 
in long cables between the computer and the DRC19O. Too low a speed will 
result in slow update times for the computer.

that program line 250 uses an INPUT statement to collect 
the DRC190. The INPUT statement sends a ? prompt to the output device, 
keep this from getting to the DRC190 by returning output to the screen in 
230. The ? does less harm on the screen than it does to the DRC190. 
addition, the INPUT statement echoes received characters to the screen, 
results in a bit more garbage on the screen. It is possible to use 
statements to get the DRC190 data character by character without echoing to the 
screen. We found that the time taken by Basic to add the latest character to 
the string, check for a carriage return and to GOTO back to the GET statement 
severely limited the speed of communications from the DRC190 to the Apple. It 
may be worthwhile playing with assemmbly routines, other Basic methods, or a 
compiled langauage to get a clean screen and high speed. Finally, the INPUT 
statement will hang if it does not get the expected input. A GET statement 
would also hang when the DRC190 stops sending data. Perhaps something similar 
to INKEY$ with a loop counter could be used to make the program more fail-safe.



I
Direct Connect Modem Interface SoftwareI

I
It can be accessed using

I
I
I

(CHR$(14)).I
I

This isI
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

All commands sent to the modem must be proceeded by a control-N 
A few of the typical commands are listed below:

PRINT#2,
INPUT#2,
INKEY$(2)
LINE(2)
MAXLINE(2)
MDMSPD

Originate a call to H&F 
Force modem to answer 
Change to 300 BPS 
Change to 1200 BPS

PRINT#2, CHR$(14);"D 'TB(805)541-0200'"
PRINT#2, CHR$(14);"A"
MDMSPD=3
MDMSPD=12

Sends data to the modem
Receives data from the modem
Gets a single character from the modem 
Returns the line number of the modem device 
Sets the maximum line number used by modem 
Sets the modem speed (3=300 BPS, 12=1200 BPS)

this writing,
This prevents Input/Runtime from being tested.

the system registration form at the beginning of the book to 
on software updates that will enable the operation of the disc

The manual on the Cermetek CH1770 is reprinted in the rear of this manual. 
Refer to this documentation for further information on using the modem. This 
section will briefly cover the typical Basic statements used to interface to 
the modem.

The modem appears as device number 2 to Basic, 
the below listed words:

The modem is initiallized to give unsolicited status messages, 
done so that speed change messages are properly received. .pn 1 

Input/Runtime
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Input/Runtime is a set of programs under development for the DRC190. 
Input will generate a set of disc files describing the operation of each 
station under each possible state (ie, Main TX Day, Main TX Night, Aux TX Day, 
Aux TX Night, Down). Runtime then uses these files to perform the requested 
logging, alarming and control of the station.

At this writing, the disc drive data storage and retrieval firmware has 
not been written. This prevents Input/Runtime from being tested. Be sure to 
complete the system registration form at the beginning of the book to receive 
notices on software updates that will enable the operation of the disc drive 
and Input/Runtime.
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Programming in H&F BASICI
fl

t!

I If

I the

I
I Now, try typing the following:

(end with carriage return)PRINT 10-4

I The DRC will immediately print:
6I OK

I
I Now try typing in this:

("*" means multiply, "/" divide)PRINT 1/2,3*10

I The DRC will print:
30.5I as as

was print-
I
I

Try typing in the following lines:

I
I

last 
characters.

"PRINT"

hit the
and then

Commands such as the 
Direct Commands. 
Every Indirect Command begins with a Line Number, 
from 0 to 64000.

statements you have just typed in are called 
There is another type of command called an Indirect Command.

A Line Number is any integer

As you 
subtraction.

The
It is popularly called the 6800 8K BASIC.

It is not intended to be a detailed course in BASIC 
serve as an excellent introduction for

the DRC can do division and multiplication as well as 
" " (comma) was used in the print command to print

The comma divides the 132 character line into •Ho Th= r-o=„it is a " , " causes the DRC to 
where the value 30

The print statement you typed in was executed as soon as you 
carriage return key. The DRC evaluated the formula after the "PRINT" 
typed out its value, in this case 6.

DRC uses a slightly extended BASIC interpretter written by Microsoft. 
This section provides an introduc- 

pro- 
those

tion to H&F BASIC, 
gramming. It will, however, 
unfamiliar with the language.

The text here will introduce the primary concepts and uses of H&F BASIC to 
get you started writing programs.

We recommend that you try each example in this section as it is presented. 
This will enhance your "feel" for H&F BASIC and how it is used.

After powering up the DRC, it should print a message followed by OK. 
not, press and release the RESET button on the rear panel.

can see, 
Note how a " , "

two values instead of just one.
10 columns, each 13 characters wide. The result is a 
skip to the next character field on the printer, 
ed.

NOTE: All commands to H&F BASIC should end with a carriage return. 
The carriage return tells H&F BASIC that you have finished typing 
command. If you make a typing error, type a back-space to eliminate the 

character. Repeated use of back-space will eliminate previous 
A control-U (U typed with control key pressed) will eliminate 

the entire line that you are typing.
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I
I

I RUN

H&F BASIC will type:

I
I OK

above, line

I line

we typeI in

LIST

H&F BASIC will reply with:

I
delete,

I
I H&F BASIC will reply with:

I
I
I Type in the following:

10 PRINT 2*3

I
I

This 
followed only by a carriage return.

Type in the following:

5
-1

10 PRINT 2+3
20 PRINT 2-3

10 PRINT 2+3
20 PRINT 2-3 
OK

Sometimes it is desirable to delete a line number of a program altogether, 
is accomplished by typing the Line Number of the line we wish to

10 
LIST

We 
back.

20 PRINT 2-3
OK

There is _j  o„ 
just type in 10 followed by the statement

have now deleted line 10 from the program. 
To insert a new line 10, 

want H&F BASIC to execute.
no way to get it

: we

the example above, we typed in line 10 first and line 20 second, 
it makes no difference in what order you type in indirect statements. 

BASIC always puts them into correct numerical order according to the

In
However,
H&F
number.

If we want a listing of the complete program currently in memory, 
LIST . Type this in:

A sequence of Indirect Commands is called a "Program". Instead of execut
ing indirect statements immediately, H&F BASIC saves Indirect Commands in the 
DRC memory (RAM). When you type RUN , H&F BASIC will execute the lowest 
numbered indirect statement that has been typed in, the the next highest, etc. 
for as many as were typed in.

Suppose we type RUN now:
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LISTI H&F BASIC will reply with:

I

I
Type in the following:

I H&F BASIC will reply with:

I
I
I II

I Type in the following:
NEWI H&F BASIC will reply with

I OK
Now type in:
LIST
H&F BASIC will respond with:I OK

I it is desirable to include text along with answers that are printed

Type in the following:I PRINT

I
I

Often 
out, in order to explain the meaning of the numbers.

10 PRINT 2*3
20 PRINT 2-3 
OK

10 PRINT 3-3 
LIST

it < 
line

then 
and 
re-

"ONE THIRD IS EQUAL TO",1/3

10 PRINT 3-3
20 PRINT 2-3 
OK

way to replace line 10 than deleting it and
You can do this by just typing the new line 10 

H&F BASIC throws away the old line 10 and

It may become
An increment of 10

There is an easier 
inserting a new line, 
hitting the carriage return, 
places it with the new one.

It is not recommended that lines be numbered consecutively, 
necessary to insert a new line betwen two existing lines, 
between lines is generally sufficient.

If you want to erase the complete program currently stored in memory, type 
NEW ", If you are finished running one program and are about to type in a 

new one, be sure to type " NEW " first. This should be done to prevent mixture 
of the old and new programs.
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H&F BASIC will reply with:

I ONE THIRD IS EQUAL TO .333333
OKI

theoverI be printedthe value next will

I
I Try the following examples:

I A -

OKI B -
2 3

OK
C -I

OKI D -

I
I
I 1.70141E38,is

I the

If theI
2.

I
3. If the absolute value of the number is greater than or equal to

I
I

NOTE: 
space.

If the absolute value of the number is an integer in the range of 
0 to 999999, it is printed as an integer.

one 
enclosed

Numbers 
Any 

double quotes (
trailing 

in

PRINT 1,2,3
1

OK
Number Format

We 
BASIC.

are 
text

" )•
least 
to be

PRINT 1;2;3
1 2 3

PRINT "ONE THIRD IS EQUAL TO";1/3 
ONE THIRD IS EQUAL TO .333333

always printed with at 
to be printed is always

in H&F
When a 

an

PRINT —1;2;—3 
-1 2 -3

1. If the number is negative, a minus sign (-) is printed, 
number is positive, a space is printed.

will digress for a moment to explain the format of numbers
Numbers are stored internally to over six digits of accuracy.

number is printed, only six digits are shown. Every number may also have 
exponent (a power of ten scaling factor).

The largest number that may be represented in H&F BASIC
while the smallest positive number is 2.93874E-39.

When a number is printed, the following rules are used to determine 
exact format:

As explained earlier, including a " , " in a print statement causes it to 
space over to the next print field before the value following the comma is 
printed.

If we use a " ; " instead of a comma, 
immediately following the previous value.
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fixed pointit is printed inI

If the number does not fall under categories 2 or 3, scientific

I

I
I

a

I a
H&FformatI

Number Output FormatI
I
I
I
I
I

OK

I PRINT USING

Often the default number formats listed above are not desirable. To limit

I
fl

PRINT 1.2345678901234567890
1.234567

decimal 
for negative, 
are 
thus

A 
program 
program

4.
notation is used.

+1
-1
6523
-23.460
1E20
-12.3456E-7 
1.234567E-10 
1000000 
999999
.1
.01
.000123

1
-1
6523

-23.46
1E+20

-1.23456E-06 
1.234567E-10 
1E+06 
999999
.1
IE-02 
1.23E-04

If 
no tl I!

"E"

a BASIC 
up to the maximum length of a 

only the first 7 digits are signifi-
number 
may have

a space is always printed following 
current 

the

input from the terminal or a numeric constant used in 
as many digits as desired,

line (111 characters). However,
cant, and the seventh digit is rounded up.

.1 and less than or equal to 999999, 
notation, with no exponent.

"E".
matter what format is used,
H&F BASIC checks to see if the entire number will fit on the 

If not, a carriage return/line feed is executed before printing

i.e. the digit before 
Also, trailing zeroes are never printed.

zeroes are suppressed, 
The exponent sign will be "+" for positive and 

that is zeroes 
The value of any number expressed 

times 10 raised to the power of the

for
printed
then the other
exponent), followed
the exponent itself.

Scientific notation is formatted as follows: SX.XXXXXESTT . Each X is an 
integer between 0 and 9. The leading "S" is the sign of the number, a space 

a positive one, and a " - " for a negative one. One non-zero digit is
before the decimal point. This is followed by the decimal point and 

five digits of the mantissa. An "E" is then printed (for 
by the sign of the exponent; then the two digits (TT) of 
Leading zeroes are never printed;

the decimal point is never zero.
there is only one digit to print after all trailing 

point is printed.
Two digits of the exponent are always printed;

not suppressed in the exponent field.
is the number to the left of the 

number to the right of the No 
number. 
line.
number.

The following are examples of various numbers and the output 
BASIC will place them into:
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table ofto align decimal points in aI

PRINT USING US$ N; M, P

I
I

theI if possible.
Leading zeroes will be converted to

I
the

I The

I
I A typical run might

I
I
I
I

fill".I
I
I
I
I

10 FOR N = 1 TO 10
20 PRINT 1OO*(RND(1)-RND(1))
30 NEXT

RUN
-46.7245
38.2826

-5.01143
-1.75031
-24.694
73.1252
58.9242
4.09352

-19.0732
-67.6954

RUN
-11.6151
-24.8873
13.4291

exceed ten, 
, variable,

and 
i a 
the

be 
be

Line 20 prints random numbers between -100 and +100. 
appear

the number of digits that are printed, or 
numbers, the PRINT USING command is available.

The format for a PRINT USING statement is

US$ can 
included

USING will fit the numeric variables in the print statement to 
format, if possible. One extra space will be allocated to the number 

prior to the leading digit for the sign.
Trailing zeroes will be printed to fill out the format.

or numerics that cannot be fit into the format will 
Strings will be unchanged and numbers will

if they cannot fit the PRINT

spaces.
String variables 

printed without reformatting, 
printed using the above listed number formats, 
USING format.

To demonstrate the use of PRINT USING, try the below listed programs, 
first creates a table without using PRINT USING.

"rightNotice the lack of decimal point alignment and the lack of 
Try the below program.

10 FOR N=1 TO 10
20 PRINT USING "###.####" 100*(RND(l)-RND(l))
30 NEXT

where US$ is a string describing the print format (or picture for COBOL fans), 
and N, M and P are numeric variables that are to be printed using this format.

US$ takes the form of "#####.#####". Each represents a digit before 
or after the decimal point. In this example, there would be five digits before 
the decimal point and five after. The sum of the number of digits before < 
after must not exceed ten, or a syntax error will result. US$ can be 
predefined string variable, or can be a literal string included in 
statement.

PRINT 
number
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I
The above program

I
I
I

It allowsI and

I PRINT, DISPLAY & PRINT#
several text I/O devices available on the DRC190. These are

I
direct connect modem (optional J23)I

I a

I

I

10 FOR N=1 TO 10
20 PRINT N; USING "###.#####", N; USING
30 NEXT
RUN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

-43.3089
-30.5268
-3.4926

-34.0303
-50.7231
81.6775
14.9600

1.00000
2.00000
3.00000
4.00000
5.00000
6.00000
7.00000
8.00000
9.00000
10.00000

1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
9.00
10.00

PRINT#O,"HELLO" 
PRINT#1,"HELLO" 
PRINT#2,"HELLO" 
PRINT#3,"HELLO"

"]
"HELLO"

0 - Standard Console (terminal plugged into J22)
1 - Standard Printer (plugged into terminal peripheral port)
2 - Direct Connect Modem (optional)
3 - RS232 port on

'HELLO" on console
on console printer 

'HELLO" out on modem
out on modem RS232 port

Use of the 
peripheral

numeric
i or semicolon

Sample statements are given

"###.##", N

Use of 
PRINT sends 
Use of the words PRINT # (# is a key word, 
direction i 
The number or 
separate it from the remainder of the statement, 
below:

There are 
listed below:

the word DISPLAY sends output to the console. Use of the word 
output to the printer plugged into the console peripheral port.

so spaces are not required) allows 
of output to depend upon a specified number or a numeric variable.

numeric variable must be followed by a comma or semicolon to

Puts "]
Puts "HELLO"
Puts
Puts

a simple implimentation of PRINT USING. It allows the simple 
It does not allow for floating dollar 

USING,
This is 

formatting of logs and display screens, 
signs and other functions that are available with more advanced PRINT 
FORMAT or PICTURE statements in other languages.

Finally, multiple USINGs can be used in the same line, 
might be modified as below:
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I
I INPUT

from thevalueis

I
I
I OK

what's happening.I
I

I
I

BREAK IN LINE 10

This

INPUT#

Other devices will have

I
I

to device 3
Sends CRLF to modem

30 GOTO 10 
RUN
10
314.159

3
28.2743

4.7
69.3977

CTRL-C

N=3:PRINT#N,"HELLO"
N=2:PRINT#N

Sends "HELLO" 
No comma required.

The following is an example of a program that reads a 
terminal and uses that value to calculate and print a result:

10 INPUT R
20 PRINT 3.14159*R*R
RUN
10
314.159

it
10 was 

the
20

Here's what's happening. When BASIC encounters the input statement, 
waits for you to type in a number. When you do (in the example above, 
typed), execution continues with the next statement in the program after 
variable R has been set (in this case to 10). In the above example, line 
would now be executed. When the formula after the PRINT statement is eval
uated, the value 10 is substituted for the variable R each time R appears in 
the formula. Therefore, the formula becomes 3.14159*10*10, or 314.159 .

If you haven't already guessed, what the program above acutally does is to 
calculate the area of a circle with radius R.

If we wanted to calculate the area of various circles, we could keep re
running the program over each time for each successive circle. But, there's an 
easier way to do it simply by adding another line to the program as follows:

Note that when a program is "control-C'd" or stops on an error, the DRC190 
will beep the terminal once per second until a key is pressed. This insures 
that a program crash does not go unnoticed.

The format for this is INPUT#N, 
be followed by a 
statement. Device 
program using control-C. 
space.

Just as with PRINT, input can be specified to come from a specific device, 
where N is the device number. The number must 

comma or semicolon to separate it from the rest of the 
0 (the console) is the only device allowed to interrupt a 

Other devices will have a control-C changed to a
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I

I
I GOTO

I
I

Numeric VariablesI
I
I
I
I name.

ATN,

I
RND, RUN, SPC(, SQR,

, *, /, >,

you

I A=5

I

10 INPUT#2, A$
20 DISPLAY A$

A
Z1
TP
COUNT

INPUT, 
MAXLINE,
RETURN, 
STEP,

RIGHTS, 
STOP,

First character must be alphabetic
Variable name too long
Names cannot be reserved words
Names cannot contain reserved words

on
from

to
use

A 
any 
are

% 
Z1A 
TO
RGOTO

EEPROM, END, ERR, EXP, FN, FOR, FRE, GOSUB, 
LOAD, LOG, 
MID$, NEW,

IF, 
LOWERS, 

NOT, ON, 
RESTORE, 
STATCLR,

"variable".
followed by

The above program gets A$ from the direct connect modem and displays it 
Note that line 10 will wait for a carriage return 

If this never arrives, the program will continue 
it is suggested that broadcast control programs 
This allows the device to be checked for a keystroke

the console terminal, 
the specified device, 
wait. For this reason, 
INKEY$ instead of INPUT, 
without hanging at that point in the program.

You
For instance, "FEND" i

The following is

we have caused 
successive cir- 

but we decided to stop after 
This was accomplished by typing CTRL-C 

This will always

GOTO, 
LOWER, 
NEXT, 
RESET, 
STATUS, 
TIMES, TROFF, TRON, USING, USR, VAL, WAIT, #, +,

Besides having values assigned to variables with an input statement, 
can also set the value of a variable with a LET or assignment statement.

Try the following examples:

in the program we just used was termed a 
be 

alphanumeric character after the first two 
An alphanumeric character is any letter (A-Z) or any number (0-9). 

examples of legal and illegal variable names: 
ILLEGAL

The letter 
variable name 
alphanumeric 
ignored.

Below are some 
LEGAL

By putting a " GOTO " statement on the end of our program, 
it to go back to line 10 after it prints each answer for the 
cles. This could have gone on indefinitely, 
calculating the area of three circles. 
(control-C) by holding the key marked CONTROL while typing C. 
stop program execution.

"R"
can be any alphabetic character and may 

character. Any

ABS, ASG, AND, ATN, CHR$, CLEAR, CLRSTK, CONT, COS, DATA, DATE, DATES 
DAY, DAYS, DEF, DIM, DIR, DISPLAY, ----- -- -- -- "" -- -- ---

INKEYS, INPUT, INT, LEFTS, LET, LEN, LET, LINE, LIST, 
MDMSPD, MEMTEST, METER, METERS, MODEMTST,

OR, PEEK, POKE, POS, PRESET, PRINT, RAISE, RAISES, READ’ REM ----- ---- , RND. R(JN, SAVE, SGN, SET, SIN,---
STR$, SWAP, SYSTAT, TAB(, TAN, THEN, TO, TIME* 

/, >, <, =

The words used as BASIC statements are reserved for this specific purpose, 
cannot use these words as variable names or inside of any variable 

would be illegal because "END" is a reserved word, 
a list of the reserved words in H&F BASIC:
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OKI
I OK

LET Z=7
OK

I PRINTZ, Z-A
27

I OK
the is optional in an assignmentI

This "remembering" process uses space
I The used

I 1. A new line is typed into the program or an old line is deleted.
A CLEAR command is typed in.2.

3. A RUN command is typed.

I 4. NEW is typed.

I
OKI

I
a

IF-THENI

I

zero or 
this could not be done.

REM is short for remark.
When H&F

no 
particular

formula
zero.

formu-

This 
BASIC

Another 
it

PRINT A,A*2
5 10

important fact is that if a variable is encountered in a 
before it is assigned a value, it is automatically assigned the value 
Zero is then substituted as the value of the variable in the particular 
la. Try the example below:

"LET"

PRINT Q, Q+2, Q*2 
0 2 0

not.
What is

As can be seen from the examples, 
statement.

H&F BASIC remembers the values that have been assigned to variables using 
this type of statement. This "remembering" process uses space in the DRC 
memory to store the data.

values of the variables are thrown away and the space in memory 
to store them is released when one of four things occur:

Suppose we want to write a program to check if a number is 
With the statements we've gone over so far,

Another statement is the REM statement, 
statement is used to insert comments or notes into a program, 
encounters a REM statement the rest of the line is ignored.

This serves mainly as an aid for the programmer himself, and serves 
useful function as far as the operation of the program in solving 
problem.
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anothertoI

I
I
I run,

"IF"

I
I
I two

Therefore,

I
I
I
I
I

II

I
I
I

did, 
this 
would

of 
Between

>
<
<>
<=
=>

Equal to
Greater than
Less than
Not equal to
Less than or equal to
Greater than or equal to

statement 
next

"ZERO"

For example, the 
statement PRINT

10 INPUT B
20 IF B=0 THEN 50
30 PRINT "NON-ZERO"
40 GOTO 10
50 PRINT
60 GOTO 10

FALSE, 
above 
zero.

the 0

10 INPUT A, B
20 IF A<=B THEN 50
30 PRINT "A IS BIGGER1
40 GOTO 10
50 IF A<B THEN 80
60 PRINT "THEY ARE THE SAME"
70 GOTO 10
80 PRINT "B IS BIGGER"
90 GOTO 10

Type any value you wish, 
the "IF" and the "THEN" 

sions separated by a relation.
A relation is one of the following six symbols: 

RELATION MEANING

would be 
Therefore, 
program I 

H&F
Actually, 
program, 
Otherwise 
represents FALSE.

This idea can be used in other than IF-THEN statements.
statement PRINT 0=1 will print 0 since 0=1 is FALSE. The 
1E3=1E3 will print -1, since 1E3=1E3 is TRUE.

Now try the following program for comparing two numbers:

When this program is typed into the DRC and run, it will ask for a value 
B. Type any value you wish. The DRC will come to the "IF" statement,

portion of the statement there are two expres-

needed is a statement which can be used to conditionally branch 
statement. The "IF-THEN" statement does just that.

Try typing in the following program: (remember, type NEW first).

The IF statement is either true or false, depending upon whether the 
expressions satisfy the relation or not. For example, in the program we just 

if 0 was typed in for B, the IF statement would be true because 0=0. In 
case, since the number after the THEN is 50, execution of the program 
continue at line 50. Therefore, "ZERO" would be printed and then the 

program would jump back to line 10 (because of the GOTO statement in line 60).
Suppose a 1 was typed in for B. Since 1=0 is false, the IF 

false and the program would continue execution with the next line.
"NON-ZERO" would be printed and the GOTO in line 40 would send the 

back to line 10.
BASIC uses the number -1 to represent TRUE and 0 to represent 
any non-zero number will be interpretted as TRUE. In the 
the expression B=0 is replaced by a -1 if B does indeed equal 
it is replaced by a zero. The -1 again represents TRUE and
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I
I

I using

I tasks.

I
I
I
I

I
variable N

I
I

the THEN portion

I

improve 
follows:

SQR(l)
SQR(2)
SQR(3)
SQR(4)
SQR(5)
SQR(6)
SQR(7)
SQR(8)
SQR(9)

under- 
IF-THEN 
easiest

10 N=1
20 PRINT N, SQR(N)
30 N=N+1
40 IF N<=10 THEN 20

This program will do the job; however, it is terribly inefficient.
the- program tremendously by using the IF statement just introduced

BASIC 
number 

We could

10 PRINT 1, 
20 PRINT 2, 
30 PRINT 3, 
40 PRINT 4, 
50 PRINT 5, 
60 PRINT 6, 
70 PRINT 7, 
80 PRINT 8, 
90 PRINT 9, 
100 PRINT 10, SQR(IO)

We can
as

At 
then

at 1. J
It this becomes 20 PRINT 1, SQR(l), and this calculation is~printedAt 1 ’ . ...
Mathematically, 

remember

The H&F 
X being the 

'argument").

At line 20,
At line 50, 

to

N<=10 is true so

It may make it easier to 
try writing your own programs at this time using the 

trying programs of your own is the quickest and 
Remember, to stop these programs, just

A<=B is true so we go to line 
we 
70

if A is smaller than B, A<=B is true so we go to line 50.
is"B IS“BIGGER"

When this program is run, its output will look exactly like that of the 10 
statement program above. Let's look at how it works.

At line 10 we have a LET statement which sets the value of the variable H 
At line 20 we print N and the square root of N using its current value.

. --- 1 out.line 30 we use what will appear to be a rather unusual LET statement, 
the statement N=N+1 is nonsense. However, the important thing 

to remember is that in a LET statement, the symbol " = " does not signify 
equality. In this case " = " means "to be replaced with". All the statement 
does is to take the current value of N and add 1 to it. Thus after rhe 
time through line 30, N becomes 2.

At line 40, since N now equals 2,

When the program is run, line 10 will input two numbers from the terminal. 
At line 20, if A is greater than B, A<=B will be false. 71—  ..ill _—
next statement to be executed, printing " A IS BIGGER" 
the computer back to line 10 to begin again, 

if A has the same value as B, 
since A has the same value as B, A<B is false; therefore, 

Then line

This will cause the 
and then line 40 sends

50.
go to the following statement and print "THEY ARE THE SAME", 
sends us back to the beginning again.

At line 20, : 
line 50, A<B will be true so we then go to line 80. 
printed and again we go back to the beginning.

Try running the program several times, 
stand if you 
statement. Actually 
way to understand how H&F BASIC works, 
type CTRL-C (Control-C).

One advantage of computers is their ability to perform repetitive 
Let's take a closer look and see how this works.

Suppose we want a table of square roots from 1 to 10. 
function for square root is "SQR"; the form being SQR(X), 
you wish the square root calculated from (the function 
write the program as follows:
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I each

40,

I
FOR-NEXTI

I for using it.

I
theasI

it

20, only

I
I
I

pre-

I
I
I

I

10 FOR N=1 TO 10
20 PRINT N, SQR(N)
30 NEXT N

10 FOR N=10 TO 20 STEP 2
20 PRINT N, SQR(N)
30 NEXT

10 N=10
20 PRINT N, SQR(N)
30 N=N+2
40 IF N<=20 THEN 20

10 1=10
20 PRINT I
30 1=1-1
40 IF I>=1 THEN 20

The overall 
adding 1 to the value of N. 
will increment it to 11.

in the
' BASIC

any

want to print a table of square roots from 10 to 
The following program would perform this task:

A program for doing this

branches us back to line 20, with N now at a value of 2.
result is that lines 20 through 40 are repeated, each time 

When N finally equals 10 at line 20, the next line 
This results in a false statement at line 40, and 

since there are no further statements to the program, it stops.

Note 
printing 
using the FOR-NEXT loop just introduced.

STEP 2".
instead of 1 as 

statement, H&F 
can be followed by

one for
written

This technique is referred to as "looping" or "iteration". Since it is 
used quite extensively in programming, there are special H&F BASIC statements 

We can show these with the following program.

the similar structure between this program and the previous 
square roots for numbers 1 to 10. This program can also be

The output of the program listed above will be exactly the same 
previous two programs.

At line 10, N is set equal to 1. 
square root of N to be printed. At line 3U, we 
The "NEXT N" statement causes one to be added to N, 
back to the statement following the "FOR" statement, 
the N in "NEXT N" is optional, 
for the

Notice that the only major difference between this program and the 
vious one using the FOR-NEXT loop is the addition of "ST17D °"

This tells H&F BASIC to add 2 to N each time, 
previous program. If no "STEP" is given in a "FOR" 
assumes that one is to be added each time. The "STEP" 
expression.

Suppose we want to count backwards from 10 to 1. 
would be as follows:

Line 20 causes the value of N and the 
At line 30, we see a new type of statement, 

and then if N<=10 we go 
"FOR" statement. Note that in H&F BASIC, 

By simply using NEXT for line 30, the DRC looks 
previous FOR statement and indexes the variable it specifies. The 

overall operation then is the same as with the previous program.
Suppose we 

counting by two's.
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I
I
I
I

An example of this procedure follows:loops can also be

I
I

I
I
I

11.

I Matrices

ofaI
I
I
I and H&F BASIC must be told how

In
I
I

Notice 
J-loop

10 FOR 1=1 TO 5
20 FOR J=1 TO 3
30 PRINT I, J
40 NEXT I
50 NEXT J

all knowledge 
inside" of the I-

used with negative
This can be done using the same format

It does not work because when the "NEXT I" is encountered, 
This happens because the J-loop is

10 FOR 1=10 TO 1 STEP -1
20 PRINT I
30 NEXT

"FOR" "nested".

10 FOR 1=1 TO 5
20 FOR J=1 TO 3
30 PRINT I, J
40 NEXT: REM THIS NEXT LOOPS BACK TO J
50 NEXT: REM THIS NEXT LOOPS BACK TO I

comes before the "NEXT I".
By the way, 

In this case,
a REMark, which the DRC ignores. REMarks aid 

; how the program is supposed to work.
run it and see what happens.

Notice that we are now checking to see that I is greater than or equal to 
the final value. The reason is that we are now counting by a negative number. 
In the previous examples, it was the opposite, so we were checking for a 
variable less than or equal to the final value.

The "STEP" statement previously shown can also be 
numbers to accomplish the same purpose, 
as in the other program, as follows:

often convenient to be able to select any element in a table 
H&F BASIC allows this to be done through the use of matrices.

The name of this table, called the matrix 
'A" for example. The matrix name "A" is 

"A", and you can use both in the

This is because the 
the colon (:) allows us to put 

the second statement on the 
the programmer in 

The following program is

of the J-loop is lost, 
loop.

that the "NEXT J" 
is inside of the I-loop.

more than one statement on a line.
line was a REMark, which the DRC ignores, 
remembering 
incorrect;

It is 
numbers.

A matrix is a table of numbers, 
name, is any legal variable name, " 
distinct and separate from the simple variable 
same program.

To select an element of the table, we subscript "A": that is to select the 
I'th element, we enclose I in parenthesis "(I)" and then follow "A" by this 
subscript. Therefore, "A(I)" is the I'th element in the matrix "A".

In this section of the manual we will be concerned with one-dimensional 
matrices only.

"A(I)" is only one element of matrix A, 
much space to allocate for the entire matrix.

This is done with a "DIM" statement, using the format "DIM A(15)".
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I therefore,
BASICH&Fis used in a program before it has been dimensioned,

I
I
I
I
I
I

I If any were done, go

I
I GOSUB & RETURN

I
I
I

I

I

When 
values, 
user.

have reserved spaces for the matrix index "I" to go from 0 to 15. 
in the above example, we have

or after they are all in order, 
Note that a subscript can be

lines
i any

10 DIM A(8)
20 FOR 1=1 TO 8
30 INPUT A(I)
50 NEXT
70 F=0
80 FOR 1=1 TO 7
90 IF A(I)<=A(I+1) THEN 140
100 T=A(I)
110 A(I)=A(I+1)
120 A(I+1)=T
130 F=1
140 NEXT
150 IF F=1 THEN 70
160 FOR 1=1 TO 8
170 PRINT A(I),
180 NEXT

"F"

ITjIt

i line 10
A(0) through A(8).

is executed, H&F BASIC sets aside space for 9 numerical 
Lines 20 through 50 get the unsorted list from the 

The sorting itself is done by going through the list of numbers and upon 
finding any two that are not in order, we switch them. "F" is used to indicate 
if any switches were done. If any were done, line 150 tells H&F BASIC to 
back and check some more.If we did not switch any numbers, 
160 through 180 will print the sorted list, 
expression.

"THE SUM OF THE TWO NUMBERS IS", T+N

Another useful pair of statements are "GOSUB" and "RETURN". If you have a 
program that performs the same action in several different places, you can 
duplicate the same statements for the action in each place within the program.

The "GOSUB-RETURN" statements can be used to avoid this duplication. When 
a "GOSUB" is encountered, H&F BASIC branches to the line whose number follows 
the "GOSUB". However, H&F BASIC remembers where it was in the program before 
it branched. When the "RETURN" statement is encountered, H&F BASIC goes back 
to the first statement following the last "GOSUB" that was executed. Observe 
the following program.

this case, we
Matrix subscripts always start at 0;
allowed 16 numbers in matrix A.

If "A(I)"
reserves space for 11 elements (0 through 10).

As an example of how matrices are used, try the following program to sort 
a list of 8 numbers with you picking the numbers to be sorted.

10 PRINT "WHAT IS THE NUMBER";
30 GOSUB 100
40 T=N
50 PRINT "WHAT IS THE SECOND NUMBER'
70 GOSUB 100
80 PRINT
90 STOP
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I
I
I 130.

I
I and the second value is

lt<

I of

I statement.

I
I

DATA & RESTORE

I
I
I
I

and
The subroutine in this program is lines 100 to

each
i if

the
gram.
for line 130.
added) until a Control-C was typed in. 
to separate the main program from subroutines.

time the program was run, 
necessary.
"READ" and

"WHAT IS THE SECOND NUMBER" is then printed, 
entered when the subroutine is called again.

When the subroutine returns the second time, 
is printed, followed by the value of their sum.
first number that

10 PRINT "GUESS A NUMBER";
20 INPUT G
30 READ D
40 IF D=-999999 THEN 90
50 IF DOG THEN 30
60 PRINT
70 END

Suppose you had to enter numbers to your program that didn't change i 
but you would like it to be easy to change them

H&F BASIC contains special statements for this purpose, called the 
"DATA" statements.

Consider the following program:

"YOU ARE CORRECT"

100 INPUT N
110 IF N = INT(N) THEN 140
120 PRINT "SORRY, NUMBER MUST BE AN INTEGER. TRY AGAIN"
130 GOTO 100
140 RETURN

'THE SUM OF THE TWO NUMBERS 
T contains the value of 

was entered and N contains the value of the second

to be
"GOTO"

What this program does is ask for two numbers which must be integers, 
then prints the sum of the two.

The subroutine asks for a number, and if it is not an integer, asks for a 
number again. It will continue to ask until and integer value is typed in.

The main program prints "WHAT IS THE NUMBER", and then calls the subrou
tine to get the value of the number into N. When the subroutine returns (to 
line 40), the value input is saved in the variable T. This is done so that 
when the subroutine is called a second time, the value of the first number will 
not be lost.

IS" 
the 
number.

The next statement is a "STOP" statement. This causes the program to stop 
execution at line 90. If the "STOP" statement was not included in the program, 
we would "fall into" the subroutine at line 100. This is undesirable because 
we would be asked to input another number. If we did, the subroutine would try 
to return; and since there was no "GOSUB" which called the subroutine, an RG 
error would occur. Each "GOSUB" executed in a program should have a matching 
"RETURN" executed later, and the opposite applies, i.e. a "RETURN" should be 
encountered only if it is part of a subroutine which has been called by a 
"GOSUB".

Either "STOP" or "END" can be used to separate a program from its subrou
tines. "STOP" will print a message saying at what line "STOP" was encountered.

In broadcast or other process control applications, we don't really want 
program to stop. Instead, we want it to forever repeat its control pro

In the above program, this could be accomplished by substituting GOTO 10 
The program would continue to run (asking for numbers 

So, we can use "STOP", "END", or
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I
I
I
I
I
I

anI
I
I

Strings

I
I ttA$="Hallikainen & Friends

I
I OK

InI ",

I
I

the first number
The second time one is needed, 

When the entire contents

as a "String".
Like numeric variables,

this example, 
'Hallikainen & Friends", 
assigned to A$ in quotes.

OK
PRINT A$
Hallikainen & Friends

Only READ 
other time

"READ" statement
But, instead of
"DATA" state-

90 PRINT "BAD GUESS, TRY AGAIN."
95 RESTORE
100 GOTO 10
110 DATA 1,393,-39,28,391,-8,0,3.14,90
120 DATA 89,5,10,15,-34,-999999

A list of characters is referred to 
A TEST are all strings, 
signed specific values, 
ables by a "$" after the variable name.

For example, try the following:

we set the string variable A$ to the string value 
Note that we also enclosed the character string to be

This is what happens when this program is run. When the 
is encountered, the effect is the same as an INPUT statement, 
getting a number from the terminal, a number is read from the 
ments.

The first time a number is needed for a READ, the first number in the 
first DATA statement is returned. The second time one is needed, the second 
number in the first DATA statement is returned. When the entire contents of 
the first DATA statement have been read in this manner, the second DATA state
ment will be used. DATA is always read sequentially in this manner, and there
may be any number of DATA statements in your program.

The purpose of this program is to play a little game in which you try to
guess one of the numbers contained in the DATA statements. For each guess that 
is typed in, we read through all of the numbers in the DATA statements until we 
find one that matches the guess.

If more values are read than there are numbers in the DATA statements, 
error occurs. That is why in line 40 we check to see if 
This is not one of the numbers to be matched, but is used as 

has been 
Therefore, if -999999 was read, we know that the guess given was incor-

out of data (0D)
999999 was read.
a flag to indicate that all of the data (possible correct guesses) 
read. ■ 
rect.

Before going back to line 10 for another guess, we need to make the READ's 
begin with the first piece of data again. This is the function of the "RE
STORE". After the RESTORE is encountered, the next piece of data read will be 
the first piece in the first DATA statement again.

DATA statements may be placed anywhere within the program, 
statements make use of the DATA statements in a program, and any 
they are encountered during program execution they will be ignored.

H&F, DRC, and THIS IS 
string variables can be as- 

String variables are distinguished from numeric vari- 
$" after the variable
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1 LEN

I
I

OK
I function returns a integer equal to the number of characters in

i A

I
I

OKI
theupI

LEFT$ft
I
I

OK

I
1
I
I
I
I

of 
lows:

string. 
printed, 
column.

(pronounced "LEFT-STRING") is a string function which 
composed of the leftmost N characters of its string returns 

argument.

PRINT LEFT$(A$,6) 
Hallik

a
Here's

FOR N=1 TO LEN(A$):PRINT LEFT$(A$,N):NEXT 
H
Ha
Hal
Hall
Halli
Hallik
Hallika
Hallikai

PRINT LEN(A$), LEN("HELLO")
21 5

"LEN"

"T,F.FT$" 
string 
another example:

them.
we might want to print out 

We would do so like this:

a string variable to the null string can be used to free 
string space used by non-null string variables.

can find out what the length 
We do this as fol-

Now that we have set A$ to a string value, we 
this value is (the number of characters it contains).

Often it is desirable to access parts of a string and manipulate 
Now that we have set A$ to "Hallikainen & Friends", 
only the first six characters of A$.

number of characters in a string expression may range from 0 to 255.
"NULL" string. Before a

Another way to create the null string is: Q$= 
Setting

PRINT LEN(Q$);Q$;3 
0 3

The
a string.

The
string which contains 0 characters is called the

string variable is set to a value in the program, it is initialized to the null 
Printing a null string on the terminal will cause no characters to be 
and the print head (or cursor) will not be advanced to the next 

Try the following:
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I
I
I
I

OKI 2, 3, .
printed.I
RIGHTS

I
MIPS

I fromis

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

Since A$ has 21 characters this loop will be executed with N=1, 
The second time through the first two characters will be printed.

FOR N=1 TO LEN(A$):PRINT MID$(A$,N):NEXT 
Hallikainen & Friends 
allikainen & Friends 
llikainen & Friends 
likainen & Friends 
ikainen & Friends 
kainen & Friends 
ainen & Friends 
inen & Friends 
nen & Friends 
en & Friends 
n & Friends
& Friends

& Friends 
Friends

Friends 
riends 
iends 
ends 
nds 
ds 
s

"RIGHT$" which returns the right N 
Try substituting RIGHTS for LEFTS in the

There is another string function called 
characters from a string expression, 
previous example and see what happens.

Hallikain 
Hallikaine 
Hallikainen 
Hallikainen 
Hallikainen & 
Hallikainen & 
Hallikainen & F 
Hallikainen & Fr 
Hallikainen & Fri
Hallikainen & Frie 
Hallikainen & Frien 
Hallikainen & Friend 
Hallikainen & Friends

There is also a string function which allows us to take characters 
the middle of a string. Try the following:
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OKI

I
I
I
I
I
I

&

I
I
I OK

I
Concatenation

I use

I

I OK

and

I C$=LEFT$(B$,4)+"-"+MID$(B$,6,6)+"-"+RIGHT$(B$,4)

I
I

character
The

F 
r
e 
n
d 
s

OK
PRINT B$
WONDERFUL Hallikainen & Friends

Ha 
al 
11 
li 
ik 
ka 
ai 
in 
ne 
en 
n
& 

&
F 

Fr 
ri 
ie 
en 
nd 
ds 
s

B$="WONDERFUL"+"

FOR N=1 TO LEN A$:PRINT MID$(A$,N,1),MID$(A$,N,2):NEXT 
H 
a 
1 
1 
k 
a 
n 
e 
n

Concatenation is especially useful if you wish to take a string apart 
then put it back together with slight modifications. For instance:

"+A$

from a 
third

Strings may also be concatenated (put or joined together) through the 
of the "+" operator. Try the following:

MID$ returns a string starting at the Nth posistion of A$ to the end (last 
character) of A$. The first position of the string is position 1 and the last 
possible postion of a string is position 255.

Very often it is desirable to extract only the Nth 
string. This can be done by calling MID$ with three arguments, 
argument specifies the number of characters to return.

For example:
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I
I OK

I VAL & STR?

I
I
I

I OK

I
I a

I
OK

I
theI

I
I
I
I
I

list.
list.

OK
PRINT VAL(STRING?)
567.8

OK
STRING?=STR?(3.1415)

PRINT LEN(STR?(3.157)) 
6

as 
you

OK
PRINT C?
WOND-RFUL H-ends

STRING?="567.8"

You can convert a 
to

OK
PRINT STRING?,LEFTS(STRING?,5)
3.1415 3.14

Sometimes it is desirable to convert a number to its string representation 
and vice-versa. "VAL" and "STR?" perform these functions. Try the following:

100 DIM A?(15):REM ALLOCATE SPACE FOR STRING MATRIX
110 FOR 1=1 TO 15:READ A?(I):NEXT:REM READ IN STRINGS 
120 F=O:I=1:REM EXCHANGE FLAG = 0 & SUBSRIPT FLAG = 1 
130 IF A?(I)<=A?(I+1) THEN 180:REM IN ORDER, NO CHANGE 
140 T?=A?(I+1):REM SAVE A?(I+1)
150 A$(I+1)=A?(I): REM EXCHANGE
160 A$(I)=T?
170 F=1:REM FLAG THAT WE EXCHANGED ELEMENTS
180 1=1+1:IF I<15 GOTO 130

you have an application where a user is typing in a question such
IS THE VOLUME OF A CYLINDER OF RADIUS 5.36 FEET, HEIGHT 5.1 FEET?"

"VAL" to extract the numeric values 5.36 and 5.1 from the question. 
The following program sorts a list of string data and prints out a sorted 

This program is very similar to one given earlier for sorting a numeric

If 
"WHAT 
can use

"STR?" can be used to peform formatted I/O on numbers.
number to a string and then use LEFT?, RIGHT?, MID?, and concatenation 
reformat the number as desired. Also see "USING".

"STR?" can also be used to conveniently find out how many print columns 
number will take. For example:
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I
I
I
I METER

I
I It is

METER(S.C)

get a

PRINT METER(0,0)

I Site and channel must be

I the

I METER,argument to the

I (512*SITE) + (256*RAISE) + (128*L0WER) + CHANNEL

I an

I Meter$

I
I
I

a 1
antenna monitor).

are 
the

returns the meter reading in string form with 
This allows 

on a <

of the previous material has dealt with Basic as might be used 
or scientific application. To log the operation of your 
you'd have to type the readings in using INPUT statements.

All 
business 
station, 
not very efficient.

METER is a function that can be called with one or two arguments, 
generally called with two arguments in the form

where S is the site number and C is the channel number that we wish to 
reading from. For example,

the 
! simple 
CRT. A

section on time).
6 where 0 is Sunday, 
format.

If a single positive integer is used as the 
argument assumes the following meaning:

For example, METER(513) is equivalent to METER(1,1).
RAISE or LOWER take the value of 0 normally. They take the value of 1 if 

RAISE or LOWER during the sample is required (sometimes required to drive

in a 
broadcast 
This is

, BYTES, RANDOM
", " FOO"

FOO, ELP, MILWAUKEE, SEATTLE

METER$ (meter-string) i 
label and units programmed during system calibration.

•' programs to put the station parameters with labels and units

will print the meter reading at site 0, channel 0.
between 0 and 99 or a function call error will occur.

There are several single argument methods of calling METER. These 
useful in that a single array (matrix) element can be used to specify 
metering data to be acquired. One number can specify both site and channel. 
In addition, a few negative numbers can be used to specify other common logging 
data such as time, day, and date.

METER(-l) returns the time as a 6 digit integer in HHMMSS format (see
METER(-2) returns the day of week as a number between 0 and 

METER(-3) returns the date as a 6 digit integer in YYMMDD

185 REM ONCE WE HAVE MADE A PASS THRU ALL ELEMENTS,
186 REM CHECK TO SEE IF WE EXCHANGED ANY. IF NOT,
187 REM WE ARE DONE SORTING
190 IF F THEN 120:REM EQUIVALENT TO IF FOO THEN 120
200 FOR 1=1 TO 15:PRINT A$(I):NEXT:REM PRINT LIST
210 REM STRING DATA FOLLOWS
220 DATA APPLE, DOG, CAT, BITS,
230 DATA MONDAY, "***ANSWER***",
240 DATA COMPUTER, 1
250 DATA ALBUQUERQUE
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ofsectionI

RAISEI a

I
RAISE(l,0)I

I PRINT RAISE(1,O)
The

I
PRINT RAISE$(l,0)I

LOWER

I LOWER can be used as a statement or function in the same manner as RAISE.

I TIME
TIME can be used as a statement or a function.

I LET statement.

I now

I tt

I
INPUT TIME

I time in HHMMSS
As such, aI

I

meter
RAISE pulse is applied.

returning the METER$ 
A sample

the
a

10 DISPLAY "Is it
20 INPUT YN$
30 IF YN$="Y'
40 DISPLAY
50 INPUT A
60 TIME=A
70 GOTO 10

RAISE can 
specified site and channel, 
as those used in METER, 
argument form.

it appears as

TIME$

RAISE function can also be used in string form, 
that results when a RAISE is sent to the designated site and channel, 
program statement might appear:

" OR YN$="y" THEN RETURN
"Type the current time in HHMMSS format.

This statement might be used to turn on the transmitter filaments.
RAISE can also be used as a function. In this case, it will return 

reading that occurs if the selected site and channel are read while
A sample program statement might be:

sample program using METERS is shown in the Sample Basic Programs 
this manual.

METERS can be called with the same arguments as METER (described above). 
If, for example, we call METER$(-3), we'll get a string with the date in 
English (September 11, 1985).

It almost appears to be a 
system variable, but the setting of time must be done through what looks like a 

TIME cannot be set with an INPUT statement or a DATA statement.
A typical routine to set time would be:

be used as a statement to generate a RAISE control pulse at 
The arguments passed to RAISE are of the same form 

This allows the two argument form, or the single

Note that the time was set using a LET statement in line 60. 
will not work!

TIME is to be a 6 digit integer representation of the 
format. 6:01:02 pm would be 180102.

TIME can be printed or used in calculations.
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withcallimplimented as a functionis actually noI

I
IF (TIME=>SS(9)) AND (METER(1,9)>1000) THEN L0WER(l,9)I

I
I
I
I TIMES is determined

I DAY, DAYS, DATE, DATES

I
The below lineprogramI

I
I
I September 11, 1985

The the month, and

I
I
I
I

It can 
program

DISPLAY DAY, DAYS
2 Tuesday

DATE can be taken apart to get the day of the month, 
the year using the below statements.

DATE is a 6 digit integer representing the date in YYMMDD format.
*. A sample

DISPLAY DATE, DATES 
850911

10 YR=INT(DATE/1E4)
20 M0=INT((DATE-(YR*1E4))/100)
30 DT=DATE-(YR*1E4)-(MO*1OO)
40 DISPLAY "Year = "; YR
50 DISPLAY "Month= MO

system variable, but 
arguments required.

TIME is most often used to determine if something needs to be done based 
on a time schedule. If you need to switch pattern at sunset and SS(9) (sunset 
array entry number 9, for the ninth month) holds the sunset time for this 
month, the following statement might be used:

DISPLAY TIME, TIMES
140524 2:05:24 PM

This program line checks to see if it's past sunset and if we are still in 
day pattern (indicated by METER(1,9) being greater than 1000). If so, a LOWER 
statement is sent to the pattern select channel. If this line is included in a 
program loop, the pattern will only be changed once, since the line checks to 
see if it's already been done. Similar statements could be used to check the 
pattern between midnight and sunrise, and between sunrise and sunset.

When the time is printed or displayed, TIME$ is normally used. The below 
program line demonstrates the difference between TIME and TIMES.

Note that TIMES cannot be set in a LET statement, 
based on TIME, which can be set using a LET statement.

be set using a LET statement and read using DATE or DATES, 
line is shown belos:

These statements and functions act the same way as TIME and TIMES.
DAY is an integer between 0 and 6, inclusive, that indicates the current 

day of the week. It can be set in a LET statement or evaluated in a numeric 
formula. It is often used when program decisions are based on the day of the 
week. A typical application of DAY would be in a routine that tries to 
determine if we should currently be on advanced (daylight savings) or non
advanced (standard) time.

DAYS returns the day of the week in English, 
demonstrates this:



I
60 DISPLAY "Day =1 times

Program Storage

I
I
I SAVE EEPROM

I The program in EEPROM can be loaded using the following statement:
LOAD EEPROM

I
into

I on

SAVE EEPROM 24576I The program can be loaded in a similar manner:

I LOAD EEPROM 24576

I
10 LOAD EEPROM. 24576

I This program would be loaded and executed on power up.

I Disc Program Storage

I to

I

This is handy to index into an array holding the sunrise and sunset 
for the year.

This 
another program from disc.

the boot
The boot

program 
program

10 DISPLAY "Loading Logging Program'
20 LOAD "LOGGER PROGRAM",8

In addition, a program in EEPROM will be loaded and run on a system reset, 
program might be a simple logging program, or could be a program to load 

A sample of this is shown below:

DT

In addition, if there is additional EEPROM in the system (typically loaded 
high memory on the RAM board), larger programs can be saved in EEPROM by 

specifying the address. A program residing in RAM can be saved in EEPROM 
the RAM board using the statement:

Programs may be stored on a Commodore 1541 disc drive plugged in to the 
optional disc interface on the DRC190. Program saving and loading procedures 
are similar to that used on Commodore computers, since the Commodore operating

The execution of 
this program loads and executes the other program from EEPROM on the RAM board.
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If a large program is saved in EEPROM on the RAM board, 
in the processor board EEPROM can load the other program, 
might be:

Programs reside in system RAM once they are typed in or are executing. 
These programs will be lost during a power failure, or during an extended power 
failure if battery backup is included. Short programs (about 1 Kbyte) can be 
stored in space left in the EEPROM (Electrically Erasable Programmable Read 
Only Memory). Once a program has been typed into the DRC190, executing the 
following statement will save the program in EEPROM, if there is sufficient 
space available.
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I first

I LOAD"PROGRAM NAME",8
statement saves a program residing in the DRC19O discto

I SAVE"PROGRAM NAME",8

I the

SAVE"@O:PROGRAM NAME",8I theby typinga directory of what is on a discget

I DIR N

I Basic.

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

The following 
drive number 8.

Note 
same name.

Finally, you may 
following statement:

that the above statement will not replace an existing file with 
To replace a file with the same name, use the below statement:

system (residing in the disc drive) is used.
The following statement loads a program from drive 8 (usually the 

drive in a system):

where N is the drive number. If N is omitted, drive 8 is assumed.
There are various other functions and statements available in H&F 

These are covered in the following section.
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PROGRAMMING REFERENCE MATERIALI

These are

action.

I
used

I PRINT SQR(N) is

I
I

I
I

PURPOSE/USENAME EXAMPLE

I ABS(X) 120 PRINT ABS(X) X.
AND

I
I
I
I

300 PRINT ASC(X$)ASC(X$) of the firstI
I

NEW, 
program 
command 
"Command 
commands, 
finish.

Functions 
in an expression.

bitwise 
it

or as a 
This is 

may be used as program statements, 
and NEW will terminate program execution

200 PRINT 16 AND 31 In line 200, 1' 
bit binary form, 
In this case,

act upon zero or more arguments and return a result to be
For example, PRINT N is a statement that prints the numeric 

expression (a somewhat simple one) N. PRINT SQR(N) is a statement that prints 
the numeric expression SQR(N). SQR is a function that finds the square root of 
its argument (N) and returns it to the expression that called it.

NOTE: In the following descriptions, an argument of V or W denotes a 
numeric variable, X denotes a numeric expression, X$ denotes a string 
expression and an I or J denotes an expression that is truncated to an integer 
before the statement is executed. Truncation means that any fractional part of 
the number is lost, e.g. 3.9 becomes 3, 4.01 becomes 4.

An expression is a series of variables, operators, function calls and 
constants which after the operations and function calls are performed using the 
precedence rules, evaluates to a numeric or string value.

A constant is either a number (3.14) or a string literal ("FOO").
A string may be from 0 to 255 characters in length. All string variables 

end in a dollar sign ($); for example, A$, B9$, K$, HELL0$.
String matrices may be dimensioned exactly like numeric matrices. For 

instance, DIM A$(10,10) creates a string of 121 elements, eleven rows by eleven 
columns (rows 0 to 10 and columns 0 to 10). Each string matrix element is a 
complete string, which can be up to 255 characters in length.

Statements and functions available on the DRC190 are listed below.

Gives the absolute value of the expression 
ABS returns X if X>=0, -X otherwise.

100 IF (A<B) AND (B<C) THEN 500
AND can be used to indicate a logical or
AND function. In the 100 example, it is 
indicating a logical AND. The two relational 
expressions return a -1 if they are true, and a 0 
if they are false. The -1 is represented as a 16 
bit integer (1111111111111111), which when ANDed 
with another -1, yields another -1, which 
indicates TRUE. TRUE AND TRUE is TRUE.

the two integers are changed to 16 
, ANDed, and the result returned.
16 AND 31 is 0000 0000 0001 0000 

AND 0000 0000 0001 1111, giving a result of 0000 
0000 0001 0000 or 16.
Returns the ASCII numeric value

Descriptions and examples of key word usage are listed below, 
listed in alphabetical order.

Words are broken into statements and functions.
A statement instructs the processor to take some action. Examples are 
LIST, RAISE, LOWER, CLEAR, etc. Most statements can be used within a 

(a sequence of statements with line numbers), or as a command. A 
is usually given after H&F BASIC has typed OK. This is called the 
Level". Commands may be used as program statements. Certain 
such as LIST and NEW will terminate program execution when they
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FCAnI ASC(X$,N) Nth

I ATN(X) PRINT ATN(X)210

CHR$(I) 275 PRINT CHR$(I);I
CLEAR CLEAR 500

CLEAR 500,1E3

I
I
I

CLRSTK 20 CLRSTKI
I afterCONT CONT

be
X. X is200 PRINT COS(X)COS(X)

DATA

I 20 DATA

I 500 PRINT DATEDATE

I
600 DATE=820123 DATE cannot be

I
I

in 
be 
or

Used 
a 

the

This
DATE

no 
level

done

right, 
in the

the subroutine and FOR-NEXT stack.
Typically followed by 

statement returning program control to 
main level of the program.
Continues execution of 
interrupted by CTRL-C. 

command mode, 
made or 
continue

within 
""HELP"")

If you 
spaces 

i must
It is 
string 

is not

program after it was 
Variables can be examined 

but no program 
command level errors 
cannot be done (CN

in 
1982 is stored as 

DATE with a previously 
date dependent functions can be 
For example, INT(DATE/100)- 

represents the month, 
can be used to select pattern change times, 
is updated by the internal clock. 
Set DATE using a LET statement.

" FOO",ZOO

DATA states.
storage.
Clears all variables, resets FOR-NEXT, GOSUB, and 
DATA states. Sets aside 500 characters of string 
storage. Tells BASIC to use only 1000 (1E3) 
bytes of RAM, if available. This command allows 
the user to set aside high RAM for use by other 
than the BASIC program. This command may be 
executed from within a program, typically in an 
initialization routine. Remember, however, that 
CLEAR clears the GOSUB stack, so a RETURN cannot 
be used at the end of a routine that includes a 
CLEAR.
Clears 
to abort a subroutine. 
GOTO

and changed 
changes can 
encountered, 
error). 
Gives the cosine of the expression 
interpreted as being in radians.

10 DATA 1,3,-1E3,.O4 Specifies data, read from left to 
Information appears in data statements 
same order it will be read in the program. 
Strings may be read from DATA statements, 
want the string to contain leading 
(blanks), colons (:) or commas (,), you 
enclose the string in double quotes ("). 
impossible to have double quotes 
data or a string literal. ( 
legal. 
DATE : 
YYMMDD 
820123. 
stored 
performed.
100*INT(DATE/10000)

character of the string expression X$.
error will occur if X$ is the null string.
Returns the ASCII numeric value of the 
character of string X$.
Gives the arctangent of the argument X. The 
result is returned in radians and ranges from - 
PI/2 to PI/2.
Returns a one character string whose single 
character is the ASCII equivalent of the value of 
the argument (I) which must be >=0 and <=255.
Clears all variables, resets FOR-NEXT, GOSUB, and 

Sets aside 500 characters of string

or a
See READ.

is an integer variable holding the date
format. January 23, 

By comparing
value,
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I
I DATES 800 PRINT DATES

I
I dayDAY

0

I
I
I 400 PRINT DAYSDAYS

I DEF

I

I 110 Z=FNA(3)

I All113 DIM A(3),B(10)DIM

I

I
I
a

User 
executing 
function, 
allowed. 
Execution 
would

above
but the value

dynamically 
not 
it

IF
LET
an

6 
is normally used 
can be initialized 

cannot

If this is 
variable 
Setting

100 IF DAY=0 THEN 300
200 DAY=3

DAY 
of week. 
Saturday, 
statements, 
statement. 
INPUT or DATA statement.

DATA to set a temporary variable,

but 
As 

the 
thought of as a zero 

The example prints date (set 
DateS is set up using a 

DATES cannot be set other

set using an INPUT or READ statement, 
desired, INPUT or READ to a temporary 
and then set DATE using a LET statement. 
DATE also sets DATES.
DATES is a string variable that can be read, 
not written to (DATE$=Tuesday is NOT legal), 
such (and it is in fact coded this way in 
firmware), it may be thought of as a 
argument function, 
up above) in English. 
LET DATE= statement, 
than through DATE.

is an integer variable holding the
I represents Sunday, 6 represents 
DAY is normally used in 
DAY can be initialized with a 
It cannot be initialized with

If this is desired, use 
INPUT or DATA to set a temporary variable, then 
use a LET statement to set DAY to the temporary 
variable. DAY is updated by the internal clock.

Since DAY$ 
a string 

numeric DAY

Matrices can have more than one dimen- 
Up to 255 dimensions are allowed, but due 

the restriction of 113 characters per program 
: (as opposed to 132 characters allowed per 

the practical maximum is about 34

Prints day (set up above) in English, 
follows DAY, it cannot be set using 
assignment statement. Set the 
instead.

100 DEF FNA(V)=V/B+C The user can define functions like the built 
in functions (SQR, SGN, ABS, etc.) through the 
use of the DEF statement. The name of the 
function is "FN" followed by any legal variable 
name, for example: FNX, FNJ7, FNKO, FNR2. User 
defined functions are restricted to one line. A 
function may be defined to be any expression, but 
may have only one argument. In the example, B 
and C are variables that are used in the program. 
Executing the DEF statement defines the function.

defined functions can be redefined by 
another DEF statement for the same 
User defined string functions are not 

"V" is called the dummy variable.
of this statement following the 

cause Z to be set to 3/B+C, 
of V would be unchanged.
Allocates space for matrices. All matrix 
elements are set to zero by the DIM statement.

114 DIM R3(5,5),D$(2,2,2)
sion. 
to ‘ 
line 
print line) 
dimensions.

115 DIM Q1(N),Z(2*I) Matrices can be dimensioned
during program execution. If a matrix is 
explicitly dimensioned with a DIM statement, 
is assumed to be a single dimensioned matrix 
whose single subscript may range from 0 to 10 (11
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I 117 A(8)=4

I
DIM 25 DIM A$(10,10)I
DIR DIR 8

I
430 DISPLAY A, A$DISPLAY

I
I
I
I DISPLAY USING expression.

END 999 END a

I 550 PRINT ERRERR

I
I 150 PRINT EXP(X)EXP(X)

I FOR to

I

I

for 
as 

to

directory of the specified disc drive 
If the drive

(see STOP), 
execution the

be

(see NEXT statement) V is set equal
, in this

elements). 
If 
statement 
would be 
previous 
subscripts

a
i program, 
been 

line 117. 
which means

case 1.
Then the 
executed, 
expression 
value of the expression following STEP. 
NEXT statement is encountered the step is 
to the variable.

statements between FOR and NEXT 
The final value is the value of 
following the TO. The step is

this statement was encountered before a DIM 
A was found in the program, it 

if a DIM A(10) had been executed 
the execution of line 117. All 

start at zero (0), which means that 
DIM X(100) really allocates 101 matrix elements. 
Allocates space for a pointer and length for each 
element of a string matrix. No string space is 
allocated. 
Displays a 
(8 in the example) on the console, 
number is not specified, drive 8 is assumed. 
DISPLAY operates the in the same manner as PRINT, 
except that DISPLAY drives the CRT terminal while 
PRINT drives the printer. On the DRC DISPLAY and 
PRINT both drive the same RS232 port. When a 
change between the CRT or printer is encountered, 
the CRTSTR or PRTSTR string of characters is sent 
to disable or enable the printer port on the CRT 
ternimal. Note that the same character counter 
is used by both DISPLAY and PRINT. It is 
suggested that DISPLAY and PRINT statements 
ending with semicolons (;) or commas (,) not be 
intermixed, since the shared character counter 
will cause strange print formatting. 
Formats text according to a string 
See PRINT USING. 
Terminates program execution without printing 
BREAK message. (see STOP). CONT after an END 
statement causes execution to resume at 
statement after the END statement. END can 
used anywhere in the program, and is optional. 
ERR returns a numeric error code. If ERR=1, then 
metering data was not present during the last 
METER, RAISE, LOWER, or STATUS function. Reading 
ERR clears it (sets it to 0). ERR cannot be used 
on the left side of a LET statement. As such, it 
may be thought of as a zero argument function. 
Gives the constant "E" (2.71828) raised to the 
power of X. (E2X). The maximum argument that 
can be passed to EXP without overflow occuring is 
87.3365.

300 FOR V=1 TO 9.3 STEP .6 ( --- ' -
the expression following the equal sign, 

This value is called the initial value.
are 
the 
the 

When the 
added
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310 FOR V=1 TO 9.3I

I
I
I NEXT

I
I

330 FOR W=1 TO 10:

I
FRE(X) 270 PRINT FRE(O)

I
275 PRINT FRE(A$)

IF...THEN IF X<10 THEN 5
20 IF X<0 THEN PRINT

I
25 IF X=5 THEN 50:Z=A

26 IF X<0 THEN PRINT

I

GOTO 
GOSUB

50 GOTO 100
10 GOSUB 910

the 
the

be 
value 

or 
of 

the 
is

the PRINT 
the GOTO 

If the X was

STEP was specified, it is assumed to 
If the step is positive and the new 

the variable is <= the final value (9.3), 
step value is negative and the new value 
variable is => the final value, then 
statement following the FOR statement

Otherwise, the statement following the 
All

If no 
one. 
of 
the 
the 
first 
executed. 
NEXT statement is executed. All FOR loops 
execute the statements between the FOR and the 
NEXT at least once, even in cases like FOR V=1 TO 
0.

315 FOR V=10*N TO 3.4/Q STEP SQR(R) Note that expressions (formu
las) may be used for the initial, final and step 
values in a FOR-NEXT loop. The values of 
expressions are computed only once, before 
body of the FOR-NEXT loop is executed.

320 FOR V=9 TO 1 STEP -1 When the statement after the NEXT is 
executed, the loop variable is never equal to the 
final value, but is equal to whatever value 
caused the FOR-NEXT loop to terminate. The 
statements between the FOR and its corresponding 
NEXT in both examples above (310 & 320) would be 
executed 9 times.

FOR W=1 TO 7: NEXT W: NEXT W
•ERROR!!! Do not use nested FOR-NEXT loops with 
the same index variable. FOR-NEXT loop nesting 
is limited only by the available memory.
Gives the number of memory bytes currently unused 
by H&F BASIC if the argument is a numeric, such 
as example line 270.
Gives the number of bytes of memory allocated to 
string storage and currently unused. Can be 
changed using the CLEAR command.
Branches to the statement specified.
Branches to the specified statement (910) until a 
RETURN is encountered; when a branch is then made 
to the statement after the GOSUB. GOSUB nesting 
is limited only by the available memory.

IF...GOTO 32 IF X<=Y+23.4 GOTO 92 Equivalent to IF-THEN, except that IF- 
GOTO must be followed by a line number, while IF- 
THEN can be followed by either a line number or 
another statement.
Branches to specified statment if the relation is 
true.

’ "X LESS THAN 0" Executes all of the state
ments on the remainder of the line after the THEN 
if the relation is true.

WARNING!!! The "Z=A" will never be executed 
because if the relation is true, H&F BASIC will 
branch to line 50. If the relation is false, H&F 
BASIC will proceed to the line after line 25. 

' "ERROR, X IS NEGATIVE":GOTO 350 
In this example, if X is less than 0, 
statement will be executed and then 
statement will branch to line 350.
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I INKEY$ 10 A$=INKEY$(N)

INPUT 3 INPUT V,W,W2I
I

spaces

I
40 INPUT X$

I
INPUT#I

I
I

140 PRINT INT(X)INT(X)

I

I 220 PRINT LEN (X$)LEN (X$) in

I LET

toI a
LINE

is an integer variable holding the currentI
I

output 
numeric 
followed

of
an

INT(1.1)=1.
> decimal

value
If
than was typed in,

If 
the

the
FC

its argument.
INT(-.1)=-1, 
following

characters 
If I<=0 or >255

0 -
CRT
3 - 

systems

in DATA
quotes

150 INPUT#2,A$
160 N=2
170 INPUT#N,"HI";A$ expression 

by a comma or semicolon, 
included after the "#N,", 
the selected device. 
Console CRT, 
peripheral port, 
RS232 port 3,

from the
1 - Printer,

3 - RS232 port 3). If 
at the specified

Htl)

value
The

carriage

LEFT$(X$,I) 
310 PRINT LEFT$(X$,I) Gives the leftmost I 

string expression X$. 
error occurs. 
Gives the length of the string expression X$ 
characters (bytes). Non-printing characters and 
blanks are counted as part of the length. 

300 LET W=X Assigns a value to a variable.
310 V=5.1 LET is optional.
27 LET A$="FOO"+V$ Assigns the value of a string expression 

string variable. LET is optional.
600 IF LINE(1)>45 THEN 10 

LINE

0 or positive, H&F BASIC will proceed to execute 
the lines after line 26.
Inkey$ gets a single byte string 
specified 1/0 device (0 - Console, 
2 - Direct Connect Modem, 
there has been no keystroke at the 
device, inkey$ returns with the null string ( 
Requests data from the terminal. Each 
typed in must be separated by a comma (,). 
last value should be followed by a 
return. If more data was requested in an INPUT 
statement than was typed in, a "??" is printed 
and the rest of the data should be typed in. 
more data was typed in than was requested, 
extra data will be ignored. Strings must be input 
in the same form as they are specified 
statements (leading spaces require 
surrounding string).
Optionally types a prompt string ("VALUE") before 
requesting data from the terminal. The prompt 
string is typed on the console (device 0). 
Typing a carriage return in response to an INPUT 
statement leaves the variable unchanged. 
Reads a string from the CRT. String does not 
have to be quoted, but if not, leading blanks 
will be ignored and the string will be terminated 
on a "," or ":" character.
INPUT# allows input from a selected input 
device. The device is specified as a 

following the # sign and is 
A prompt string can be 
and it will be sent to 

Device numbers are: 
1 - Printer plugged into 
2 - Direct Connect Modem, 

which appears on J23 on 
equipped with the direct connect modem. 
Returns the largest integer less than or equal to 

For example: INT(.23)=0, INT(7)=7, 
INT(-2)=-2, INT(1.1)=1. The

would round X to D decimal places: 
INT(X*10*D+.5)/10aD

5 INPUT "VALUE";V
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I
I

602 LINE(l)=0I (LET) statement.

I LIST

I
LOAD LOAD FN?,8I 10 L0AD"HI",8

LOAD EEPROM

LOAD EEPROM N

I
I

LOG(X) 160 PRINT LOG(X)
I

500 LOWER (3,2)LOWER

I 250 PRINT LOWER (S,C)

I
I LOWER?

I

LIST
LIST 100 
?:LIST

or 
line 
The 
is

its
use

LOWER 
for 
the 
of

the
Any
All

(FN$) 
the

string 
label 

and 2

number of the specified device (device 1 
printer in this case). Separate 

are maintained for each device.
line feed

LINE is incremented on each 
MAXLINE(N),

zero.

255 PRINT LOWER? (S.C) 
is 
characters,

line 
the printer in this case). < 
counters are maintained for each 
line number is updated each time a 
sent to the device.
line feed until LINE(N) exceeds 
whereupon LINE(N) is returned to 
LINE(N) may be set to any number in an assignment

Typically, it is set to 0 after 
the operator has set the printer paper to the top 
of a page. 
Lists entire current program. 
Lists program starting at line 100. 
? is equivalent to the word PRINT, 
1/0 device number to 1. 
1/0 device number, so 
printer. 
Loads the 
specified 
previous 
variables are cleared, 
running program, 
the new program is loaded and run. 
for simple chaining of programs.
Loads a program from non-volatile memory (EEPROM 
or Electrically Erasable Programmable Read Only 
Memory). On system reset, the EEPROM program is 
loaded and run. This may be used to auto-start a 
simple logging program, or may be used to auto
boot a more complex program from disc.
Loads a program from non-volatile memory (EEPROM) 
at the specified address (N). This allows 
loading larger programs than can be contained in 
the "boot" section of the processor board EEPROM. 
The RAM board in the system must be partially 
loaded with EEPROM. When loaded as H&F suggests, 
N=24576. 
Gives the 
argument X. 
the formula LOG(X)/LOG(Y).

so it sets the
LIST does not change the 

the listing is sent to the

natural (Base E) logarithm of 
To obtain the base Y log of X,

For example, the base 
10 (common) log of 7 = L0G(7)/L0G(10).
The LOWER statement selects the desired site and 
channel. It then sends a LOWER pulse to the 
appropriate remote control. In the example, the 
LOWER pulse was sent to site 3, channel 2.

Selects site S, channel C, sends a series of 
LOWER pulses. Returns the resulting meter 
reading. The length of time that the 
output of the DRC190 is held while waiting 
the reading to stabalize is determined by 
"sample delay" programmed during calibration 
the particular channel.

Does the same as LOWER except that a 
returned. The string consists of 3 

an equal sign, the reading,

specified file name (FN$) from 
disc drive (8) into the DRC. 

program is deleted from the DRC.
If LOAD is used within a 

the running program is deleted, 
This allows
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4.52APICP=I MAXLINE

I
I
I

10 MAXLINE(1)=659 an

I MDMSPD 10 MDMSPD=3

I 20 PRINT MDMSPD

I
MDMSTAT$

I

I
I

I
I

since 
is

This is similar to the 
break) command

A - Indicates 
or an

can 
(LET). 

MAXLINE 
less

the 
out- 

modem, 
on an 

disconnected 
modem

going 
N - Indicates 
out-going call 
itself). D 
disconnected.
D only when it initiates the disconnect (due 

other modem).

control-N 
line feed 
firmware

10 IF MDMSTAT$="A"
contains the last received modem status 
These characters come from the direct 

The direct connect modem sends a 
a 

return. The DRC190 
all control-N - status 
preventing the control-N or 

status character from showing up in an 
or INKEY$(2) result. The line feed, 

i return sequence following the control-N 
character sequence is not trapped out, 

MDMSTAT$ holds the single character 
as

also be set with an assignment
Since line numbers start at 

should be the number of lines per 
MAXLINE cannot be set using an

label characters.
603 IF MAXLINE(1)-LINE(1)<5 THEN GOSUB 1000 

MAXLINE(N) 
represents 
This can 
detection.

is a system defined variable that 
the maximum line number of device N.

be used with LINE for end of page 
This is more valuable than an EOP 

(End Of Page) function available on some systems, 
it allows you to determine how much space 

left on a page instead of merely knowing that 
you just ran off the end. It allows log entries 
to include multiple lines without the entry going 
over a page break. This is similar to the .CP 
(conditional page break) command in 
Wordstar. 
MAXLINE(N) 
statement 
zero, 
page less one. 
input or read.
MDMSPD allows setting of the direct connect modem 
board speed. This modem will operate at either 
300 or 1200 bits per second. MDMSPD indicates 
the speed in hundreds of bits per second. MDMSPD 
can be read or written to (can be on either side 
of the equals sign in an assignment statement), 
but cannot be written to or set using an INPUT or 
READ statement.

THEN 100 
MDMSTAT$ 
character. 
connect modem, 

followed by a status characater and 
and a carriage return. The 

captures ; 
character sequences, 
the status character 
INPUT#2 or INKEY$(2) result, 
carriage 
status character sequence is not 
however. MDMSTAT$ holds the 
status message from the direct connect modem, 
described here, and in the modem manual 
(reprinted in the rear of this manual). MDMSTAT$ 
characters are: R - Indicates the line the modem 
is connected to is ringing, 
modem has answered an incoming call, 

call has been answered by a remote 
i that there was no answer 

(and the modem has
- Indicates the modem has 

Note that the modem module sends a
__ J to a 

loss of carrier from the other modem). The 
DRC190 firmware sets MDMSTAT$ to "D" on receiving 
a disconnect status message from the modem module
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

METER
I
I

METER$ stringaI MODEMTST MODEMTST
allows

I for

I the most

I 350 NEXT V,W

NOT

I
I

I

NEW 
NEXT

from 
is

This 
and

X$ starting 
then MID$

If I<=0 or

Ith 
MID$ 
more 
all

MID$(X$,I,J)
340

NEW
340 NEXT V
345 NEXT

channel C and returns the 
This can also be called 

That argument is

(control-N E) being sent to 
by the DRC190 application program 

Finally, note 
on receiving a : 

from the modem, or on receiving an 
the applications program.

N due to no answer on a previous 
and another call is placed, 
N

(the remote modem has disconnected), or on an END 
command (control-N E) being sent to the modem 
module by the DRC190 application program (ie, 
PRINT#2,CHR$(14);"E"). Finally, note that 
MDMSTAT$ changes only on receiving a status 
message from the modem, or on receiving an END 
command from the applications program. If 
MDMSTAT$ is N due to no answer on a 
call, and another call is placed, MDMSTAT$ will 
remain N until that call is answered. It is 
suggested that prior to placing a call, the modem 
be sent an END command, forcing MDMSTAT$ to D. 
Then, when the call is placed, the applications 
program can watch MDMSTAT$ for A or N indicating 
that the call was answered or not answered.
MID$ called with two arguments returns characters 

i from the string expression X$ starting at 
character position I. If I>LEN(X$), 
returns a null (zero length) string. 
>255, an FC error will occur.
MID$ called with three arguments returns a 

PRINT MID$(X$,I,J) string expression composed of the characters 
of the string expression X$ starting at the 
character for J characters. If I>LEN(X$), 
returns a null string. If J specifies 
characters than are left in the string, 
characters from the Ith are returned.

260 PRINT METER (S,C) Selects site S, 
resulting meter reading, 
with a single argument. That argument 
(512*SiteNumber)+(l*Raise)+(2*Lower)+ChanNum 

Raise is 1 if a RAISE pulse is required 
the reading and Lower is 1 if a LOWER

MID$(X$,I)
330 PRINT MID$(X$,I)

where Raise is 1 if a RAISE pulse is 
during the reading and Lower is 1 if 
pulse is required during the reading.

265 PRINT METERS (S,C) Same as meter, but returns 
consisting of label, reading and units. 
Puts the DRC190 in the modem test routine, 
routine allows checking of transmit levels 
frequencies, and checks modem demodulator tuning. 
See the processor board adjustments section 
further information.
Deletes current program and all variables. 
Marks the end of a FOR-NEXT loop.
If no variable is given, it matches 
recent FOR.

A single NEXT may be used to match multiple 
FOR statements. Equivalent to NEXT V:NEXT W.

100 IF NOT A=B THEN 200 A logical or bitwise NOT. NOT inverts 
the logic of the expression following it. In the 
example, if A=B was TRUE, the NOT A=B is FALSE. 
Note that TRUE is represented by a -1 in 16 bit 
integer form while FALSE is represented by a 
zero. NOT does a bitwise inversion, changing all 
the Is to 0s and 0s to Is. This corresponds to 
the described logical NOT.
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0N...G0SUB

I'thON...GOTO 100 ON I GOTO 10,20,30
That is:

I and to line 60 if it

OR

I bitwise OR.

PEEK(X) 356 PRINT PEEK(I)I
POKE I,JPOKE

I
I
I
I
I POS(I) 260 PRINT POS(I)

I PRINT

,n aI

I

error will 
will

As 
can

(plugged 
terninal).

position 
leftmost

a 
a 

the

have 
(")

memory 
If I

OR, 
of

350 PRINT X,Y;Z
370 PRINT
380 PRINT X,Y;
390 PRINT"VALUE=
400 PRINT A2,B,

or bitwise OR. If the 
side of the OR is true, 

expression is true. In a 
particular bit position 
arguments 
1 in the result. 
The

the value on the 
peripheral port on 

If the list of values to be
;A with a comma or a semicolon, th. 

return/line feed is executed after 
been printed, 

may also be

as the parallel port on the direct connect 
card). 
Gives 
on the last used 1/0 
position is position 0. 
Prints the value on 
into peripheral port

printer 
the CRT
printed does not end 

then a carriage 
—’ all the values 

Strings enclosed in quotes 
printed. If a semicolon

the statement after the ON 
However, if I is >255 or 
result. As many line 

fit on a line can follow an

110 ON I GOSUB 50,60 Identical to ON-GOTO except that
subroutine call (GOSUB) is executed instead of 
GOTO. RETURN from the GOSUB branches to 
statement after the ON-GOSUB.

Branches to the line indicated by the 
number after the GOTO.

IF 1=1 THEN GOTO 10 
IF 1=2 THEN GOTO 20 
IF 1=3 THEN GOTO 30

If 1=0 or I attempts to select a nonexistent line 
(>=4 in this case), 
statement is executed.
<0, an FC 
numbers as 
ON...GOTO.

105 ON SGN(X)+2 GOTO 40,50,60 This statement will branch to line 
40 if the expression X is less than zero, to line 
50 if it equals zero, and to line 60 if it is 
greater than zero.

100 IF A=B OR A=C THEN 200
Logical 
either

: expression on 
then the entire 

is true. In a bitwise OR, if a 
bit position in either of the 

is 1, then that bit position will be a 
For example, 1 OR 3 = 3.

PEEK function returns the contents of 
address I. The value will be >=0 and <=255. 
is >65535 or <0, an FC error will occur.
The POKE statement stores the byte specified by 
its second argument (J) into the location of the 
memory map specified by its first argument (I). 
The byte to be stored must be =>0 and <=255, or 
an FC error will occur. The address (I) must be 
=>0 and <=65535 or an FC error will occur. 
Careless use of the POKE will probably cause you 
to "POKE" H&F BASIC to death; that is the machine 
will hang, and you will have to reset it, losing 
your program. The main use of POKE on the DRC190 
is to allow you to change certain machine 
characteristics that are stored in EEPROM, or to 
give direct access to input output devices (such 

modem
the current print head or cursor 
last used 1/0 device. The
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I

in

I

I
I

100 RAISE (S,C)RAISE

I
I RAISE$

I 490 READ V,WREAD

I
isI 50 READ X$

I
I
6

It. II
are

channel 
to

their 
If a 
list, 

. TAB 
A comma 

comma-field", 
If there is 

of 
the examples, then a carriage return/line feed is 
sent to the printer.
Prints the string expression on the printer.

the 
but 

„ it n__a , or 
, spaces 

string

60 PRINT X$
70 PRINT "FOO"+A$
410 PRINT MID$(A$,2)

PRINT USING
10 PRINT USING "##.##" A exponential form to be formatted, 

formatted 
expression

of #s

of
280 PRINT RAISE$(S,C)

String expressions may be printed.
PRINT USING allows numbers that are not

They are 
20 A$="###.##" formatted according to the string or string
30 PRINT USING A$ 3.4 expression following the word USING. The 

number of #s prior to the decimal point 
corresponds to the number of digits to be printed 
prior to the decimal point. Leading zeroes will 
be suppressed by the printing of spaces instead 
of zeroes. Recall that an additional space is 
saved for the sign of the number. The number of 
#s following the decimal point corresponds to the 
number of digits that will be printed after the 
decimal point. Trailing zeroes are not replaced 
with spaces. Multiple USINGs may be used in one 
PRINT statement to change the print format 
without having to do another PRINT. PRINT USING 
makes it easy to align decimal points in a table.

RAISE statement selects site S, channel C, 
command to the

separates two expressions in the list, 
values are printed next to each other. 
comma appears after an expression in the 
then the print head is advanced to the next 
position, which may be on the next line, 
moves the print head to the next 
each of which is 13 characters wide.
no expression to be printed, as in line 370

RAISE pulses.
Does same as RAISE, 

consisting of the label, 
returned. 
Reads data into specified variables from a DATA 
statement. The first piece of data will be the 
first piece of data listed in the first DATA 
statement of the program. The second piece of 
data read will be the second piece listed in the 
first DATA statement, and so on. When all of the 
data have been read from the first DATA 
statement, the next piece of data to be read will 
listed in the second data statement of the 
program. Attempting to read more data than there 

in all the DATA statements in a program will 
cause and 0D (Out of Data) error. 
Reads a string from DATA statements within 
program. Strings do not have to be quoted, 
if they are not, they are terminated by i 

character or end of line and leading 
ignored. See DATA for the format of

The 
and then sends a RAISE 
appropriate remote control.

279 PRINT RAISE(S,C) Selects site S, channel C and sends a series 
Returns the resulting reading, 

except that a string 
reading, and units is
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I REM

I
RESTORE

and so on,

I RETURN 50 RETURN statement

I
I RND(X) 170 PRINT RND(X)

I
I RUN RUN

RUN 100

SAVE "FN?",8SAVE

I
SAVE "@O:HI",8

I SAVE EEPROM

I
SAVE EEPROM 24576

I

currently 
drive

with 
must

the 
replaced,

in 
Run

DRC : 
under

disc 
FN?

random 
same 
X=0

in
(8)

RAM to 
the

non
program 
if

at line 
restores

execution i
Run deletes

1. The 
i the generation of random 
X<0 starts a new sequence of 

Calling RND with the 
sequence, 

generated.
the 

X>0 generates a new random 
Note that (B-A)*RND(1)+A

n. i!

RIGHT?(X?,I)
320 PRINT RIGHT?(X?,I) 

FC

After 
the next piece of data read will be 
piece listed in the first DATA 

The second piece of 
the 

as in a normal

characters of the 
When I<=0 or >255 an 
I>=LEN then RIGHT?

data.
500 REM NOW SET V=0 Allows the programmer to put comments in her/his 

program. REM statements are not executed, but 
can be branched to. A REM statement is 
terminated by the end of a line, but not a

505 REM SET V=0: V=0 In this case, V=0 will never be executed by
H&F BASIC.

506 V=0: REM SET V=0 In this case, V=0 will be executed.
510 RESTORE Allows the re-reading of DATA statements.

a RESTORE, 
the first piece listed 
statement of the program, 
data read will be the second-piece listed in 
first DATA statement, 
READ operation.
Causes a subroutine to return to the 
after the most recently executed GOSUB. 

Gives the rightmost I 
string expression X?. 

error will occur. If 
returnss all of X?. 
Generates a random number between 0 and 
argument X controls 
numbers as follows: 

i numbers using X.
X starts the same random number 
gives the last random number 

Repeated calls to RND(O) will always return 
same random number. X>0 generates a new 
number between 0 and 1. 
will generate a random number between A and B. 
Starts execution of the program currently 
memory at the lowest numbered statement, 
deletes all variables and restores DATA. 
Starts execution of program in memory 
100. Run deletes all variables and 
DATA. 
Saves program currently loaded 
the specified drive number 
specified file name (FN?). 
If an existing file on 
he same file name is to be 
start with "@0:". 
Saves the program currently in DRC RAM to 
volatile memory (EEPROM), in the boot 
section of the processor board EEPROM, if the 
program will fit. About 1 Kbyte is available. 
This program can be reloaded by using the LOAD 
EEPROM command, or by doing a system reset. On 
system reset, the program is reloaded and run.
If an address is specified after the SAVE EEPROM 
command, the program is saved in EEPROM starting 
at that address. This is allowed if a portion of 
the RAM board has been loaded with EEPROM. See 
the theory of operation section on the RAM board.



I
I

SPC(I) 250 PRINT SPC(I)

I an
SQR(X) 180 PRINT SQR(X) FCAnI STATUS

I
Use of the

STOP 9000 STOP

I STR$ 290 PRINT STR$(X)

I SWAP

I
variableswapI 240 PRINT TAB(I)TAB(I)

I
I
I

the tangent of the expression X where X is200 PRINT TAN(X)TAN(X)

I TIME

I

I

SGN(X)
SIN(X)

SWAP A,B
SWAP A$,B$
SWAP A(N),A(N+1)
SWAP A$(N),A$(N+1)

230 PRINT SGN(X)
190 PRINT SIN(X)

Causes 
the command mode, 
(for this example).

enter
9000

on the 
DISPLAY 

is the leftmost column of the 
rightmost.

X is
Note:

is

190 IF STATUS (S,C) THEN
200 ?STATUS(S,C)

(or blank) characters on the 
May be used only in a PRINT or DISPLAY 

X must be >=0 and <=255 or an FC

between any two 
Either or both variables can 

An attempt to 
numeric 
error.

the specified print position 
May be used only in PRINT or 

Zero
while 131 is the rightmost. The 
column on the CRT varies with the CRT 

Care should be used to insure that you do 
If the

no 
one 
and
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Gives 1 if X>0, 0 if X=0, and -1 if x<0. 
Gives the sine of the expression X. 
interpretted as being in radians. 
C0S(X)=SIN(X+3.14159/2) and that 1 Radian 
180/PI degrees, or 1 Radian = 57.2958 degrees; so 
that the sine of X degrees is SIN(X/57.2958). 
Prints I space (or blank) characters 
printer. 
statement. X must 
error will occur.
Gives the square root of the argument X. 
error will occur if X<0.

300 STATUS returns a TRUE or FALSE 
according to whether the status indicator at site 
S, channel C is ON or OFF. TRUE is represented 
by a -1. False is represented by a 0. Note that 
on this writing, the firmware to support the word 
STATUS has not been written. Use of the word 
will return a syntax error.

a program to stop execution and to 
command mode. Prints BREAK IN LINE

The CRT will beep once per 
second until a keystroke to indicate the program 
execution has stopped. CONT after a STOP
branches to the statement following the STOP. 
Gives a string which is the character
representation of the numeric expression X. For 
instance, STR$(3.1)=" 3.1". 
Swaps the contents of two variables. 
B=5 prior to executing the SWAP, A=5 
after 
any 
string

If A=4 and 
to executing the SWAP, A=5 and B=4 

executing the swap. Swaps can be between 
two numeric variables or between any 

variables.
be elements of an array or matrix, 
swap a string variable with a 
results in a TM (Type Mismatch) 
Spaces to 
terminal, 
statements.
printer, 
rightmost 
used.
not TAB beyond the capability of the CRT.
carriage (or cursor) is beyond position I, 
change is made. Note that there is only 
position counter shared between the printer 
CRT.
Gives 
in radians.

800 IF TIME>=RT+20000 THEN GOSUB 1000
1000 TIME=RT TIME is an integer variable representing the time

of day in 24 hour format. 235900 represents 
11:59:00 pm. 0 represents midnight. Use of TIME 
in comparisons allows program operation to vary 
with time of day. Example line 800 causes the
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I
V

TIME? hourPRINT TIME?I TROFF program,

I TRON

I
VAL(X$) 280 PRINT VAL(X?)I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

100 TROFF
TROFF
100 TRON 0
TRON 0

a 
line

a
If the

not

a 
or

the string expression X$ converted to 
VAL("3.1")=3.1 . 

character of the string is 
digit or a decimal

Turns on program trace.
CRLF followed by

space, 
in the

May be used within a 
or may be used in immediate or command mode.

With program trace on, 
the line number of the 

about to be executed is sent to the specified 1/0 
device, and followed by a colon and 
TRON can be used within a program i 
immediate or command mode. 
Returns 
number. For instance, 
first non-space 
plus (+) or minus (-) sign, a 
point (.) then zero will be returned.

DRC190 to go to subroutine 1000 if it has been 2 
hours or more since RT was last updated. This 
would typically cause a set of readings to be 
printed every two hours. Time is set using 
a LET statement. TIME is updated by the internal 
clock. TIME cannot be set using an input or 
read statement.
Prints time (set up above) in HH:MM:SS 12 
format.
Turns TRace OFF.
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OPERATORS

PURPOSE/USESYMBOL SAMPLE STATEMENT

I
I 2 X23130 PRINT

I

RULES FOR EVALUATING EXPRESSIONS:I
1
I
I
I The

Operators listed on the

I

I
I

7. NOT

I
I
I

8.
9.

This means the multiplication 
subtractions.

an example, 2+10/5 equals 4, not 2.4 . When operations of equal 
precedence are found in a formula, the left hand one is executed 
first: 6-3+5=8, not -2.

AND 
OR

<>
<
>
<=
>=

140 X=R*(B*D)
150 PRINT X/1.3
160 Z=R+T+Q
170 J=100-I

be 
in-
use

*
/
+

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

precedence of operators used in evaluating expressions is as follows, 
in order beginning with the highest precedence. Operators listed on the same 
line have the same precedence.

A=100
LET Z=2.5
B=-A

1. I
tions

Assigns a value to a variable.
The LET is optional.
Negation. Note that 0-A is subtraction, while -A 
is negation.
Exponentiation.
power (X*X*X).

"AND" 
"OR"

Formulas in parenthesis are always evaluated first. 
Exponentiation.

Negation. -X where X may be a formula.
* / Multiplication and division.
+ - Addition and subtraction.
Relational Operators (Equal precedence for all 6):

Equal 
Not equal 
Less than 
Greater than 
Less than or equal 
Greater than or equal 

Logical and bitwise "NOT", 
takes 
ment. 
Logical and bitwise 
Logical and bitwise

Operations of higher precedence are performed before opera- 
; of lower precedence. This means the multiplication and 

divisions are performed before additions and subtractions. As 
example, 2+10/5 equals 4, not 2.4 .

Sample is X raised to the third 
0’0=1. 0 to any other power = 0. 

A’B with A negative and B not an integer gives an 
FC error.
Multiplication.
Division.
Addition.
Subtraction.

2. The order in which operations are performed can always 
specified explicitly through the use of parentheses. For 
stance, to add 5 to 3 and then divide by 4, we would 
(5+3)/4, which equals 2. If instead we had used 5+3/4, we would 
get 5.75 as a result (5 plus 3/4).

Like negation, NOT only the formula to its right as an argu-
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I

That is to say,
I SYMBOL PURPOSE/USESAMPLE STATEMENT

I
I
I OR

I NOT IF NOT Q3 THEN 4

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I

<>
>
<
<=,=<
>=,=>
AND

10 IF A=15 THEN 40
70 IF AOO THEN 5
30 IF B>100 THEN 8
160 IF B<2 THEN 10
180 IF A<=1 THEN 2
190 IF Q>=R THEN 7
2 IF A<5 AND B>2 THEN 7

Expression equals expression.
Expression doesn't equal expression
Expression greater than expression 
Expression less than expression. 
Expression less than or equal to expression.
Expression greater than or equal to expression.

If expression 1 (A<5) AND expression 2 (B>2) 
are BOTH true, then branch to line 7.

IF A<1 OR B<2 THEN 2 If EITHER expression 1 (A<1) or expression 2 
(B<2) is true, then branch to line 2. 
If expression 
false), then 
NOT(TRUE)=FALSE.

Relational Operator expressions will always have a value of TRUE (-1) or a 
value of FALSE (0). Therefore, (5=4)=0, (5=5)=—1, (4>5)=0, (4<5)=-l, etc.

The THEN clause of an IF statement is executed whenever the formula after 
the IF is not equal to 0. That is to say, IF X THEN. . . is equivalent to IF 
XOO THEN. . .

"NOT Q3" is true (because Q3 is 
branch to line 4. NOT(-1)=O,
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STRING OPERATORSI
PURPOSE/USEI NAME EXAMPLE

I

30 LET Z$=R$+Q$I +

I
ft
I

I
I
I

I
I
I
I

<
>
<=
>=

a 
i is
two
the 

Note
"A"

String comparison operators. Comparison is 
made on the basis of ASCII codes, 
character at a time until a difference 
found. If during the comparison of 
strings, the end of one is reached, 
shorter string is considered smaller.
that "A " is greater than "A" since trailing 
spaces are significant.
String concatentation. The resulting string 
must be less than 256 characters in length 
or an LS error will occur.
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SPECIAL CHARACTERS

CHARACTER USE

I Control-U

BACKSPACE If no more characters are left on

I Returns
CONTROL CI

I : (colon)

I
I ?

1
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

a carriage return/line

The DRC 
, where 

On a 
STOP 

! tO
a .

CRT beeps once per second until a keystroke

Erases current line being typed and types 
feed.
Erases last character typed, 
the line, types a carriage return/line feed.

CARRIAGE RETURN A carriage return must end every line typed in. 
printhead or CRT cursor to first position on next line. 
Interrupts execution of a program or list command, 
returns to command level. Prints "BREAK IN LINE XXXX" 
XXXX is line number of next statement to be executed, 
program break due to a control-C or an error, or 
statement, the 
indicate that the program has stopped.
A colon is used to separate statements on a line. Colons can be 
used in direct and indirect statements. The only limit on the 
number of statements per line is the program line length (113 
characters). It is not possible to GOTO or GOSUB to the middle 
of a line, although it is possible to RETURN to the middle of a 
line.
Question marks are equivalent to PRINT. For instance, ?2+2 is 
equivalent to PRINT 2+2. Question marks can also be used in 
indirect statements. 10 ? X , when listed will list at 10 PRINT 
X .
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ERROR MESSAGES

I
I
I After an error,

I printed.is

I
1 BS

I ON

I DD

I
FC stringor

I
g-

I ID

Attempt was made by use of concatenationLS operator toI NF corresponds to no
ODI of

OMI
Too many characters haveOS been stored asI

I

DATA 
too

a- 
b- 
c- 
d- 
e- 
f-

level 
program (instead 

console 
on the 

down

Attempt to continue a program when none exists, 
after a new line was typed into the program.

After a matrix was dimensioned, another dimension
This error often

After 
and types OK. 
of during an immediate command), 
bell (or beep) will 
console, 
with no warning, 
until the error is acknowledged.

values and the program text remain intact, 
and all GOSUB and FOR context is lost.

an error occurs, H&F BASIC generally returns to the command 
If the error occurred during the execution of a 

the error will be displayed and the 
signal once a second until any key is pressed 

This prevents an error in the program from shutting the system
The system operator is notifed of the error and is signalled 

H&F BASIC to command level, 
variable values and the program text remain intact, but the program cannot be 
continued, and all GOSUB and FOR context is lost. Variables can be inspected 
using PRINT or DISPLAY to see why the program crashed.

When an error occurs in a direct statement, no line number 
The error message format is:

Direct Statement
Indirect Statement

each case,

too many variables, too many FOR 
expression or any

a 
a 
Function Call error. The parameter passed to a math 
function was out of range. FC errors can occur due to: 

a negative matrix subscript (LET A(-l)=0) 
an unreasonably large matrix subscript (>32767) 
LOG negative or zero argument 
SQR negative argument 
A3B with A negative and B not an integer 
calls to MID$, LEFTS, RIGHTS, PEEK, POKE, 
TAB, SPC, or ON GOTO with an improper 
argument. 
A METER, RAISE, LOWER or STATUS 
call with improper channel or site.

Illegal Direct. You cannot use INPUT or DEFFN statement as a direct 
command.
Long String, 
create a string more than 255 characters long. 
Next without For. The variable in a NEXT statement 
previously executed FOR statement.
Out of Data. A READ statement was executed but all of the 
statements have already been read. The program tried to read 
much data or insufficient data was included in the program 
Out of Memory. Program too large, f~  L
loops, too many GOSUBS, too complicated an 
combination of the above. 
Out of string space.

XX ERROR
XX ERROR IN YYYY

In each case, XX is the error code and YYYY is the line number where the 
error occured for the indirect statement.

The error codes and their meanings follow:
Bad Subscript. An attempt was made to reference a matrix element 
which is outside the dimensions of the matrix. This error can occur 
if the wrong number of dimensions are used in a matrix reference. 
For example, LET A(1,1,1)=Z when A has been dimensioned DIM A(2,2). 
Continue Error. Attempt to continue a program when none exists, an 
error occured, or 
Double Dimension, 
statement for the same matrix was encountered.
occurs if a matrix has been given the default dimension of 10 because 

statement like A(I)=3 is encountered and then later in the program 
DIM A(100) is found. 

Call error.
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OV

I
RG a

SB

I
illegalSN

I ST Break it

TM

I UF function

US

I /o

I

I
I
I

I

I
I

An attempt was made to access a device (such as a 
and that device is not responding, 

is in an error condition (such as a request to
or

load a

strings. Can be fixed by reusing string variables, setting variables 
no longer in use to the null string (""), or use the CLEAR statement 
to allocate more string space.
Overflow. The result of a calculation was too large to be
represented in H&F BASIC's number format. If an underflow occurs, 
zero is given as the result and execution continues without any error 
message being printed.
RETURN without GOSUB. A RETURN statement was encountered without 
previous GOSUB statement being executed.
Serial Bus error.
disc drive) on the serial bus,
that device
non-existant file).
Syntax error. Missing parenthesis in an expression, 
character in a line, incorrect punctuation, etc.
String Temporaries. A string expression was too complex.
into two or more shorter ones.
Type Mismatch. The left hand side of an assignment statement was a 
numeric variable and the right side was a string, or vice versa; or, 
a function which expected a string argument was given a numeric one 
or vice versa.
Undefined Function. Reference was made to a user defined 
which had never been defined.
Undefined Statement. An attempt was made to GOTO, GOSUB, or THEN to 
a statement which does not exist.
Division by Zero.
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SPEED HINTSI in

I
improvesI

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I
I

Variables are
Putting frequently used ones at the

The execution of a program can be speeded up by using the space hints 
the next section plus the following:

1. Define frequently used variables early in the program, 
stored in the order they are encountered, 
start of the list minimizes search time.

2. Deleting the index variable in NEXT statements slightly 
speed.
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SPACE HINTS

the following hints

I
I will

I
I performthat

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I

bytes 
digits

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

so an END statement can be deleted.

In order to make your program smaller and save space, 
may be useful.

1. Use multiple statements per line. There is a small amount of overhead 
(5 bytes) associated with each line in the program. Two of the five 
contain the line number in binary. This means that no matter how many 
in your line number (minimum line number is 0, maximum is 64000), it takes the 
same number of bytes. Putting as many statements as possible on a line 
cut down on the number of bytes used by your program.

Delete all unnecessary spaces from your program.
Delete all REM statements
Use variables instead of constants.
A program need not end with END,
Reuse the same variables.
Use GOSUBs to execute sections of program statements 

identical actions.
8. Use the zero elements of matrices.
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Storage Allcoation Information

I
I the

I in

I 6 bytes are used toa

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

6
4

intrinsic 
storage.

variables use 6 bytes; 2 for the name, 4 for the 
Simple non-matrix string variables also use 6 bytes; 2 for the variable

Simple (non-matrix)
value.
name, 2 for the length, and 2 for the pointer.

Matrix variables use a minimum of 12 bytes. Two bytes are used for 
name, two for the size of the matrix, two for the number of dimensions, and two 
for each dimension aong with 4 bytes for each of the matrix elements

String variables also use one byte of string space for each character 
the string. This is true whether the string is a simple string variable or an 
element of a string matrix.

When a new function is defined by a DEF statement, 
store the definition.

Reserved words like FOR, GOTO, NOT and the names of any 
functions such as COS, INT, and STR$ take only one byte of program 
All other characters in programs use one byte of program storage each.

When a program is being executed, spece is dynamically 
allocated on the stack as follows:

22 bytes for each active FOR NEXT loop.
bytes for each active GOSUB
bytes for each parenthesis in an expression

12 bytes for each temporary result in an expression
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DERIVED FUNCTIONSI BASICH&Fusing existingfunctions be calculatedcan

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I

The following 
functions.
SECANT(X) 
COSECANT(X) 
COTANGENT(X) 
ARCSINE(X) 
ARCCOS(X) 
ARCSEC(X) 
ARCCSC(X) 
ARCCOT(X) 
SINH(X) 
COSH(X) 
TANH(X) 
SECH(X) 
CSCH(X) 
COTH(X) 
ARGSINH(X) 
ARGCOSH(X) 
ARGTANH(X) 
ARGSECH(X) 
ARGCSCH(X) 
ARGCOTH(X)

1/COS(X) 
1/SIN(X) 
1/TAN(X) 
ATN(X/SQR(-X*X+1)) 
-ATN(X/SQR(-X*X+1))+l.5708 
ATN(SQR(X*X-1))+(SGN(X)-l)*1.5708 
ATN(1/SQR(X*X-1))+(SGN(X)-l)*1.5708 
-ATN(X)+1.5708 
(EXP(X)-EXP(-X))/2 
(EXP(X)+EXP(-X))/2 
-EXP(-X)/(EXP(X)+EXP(-X))*2+l 
2/(EXP(X)+EXP(-X)) 
2/(EXP(X)-EXP(-X))
EXP(-X)/(EXP(X)-EXP(-X))*2+l 
LOG(X+SQR(X*X+1)) 
LOG(X+SQR(X*X-1)) 
L0G((l+X)/(l-X))/2 
LOG((SQR(-X*X+1)+1)/X) 
LOG((SGN(X)*SQR(X*X+1)+l/X) 
L0G((X+l)/X-l))/2
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ASCII CHARACTER CODESI

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

DEL

I
I betweenvaries terminals. TheIT

I
I
I
I
I

NUL 
SOH 
STX 
ETX 
EOT 
ENQ
ACK 
BEL 
BS 
HT 
LF 
VT
FF

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

@ yields a NUL. < 
The meaning

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

<

64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95

DC1 
DC2 
DC3 
DC4 
NAK 
SYN 
ETB 
CAN 
EM
SUB 
ESC 
FS 
GS

96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122

NUL
SOH
STX
ETX
EOT
ENQ
ACK
BEL
BS
HT
LF
VT
FF
CR
SO
SI
DLE
DC1
DC2
DC3
DC4
NAK
SYN
ETB
CAN
EM
SUB
ESCAPE
FS
GS
RS
US

NOTE 
most

/
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

>
?

( 
) *
+

SPACE 
i 
ti
#
$
7
&

Null, or all zeroes 
Start of heading 
Start of text 
End of text
End of transmission
Enquiry
Acknowledge
Bell or alarm
Backspace
Horizontal tabulation 
Line feed
Vertical tabulation 
Form feed

that 
keyboards,

Grave Accent 
a 
b 
c 
d 
e 
f 
g h 

j k 
1 
m 
n 
o 
P 
q r 
s 
t 
u 
V 
w 
X 
y z

123 Left Brace
124 Vertical Bar
125 Right Brace
126 Tilde 
127

Device control 1
Device control 2
Device control 3
Device control 4
Negative acknowledge
Synchronous idle
End of transmission block
Cancel
End of medium
Substitute
Escape
File separator
Group separator

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
0
P
QR
S
T
U
V
W
X
Yz
[Back Slash
]Caret

Under Score
"control-codes." 

key while 
For example, control-

the first column of codes are referred to as
On most keyboards, these can be generated by holding the control 
striking the corresponding key two columns to the right.

~ , Control-G yields a BEL, etc.
The meaning of most control codes 

standard" meanings are listed below.
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I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I

I
I
I
I

CR
SO
SI
DLE

Carriage return
Shift out
Shift in
Data link escape

RS
US
SP
DEL

Record separator
Unit separator
Space
Delete
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Monitor & EEPROM Initialization

I aidtofirmware includes programa

I typing MONITOR at the command level will

I
I

9600

I the

I
I
I
I
I

*

I ■34-

I the

I

I
I
I

p
B 
A
X

Contents of the stack pointer
Contents of the condition code register
Contents of accumulator B
Contents of accumulator A
Contents of the index register
Contents of the program counter

subroutines.
This 

preventing the DRC190 from operating

If the Basic 
drop

S=0078
C=22
B=FF
A=00
X=FF00
P=00C0

When the 
the terminal port is left at the existing speedy 

with an NMI, the serial port is set to 9122

"monitor"

the processor status should appear on

Note that the monitor initialization sets the stack pointer to $00FF to 
insure the monitor stack is in RAM. The stack indication shown is actually 7 
bytes below the stack pointer address prior to the NMI (which pushed everything 
on the stack).

Monitor commands include:

that the monitor initialization sets the stack pointer to 
the monitor stack is in RAM.

Prints the above processor status 
Show the contents of accumulator B * 
Show the contents of accumulator A 
Show the contents of index register X *

Mnnnn Show contents of memory location nnnn where nnnn is in hex 
I Initialize EEPROM

The DRCI90
troubleshooting.

This program can be reached in a couple of different ways, 
program is operating properly, Lypxug imihvh au l-hc ----  —- —.
you into the monitor. If the Basic program is not operating properly (which 
can happen if the EEPROM gets crashed), the monitor program can be reached by 
generating a Non-Maskable Interrupt (NMI) on the processor. This is 
accomplished by grounding pin 6 on the processor itself momentarily, or 
grounding momentarily the wire wrap in installed on the back-plane between the 
A/D boards (if any) and the remainder of the boards in the system. When the 
monitor is called from Basic, 
If the monitor is called 
bits/second.

When the monitor is initiated, 
screen.

The processor status display has the following meaning:

B, A, X and M allow the current contents of the register or location to be 
changed by keying in the 2 digit or 4 digit hexadecimal replacement. If no 
change is required, type carriage return.

Typing a Line Feed after M has displayed a memory location will show 
contents of the next memory location.

The EEPROM holds calibration data used by the A/D converter
A new EEPROM will typically have all one's programmed in every address, 
will cause a errors in the A/D routines, 
properly.

To initialize the EEPROM, type I while in the monitor. When the terminal 
does a carriage return and line feed, the EEPROM has been initialized.

EEPROM initialization sets all scaling factors to 1 (causing the displayed 
reading to be the A/D conversion in hundreds of microvolts). All labels and 
units are set to question marks. The site number is set to zero, the maximum 
site number to 1. The site delay is set to 100 mS. The CW ID frequency is set 
to 0. The CW ID message is initialized to "H&F DRC190[". The modem speed is
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1200 bits per second. The terminal speed is set to 9.6 K bits perI

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

set to 
second.
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Adjustments PC1441 A/D Board

I
I
I

Board Top-Jumpers-BottomChannelsI
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I

If desired, 
allows

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10000000 
10000001 
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
10000100 
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
10001001

For 
volts
The 

; the

00..09
10.. 19
20.. 29
30.. 39
40.. 49
50.. 59
60.. 69
70.. 79
80.. 89
90.. 99

the address select 
the processor board) 
memory map. This

a voltage divider may be added in front of the A/D converter.
I volts.

The closest thing to an adjustment on the A/D board are 
jumpers. These jumpers (along with the memory map PROM on 
determine where the A/D board resides in the system 
determines which channels this A/D board covers.

The A/D boards reside at $98X0 where X is the board number. Board 0 
covers channels 0-9; board 1 covers channels 10-19. . . Board 9 covers channels 
90-99. The board number is determined by the bottom 4 programming jumpers on 
P01 on the A/D board. The jumper is in place to program a 0 and is removed to 
program a 1. Wtih this in mind, the below table can be used to determine the 
proper jumper positioning for the desired board number.

This allows for sample voltages higher than the normal limit of +/- 2 
Normally, a jumper is shipped in the socket for R20 (the series resistor of the 
voltage divider) and R21 (the shunt resistor) is left open. The user may plug 
resistors into these locations to allow for higher sample voltages, 
example, if R20 is 60 K and R21 is 10K, a maximum sample voltage of 14 
would be allowed. The A/D would then have a resolution of 1.4 mV. 
resistors used in this voltage divider should be very stable to minimize 
introduction of errors. It is suggested that resistors with a temperature
coefficeint of 5 ppm/degree C be used.
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Adjustment of PC1442 Processor BoardI Most are connected with the

I
I
I

Modem Adjustments

I 4

I

Normally, this is 0 dBm as measured withI
I Hz.

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

per 
error

the 
the

There is no adjustment for Mark frequency.
If it is not, R15, C04

where 
the

return.
preview,

viewing angle 
the 
LCD

As the DRC sets up for each adjustment, 
adjustment on the CRT. the

pressing any key on

For the modem adjustments, 
two-wire telephone line operation, 
and pins 16 to 17 on J21 on the rear panel, 
frequncy counter to pins 3 and 16 of J21. 
rear panel.

On the
Instructions
these instructions are:

CRT terminal, type MODEMTST followed by 
for the modem adjustment will appear on the

a carriage
CRT. For

a timer 
required CW

The tone is filtered from a square wave to a 
The FCC requires the CW ID level to be at 40% modulation (+/- 

Most transmitters used in TRL service (including those supplied by H&F) 
. Based on this, if the transmitter is adjusted 

yield 100% modulation (1.5 KHz deviation) when driven with 2.2 KHz at 0 dBm 
(0.776 volts RMS), R41 should be adjusted for 0.910 volts RMS at 750 Hz. 

it puts the instructions for 
When the adjustment is complete,

it is suggested that the DRC190 be set up for 
This can be done by jumpering pins 3 to 

Connect an audio voltmeter and a 
Connect a CRT terminal to J22 on the

for Space
If it is

The processor board has several adjustments, 
modem.

The one adjustment that is not connected with the modem is the LCD viewing 
angle. Multiplexed LCDs have a limited viewing angle. The 
adjustment is used to insure that the optimum viewing angle of the LCD is 
angle that will actually be used. Outside the viewing angle range the 
loses contrast, making it difficult to read.

It is suggested that the DRC190 be installed with the display at "eye
level". When the DRC190 is on the test bench and the cover is removed, adjust 
R37 for optimum contrast at the desired viewing angle.

and sends 
These pulses are sent 

setting the speed of the modem portion of the DUART to 4800 bits/second and 
bits following the start bit. The remaining bits of 

The receive portion of the DUART checks to see that
If too few or too many space bits are 

adjust R21 (the demodulator tuning) to

Adjust R10 for desired TX level, 
the audio voltmeter.

Mark frequency 2090 - 2310 Hz.
We are just checking to insure it is within tolerance, 
or U10 should be checked.

Space frequency 1140 - 1260 Hz. There is no adjustment 
frequency. We are just checking to insure it is within tolerance, 
not, R14, C04 or U10 should be checked.

Modem tuning. The DRC190 modem idles in the mark condition 
space pulses that are one bit long at 1200 bits/second. 
by 
sending 3 space 
character are marks, 
three space bits are received properly, 
received, you are instructed to adjust R21 (the demodulator tuning) 
compensate. R21 should be adjusted to the middle of the range where modem 
tuning is indicated as being proper. At the edge of the range, the modem
tuning is off by 1 bit at 4800 bits per second, or 0.25 bits at 1200 bits 
second. This corresponds to a bias distortion of 25%, well within the 
free range of the received portion of the DUART.

Adjust R41 for CW ID level. This instruction applies only if the DRC19O
has the CW ID option. The DRC190 generates the CW ID tone using a timer in 
U16. The timer divides the system clock down to the FCC required CW ID 
frequency of 750 Hz (+/- 10 Hz), 
triangle wave. 
10%). r 
have a 6dB/octave preemphasis, 
to
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I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

the CRT keyboard will advance you to the next instruction.
This completes the adjustment of the PC1442 processor board.
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Adjustment PC1443 Power Supply InterfaceI interface, StatusDisc drive

I
theI

Address Line Jumper Position Jumper*

I Top

I
Bottom

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I
I

11
10
09
08
07
06
05
04

1
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

then 
theof 

charger

the interface, 
as shown below, 
presence of a jumper.

requiring jumpers 
while a 0 indicates

If
R02 is 
battery 
voltage).

Connect the battery leads.

The PC1443 board serves three purposes: 
panel interface, and Power supply interface.

If the disc drive and status interface is provided, programming jumpers on 
P01 and the memory mapping PROM on the processor board determine the address of 

This interface is normally placed at $98F0, 
A 1 indicates the lack of a jumper,

the DRC was provided with an Uninterruptable Power Supply (UPS), 
used to adjust the battery charger voltage. Disconnect one 
leads and connect a DVM to the two battery leads (reading the

R02 should be adjusted to give 14.00 volts.
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Subcarrier Transceiver Board 1444 Adjustment

I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I

I
I

Subcarrier Frequency Local Oscillator Frequency

I
I

I

26 KHz
67 KHz
92 KHz

110 KHz

output.
analyzer

429 KHz
388 KHz
363 KHz
345 KHz

those on the
We'll start

Some 
covered

Receive Local Oscillator Null
With no signal connected to the subcarrier input, adjust Rll for a null in 

the signal on U02 pin 2, as observed with an oscilloscope.

the 
to 

put the top

Subcarrier Transmit Frequency
Connect a frequency counter to the subcarrier output on the rear panel 

the DRC190 or on P01-1 on the subcarrier board. Adjust R06 to get 
frequency within 1 KHz of the desired frequency, 
frequency.

Subcarrier Deviation
Apply exactly 1 volt DC to the subcarrier generator input (P03-1). Adjust 

R09 so that the subcarrier frequency is 1 KHz offset from the frequency with no 
applied voltage. This corresponds to the recommended deviation of 1 KHz/volt.

of 
the 

Adjust R07 to get the exact

are several adjustments on the subcarrier transceiver board.
They will all be subcarrier 

with the

There 
of these are outlined in the installation section, 
here. The adjustments are broken into two groups: 
generator, and those on the subcarrier demodulator, 
subcarrier generator.

Subcarrier Distortion
If the controls are far out of adjustment, connect an oscilloscope to the 

subcarrier output. Adjust R01 for a symmetrical waveform. Then connect a 
distortion analyzer or a spectrum analyzer to the subcarrier output. 
Alternately adjust R01 and R02 for minimum harmonic distortion.

Audio Select Jumpers
P03 is used to select whether DRC190 audio should be sent to 

subcarrier generator, and whether received subcarrier audio should be sent 
the DRC190. If the DRC190 is to drive the subcarrier generator, 
two programming jumpers in place. Otherwise, put them on one pin each only.

If the DRC190 is to receive demodulated subcarrier signals, put the bottom 
two programming jumpers in place.

Receive Local Oscillator Frequency
To improve the local oscillator null, there is normally a jumper installed 

on P05. Remove this jumper when measuring the local oscillator frequency. 
With no signal connected to the subcarrier input (thereby disabling the AFC), 
adjust R17 for the desired local oscillator frequency, as measured on P05-1. 
The desired local oscillator frequency is 455 KHz - SCA, where SCA is the 
desired SCA receive frequency. For example, to receive 110 KHz, the local 
oscillator frequency should be 345 KHz. Return the jumper to P05.
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Adjustment PC1445 Direct Connect ModemI

I
I Top

I Bottom

I
I
I

I

I
I

I
I
I
I

The 
the memory map.

1
1
1
0

address
This requires the 

A 1 indicates the absence of a jumper, while 
a 0 indicates the jumper is present.

direct connect modem board has no adjustments other than its 
in the memory map. The board normally resides at $98E0. 
jumpers to be installed as below.
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DRCI90 Firmware Theory of Operation

I
licensed

I or can

I
I
I is running in the "background", otherthere are severalthat is,

I
I

I

I
The DUART is

I J
<

the
Basic

or 
and Basic, 
buffer.

Transmit through FSK modem.
Receive from FSK modem.
Check front panel keyboard.
Update front panel display.
Select an A/D channel.
Interpret the A/D sample and return it to requesting routine.
Update clock/calendar.

As 
familair

s of
The

METER, 
DAYS, 
information 
information 
returned, 
the Basic 
firmware. 

Basic
processes interrupting it.

The interrupting processes include routines to handle:

include 
LOWER, LOWERS, TIME, TIMES, DATE, DATES, DAY, 
Most of these functions and commands request 

everything else" portion of the firmware. If this 
TIME), it is immediately 

' as METER), 
portion of the

The front panel keyboard and LCD are considered a device that can transmit 
receive data from other devices. Other devices include the A/D converter 

As required, each of these devices generates messages in a message 
Part of the message includes to and from address for the message. 

Once the message is built, a routine called XFERMESS is called, transferring 
the message to the addressed device. If the addressed device is not at this 
site, the entire message is sent to the modem. When the modem receives a 
message, it is dumped into XFERMESS if the site number of this site matches the 
to site of the message.

Most of the devices that receive data through XFERMESS are not fast enough 
to take the data at high speed. Therefore, there are "circular" buffers at the 
input of several routines. There are circular buffers for the modem, the LCD, 
and the A/D converter.

Each of these interrupt routines is checked every 10 mS. 
programmed to generate an interrupt every 10 mS.

The modem routines are quite interesting. It is necessary to insure that 
only one DRC190 transmits data at a time. This is accomplished by having all 
units time from the last valid character received. After 1 site delay 
(typically 50 mS, but can be changed by user), site 0 is allowed to transmit 
data, if it has any. If site 0 has no data, it does not bring up its carrier. 
After 2 site delays from carrier drop, site 1 is allowed to respond, if it has 
any data. This sequence is continued until either a site responds (where the 
sequence starts over again when it transmits its last character), or we reach 
the highest site number in the system. After the highest site number in the 
system is allowed to respond, we start timing for site 0 again. This scheme

This section will give you a general idea of the major portions 
DRC190 firmware. The firmware can be broken into two portions: T, 
interpreter and Everything Else.

The Basic Interpreter is licensed from Microsoft Corporation. 
Microsoft has written many of the Basics in common usage, it should be 
to most.

The interpreter can either execute programs from memory (RAM) 
execute single line commands that are entered through the RS-232 port.

Several commands and functions have been added to Basic. These 
METERS, RAISE, RAISES, 

LINE, plus several others, 
from the "everything else" portion of the firmware, 
is immediately available (such as TIME), it is 

If the requested data is not immediately available (such 
program awaits return of the data from the other
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a

The data has

MSB is To Site identifier

I
I No message makes this 00

I
I
I

To display received modem data, type the following on the terminal:
POKE 41965,1

I To display transmitted modem data, type the following on the terminal:
POKE 41965,2

I To return the DRC190 to normal, type the following on the terminal:
POKE 41965,0I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

allows every site to respond while insuring that
You can :

If DEBUG is set to 2, the data transmitted by the modem will be displayed. 
This data takes the same form as above, except no exclamation point is printed.

To Site Number in HEX with $80 added to it. 
To Channel number in Hex 
To Device Number in Hex 
From Site number in Hex 
From Channel number in Hex 
From Device Number in Hex 
Byte Count for following ASCII message, if any. 
0 or more bytes of ascii message 
7 bit checksum (MSB cleared)
If the received message was not to this site, only the To Site number byte 

will be printed. If the message was to this site, the entire message as shown 
above will be printed. In addition, if the checksum indicates that the message 
is valid, an exclamation point will be printed at the end of the message.

 ’ ’ no contention takes place.
see the data transmitted or received by the modem by changing 

byte of EEPROM called DEBUG. If DEBUG is 1, received data (in hexadecimal) 
will be sent to the terminal plugged into the RS232 port. The data has this 
format:
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Reading Schematics

I
I
I

in

I
I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I

The schematic
the plots down to a reasonable size.
into logical blocks for each page.

keep 
schematics 

of the

generation, 
artwork plotting, 
for components,

with an asterisk (*). 
following the net name, 
is the active low Output Enable, 
Write.

The DRC19O was designed using a design automation system from Dasoft 
Corporation (Berkeley, CA). This system handles schematic capture, net list 

schematic plotting, circuit board routing, and circuit board 
The schematic plotting uses the newer international symbols 

which many people may not be familiar with. This section 
describes the interpretation of the schematics.

for a board is normally broken into several pages to
We've tried to put break the

logical blocks for each page. The theory of operation section 
manual describes the operation of the board page by page of the schematic.

A component is shown on the schematic as a rectangle, perhaps with a notch 
it. If there is no notch, the device has only inputs and outputs. The 

inputs are on the left, and the outputs are on the right. Many components have 
bi-directional lines, so we've tried to assign them in some logical manner (ie, 
processor lines on the left, peripheral lines on the right). If there is a 
notch in the component block, a three letter descriptor of the device (ie, CMP 
for comparator) is listed inside the block at the notch. Lines on the left 
above the notch are "control inputs", while lines on the right above the notch 
are "control outputs". Control inputs might be interrupt inputs on the 
processor, or interrupt outputs on a peripheral device.

For each input and output is a descriptor of the function of that input or 
output inside the component rectangle. These might be DO, DI, D2, etc. for 
data lines. Immediately outside the rectangle is the corresponding pin number 
on the device. Immediately outside the pin number is the "net name".

Net names are assigned to all signals on the board. Whenever it is 
desired to have a particular signal show up on a specified pin of a component, 
the corresponding net name is associated with that pin. For example, the 
processor and all peripheral chips and all memory chips on the processor board 
need the eight data lines (DO through D7). You'll see that these net names 
have been listed in the appropriate places on the schematics. The schematic 
router and the printed ciruit board router connect together all pins that have 
the same net name. The connections on the schematic are not critical, as 
someone evaluating the schematic does not generally follow the lines around the 
drawing, but instead looks for the same net name showing up on the different 
devices. For that reason, the schematic router sometimes does not route a

The printed circuit router, of course, must always 
We've tried to choose standard net names, so that if you are 

you can see that data shows up on these
IRQ on this pin, etc., without having to follow 

In addition, nets that leave a particular page

but 
For 

line, due to lack of space, 
route a line, 
having trouble with a particular chip, 
pins, address on these pins, 
lines all over a large drawing.
of a schematic are listed on the sides of the schematic (if room is available), 
followed by a list of the page numbers that the net also appears on.

Finally, in accordance with the STD bus standard, active low net names end 
The plotter prints the asterisk as a small block 
For example, WE* is the active low Write Enable, OE* 

and R-W* is high for a Read, and low for a
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STD Bus Theory of OperationI

I
I
I

Component Side Solder Side

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I For those less with

between

I
I
I
I

1
3
5
7
9
11
13
15
17
19
21
23
25
27
29
31
33
3537
39
41
43
45
47
49
51
53
55

32
34
36
38
40
42
44
46
48
50
52
54
56

2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28

circuitry. 
that 
on- 

DRC190. 
refresh

microcomputer 
bus. The STD standard calls for boards to be 4.5 x 6.5 inches. Some boards in 
the DRC190 are expaned to 4.5 x 9.6 inches to allow for additional 
Most standard STD bus boards can be used in the DRC190. Note, however, 
the 6800 STD does not provide for memory refresh, 

those available from Systek) 
boards that expect the processor to do 

Most 1/0 boards can be used.
The pin out of the STD bus as used in the DRC190 is listed below.

+5 VDC Power 
Ground 
No Connection 
D3 
D2 
DI 
DO - Least Significant Data Bit 
A7 
A6 
A5 
A4 
A3 
A2 
Al
A0 - Least Significant Address Bit 30 
WR* - Active Low Write Strobe 
IORQ* - Active Low 1/0 Request 
I0EXP - Grounded in DRC190 
No Connection 
No Connection 
No Connection 
No Connection 
No Connection 
SYSRES* - Active Low Reset 
No Connection 
No Connection 
Ground 
+12 VDC

+5 VDC Power
Ground
No Connection
D7 - Most Significant Data Bit
D6
D5
D4
A15 - Most Significant Address Bit
A14
A13
A12
All
A10
A9
A8
RD* - Active Low Read Strobe
MEMRQ* - Active Low Memory Request
MEMEXP - Grounded in DRCI90
Phase 2* - Active low system clock
R/W* - Hi Read, Lo Write
No Connection
IRQ* - Active Low Interrupt Request
NMI* - Non-Maskable Interrupt
PBRES* - Grounded by reset button
No Connection
No Connection
Ground
-12 VDC

board refresh (such as 
Those dynamic memory 
cannot be used.

Note, 
Dynamic RAM boards with 
can be used in the 

memory

Many of these pins are self explanatory. For those less familiar 
microcomputer operation, the following descriptions are provided.

The data bus (D7-D0) allow bi-directional communications between the 
processor board and other boards in the system. When the processor board is 
sending data to another board, the R/W* line is low, indicating the processor 
is trying to write data. When the processor wants to input data, it leaves the 
R/W* line high, indicating it wants to read. The R/W* line is driven by the 
processor whether it wants to access devices on the processor board or off the 
board, or whether the device being accessed is a memory or Input/Output device. 
Data is passed on D7-D0 8 bits at a time, with D7 being the most significant

The DRC190 is built around the STD bus, a standard 8 bit 
The STD standard calls for boards to be 4.5 x 6.5 inches.
DRC190 are expaned to 4.5 x
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I drives

I

I Address Range Device

I

I

I
I

I on processor board

I
I
I

V

I form 
sets i

*
«•
*
*
*
#
*
*

U21, 
U3A, 
U3B, 
U4A, 
U4B, 
U5A, 
U5B, 
U6A, 
U6B, 
U7A, 
U7B, 
U8A, 
U8B,
UIA,
UIB, 
U2A,

0000 - 1FFF 
2000 - 27FF 
2800 - 2FFF 
3000 - 37FF 
3800 - 3FFF 
4000 - 47FF 
4800 - 4FFF 
5000 - 57FF 
5800 - 5FFF 
6000 - 67FF 
6800 - 6FFF 
7000 - 77FF 
7800 - 7FFF 
8000 - 87FF 
8800 - 8FFF 
9000 - 97FF 
9800 - 980F 
9810 - 981F 
9820 - 982F 
9830 - 983F 
9840 - 984F 
9850 - 985F 
9860 - 986F 
9870 - 987F 
9880 - 988F 
9890 - 989F 
98E0 - 98EF 
98F0 - 98FF 
A000 - A7FF 
A800 - A80F 
A900 - A90F 
AAOO - AA01 
BOOO - FFFF

systems. 
in the 

SAVE

This allows the same STAA 
an accumulator in a 

Other processors

bit.
A15-A0 form the address bus. The processor drives this bus. The 

processor sets up the address that it wishes to communicate with (perhaps 
reading an instruction or data, or writing data to either a memory location or 
an I/O device), sets IORQ* low if the address corresponds to an 1/0 device, or 
sets MEMRQ* low if the address corresponds to a memory location, sets up the 
data, if this is a processor write, then strobes RD* or WR* for a read or write 
strobe. The processor latches up the read data on the trailing positive edge 
of the RD*. The external device latches up the data on the trailing edge of 
the WR* strobe.

The 6802 processor uses memory mapped 1/0.
(store accumulator A) instruction to store the contents of 
memory location, or in one of the registers of an 1/0 device. 
(Intel and Zilog series) use separate OUT instructions.

The memory map for the DRC190 is shown below:

8 Kbyte RAM chip on processor board
2 Kbyte RAM chip on optional RAM board
2 Kbyte RAM chip on optional RAM board
2 Kbyte RAM chip on optional RAM board
2 Kbyte RAM chip on optional RAM board
2 Kbyte RAM chip on optional RAM board
2 Kbyte RAM chip on optional RAM board
2 Kbyte RAM chip on optional RAM board
2 Kbyte RAM chip on optional RAM board
2 Kbyte RAM chip on optional RAM board
2 Kbyte RAM chip on optional RAM board
2 Kbyte RAM chip on optional RAM board
2 Kbyte RAM chip on optional RAM board
2 Kbyte RAM chip on optional RAM board
2 Kbyte RAM chip on optional RAM board
2 Kbyte RAM chip on optional RAM board

Analog to digital converter board 0 
Analog to digital converter board 1 
Analog to digital converter board 2 
Analog to digital converter board 3 
Analog to digital converter board 4 
Analog to digital converter board 5 
Analog to digital converter board 6 
Analog to digital converter board 7 
Analog to digital converter board 8 
Analog to digital converter board 9 
Direct Connect Modem Board 
Disk/Status I/O board
U20 2 Kbyte EEPROM on processor board 
U6 DUART on processor board 
U16 VIA for IEEE488 and CW ID 
Front panel LCD
U19 EPROM on processor board

someprograms to be saved in EEPROM than can be saved 
on the processor board. The program can be saved using

* Locations 6000 - 97FF may be replaced with EEPROMs (X2816A) in
This allows larger 
"boot" EEPROM
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EEPROM 24576 or loaded using LOAD EEPROM 24576. In addition, if the RAM board 
is partially loaded with EEPROM, U6B on the processor RAM board needs to be 
left empty. On power up, Basic searches for the top of RAM. Leaving out U6B 
leaves a gap in the memory map insuring that the search for the top of RAM does 
not write over the EEPROM.
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Theory of Operation 1441A Analog To Digital Converter Board
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is

I
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I
I The DRC

I has beenjust
the sample voltage

I

BSY.CLK and POLARITY are inputs to U02. 
is in process. A/D 

the 
and

samples through 
digital 

STD

These signals are NANDed with the channel 
low Raise and Lower outputs for each metering

The analog to digital converter board selects external 
reed relays and presents the selected sample to the analog to 
converter. The sample is measured and sent to the processor through the 
bus. In addition, processor instrucions can drive the control (Raise, Lower, 
Fail Safe, and Channel Select) outputs. The description of the circuit will be 
broken down by schematic page number for simplicity.

the failsafe outputs.
site is not responding), 
outputs.

RAISE and LOWER are driven by the DRC software as needed to generate raise 
lower control signals. These signals are NANDed with the channel select 

to provide active
and
outputs 
channel.

BUSY, BSY.CLK and POLARITY are inputs to U02. BUSY indicates that an 
conversion is in process. U02 is programmed to generate an interrupt on 
trailing negative edge of BUSY. The DRC program then takes the A/D data 
sets up for the next conversion.

POLARITY indicates the polarity of the sample that 
converted. If POLARITY is high, the reading is positive.

The A/D converter determines the digital conversion of

Interface Adapter) is interfaced to the STD bus in 
U03 compares the address on the bus with that set 
If these addresses agree and IORQ* (Input Output 

is driven low by the memory map PROM on the processor board, BOARD- 
This enables the VIA U02 and the data transceiver U01. The 

of data transmission is determined by the STD-R/W* line on pin 1 of 
This line is high when the processor board is attempting to read from an 

If BOARD-SEL* is low, U01 will drive the STD bus with data 
If the STD-R/W* line is low, the processor is attempting to 

If BOARD-SEL* is low, U01 will take data from the

Page 1: STD Bus Interface, VIA 
U02 (the Versatile 

somewhat standard fashion, 
up by the jumpers on P01. 
Request) 
SEL* goes low. 
direction 
U01. 
external device, 
provided by U02. 
write to an external device, 
bus and present it to U02.

In a similar manner, U02 watches BOARD-SEL* and STD-R/W* to determine if 
and in which direction data is to be sent. In addition, U02 uses PHASE 2 (STD- 
P2* inverted by U04A) to synchronize the data transfer with the processor. It 
also uses STD-AO through STD-A3 (the four least significant processor address 
lines) to select which of the 16 registers in U02 is to be addressed.

U02 is programmed by the DRC software to generate an interrupt each time 
the A/D converter finishes a conversion. The IRQ* output of U02 goes low when 
U02 requests an interrupt. This is double inverted (giving sufficient drive to 
drive the bus) by U04B and U04C. Since U04 is an open-collector device, 
sections of R03 are used as pull-up resistors where necessary. A pull-up 
not required on the STD-IRQ* since it is pulled up on the processor board.

The outputs of U02 drive the remainder of the circuitry. CHANO through 
CHAN9 are programmed high by the DRC program as necessary to select one of the 
ten channels of metering and control. DELAY-RES* floats high on power-up since 
the peripheral lines of U02 are set to input on reset. Once all initialization 
of the VIA is complete, DELAY-RES* is programmed low, enabling the 5 volt 
supply to the remainder of the board. This prevents all the reed relays and 
all Raise, Lower, and Channel Select output from being enabled on system reset.

FAILSAFE1 and FAILSAFE2 are driven by the DRC program as appropriate. If 
all failsafe requirements are being met, these two outputs are high, turning on

If a failsafe requirment is not being met (a required 
the failsafe outputs go low, turning off the failsafe
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> on
On detecting the end of 

the DRC program reads 
arithmetic, and reinitializes 
The counter in the VIA counts

Page 4: Control Line Drivers
U14 through U22 are quad 2 input NAND gates with high current open 

collector outputs. One of the two inputs of each NAND gate is tied to the G 
input (an active high enable input). If, for example, CHANO is high, and RAISE 
is high, section A of U14 will pull RAISED* low, driving external equipment. 
Lower commands are handled in a similar manner. The channel select lines are 
NANDed with a steady high (+5-DELAY after system initialization) to give the 
CHANOUT* outputs. These lines are pulled low when a particular channel is 

These lines are typically used to drive tower select lines of

Pages 2 & 3: Channel Select Relays
These circuitry on these pages selects one of the ten floating sample 

voltages and sends it to the A/D converter on page 5. The appropriate relay is 
driven by the appropriate section of U05 or U06 in response to a channel select 
signal from the VIA on page 1. The reed relays (KOI through K10) have internal 
spike suppression diodes to prevent high voltage transients that would appear 
when the relay is released. In addition, the high side of the relay coil is 
driven by +5-delay, generated by the circuitry on page 6. This prevents the 
reed relays from being activated until the system has been initialized.

R15, R16, R17 and R18 combine the switched samples to drive the A/D 
conveter (on page 5). These resistor networks provide some isolation between 
samples should a reed relay fail to release.

by integrating the sample signal for 10,000 counts of a 125 KHz clock. It then 
counts clock pulses as it "de-integrates" a reference voltage until the 
integrator output crosses zero volts. During these two periods, the BUSY 
output of the A/D is high. If we count the clock pulses during the time that 
BUSY is high, and subtract 10,001 (an extra clock pulse sneaks in), we get the 
result of the A/D conversion.

The A/D board utilizes the counter in the VIA to count the pulses on PB6 
(which is BUSY anded with CLOCK, hence BSY.CLK). On detecting the end of a 
conversion (by the interrupt generated by BUSY), the DRC program reads the 
counter in VIA, performs the required arithmetic, and reinitializes the 
counter. A little software trick here: The counter in the VIA counts down. 
By initializing the counter to 10,001, and having the A/D cause the counter to 
count down, the counter ends up with the resulting A/D conversion IF the 
reading is negative (10001-COUNT). If the reading is positive, the software 
takes the two's (binary) or ten's (decimal) complement to yield the conversion. 
On page five we'll see why this trick was used!

CB1 goes high at the beginning of a conversion and goes low at the end of 
a conversion. The negative edge generates an interrupt indicating that the 
conversion is finished. In addition, the VIA clocks the data on CB2 (which is 
open, so it floats high) into the least significant bit of a shift register on 
each positive edge CB1. At the start of a conversion, the shift register is 
cleared. At the end of a conversion, the software checks to insure that the 
shift register holds the number 1, and nothing higher. This insures that only 
one conversion has been accumulated in the counter. It is possible (when doing 
disk accesses, or other operations that leave interrupts disabled for 
relatively long periods of time), to miss the end of a conversion, resulting in 
an invalid conversion in the VIA counter. If this occurs, the shift register 
will have a number higher than 1, and the firmware will throw out the 
conversion. For this reason, CB1 must be left open or high.

section A of U14 will pull RAISED* low,
The channel select lines 

a steady high (+5-DELAY after system initialization) to give 
outputs. These lines are pulled low when a particular channel 

being accessed, 
antenna monitors.

U14 through U22 each include clamp diodes from the outputs to pins 2 
These pins are tied to the CLAMP line, which has a 30 volt zener diode to
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During 
conversion, 
integrator. 
compensate 
comparators 
phase,

and 
samples

C01, 
reference

ground (D03). These diodes and the zener conduct when the voltage on a control 
line exceeds 30 volts. This protects the output transistors in the chips from 
voltage transients from the external equipment.

contains a
The heater 

and - 
The

C04 
input 

This 120 KHz square wave provides the required clock to 
J’. ' - ‘ z -/ U10D. The

of U10D (F-BSY.CLK*) drives the LED in opto-coupler Uli through current 
; resistor R13. Uli inverts the F-BSY.CLK* and "unfloats" it to

temperature
portion
FLOAT). 
top of
The low side of the reference (U09 pin 2) is
floating +5 volts. This 6.95 volt reference is divided down to
precision resistors R06 and R07. R08 provides current through the

We end up with about 6 volts dropped across R07 and 1 volt across 
with the 

and the low side 
The low side of the reference is connected to

This results in 
below the

volts.
resistors R06 and R07.

from -FLOAT.
R06. This gives us a precise 1 volt reference voltage across R07, 
high side being approximately at the floating digital ground, 
about 1 volt below that.
analog ground and the negative sample input of the A/D (U08).
the analog ground (and the sample common mode) being about 1 volt 
digital ground, well within the common mode capabilities of the A/D.

The +SAMPLE and -SAMPLE are provided to the A/D from the sample selecting 
circuitry on pages 2 and 3. R20 (series) and R21 (shunt) form an optional
voltage divider reducing the +SAMPLE..-SAMPLE signal to DIV SAMPLE..-SAMPLE. 
The A/D board is normally supplied with a jumper in the R20 position and R21 
open. By adding these resistors (use ones with a very low tempco), 
higher than the maximum 2 volts the A/D will accept.

Other analog circuitry on page 5 includes the integrating capacitor 
the auto-zero capacitor C02, the integrating resistor R05 and the 
capacitor C03.

the sample integrate and reference de-integrate phases of the A/D 
C01 and R05 are used in a standard operational amplifier 
During the auto-zero phase, C02 is charged with a voltage to 

for the offset voltages of the operational amplifiers and 
in the analog to digital converter. Also during the auto-zero 

C03 is charged to the reference voltage so that a floating reference is 
available for the reference de-integrate phase of the conversion. A floating 
reference is required since a different polarity of reference voltage must be 
applied to the integrator to cause it to integrate back towards zero output 
depending upon whether the polarity of the sample voltage caused the integrator 
output to go positive or negative during the sample integrate phase.

U10 is a high speed CMOS NAND Schmitt trigger (74HC132). This chip 
operating on the 5 volts between +FLOAT and F-DIGITLGND.

U10A operates as an inverting Schmitt trigger oscillator at 120 KHz. 
is charged and discharged between the high and low trigger points of the 
of U10A through RIO. ‘ ""   
U08. It also is NANDed with F-BUSY (the floating busy signal) by 
output i " 
limiting

Page 5: A/D Converter
U08 does the actual A/D coversion. Note that most of the devices on this 

page operate on a floating power supply provided by U07, which takes the +5 
volt supply and converts it to a floating 12 volts.

The floating 12 volts is converted to a floating +/- 5 volts by D02, DOI 
and R09. U08 uses the +/- 5 volts (+FLOAT and -5-FLOAT) for its power supply.
U10 operates on +FLOAT and FDIGITLGND, the floating digital ground. U10 
operates on a net of 5 volts.

U09 is a temperature stabalized voltage 
controlled oven and a reference voltage 

of U09 operates directly on 
The
this reference is connected to +FL0AT (the floating +5

a

reference, 
circuit.

the 12 volt output of U07 (+FL0AT 
reference voltage generated by U09 (LM399H) is 6.95 volts.

volt supply), 
very stable 6.95 volts below the 

1 volt by 
reference
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on page 1) counts these pulses to determine

Page 6: Output Connectors and Delayed+5 Generator
This page of the schematic shows the connections to the header connectors 

which then connect to the rear panel. Note that the numbering systems used on 
header connectors and D connectors (used on rear panel) are different.

R19 and Q01 take the +5-volts supply and provide +5-delay once the system 
has been initialized and the VIA has pulled DELAY-RES* low. +5-DELAY powers 
the reed relays and the control line drivers. These are not enabled until the 
system has been initialized, preventing all the reeds from being pulled in on 
reset.

BSY.CLK. The 
conversion.

U1OB similarly drives U13 through Rll. This unfloats F-BUSY to BUSY. 
VIA uses BUSY to determine when a conversion has been completed.

U1OC similarly drives U12 through R12. This unfloats F-POLARITY to 
POLARITY. The VIA uses POLARITY to determine whether the sample is positive or 
negative (a high indicates the sample voltage is positive).

Finally, R14 provides necessary pull-up resistors for Ull, 
since their outputs are open collector.

Use of the counter in U02 allows the complete A/D to float with only three 
opto-couplers. The alternative methods available to float the A/D would be to 
use about 11 opto-couplers to transfer the multiplexed BCD, busy and polarity 
signals, or to add circuitry to serialize the data.
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I from the 65/68 bus (E, R/W*,

VMA is high,
I
I

The 1442B processor board consists of the following portions of the DRC190 
remote control system:

174 nS
244 nS
418 nS
608 nS
717 nS
727 nS
737 nS
747 nS
1086 nS

U04
WE*). I
When E is high,

We'll take 
what's going on.

Processor
Dual Serial Port (1 for modem, 1 for RS232)
Parallel I/O (for modem control and keyboard scanning)
1200 Bit/Second half duplex modem
32K bytes of EPROM holding system program
2K bytes of EEPROM holding calibration and setup data
8K bytes of RAM holding temporary data, pointers, and Basic program 
Parallel I/O providing IEEE488 port and CW ID for radio links 
STD bus interface to remainder of system

up by R06 and R05.
boards when an interrupt is required.
MHz clock down to 921.6 KHz, which is used as the system clock.
called E or PHASE2 throughout the system. In data transfers throughout 
system, 
of E.
is

Address and R/W* lines go to required state. VMA goes high 
if an external data transfer to occur in this cycle.
E goes high
Processor output data appears
Write data to external devices is valid
Read data from external devices must be valid
E goes low, latching data. E high for 543 nS
Read data from external devices can be released (hold time) 
Address, R/W* and VMA lines go invalid
Write data to external devices goes invalid (hold time) 
Start at top of list again

i converts
U04 is a 3 line to 8 line decoder with enables and active low 

R-W* is high, VMA is high, and SYSRES (system reset) is low,
VMA) to the Intel Bus (0E*, 

outputs.

also outputs the R/W* line, 
is reading data (inputting from an 

processor is writing data (outputting to an external device), 
data access in this cycle, R/W* remains high.

The approximate timing of all the processor generated signals is:

Page 1: Processor, Memory Map Decode, Control Decoder, Reset Generator
The processor receives a 3.6864 MHz clock from the DUART (dual universal 

asynchronous receiver transmitter) on the processor board. The NMI*
(NonMaskable Interrupt) and IRQ* (maskable Interrupt ReQuest) lines are pulled 

They are pulled low by I/O devices on this board and other 
The processor (U01) divides the 3.6864 

This clock is 
E or PHASE2 throughout the system. In data transfers throughout the 
data is latched by the receiving device on the trailing (falling) edge 

E is a continuous 921.6 KHz clock. It continues even if the processor 
not doing an external data transfer (this occurs if the processor is doing 

an internal calculation, such as calculating a relative address). To prevent 
invalid access to external devices, the processor provides a VMA (Valid Memory 
Address) line. This line is high if the processor intends to do a data 
transfer on this cycle of the E line. VMA is low if no transfer is to be done.

The processor also outputs the R/W* line. This line is high when the 
processor is reading data (inputting from an external device) and low when the 

If there is no
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do not want to select any devices, 
high, deselecting all devices.

The CS* lines select the below listed devices:
CSO*
CS1*
CS2*
CS3*
CS4*
CS5*
CS6*
CS7*

CSOO*
CSO1*
CSO2*

DU ART
VIA for IEEE488 and CW ID
Front panel LCD

- '- _ ’ ' ’ / CSO*
Each of these blocks is assigned to an I/O device on the 

These chip select lines are:

the 
and 

data 
true except that R-W* is low, U04's

On Board I/O
Off board data transceiver
U19 EPROM
U20 EEPROM
U21 RAM
Not used
Off board I/O (STD IORQ*)
Off board memory (STD MEMRQ*)

U03 further divides the 2 Kbyte block of address space selected by 
into 256 byte blocks. 1--  — --
processor board.

Y3 output of U04 goes low, 
of the system, 

the
The Y3 output of U04 goes low, driving the OE* (Output Enable) line for 
rest of the system. For devices using the Intel control bus (the DUART 
memory), the low OE* line causes these devices to put their data on the 
bus. Similarly, if the same conditions are 1
Y2 output (WE* or Write Enable) goes low, causing the addressed device to latch 
the data then present on the data bus. The processor has written to the 
device.

SYSRES is included in the control decoding to prevent writes to the EEPROM 
should the system have under voltage. SYSRES is high immediately after power 
up, immediately after pushing the rear panel reset button, or if the power 
supply voltage goes below 4.5 volts. Operation of the processor with less than 
4.5 volts can cause writes to locations that should not be rewritten (the 
EEPROM holding calibration and setup data). Including SYSRES in the control 
decoding of U04 insures that the EEPROM will not get any bad writes during 
processor shut down.

U02 is the memory map decoding PROM. Driven by the 5 most significant 
address lines, U02 breaks the 64 Kbyte address map into 32 blocks, each 2 
Kbytes. Note that a Kbyte is considered to be 1024 bytes. U02 is enabled only 
when VMA* is low, which is when the processor is about to do an external data 
transfer. Chip Select signals are generated by U02 only when the processor is 
in an external data transfer cycle.

The outputs of U02 are the chip select lines (active low) to the various 
I/O and memory devices on the system bus. If VMA* is high, indicating that we 

R01 and R02 pull all the chip select lines
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System Address 
Hex
0000 
0800 
1000 
1800 
2000 
2800 
3000 
3800 
4000 
4800 
5000 
5800 
6000 
6800 
7000 
7800 
8000 
8800 
9000 
9800 
A000 
A800 
B000 
B800 
COOO 
C800 
DOOO 
D800 
EOOO 
E800 
FOOO 
F800

00 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
OA 
OB 
OC 
OD 
OE 
OF 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
2A 
2B 
2C 
2D 
2E 
2F

00 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37

1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1
1 
1 
1 
1 
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1 
1 
1
0 
1
1
1 
1 
1
1
1
1
1
1 
1 
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0 
0 
0 
0 
1
1 
1
1 
1 
1 
1 
1
1 
1 
1 
1 
1
1 
1 
1 
1 
1
1 
1 
1 
1 
1
1 
1 
1 
1 
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0
0 
0

1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

PROM Address 
Hex

On Board RAM 
On Board RAM 
On Board RAM 
On Board RAM 
Off Board RAM 
Off Board RAM 
Off Board RAM 
Off Board RAM 
Off Board RAM 
Off Board RAM 
Off Board RAM 
Off Board RAM 
Off Board RAM 
Off Board RAM 
Off Board RAM 
Off Board RAM 
Off Board RAM 
Off Board RAM 
Off Board RAM 
Off Board I/O 
U20 EEPROM 
On Board I/O 
U19 EPROM 
U19 EPROM 
Hl9 EPROM 
U19 EPROM 
U19 EPROM 
U19 EPROM 
U19 EPROM 
U19 EPROM 
U19 EPROM 
U19 EPROM

PROM Data
D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 DI DO

Processor Board 1442 Theory of Operation - page 24-3
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I
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I
I

across 
forcing

U28 contains 
and a divider chain, 

Based on this signal,

high 
modem 
i the 

at

accurate
The

Page two; DUART, Keyboard Interface, RS-232 Interface, Clock
Page two of the 1442 schematic is centered on the DUART.

interface of the DUART is pretty standard.
of 16 internal registers of the DUART.
data on the bus or to output data to the bus if the chip is selected 
low). Sysres is normally low, but goes high when the system is reset, 
resets the registers inside the DUART. 
rupt by pulling the IRQ* line low. 
generate an IRQ* every 10 mS. 
generate a 3.6864 MHz clock, 
generators for the serial ports.
U05C and fed to the 6802 processor.

a very 
outputting 1 Hz.

the clock and

if 1
data is i 
contention 
the same time.

IP2 is driven by a 1 Hz signal from U28. 
crystal oscillator, the crystal, 
DRC190 program watches IP2 for a change, 
calendar are updated.

IP3 through 
board, 
be 
Once

key- 
the row ouput lines can 

column lines, 
correspond to the

The processor 
The address lines A0-A3 select one 

WE* and 0E* cause the DUART to latch up 
the bus or to output data to the bus if the chip is selected (CSOO* 

Sysres is normally low, but goes high when the system is reset. This 
U06 (the DUART) can request an inter- 

A timer in U06 is normally programmed to 
Y01 works with the oscillator in U06 to 

This is used by U06 to run the internal baud rate 
The 3.6864 MHz signal is also bufferred by 
The 6802 divides this frequency by four to 

arrive at the system clock (E or PHASE2).
Serial port A goes through U07 and U08, converting the data from TTL to 

RS232 levels, and the reverse. The RS232 data is presented to P02, which 
connects to J22 on the rear panel. Note that the pin numbers on J22 do not 
correspond with the pin numbers on P02 because of the different numbering 
methods for double row header connectors and D connectors.

Serial port B goes directly to the 1200 bit/second modem.
U06 also includes a parallel input port and a parallel output 

input port serves the following purposes.
IPO is driven by the KEY line. Between keyscans, the row lines of the 

keyboard are driven low. The column lines are pulled high by R03. If a key is 
pressed, one of the column lines will be pulled low by the short in the key
board at the row/column intersection. This low will cause the output of 
(key) to p'j high.

IP1 is driven by the demodulator portion of the modem.
the modem is receiving a carrier. This line is used to insure that i 

accepted only when a carrier is present. It is also used in 
i avoidance system insuring that two DRC190s do not transmit data

reference 
R7 

and section 2 of R09 form a voltage divider, dividing the +5 volt supply down 
to 0.8 volts. This is presented to the non-inverting input of section A of U09 
(IA+). Since the non-inverting input is higher than the inverting input of 
comparator U09, the output (SYSRES*) is high, indicating we are not in a reset. 
C03 holds the non-inverting input low immediately after power up, presenting a 
reset to the system after power up. D01 insures that C03 is discharged 
immediately after the loss of power so that a reset is generated after every 
power loss. R08 provides positive feedback giving U09 hysteresis, insuring 
that even with a slowly moving input, the output of U09 will be a clean square 
waveform. Note that the rear panel reset button is connected across C03. 
Pressing the reset button simulates the loss of power supply, forcing the 
system into reset.

IP6 are driven by the column lines from the front panel 
Once we have determined that a key is closed, 

pulled low one at a time until a low shows up on one of the 
that happens, the low row and low column lines

The only remaining circuitry on page 1 of the processor schematic involves 
U09, the reset generator. D02 and section 3 of R09 form a voltage
providing about 0.7 volts on the inverting input of section A of U09 (IA-).

section 2 of R09 form a voltage divider,
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modulator in U10 is disabled (forced to
A sine (rather than triangle) output is selected by

is 
the 
The

When this
driven into
This mutes

DRC190 program 
It also con-

These idle low. When a key 
a column line is pulled low, causing KEY, the output of U27A to go 

Once the key closure has been detected, 0P4 through 0P7 are pulsed low 
When one of the row lines being low causes one of the column 
the key has been found. It is at the intersection of the low

row/column code of the position of the pressed key. The 
debounces this in software to insure the key closure is valid, 
verts the key code to ASCII for use elsewhere in the program.

U06 also has a parallel output port. This port serves these purposes.
0P0 drives the modulator portion of the modem, 

low, the modem carrier is turned on.
0P1 drives U13C on page 6 of the schematic. When this line (SPKRCOM) 

high, a reed relay (KOI) moves the front panel speaker from the output of 
speaker driving amplifier to the input of the line driving amplifier, 
speaker then serves as a microphone in the intercom function of the DRC190.

When this line (LINE-EN)

100% carrier) by 
setting

Page 3: FSK Generator
This page covers the FSK generator. 

XR2206CP chip (U10).
C07 provides DC bypass required by U10.
The oscillator section of U10 oscillates at a frequency determined by C04 

and R14 or R15. The selection of R14 or R15 is based on whether U10 pin 9 is 
high or low. If pin 9 is high (Mark condition), R15 is selected, causing U10 
to operate at 2200 Hz. If pin 9 is low (Space condition), R14 is selected, 
causing U10 to operate at 1200 Hz.

The amplitude 
gounding pin 1. 
R16 to 200 ohms.

Pin 3 is normally biased to +6 volts through Rll, R12 and R10. C05 holds 
the junction of Rll and R12 at AC ground. R10 pulls pin 3 towards AC ground, 
reducing the audio level at pin 3. This serves as the output level adjustment.

U13F grounds pin 3 when no output is desired. This forces the output 
amplifier in U10 to cut off due to lack of bias. U13F has an open collector 
output, so it has no effect if the input of U13F (XMIT*) is low. Finally, the 
output amplifier in U10 takes the signal present on pin 3 and amplifies it by 1 
(actually amplifies the current) and gives the output on pin 2. The DC 
component of this is removed by C06 and is presented to the line driving 
amplifier (on page 6) as TXAUDI01.

0P2 drives U13B on page 6 of the schematic. When this line (LINE-EN) is 
high, reed relay (K02) connects the primaries of line driving transformers T03 
and T04 to the line driving amplifier (U14). When the line is not enabled, the 
open primaries of T03 and T04 provide a high secondary impedance, preventing 
this unit from loading the line. This allows other units on the line to drive 
the line. This is a sort of audio "Tri-State" system.

0P3 drives U15 on page 7 of the schematic through D03 and R33. 
line (SPKRMUTE) is high, speaker driving amplifier U15 is 
saturation, preventing audio from going through U15 to the speaker, 
the speaker. In addition, SPKRMUTE is pulsed low for 10 mS each time a key on 
the front panel keyboard is pressed. This gives an audible click each time a 
key is pressed, providing audible feedback.

0P4-0P7 drive the row lines on the keyboard.
is pressed, 
high.
one at a time.
lines to go low,
row and column lines.

This completes the description of the circuitry on 
processor board schematic.
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R22 and
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the 
the

2. 1 
loop

R26
As 

the

to
7)

R21.
The

FSK
CIO, when combined with the 20K input impedance of the XR2211 FSK

of 
XR2211CP

The internal 
pass filter, 

the

The other input of 
The VCO signal fed to the quadrature 

detector is shifted by 90 degrees from the signal feeding the loop phase

mV RMS and 3 V RMS. 
line).

The output of the loop phase detector appears on U12 pin 11. 
resistance of this output along with C12 form the loop low 
rejecting the 
1200 bit/second data to pass around the loop, 

goes

Page 4; Input Summing Amplifier
The input summing amplifier is a simple unity gain summing amplifier that 

summs the communications line inputs from T01 and T02. The output is sent 
the FSK demodulator (U12 on page 5) and the speaker amplifier (U15 on page 
for use in the intercom mode.

R19, R18 and R17 determine the gain of the summing amplifier. R20 and R38 
reduce the output of the summing amplifier down to a level suitable for 
speaker driver amplifier (page 7), since the received audio is sent to 
speaker in the intercom receive mode. C08 provides DC blocking between 
input summing amplifier and the speaker amplifier.

CIO provides DC blocking between the input summing amplifier and the 
demodulator. C1I,     r  .'
demodulator, forms a high pass filter with a cut off frequency of about 600 Hz. 
This rejects any AC hum that may be present on the received audio.

Page 5 of the 1442 processor schematic is the FSK demodulator 
the 1200 bit/second modem. This is a standard application of 
demodulator chip.

The XR2211 is a phase locked loop FSK demodulator. The 
frequency of the Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO) is set using C09, 

The VCO normally free-runs at 1700 Hz.
input signal from the summing amplifier (page 4) is applied to U12 pin 

U12 amplifies this signal and applies it to two phase detectors (called the 
i phase detector and the quadrature phase detector). The other input 

each phase detector is driven by the VCO.
phase
detector.

The preamp in U12 allows the chip to operate with receive levels between 10 
This gives a minimum receive level of -37.8 dBm (600

output along with C12 form the loop 
double carrier output of the phase detector while allowing 

The filtered output of the phase 
detector goes through R26 to the VCO through pin 12. The value of 
determines the loop gain, which sets the capture and lock range of the PLL. 
the input signal changes frequency, the loop phase detector detects 
changing phase relationship between the VCO and the input signal, generating a 
changing VCO control voltage, causing the VCO to track the input signal. Since 
the control voltage into the VCO is proportional to the frequency, the control 
voltage ends up being proportional to the incoming frequency. This is compared 
with a reference voltage (available on pin 10 of U12) with hysteresis provided 
by R27. In addition, R25 and Cll provide a data low pass filter, further
reducing any 2 times carrier components present while allowing the 1200 
bit/second data to pass.

The "sliced" demodulated FSK appears on pin 7 of U12. At this 
Mark state (2200 Hz) is low, and a Space state (1200 Hz) is high.

The quadrature phase detector is used to detect the presence of a data 
carrier. This phase detector compares the incoming signal (U12 pin 2) with a 
90 degree shifted output of the VCO. The resulting signal has two components. 
One component is an AC signal with a frequency of twice the VCO (the sum of the 
incoming signal and the VCO frequency). The other component (the "difference" 
frequency) is a DC component proportional to the amplitude of the incoming 
signal. The quadrature phase detector portion of U12 forms a synchronous AM
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proper operation of the system.
data is received from the modem.
thrown out and the modem receive routine is reset.

When the data 
volts, vastly 
As the carrier 
This is due to 

which results in a 
As long as the 

U12 will

demodulator. The output of the quadrature phase detector is available on pin 3 
of U12. R23 determines the "gain" of the quadrature phase detector, while CIO
filters the output of the phase detector, removing the double VCO component.

The filtered output of the quadrature phase detector is compared with the 
reference voltage (once again, available on pin 10) to determine if sufficient 
signal is present to indicate carrier presence. R24 provides positive feedback 
around the carrier detect comparator, providing hysteresis. This hysteresis 
insures that any double carrier frequency signal does not get through the 
comparator. The reference voltage is (V+/2)-650 mV. With our 5 volt supply, 
this works out to 1.850 volts. As long as the voltage on pin 3 is over 1.85 
volts, U12 pin 6 (RX-CAR) will be high. It is quite interesting to watch the 
voltage on pin 3 with a DC coupled scope as the DRC190 operates, 
carrier first comes up, the voltage on pin 3 approaches 5 
exceeding the required 1.85 volts to indicate carrier presence, 
is keyed (with FSK), a ripple appears in the voltage on pin 3. 
the slight delay in the VCO tracking the incoming signal, 
varying phase error out of the quadrature phase detector. As long as 
minimum voltage of the ripple does not go below 1.85 volts, U12 will continue 
to indicate carrier presence. A solid carrier detect with keying is guaranteed 
with a -30 dBm input and typically achieved with -40 dBm.

The carrier detect portion of the FSK demodulator is quite critical to the 
Carrier detect is checked as each character of 

If valid carrier is not present, the data is

Page six: Line Driver, Speaker Driver, External TX Key
U14 of the PC1442 processor board acts as a simple summing amplifier. 

Most inputs use U14 as an inverting amplifier.
The CWID signal from the Morse code identifier is amplified by 5 (R29/R39) 

and presented to relay K02.
The TXAUDI01 signal from the FSK modulator is amplified by 1 (R31/R29) and 

presented to relay K02.
When the SPKRCOM signal from the DUART is high, U13C activates relay KOI. 

This switches the front panel speaker from the output of the speaker driver 
amplifier (COM-OUT) to the non-inverting input of U14. The speaker then acts 
as a microphone whose signal is amplified by 1001 (1+(R29/R3O)) and applied to 
K02. C13 keeps U14 a voltage follower as far as DC is concerned, preventing 
excessive output offset voltage. R32 provides a bias path for the non
inverting input of U14 when KOI is not activated.

At this point, we can have one of various signals present at the input of 
K02 (LINE-OUT). When the LINE-EN output of the DUART (on page 2 of the 
schematic) goes high, U13B activates K02, connecting the output of U14 to the 
communications lines through T03 and T04. When K02 is released, the primaries 
of T03 and T04 are left open, presenting a high impedance to the communications 
lines. This allows other DRC190s in the system to drive the line withou 
contention. This forms a sort of audio "Tri-State" bus.

Finally, the output of U13B (LINE-EN*) is double inverted by U13D and U13E 
and brought out the rear panel of the DRC190 as TXKEY*. Note that U13 is an 
open collector device, so LINEEN** out of U13D is pulled up by section 4 of R28 
on page 5 of the schematic. Since TXKEY* is low whenever the DRC190 is putting 
data on the communications line, this can be used to key an external UHF TRL 
transmitter. Due to transmit bring-up and receiver squelch delays, it is 
necessary to increase the site delay time from the normal 0.05 seconds to about 
0.25 seconds when such a system is used. This is handled in the calibration 
and setup of the DRC190.
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Page 8: IEEE488, Display Connector, CW ID
This page of the schematic is built around U16 (with the exception of P04,

speaker 
click

SPKRMUTE 
the time).

This 
C14

to
the

it cannot actually
go close enough to ground to

Since 
all the way to ground, 
exceed the "knee voltage

is 
"clicks" 
provides 

Since the keyboard pulse is actually unmuting the speaker, 
on the input to the DRC will be heard through

This causes the occasional chirp instead of

select input.
is handled by U27B and U05F.
pins (pins 8 & 9) of P04 are not used.
I/O device to the processor, 
and display data are written to the display. ! 
by the processor. R37 and R36 provide a variable bias to the display to adjust 
the viewing angle. The multiplexed LCD has a limited viewing angle. 
Adjustment of R37 optimizes the contrast at the desired viewing angle.

The left side of U16 is. the standard processor bus interface. In 
addition, the IRQ* output of U16 is tied to the IRQ* input of the processor on 
page 1, allowing U16 to request an interrupt.

the display connector).
P04 provides the required data and address lines to the front panel 

display module. In addition, a chip select line (CS02) is provided by U05E. 
UO5E inverts the active low chip select (CSO2*) from the on board I/O decoder
U03 on page 1. Also, CS02* is inverted by UO5E, NANDed with the processor
clock E by U27B, and finally inverted by U05F. This signal (CSO2.E) is applied 
to pin 14 of P04. P04 is a 16 pin socket that will accept cables from a
variety of displays. Some displays (such as IEE Daystar) require 16 pin
connectors. These displays have an active high chip select input that can be 
driven by the memory map decoding (inverted by U05E). Some displays (such as 
the Sonicor) require only 14 pins. These displays do not have a separate chip 

The E input needs to be gated with the chip select line. This 
When a 14 pin display is used, the bottom two 

The display appears to be a standard 
Control (display clear, cursor positioning, etc.) 

Status of the display can be read

the SPKRMUTE output of the DUART on page 2 drives D03, R33, R34, 
and C14. SPKRMUTE is at +5 volts when the speaker is to be muted (which is 
most of the time). This is divided down by R33 and R34 and applied to the 
inverting input of U15. This forces the output of U15 to ground, preventing 
any audio present on COM-IN from driving the speaker.

When SPKRMUTE is low, the inverting input of U15 drops to 0 volts, 
allowing the signal on COM-IN to be amplified by U15 and drive the speaker.

SPKRMUTE is driven by a transistor in the DUART, it cannot actually go 
It does, however, go close enough to ground to not 

" of D03, insuring that the voltage into the inverting 
input of U15 is indeed 0 when the speaker is unmuted.

SPKRMUTE is pulsed low for about 10 mS each time a key on the keyboard 
pressed to provide audible feedback of the keyboard operation, 
the speaker as U15 is pulled out and then back into saturation, 
some pulse shaping, 
any data present 
during the speaker click, 
during keyboard operation.

Page 7: Speaker Driver Amp
The speaker driver amp is an almost standard application of the LM380-8 

(U15). The non-inverting input of U15 is driven by the output of the input 
summing amplifier (Ull on page 4) divided down by R20 and R38 (also on page 4). 
Further, C08 on page 4 blocks DC allowing the internal biasing network of U15 
to operate.

The output of U15 passes through C15, removing the +6 volt DC component. 
R35 prevents C15 from discharging due to leakage when the speaker is not 
connected. The COM-OUT signal from C15 goes to KOI on page 6 where it is sent 
to the front panel speaker unless we are in the intercom talk mode (when the 
speaker is used as a microphone and the output of U15 is ignored).

Finally, the SPKRMUTE output of the DUART on page 2 drives D03, R33, R34,
C14.
of
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panel

U20
Read Only Memory, 
generation,

■ CW
I Hz 
the 

code 
by

at 
U26 
the

the 6802 bus does not have WE* or OE* signals, 
control decoder U04 on page 1.

U19 is A 27256 EPROM (32 Kbytes).
is enabled.

for the Morse Code 
on the E line) to 750 

under software control, 
is enabled and disabled as required to generate the Morse i 

DC component of the 5 volt square wave CWTONE is removed
R40 and C21 form a low pass filter, turning the square wave to a triangle 
This amplitude of this tone is set by R41 and sent to the line

Page 9: Memory
The three memory devices are put directly on the processor bus.

so these are generated by
Note that 

the

Page 10; STD Bus Drivers
U24 and U25 drive the STD bus with the addresses out of the processor 

all times (no off board device can access memory on the processor board), 
drives the control lines of the STD bus with the appropriate lines from 
processor or derived from the processor.

U23 acts as a bi-directional data transciever, passing data to and from 
the STD bus. The direction of data transfer is determined by the R/W* line on 
pin 1. When R/W* is high, data is taken from the bus and sent to the 
processor. When R/W* is low, data is taken from the processor and sent to the 
STD bus. Pin 19 enables U23. All the data lines on both sides of the chip are

Note that not necessarily all of 
chip is enabled. It can be brought up in 2 Kbyte blocks as necessary by 
memory map PROM U02 on page 1.

is a Xicor 2816A (or equivalent) Electrically Erasable Programmable 
Non-volatile memory device includes on chip high voltage 

address and data latches, and timing required for programming. To 
the remainder of the system, it appears to be static RAM, except that the chip 
is disabled by its internal timer for 10 mS after a write. Because of this, an 
interrupt routine handles writes to U20. This chip is used to hold the label 
and units characters for each metering channel, the metering curve (linear, 
square law, etc.) and the calibration scaling factor for each metering channel. 
In addition, this chip holds the site delay, site number, maximum site number, 
fail safe site numbers, control enable site numbers, communications and 
terminal bit rates, and the Morse CW identifier. It also holds a small Basic 
"boot" program that is executed on power up. This program is saved to EEPROM 
using SAVE EEPROM and loaded on power up or using LOAD EEPROM.

U21 is a 8 Kbyte static RAM. It holds temporary data and pointers for the 
whole system. In addition, some memory is left over for a small Basic program 
for control and logging of stations. The system RAM is expanded by plugging an 
additional memory board into the system STD bus.

The majority of U16 is devoted to the IEEE488 instrumentation port, 
through DI08 are the 8 parallel bi-directional data lines for the bus. 
lines are bufferred by U17 and U18 before being presented to the rear 
connector (J25) through P05 and the associated cable.

The other IEEE488 lines (DataAVailable, NotDataACcepted, EndOrIdentify, 
InterFaceClear, ATtentioN, RemoteENable, ServiceReQuest and NotReadyForData) 
are similarly bufferred by U17 and U18. The HI-TALK output of U16 drives the 
direction select lines of U17 and U18, allowing the lines to be biidirectional.

At this writing (10 November 1985), the software for the IEEE488 interface 
has not been written. A more detailed description of the operation of this 
portion of the circuit will be written when it works!

U16 is also used to generate a 750 Hz tone 
Identifier. U16 divides the system clock (921.6 KHz 
and presents it to PB7 (CWTONE). In addition, 
CWTONE output 
identifier. 
C20. 
wave, 
amplifier on page 6.
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from U02 on page 1 when the processor is accessing 
rest of the time, 
the processor board to drive the processor bus.

Pin 19 is driven low by CS1* 
an off-board address. The 

U23 allows the STD bus to float, and allows other devices on
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the voltage across the main power supply 
forward biasing the. output diodes in the

the +12VDC 
volt 

along

The PC1443A (revision A) interface board serves a couple of purposes. It 
handles the interface between the system and the various power supplies and it 
provides a couple of serial interfaces for operating the disc drives and status 
panels.

The power supply interface portion of the PC1443 takes power from the main 
supply and feeds it to the system backplane. In addition, it charges the UPS 
battery and provides under-voltage shutdown to protect the battery from deep 
discharge.

The battery is charged by regulating 24 volts DC (taken
-12VDC outputs of the main power supply) down to the required 

charging voltage. ~ 
with R13, R02, and R03.

The UPS 
connected to 
main power supply, 
approximately 160 volts, 
it from providing any power. 
mA from the 14 volt supply, 
routed through Rll on the 1443 board, 
developed across Rll is not enough to cause Q01 to conduct, so the voltage at 
the adjust input of U01 is determined by the voltage divider action of R01, R02 
and R03. This allows the 1443 board to charge the battery when the UPS is 
idling (the AC line is present).

Should the AC line fail, the voltage across the main power supply input 
capacitors drops to 100 volts, forward biasing the. output diodes in the UPS 
module. The UPS module takes over providing DC to the primary switcher in the 
main power supply. This increased load on the output of the UPS module 
increases its input current to above 100 mA. This current causes sufficient 
voltage drop across Rll to cause Q01 to conduct, pulling down the adjustment 
input of U01. This drops the output voltage of the charging circuit, back 
biasing D01, preventing the battery from being charged when there is no AC line 
present. This prevents power from the battery being used to charge the 
battery. . . a losing proposition.

In an extended power failure, the battery will eventually be unable to 
provide sufficient power to keep the system running. When this occurs, the +12 
volt output of the main power supply will fall, causing KOI to drop out, 
disconnecting the battery from the system. This prevents excessively deep 
discharge of the battery. When the AC line is restored, the +12 volt output of 
the main power supply returns, and KOI pulls in. The battery is then connected 
to the remainder of the circuit, allowing it to charge and back the system.

P01 of the 1443 board connects to the battery, the UPS module and the main 
power supply. In addition, it connects to the rear panel system reset button. 
The PBRESET* (Push Button Reset, active low) line is routed directly from P01 
to the back plane through the 1443 edge connector. In addition, R04 provides 
current limited +5 volts to run the LED in the reset button.

The wiring of P01 is listed below.

across
14.00

This is accomplished by programmable regulator U01 
R01 provides current limiting on the regulator.

module converts 14 VDC to about +/- 100 volts DC. This is 
the filter capacitors of the off-line rectifier circuit of the 

When the AC line is present, it charges these capacitors to 
This back biases diodes in the UPS module, preventing 

When the UPS module is idling, it draws about 50 
The negative 14 volt input to the UPS module is 

When the UPS is idling, the voltage 
so the voltage
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1
3
5
6
7
8
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11
12
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Brown
Orange
Green
Blue
Violet
Gray
White
Black
Black/White
Black/White 
Red/White 
Orange/White

a
receive

The 
output 
ATN*

When 
PB2 
line.

+5 volts from power supply 
Common from power supply 
+12 volts from power supply 
-12 volts from power supply 
Battery + 
Battery - 
UPS + input 
UPS - input 
Reset switch 
Reset switch 
Reset switch LED + 
Reset switch LED

address), 
command is 
address 0).

Sending this command on the serial bus goes like this.
we force the serial bus ATN*

the bus we are about to send a command character.
Through the VIA on 
line low, telling 

We then
we do the following. We start with

to insure that all the devices on the bus are ready to 
This same handshake and character transmit sequence is used to

the devices

The remainder of the 1443 board provides interface to disc 
status panels. Each of these uses a serial data bus. 
software through U04.

P03 drives the Commodore serial bus, which is used to interface with a 
disk drive. U04 drives the bus through sections of U05 under software control. 
The Commodore serial bus signals are described below:

• ATN output of U04 is inverted and converted to an 
with a pull-up resistor by U05A and a portion of R07.

output is driven low when the DRC190 is sending an interface 
to a disk drive or other device on the bus. 
specific

open collector 
The active low 

instruction 
These interface instructions tell 

devices to listen or talk on the bus. An actual bus transaction is 
described a bit later in this section.

The CLK output of U04 is inverted by U05B yielding CLK*, another open 
collector bus signal pulled up by another section of R07. The clock line is a 
bidirectional line that can be driven by the DRC190 or by the outside device.

the CLK* line is driven by an external device, its state is read by the 
input of U04. The DRC190 drives PB1 when it wishes to drive the clock 

When the DRC190 is to receive clock signals, PB1 is set low, allowing 
CLK* to go high. The external device is now able to drive the CLK* line to the 
desired state, which is detected on the PB2 input of U04.

In a similar manner, PB3 and PB4 of U04 and U05C drive the DATA* line and 
receive data off the line.

A request for a directory from the disk drive might appear as follows:
We will send a command to the disk drive (typically device 8, the primary 

with a secondary address of 0, telling it to listen to the bus. The 
; typically expressed as MLA8,0 (My Listen Address 8, Secondary

the disk drive board (U04), 
other devices on 
send the primary address over the bus.

To send a character over the bus, 
bus handshake 
the character.
transmit any character over the bus. Since the ATN* line is low, 
on the bus know that this is a command character.

The serial bus "talk" handshake goes like this.
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"talk 
normal

EOI 
two

"$", 
this

DATA* 
EOI"

The DRC19O then waits for 
Since all devices are 

indicating it is not
When all devices are ready, 

and starts transmitting the

If the LSB is 1, 
The CLK* line is 

‘ . The
is pulsed 
After the 

the 
"frame 

If the frame

low and the DATA* line is released, 
the DATA* line low. 
error 
devices on the bus to release the DATA* line, 
collector, any device can hold the DATA* line low, 
ready to receive a character.
the DRC19O detect this, forces the CLK* line low, 
character.

A byte is sent over the bus following the talk handshake, 
sent in this manner, 
is placed on DATA*. 
DATA* is released, 
pulsed high, 
next 
high, 
last 
DATA* 
handshake" indicates that the 8 bits have been received properly, 
handshake fails, an SB error results.

just sent the primary address of the device we 
We then send a secondary address of 0 (actually,

The ATN* line is then released,

telling to
$F0 is

we 
low.

is recognized by 
It acknowledges the EOI by pulsing 

the 
The character is then transmitted in the

The other devices on the bus should pull 
If this does not occur, the DRC190 indicates a serial bus 

(SB error). The CLK* line is released. The DRC19O then waits for all 
on the bus to release the DATA* line. Since all devices are open 

any device can hold the DATA* line low, indicating it is not yet 
DATA* is released,

The byte is 
The least significant bit of the byte to be transmitted 

If the LSB is 0, DATA* is driven low. 
and is pulled up by the pull up resistor.

then low, causing the devices on the bus to capture the bit. 
bit of the byte is put' on the DATA* line, and the CLK* line 
The byte is transmitted with no handshake between the bits.

bit (the MSB of the byte) has been transmitted, the DRC190 releases 
line and waits for the external device to pull DATA* low. This 

!l —

We have 
listen over the bus. 
sent, indicating a secondary address of 0). 
indicating we are finished sending the command.

Device 8, the disk drive, is now listening to the serial bus. We transmit 
the character "$", which indicates we want the directory, without driving ATN* 
low, since this is data instead of a command. The $ is sent in a manner 
similar to the other characters sent over the bus, except that since this is 
the only data character to be sent, we flag it with an "EOI" (End or Identify, 
here we are using it to identify the end of the message). We use a talk 
handshake instead of the previously discussed talk handshake. The 
handshake sequences are the same except that when we release the DATA* line and 
wait for the listening devices to let the DATA* line go high, we do not 
immediately respond to the high DATA* by forcing the CLK* line low. Instead, 
we leave DATA* high. This "not pulling" CLK* low is recognized by the 
addressed device as an indication of EOI.

low. When DATA* is again released by the receiving device, 
handshake is complete.

manner.
In going further in our directory command, the addressed drive is now told 

to "unlisten". The UNL command does not include an address, and it tells all 
devices to stop listening. The UNL command consists of a $3F sent over the bus 
with ATN* low.

The disk drive is then given permission to talk on the bus. This command 
(MTA8,0) is sent in the same manner as the previous MLA command (with ATN* 
low). The MTA command adds $40 to the primary address (yielding $48 for drive 
8), and, as previously, adds $F0 to the secondary address.

Since the disk drive had just received a command, and is now expected to 
talk on the bus, a bus turn-around sequence is called. This turn-around 
sequence goes as follows: The DATA* line is forced low by the DRC190. The 
CLK* line is released. We wait for the addressed device to pull the CLK* line 
low (if this fails, an SB error results). This completes the bus turn-around, 
with the addressed drive ready to send data.

The DRC190 then receives a byte off the serial bus. . The DATA* line is 
driven low by the DRCI90. The CLK* line is released (although it is being held 
low by the disk drive waiting to talk). We then wait for the disk drive to
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I

This takes the form 
Finally,

On a 
byte,

the
The

the 
EOI,

If we detect 
Finally, we wait for 

---- This 
The bit 

then high 
This repeats eight times

On detecting this, we handshake with the 
We then wait for the device to pull CLK*

byte,
DRC190 program.
of the program line, followed by a 00 byte, indicating the end of the line. 
The 00 byte is followed by the link of the next line. If the link has both 
bytes 00, the previous line was the end of the program. DRC190 Basic follows 
the 0000 link with another 00, indicating the end of a zero length line.

The directory command takes the data coming down the serial bus, evaluates 
two

Commodore 
number 

In a line of Basic, the first 
represent a link to the next line of the program. On a 6502 based

(such as Commodore or Apple), the link is in low byte, high byte 
On 680x machines, such as the DRC190, the link is stored in high byte, 

low byte form. The link is address of the next link in the program. During a 
line search (such as in a GOTO or GOSUB), the program jumps from link to link 
checking line numbers until the desired line is found. The use of links makes 
line finding faster, since each line need not be scanned.

The next two bytes of a Basic program represent the line number in low 
high byte format for a Commodore, or high byte, low byte format in a 

The line number is followed by the tokens and ascii characters 
the program line, followed by a 00 byte, indicating the end of the 
00 byte is followed by the link of the next line, 

the previous line was the end of the program.

release the CLK* line. On detecting this, we handshake with the drive by 
releasing the DATA* line. We then wait for the device to pull CLK* low. If 
this does not occur within 200 uS, the drive is sending an EOI, indicating that 

character to be sent is the last one in the message.
it is acknowledged by pulsing DATA* low, then high.

CLK* to go high, indicating the drive has placed a bit of data on DATA*, 
bit (the LSB of the byte being received) is taken off the DATA* line.
is a 1 if DATA* is high. The DRC190 then waits for CLK* to go low, 
again, indicating the next bit is on the DATA* line.
to capture the 8 bits. The frame handshake occurs at the beginning of the next 
received character.

The first two bytes sent by the drive are thrown out, since they represent 
a load address that is not used in the DRC190.

The Commodore 1541 sends the directory in the same form as a 
Basic program (which is different from the DRC190 form) where the line 
represents the number of block used by the file. 
2 bytes 
machine 
format.

it, and displays it. The evaluation consists of throwing out the first 
bytes sent (the load address), then evaluating each line as it is sent.

As each line is received, the first two bytes represent the link to 
next line. These are thrown out by the DRC190 in the directory command, 
next two bytes represent the line number, which represents the size of the file 
about to be listed, in low byte, high byte form. These two bytes are reversed, 
converted to decimal, then displayed. Each byte from the serial bus is then 
sent to the display, to show the name of the file and its attributes, as sent 
by the disk drive. When a 00 byte is detected, indicating the end of a line, a 
carriage return line feed sequence is sent to the display. The next two link 
bytes are checked to see if they are 00, and thrown out if they are not. If 
they are 00, the directory listing is completed.

On completion of the directory listing, the DRC190 sends an UNT (untalk) 
command to the disk drives. The UNT command consists of a $5F with ATN* low. 
This takes all devices off the bus.

A "close file 0" command is then sent to the drive, 
of MLA8 (my listen address 8), followed by a $E0 sent with ATN* low. 
an UNL command is sent.

This description should give you some idea of how communications with disk 
drives operate. For further information, refer to the bibliography section.
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Status InterfaceI
I
I
I This is used to

I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I

The direction ofU02 is allowed to transmit data.

I
I

an
In each case,

DRCI90, 
capture 
causing 
edge

STD- 
bus 
the

The status interface i 
simpler than the interface to the disk drives.

8 bit shift register that can be used to serially transmit 
this data is sent or received through the CB2 

U04 sends the shift register clock out on CB1. This is used to drive

the 
the

of SCLK*). 
status panel, 

site

PB5 is 
This causes U06A to release 

CB1 (the status clock) is 
the

U03 compares the address present on 
set up on P02 (normally $A8F0). 
IORQ is low, Board-Sei* 
interface. Note 
processor board, 
devices.

If Board-Sei* is low,

STD Interface
Interface to the backplane (the STD bus) is provided by U02, U03 and U07A. 

' 3 the address bus with the board address
. If the compared address lines match AND 

goes low, enabling the remainder of the STD 
that STD-IORQ is driven by the memory map PROM on
It is low when the processor is addressing off board I/O

uses another serial bus, although this is much 
--  ---- ----- - The disk drive interface needs 

to send and receive variable length messages to and from various devices on the 
bus. It includes extensive handshaking, since the disk drive cannot be 
constantly watching the bus (it has to look at the disk now and then). The 
status panel, on the other hand, transmits and receives constant length 
messages with no handshaking. The bus requires more wires, but is quite 
simple.

U04 contains 
or receive data, 
line, 
the shift registers in the status panels.

When status is being sent by the DRC190 to a local status display, 
set low, indicating we are doing an output. This causes U06A to 
STATUS-1-0 so that it can be driven by U04 CB2. 
programmed low, the desired logic state is put on CB2 (the STATUS-I-O) by 

then CB1 is programmed high. The status panel receive shift registers 
data bit on the positive edge of CB1 (which is inverted by U05F, 
status panel shift register to capture the data on the negative 

This is repeated until 5 bytes (40 bits) are sent to the 
The first 4 bytes are 32 channels of status. The last byte is 

the site number of the site the status information was received from. On 
completion of the transmission of these 5 bytes, LOAD-OUT is pulsed high 
(pulsing LOAD-OUT* low). The status panel routes LOAD-OUT* through a binary 
comparator that compares the from site number to the site number the particular 
panel is to display. If they match, the LOAD-OUT* pulse is passed on to the 
other receive shift registers, allowing them to latch the data that has been 
received. The latched data is used to drive the status panel front panel LEDs 
and drive the status outputs. If the address did not match, the shifted in 
data is not latched, and is ignored.

Once per second, the DRC190 reads in the current status of its associated 
transmit status panel (one DRC190 can have several receive status panels 
showing the status of various sites in the system, but only one can transmit). 
To read the status, the DRC190 programs U04 to treat CB2 as a shift register 
input and sets ST-IN-OUT* high, indicating we are about to do an input. U06A 
now routes the incoming status (from the transmitting status panel s transmit 
shift register) to STATUS-I-O. U04 pulses the LOAD-IN line high, causing the 
transmit shift register in the status panel to latch the current state of all 
32 status lines. The status is then clocked out of the status panel shift 
register into the shift register in U04 in a manner similar to the shift out. 
Four bytes, representing the 32 status channels are shifted in. These are 
compared to the last status that was shifted in. If there is a difference, the 
new status is transmitted to all sites by the DRC190.
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Otherwise, it ignores the bus

I
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I
I
I

or set up the operation of the timers,I
I

portion of the STD-Bus interface is handled by U07B and

I
I

I
I
1
I
I
I

the 
be

and 
it

operation from the processor operates in a similar manner. The 
causing U04 to 
These lines then

manner.
U04

data flow through this non-inverting transceiver is determined by the STD- 
R-W* line. If the line is high, the processor board is trying to do a READ, 

U02 will take the data present on the A side (the board side) and present 
to the B side (the STD bus side). If the STD-R-W* line is low, 

processor is doing a write. The data present on the STD data bus will 
presented to the data lines of U04.

If Board-Sei* is low, U04 is also enabled, 
activity.

U07A inverts STD-P2* (the inverted processor phase 2 line, also called the 
This is presented to the Phase2 input of U04.
U04, the processor sets up the address lines to 

A few nS later, the memory map 
indicating we are addressing 

goes 
was

E line) to become Phase2.
During a write to 

represent an address of U04 ($A8F0 to $A8FF). 
PROM on the processor board drives STD-IORQ* low, 
an off-board I/O device. A few nS later, the Board-Sei* output of U03 
low. At the same time the address lines were set up, the STD-R-W* line 
driven low by the processor to indicate we are going to do a write.

About 170 nS after the address and R-W* lines were set up, Phase2 goes 
high. About 250 nS after this, valid data from the processor is presented to 
the data lines of U04. After the Phase2 line has been high for 540 nS, it goes 
low, causing U04 to latch the data that was present on its data lines. The 
result of this write into one of the 16 registers inside U04 depends upon which 
register was written to (determined by the address lines connected to the RS 
Register Select inputs of U04). U04 could just present the written data to one 
of its output ports (port A or port B), or could use the data internally to set 
a timer, load a shift register, or set up the operation of the timers, shift 
registers and ports.

A read 
only real difference is that that STD-R-W* line is now high, 
drive the data lines instead of receiving data off the lines, 
drive U02, which then drives the STD bus with the data.

The final portion of the STD-Bus interface is handled by U07B and U07C. 
If U04 is programmed to generate an interrupt, it pulls IRQ* low when the 
interrupt needs servicing. This is inverted twice by U07B and U07C to increase 
the drive capability to drive the STD bus. Since U07 is an open collector 
inverter, R07 is used pull up the lines where necessary.
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I
1
I

I

I
I
i
i
i (oroscillatorlocal - mixer

I
I Pin 11 of U02 is an open collector output of

1 where

I
I

subcarriers
The theory

the 
the

R02 
the

local oscillator frequency should be adjusted to 455 KHz - SCA 
if we wish to receive 110
The mixer uses low side

the AFC circuit is designed with low side injection in mind.

The 1444 subcarrier transceiver generates and demodulates 
suitable for control and metering on STL and FM broadcast stations, 
of operation will be covered by page number of the schematic.

R07, R08 and R09. 
it has little effect on 

R06 is used to get close to the desired frequency while R07 
R08 prevents damage to U01 should R06 and R07 be

For example,
the local oscillator frequency would be 345 KHz.

to insure that the required frequency is always within range*of U02~
- ____ If

change in 
the desired

Since 
the 
sets 
set to zero ohms.

The audio to be carried on the subcarrier (TX-AUDIO) is fed to RIO and 
R09. The large division ratio of this voltage divider provides the required 
low level audio to give the desired deviation of the subcarrier (typically 1 
KHz/volt). R09 is used to adjust the subcarrier deviation.

C04 removes the DC component of the resulting subcarrier.

portion of the subcarrier transceiver, U02 here 
R14 adjusts the triangle to sine converter in U02 to 

The frequency of the oscillator is determined by C06, 
With no input 
so that the 

Note that P05 normally 
L0 

the jumper is replaced to improve 
r themaking the test signal available on

Page 2: Subcarrier Receive Mixer
The subcarrier receiver or demodulator uses the super-hetrodyne principle. 

The entire base-band is up-converted to 455 KHz. At 455 KHz, the desired 
subcarrier is pulled out with a ceramic filter. Using an up-conversion places 
the image response of the receiver above 455 KHz, above the response available 
on STLs or FM receivers.

This page of the schematic covers the 
converter) portion of the receiver.

As in the transmit 
generates a sine wave, 
provide the sine wave. 
R16, R17 and an AFC voltage from the discriminator on page 4. 
signal, the AFC voltage is zero, allowing R17 to be adjusted 
correct local oscillator frequency is measured on P05. 
has a shorting plug across it. This must be removed before measuring the 
frequency. After the L0 has been measured, 
the local oscillator null. ]*’ 
oscillator signal. R15 provides pull up, 
P05 a 12 volt P-P square wave.

The
SCA is the desired receive frequency. KHz, - - -
injection I 
In addition, t 
the local oscillator were changed to high side injection without 
the AFC circuitry, the AFC would push the receiver away from

Page 1: Subcarrier Modulator
U01 is a function generator that is set up to generate a sine wave at the 

desired subcarrier frequency. R01 adjusts the subcarrier waveform symmetry.
adjusts the triangle to sine wave converter to minimize the distortion of 
subcarrier waveform. R01 and R02 are adjusted for minimum harmonic

distortion of the subcarrier carrier, as measured with a THD analyzer or a 
spectrum analyzer.

Pin 1, the AM input, is grounded, forcing full subcarrier output.
R03, R05 and C02 provide a bias voltage at half supply. C02 places this 

bias voltage at AC ground. R04 provides the bias voltage to the input of 
output amplifier while pulling that point towards AC ground to adjust 
output level (subcarrier injection).

The subcarrier frequency is determined by C03, R06,
R09 is small compared with the other resistors, 

frequency.
the precise frequency.
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I

The DC component is removed by
C08.I

I The output

I
I
I to

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

The
to

the 
from

The output 
output.

double 
the 
is

Y01 
out of the up-converted base-band while rejecting the rest

of UO3A 
demodulated 
further remove any IF components.

The output 
audio 
the center of the discriminator.

local oscillator ’ ’
SCA + LO and one at LO -
LO is the local oscillator signal.
the difference signal ends up substantially below 455 KHz.
received subcarrier into the balanced modulator.

R12 and R13 provide the required +supply/2 bias to the input of the output 
amplifier of U02.

The mixer output appears on pin 2 of U02.

frequency (not a good idea!).
includes a balanced AM modulator (one capable of generating 
supressed carrier). Rll adjusts the DC bias to the input of 
modulator so that there is no output on pin 2 when no subcarrier

of UO3A is also filtered through R29 and C12 to remove 
while leaving a DC voltage proportional to the frequency deviation

This voltage is bufferred by U03B and applied 
to the local oscillator as an Automatic Frequency Control signal, insuring that 
any drift in the local oscillator frequency will not cause loss of the received 
subcarrier.

Page 3: IF Amplifier
The mixer output from U02 on page 1 (with the DC component removed by C08) 

is applied to the IF filter Y01 through R18. R18 along with the 600 ohm output 
impedance of U02 provides the required driving impedance for Y01. Y01 pulls 
the subcarrier out of the up-converted base-band while rejecting the rest of 
the base-band.

Q01 along with the associated resistors form the IF amplifier, 
of the IF amplifier is coupled to the discriminator through C09.

The discriminator is formed by R23, R24, DOI, D02 and Y02. The DC (or 
audio) voltage on DISCRIM-IO varies with the frequency of the IF signal applied 
to DISCRIM-IO. R25 and Cll form a low pass filter, allowing DC and audio to 
pass while rejecting the IF frequency.

The output of the low pass filter is amplified by 10 by U03A. 
is coupled through C13 to the subcarrier demodulator 

output is sent through a low pass filter formed by R32 and C16

U02 
sideband 
balanced 
being received.

When a subcarrier is received, the AC voltage is analog multiplied by the 
signal in the balanced modulator, resulting in a signal at 
-3 - SCA where SCA is the received subcarrier frequency and 

The SUM signal ends up at 455 KHz, while 
C05 AC couples the

Page 5: Power Supply Filters
R30, R31, C14, and C15 filter the power for the subcarrier transceiver 

insuring that power supply and processor noise do not interfere with the 
operation of the subcarrier circuitry.
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I
I Universal

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

beto

the statements listed below:useI Program High/Low StatementOutput Bit

I
1
I
I
I

data
an

1 
1
2 
2
3
3
4
4 
5
5

Low 
High 
Low 
High 
Low 
High 
Low 
High 
Low 
High

POKE 39150, 2
POKE 39151, 2
POKE 39150, 4
POKE 39151, 4
POKE 39150, 8
POKE 39151, 8
POKE 39150, 16
POKE 39151, 16
POKE 39150, 32
POKE 39151, 32

contains 
different

i and
STD-DO

1445 direct connect modem allows the DRC190 to communicate with 
The board provides

It also provides an RS-

on
ADDRSEL4 through

The 
terminals or computers over dial up telephone lines, 
auto-dial, auto-answer, 300/1200 bit per second modem. 
232 port and several TTL level I/O lines.

enables U01 (the data bus transceiver) and U03 (the DUART) when 
STD-R/W* selects the direction of the 

the processor is doing a read and U01 
DO to D7 (the on-board data bus) and outputs it to STD-DO to 

This takes data from the DUART and sends it to the

; drives BOARDSEL* low if the STD-IORQ* line is low and the address 
through STD-A7 matches the selected address set up on

R01 provides pull-ups to +5-V0LTS when a pair of

Page 1; DUART
This page includes the STD bus interface circuitry and the Dual 

Asynchornous Receiver Transmitter,
U02

STD-A4 i
ADDRSEL7, as set up on P01.
pins on P01 is left open.

BOARDSEL*
the processor is addressing this board, 
data transfer. If STD-R/W* is high, 
inputs data on 
STD-D7 (the STD data bus).
processor through the STD bus.

If the STD-R/W* line is low, the processor is doing a write and the data 
from the STD bus is sent to the data inputs of the DUART.

U03 is the DUART. STD-AO to STD-A3 (the least significant address lines) 
are used to select registers in the DUART. STD-WR* is driven low by the 
processor board when it wants to write data to an external device (such as the 
DUART). STD-RD* is driven low by the processor when it wants to read data from 
an external device, such as the DUART. The STD-RD* and STD-WR* signals are 
ignored unless BOARDSEL* is low, indicating the processor wants to talk to this 
particular chip.

U07A inverts the STD-RES* signal, creating the active-high RESET signal, 
which resets the registers in U03 on power up.

The IRQ* output of U03 goes low when U03 wishes to interrupt the 
processor. This is doubled inverted and bufferred by U07B and U07C and put on 
the STD bus. U07 is an open collector device, so R03 provides required pull 
ups. The current DRC firmware does not use the interrupt capability of the 
modem card.

Y01 and C01 are used by the baud rate oscillator in U03. U03
programmable dividers that use the 3.6864 MHz signal to provide the 
available communications rates.

P04 allows several of the DUART parallel input and output lines 
brought outside the DRC190 for user applications.

To program an output bit on P04,
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I of output

I
I Page 2: Modem & RS232 Interface

I
I Unused

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

the 
non-zero

6
6
7
7

Low
High
Low
High

POKE 39150, 
POKE 39151, 
.POKE 39150, 
POKE 39151,

64
64
128
128

ANDing the result of 
and a

modem lines are left open, 
speed of the current call. 
SPEED is changed only during a call, 
at 300 bits per second on power up. 
response to MDMSPD statements.
port in response to a control-N W status message from the modem, indicating it 
has received a call at the wrong speed, and is about to change speed.

The modem RESET line is pulsed high on system reset, resetting the modem 
to its default conditions. The telephone line connects to the tip and ring 
connections of P03, which appears on J21 on the rear panel.

The second serial port of the DUART is converted to RS232 levels by U05 
and U06. This appears on the rear panel at J23.

For further information on the modem, see the modem manual, reprinted in 
the back of this manual.

This page shows the modem module and the RS232 interface.
U04, the modem module, operates on +5 and -5 volts. R02 and DOI derive 

the -5 volts from the -12 volt supply. The serial output of the DUART is sent 
to the modem, and the serial output of the modem is sent to the DUART.

The HI-SPEED* output of the modem reflects the
This is sent to the DUART. Note, however, that HI- 

The DRC190 firmware initializes the modem 
It then changes the modem speed in

It also changes the speed of the DUART serial

Input 
module. “ 
the 1200 or 300 bit per second mode.

Output 0 of the DUART drives 
determining the number of bits sent, 
to sent 8 data bits (7 bits of ASCII with

0 of the DUART is driven by the HI-SPEED* output of the modem 
This line is used by the firmware to determine whether the modem is in

the SW1 input of the modem module, 
On reset, SW1 is high, causing the modem 

a mark parity bit).

IF (PEEK(39149) AND 2) <> 0 THEN DISPLAY "Input 1 is high" 
IF (PEEK(39149) AND 4) <> 0 THEN DISPLAY "Input 2 is high" 
IF (PEEK(39149) AND 8) <> 0 THEN DISPLAY "Input 3 is high" 
IF (PEEK(39149) AND 16) <> 0 THEN DISPLAY "Input 4 is high" 
IF (PEEK(39149) AND 32) <> 0 THEN DISPLAY "Input 5 is high" 
IF (PEEK(39149) AND 64) <> 0 THEN DISPLAY "Input 6 is high"

To read the input lines from P04, use a PEEK(39149).
peek with a mask will yield a 0 result if the selected bit is low, 

result if the selected bit is high. Examples appear below.
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I
I
I

I
I
I

disconnecthas disconnected due to remote disconnect or

I R - The modem has sensed the line it is connected to is ringing
that- The anI

N - An outgoing call has not been answered
I
I
I
1 the

I
the current speed of the modem in hundreds of bits perI

JI

sent 
for

to 
the

It may hold 
N 

the

A - The modem has answered an incoming call or has sensed 
outgoing call has been answered

or INPUT#2.

D - Modem 
command

or 
upon 

the receive buffer be cleared by 
Otherwise, a remaining carriage return

Note that MDMSTAT$ holds the last received status character.
an R if the line rang once, but is not currently ringing. It may hold an 
indicating that the last call was not answered, but there is no status on 
current call yet. Most MDMSTAT$ characters are due to unsolicited status 
messages received from the CH177O. The exceptions are that when an END command 
(control-N E) is sent to the modem, MDMSTAT$ is changed to a D, even though the 
CH177O does not return a status message. In addition, the control-N W message 
does not ever appear in MDMSTAT$, INKEY$(2) or INPUT#2. This message indicates 
that the CH177O has sensed that the remote modem is at the wrong speed, and the

This message is trapped by the DRC190 firmware, and 
It also updates

CH177O is changing speed.
changes the speed of the serial port driving the CH177O. 
variable MDMSPD.

It is suggested that prior to starting a call an END command be 
the modem, forcing MDMSTAT$ to D. You can then check for N or A 
current call.

MDMSPD indicates

The H&F 1445 Direct Connect Modem card is built around the Cermetek CH177O 
modem module. This FCC approved module provides 300/1200 bit per second modem 
functions meeting Bell 103 and Bell 212 standards. It also provides auto anwer 
and dialing. Dialing is available with either tone or pulse. The manual on 
the CH1770 is printed following this page.

The CH1770 communicates with the DRC190 through a serial port on the modem 
card. Data is sent to the modem with a PRINT #2, statement. Commands are sent 
to the modem with a PRINT #2, CHR$(14); statement. The CH1770 looks for 
CHR$(14), then treats the following characters as a command. The PRINT 
statement should not be terminated with a comma or semicolon so that a carriage 
return line feed sequence is sent to the CH177O to terminate the command.

Data can be received from the CH1770 using INPUT#2, statements, 
INKEY$(2) functions.----------- -----
return to be received, 
actions. It is therefore suggested that most modem input be done using 
INKEY$(2) function, and string inputs built using this function. After long 
periods of inactivity, the string building routine can be terminated.

The CH1770 sends unsolicited status messages on a change in its status. 
These are preceeded by a control-N. The DRC190 firmware traps these messages 
and stores the latest one in MDMSTAT$. The line feed carriage return sequence 
following the status message is not trapped, and reaches the INKEY$(2) 
INPUT#2 function or statement. For this reason, it is suggested that 
noting that a call has been answered, 
executing a loop containing INKEY$(2). 
may terminate an input statement.

MDMSTAT$ has a character in it with the following meaning:

received from the CH1770 using INPUT#2, statements, or 
Note that the INPUT#2 statement will wait for a carriage 
which can prevent the DRC190 from taking other required 

It is therefore suggested that most modem input be done using the 
function, and string inputs built using this function.
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MDMSPD can be12 (for 1200 BPS).I

:REM Skip long message if low speedIF MDMSPD=3 THEN GOTO 1234

I
AnI

MDMSPD =12 :REM Change to high speed

I For more detail, see the

I PRINT #2, CHR$(14);ANSWER

I PRINT #2, CHR$(14);BREAK

I
PRINT #2, CHR$(14); "C 9COUNT

I
I
I PRINT #2, CHR$(14);DIAL

call

I

I of
PRINT #2, CHR$(14);I call using
PRINT #2, CHR$(14);

I

CH177O
, This is typically 

specified speed.

an 
B 
2

example, 
9 

be 
rings 

number 
the modem 

up,

A write to MDMSPD changes the speed of the serial port running the 
and runs the modem through a speed change training sequence, 
used to originate a call to a specific terminal at a s . 
example of such a write is:

A summary of the modem commands is listed below. 
CH1770 manual, reprinted following this section.

s ring counter. In the 
calls will be answered in after 

while outgoing calls will 
if not answered in 13 

The COUNT command can use a
If 0 is used,

On power

second. It can be either 3 (for 300 BPS) or 
read or written to. An example of a read is:

"A"
Force the modem into answer mode. This 
might be used to change a voice call into a 
data call (answer a line that is not 
ringing), or to answer a ringing line before 
the ring counter reaches the programmed 
value.
"B 9"
Send a break (long space) for a multiple of 
250 mS. The example sends a break for 9 250 
mS periods (2.25 seconds). Valid numbers to 
use in the break command are 1 to 9.

i"

Sets the 
incoming 
rings, ' 
terminated 
(n+4). 
between 0 and 9. 
will not auto-answer calls. 1 
count is set to 2. 
"D 'TB(805)541-0200'" 
This example will originate a call using 
tone dialing to H&F. The TB indicates use 
of tone dialing. ()-@ are place holding 
characters and are ignored by the modem. No 
spaces are allowed in the dialing string 
(other than the required one after the D) . 
If the call is answered by a modem within 
the programmed number of rings, MDMSTAT$ 
will change to A. If the call is not 
answered in the required number of rings, 
MDMSTAT$ will change to an N. 
"D ’PB(805)541-0200'" 
This example will originate a 
pulse dialing.
"D 'TB541-6116B765538B(805)541-0200'" 
This example places a call through 
alternate long distance carrier. The 
characters in the dialing string cause a
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I
I PRINT #2, CHR$(14);

I
PRINT #2, CHR$(14);I

I PRINT #2, CHR$(14);
the last number dialed and wait forI PRINT #2, CHR$(14);

I
CHR$(14);PRINT #2,END

current

ORIGINATE PRINT#2, CHR$(14);

I
I

I
I
I
I

be repeated when sending a RESET, 
modem operation, 
is not suggested.

There are 
Cermetek, 

the DRC190 firmware counts on the modem to 
For example,

pause, 
line,

modem 
mode.

hook ;
could

call 
the

the 
to 
a

it-
This 
mode 
modem

the 
call.

times. 
0 to 9. 
retries. 
"E" 
End i 
puts 
D. 
"0"
Force the 
originate 
convert 
data 
(instead of answer mode), 
is heard 
seconds, 
answer 
becomes A.

off hook and
This could be 

a manually dialed voice call 
call with the modem in originate

This list of modem commands should cover most requirements. There are a 
few other commands listed in the following documentation from Cermetek, but 
they must be used carefully, as the DRC190 firmware counts on the modem to be 
programmed in a certain manner. For example, using the NEW command to change 
the command character from control-N will prevent MDMSTAT$ or MDMSPD from being 
updated when required, as the DRC190 firmware traps control-N messages. The 
PROGRAM command can be used, as outlined in the Cermetek manual, but 
unsolicited status messages should not be disabled. The QUERY command can be 
used, although the character immediately following the command character 
(control-N) will be trapped by the DRC190 firmware (and thrown out, since it is 
not a valid character for MDMSTAT$) and not appear in the character string sent 
to INKEY$(2) or INPUT#2. RESET should not be used, as the DRC190 firmware goes 
through a power up initialization sequence to program the CH1770, and this will 
not be repeated when sending a RESET. The TEST mode can be run to check the 

as outlined in the CH1770 manual. Use of the UNLISTEN command 
The ZZZ command can be used, if desired.

second pause, allowing for answer of the 
access line, and then allowing for account 
number verification. Up to 32 digits may .be 
included in a number string. 
"D 'TB541-0200' 9" 
This example will use tone dialing to 
H&F and will retry 9 times, or until 
call is answered. The number of retrys can 
be between 0 and 9. There is a 2 second 
pause between retries.
'D 'TB541-0200Z*"

example puts the modem in the sleep 
(zzzz) after placing the call. The 
stays off hook and does not bring up 

its modem call. This may be useful to auto
dial a voice call.
"D"
Redial 
answer. 
"D 9" 
Similar to above, but the call is retried 9 

The number of retries can range from 
There is a 2 second pause between

into 
used 

to 
mode 

If no answer tone 
from the remote modem within 17 

MDMSTAT$ is changed to N. If an 
is heard within 17 seconds, MDMSTAT$

or terminate the current call. This 
the modem on-hook and sets MDMSTAT$ to
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is

I with

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

J

The manual provided by Cermetek on the CH1770 modem module is reprinted 
(with permission) starting on the next page. Note that our agreement 
Cermetek requires modem problems be referred to H&F rather than Cermetek.
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I
I 1.0 FEATURES

I 110/300/1200 bps Operation, Bell 212A and 103 compatible

I FCC Part 68 Registered Telephone Line Interface (DAA)
Serial Modem Command Interpreter

I Intelligent Command Protocol
Auto/Manual DialingI Auto/Manual Answer

I Auto Speed Select
Auto Parity Select

I
I DTMF and Pulse Dialing

Diagnostic Test Mode
I Voice/Data Operation

Asynchronous Operation
TTL Host interface Levels With RS-232C Type Lines

I +/-5VPower:

I
I

I -1-

3-Dialing Procedures
(Dial Last, Immediate, Repeat Dial)

Small Size, PCB mount
2.54"x3.74nx.75"
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I 2.0 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

2.1 Configuration

I
I 2.2 Interface

I
I
I

I
I Operation2.3

I
I

-2-

Auto-dialing
Auto-answer
Echo or no echo of commands
Modem test diagnostics 
and many more

Since the CH1770 is entirely controlled through the exchange of 
asynchronous commands on its serial data lines, TXD and RXD, it 
can be easily software controlled through the host's UART/USART 
without requiring additional serial or parallel control ports. 
Commands may be sent at either 110, 300 or 1200 bits per second 
(bps) using an ASCII format. Status is returned serially to the 
host using terse ASCII messages, making them easily decoded by the 
host's application software. The serial data interface is 
implemented using RS-232C lines but at TTL levels.

The CH1770 supports 13 different host commands, enabling such 
functions as:

The CH1770 interfaces to the telephone line through a built-in FCC 
registered data access arrangement (DAA) that directly connects to 
the telephone line through a user supplied RJ-11C jack. Because 
the DAA partially powers itself from the telephone line's loop 
current, telephone line connection must be made for correct DAA 
performance. Terminating TIP and RING lines with just a 600 ohm 
resistor for testing purposes is not adequate since no loop 
current is provided. An 18 volt D.C. floating power supply in 
series with a 600 ohm resistor will provide a suitable test 
termination.

The CH1770 employs resident firmware to control every function of 
the modem. The CH1770 masks this firmware directly onto its 
resident controller.

The CH1770 is a Bell 212A-type modem component that uses the 
latest in LSI technology to implement a highly intelligent 
110/300/1200 bps modem component in less than 9 square inches.



I
I
I

I 2.4 Data Speed and Parity

I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I
I
I -3-

I

Dialing can be commanded to use either DTMF tone or rotary pulse 
dialing. Pause characters can be used to direct the CH1770 to 
pause during dialing. This enables the CH1770 to dial through 
PBX's, which commonly require the dialer to pause for an outside 
line, after dialing 9, before continuing to dial the rest of the 
number.

The CH1770 automatically adapts to the host's speed (110/300/1200 
bps) and parity (odd, even, mark, and space) by using a simple 
learning sequence. If, however, a remote modem calls the CH1770 
at a different speed and automatic speed adaption is enabled in 
the program register, it will automatically adapt to the remote 
modem's speed. The selected speed is indicated to the host at pin 
HS (high speed), and through a terse status message on RXD at the 
old speed.
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I
I 3.0 MECHANICAL SPECIFICATION

Pin Configuration3.1

I CH1770

I

I
ST

I
GNOI 23

I NOTES:

I Physical Denensions3.2

I CH1770

I T
22-

I 2322

2.102.54

I
1I

I -4-

I

7“

75

I
025 SO PINS

---- 3 30 -----

10 
TYP

C 

c

Q ’• 
20 
21 
n

□ •
□ SW1

□ •
□ •
□ •
□ SW2
□ •
□ •
□ rxo

□ •
□ «XO
□ •
□ •
□ ffUU□ n»
□ cm
□ CTT
□ 0*0

*22

1
25

BOTTOM VIEW 

____  3.74 ____

C
C c

cc 
c
c 
c
c 
c
C '5

*0
30
34
37
34 |zon»
33
34
33
32

30
20
24
27
24
23

* Indicates a factory test point. 
Make no connection to these pins.
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I 4.0 PIN DESCRIPTION
Telephone Line Interface:I

I OHO; pin 24 A high indicates that the modem

I Drive Capability: 3 LSTTL Loads
RI; pin 23I

I
I

Drive Capability: 3 LSTTL Loads

I POWER

I
I MODE CONTROL LINES:

SW1; pin 43

I Serial FormatSW1

I

I For 7one

I 1 LSTTL Load.Input Load:

I -5-

I

RING; pin 1
TIP; pin 5

pin 15
pin 13
pin 21

: +5v power supply input
: -5v power supply input
: signal and power ground return

input SW1 is used by the CH1770 to set the 
component's serial data format as shown below:

LOW 
HIGH

9 data bits (including parity)
8 bits (including parity) or 7

■ bits with 2 stop bits

+5V;
-5V;
GND;

: direct connects to the telephone line's RING and 
TIP leads through a user-supplied RJ-11C 
telephone line jack.

: OFF HOOK output, 
is off hook.

The CH1770's asynchronous data format requires 
start bit and at least one stop bit.

bit data selection, 2 stop bits minimum are 
required. The number of data bits selected 
includes parity.

: ring indication output. A low level indicates 
that the telephone line is ringing. The modem 
will answer at the end of the number of ring 
signals which is set in the "count" command (see 
Section 7.0). At power up the modem auto-answers 
after the second ring. A ring signal must be 
greater than 100 msec, in duration with greater 
than 500 msec, between rings.
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I
SW2; pin 39

I
I Input Load: 1-LSTTL Load.

I SERIAL HOST INTERFACE:
TXD; pin 35 Marking or a binaryI

Input Load: 1 LSTTL LoadI Received marking orRXD; pin 32

I Drive Capability: 2 LSTTL Loads
MR; pin 26I

2 LSTTL LoadsDrive Capability:
When this signal isCTS; pin 25I

2 LSTTL LoadsDrive Capability:
DCD; pin 29

I
2 LSTTL LoadsDrive Capability:I DTR; pin 36

I
1 LSTTL LoadInput Load:

-6-

: clear to send data output.
set low the CH1770 has set up the data call 
and is ready to transmit data.

: serial transmit data input.
1 condition is transmitted when high is asserted.

: serial receive data output.
binary 1 condition is indicated by a high output.

: Input SW2 is used to set the operation of the 
modem interface lines CTS, DSr, and DCD. If SW2 
is asserted low, these lines are asserted to the 
state of the DTR input, pin 36. If SW2 is forced 
high, normal RS-232C line signal sequencing is 
supported (see CH1770 Handshake Timing Diagram).

: receive data carrier detect output. When this 
output is set low, the received data carrier 
is present on the telephone line.

: data terminal ready input. This input must be 
set low before the modem can answer or initiate 
calls. Once a call has been established 
this line can be used to disconnect the call by 
setting DTR high for greater than 50ms.

: data set ready output. A low output on this pin 
indicates the modem is OFF HOOK in the data mode. 
If MR is set to follow DTR, this pin will 
indicate when DTR has been asserted ON.
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I
TM; pin 28

Drive Capability: 2 LSTTL Loads
HS; pin 16.I

I Drive Capability: 3 LSTTL Loads

I MISCELLANEOUS SIGNALS:
RST; pin 14

I 2 LSTTL LoadsInput Load:

I Note:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I -7-

I

: test mode output. This output is set low 
whenever the CH1770 is placed in the analog 
loopback test mode.

: high speed select output. A low on this level 
indicates the CH1770 is operating at 1200 bps. 
If HS is high, the modem is operating at 110 or 
300 bps.

This pin internally has a 10K ohm resistor 
connected to GND and a lOuf capacitor 
connected to +5 volts.

: CH1770 reset input. A high applied on RST resets 
the modem to the idle state and asserts the phone 
line off hook. At power up, this pin must be 
asserted high for a minimum of 10 ms after the 5 
volt supply has reached its operating region.
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5.0 TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

I

I

yI
I

>I •US

I CH 1770MART

IK

I swi

I 5WJ

I TYPICAL INTEGRAL 212A-TYPE MODEMFIGURE 1;

I -8-

I

-5

<r
<■

<-

TIR

RtNG

TtUfFHOMt LINt

SY3TTM 
•US

TO

AO

CYT

ffTH

fl

<5TW

TXO

AXO

cry
ON
ffCTJ

fl 

BTW

GNO
TIR

RING
a

as

»
23

Because of the CH1770's small size and component configuration, it 
is ideally suited to integrate modem communications into a host 
data product. The addition of communications to such products as 
CRT terminals, personal or business computers, or workstations, 
can vastly expand the capability of the product, allowing it to 
support electronic mail, data base access, remote diagnostics, 
distributed networking and other such functions.

StRIAU DATA
, FORMAT

t 1 OSA. CTS OCO

J FOLLOWS OTA

As can be seen in Figure 1, the CH1770 provides an efficient 
solution to 212A-type modem integration. Since its serial host 
interface supports RS-232C type lines at TTL levels, the CH1770 
directly interfaces to virually any UART. All that is needed to 
complete the modem integration function is to provide power to the 
CH1770 and connect it to the telephone line through a modular 
telephone jack (RJ-llC-type). The telephone line interface is FCC 
registered and a registration label is included with each CH1770 
for application to the outside of the host product. No 
recertification is necessary.
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I
I
I
I

I
TELEPHONE JACK

TIF

I 0.CH 1770

RING

RJ 11C

I
FIGURE 2:

I

I
I -9-

I

before the modem can operate.. This allows the CH1770 to adapt to 
virtually any UART environment.

ADDITIONAL CIRCUITRY NEEDED FOR CANADIAN DOC REGISTRATION

WHERE: R,. R, - IQ %W CARBON FILM RESISTORS
□ , « 250V VARISTOR (PANASONIC ERZ-CIOOK391)

The telephone interface type is permissive, which means the 
product user is permitted to make the telephone line connection 
through a modular RJ-llC-type telephone jack. The FCC, however, 
requires that the end product user be provided with the 
installation rules and regulations from their Part 68 so it is 
necessary to have such information as presented in SECTION 8.0 
(FCC GENERAL INFORMATION) in the end product's User's Manual.
The CH1770 can additionally be approved for Canadian telephone 
line connection. This must be done after the modem is installed 
in the host. The host system must then be submitted to Canadian 
DOC (Department of Communications) for approval. Because the DOC 
requires additional protection, the following additional telephone 
line interface circuitry, (shown in the dotted box), is needed. 
This circuitry is optional for FCC Part 68 registration in the 
U.S.A, (see Figure 2).

ADDED CIRCUITS ----

The integral modem of Figure 1 is controlled by the host product 
through the exchange of serial asynchronous commands, as detailed 
in SECTION 6.0 (MODEM CONTROL). Not all the CH1770 host interface 
lines need to be used. All that is needed by the CH1770 is 
transmit and receive serial data: TXD and RXD. All the other 
lines can be left unconnected, except which must be low or ON
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I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I

i \

I
I
I
I
I . -10-

I

e..

A

The CH1770 can also implement a stand alone 212A-type modem.
Figure 3 displays the minimum configuration modem. The entire 
standalone modem consists only of the CH1770, some RS-232C level 
converters, and LED an display driver.

The SW2 input allows further specification of the operation of the 
interface lines: CTS, DSR and DCD. When SW2 is asserted high, 
these lines follow the normal EIA-RS-232C specified handshake 
format. When SW2 is asserted low, however, CTS, DSR and DCD 
follow the state of the DTR input. This unique option allows the 
CH1770 to operate with the most stubborn "smart" terminals. Many 
times "smart" terminals (and also the IBM PC) insist on CTS, DSR 
and DCD all to be ON before they will enable the serial data 
interface. After a data call is set up, all of these lines are 
indeed ON so serial communication can take place. Since none of 
these lines are ON before a call is set up, the host's serial data 
channel is disabled, therefore making it impossible to send serial 
commands to the CH1770 to auto-dial, for example. This is also a 
common problem experienced by intelligent standalone modems. 
The CH1770 option to make CTS, DSR and DCD follow DTk solves 
this problem.
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I
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CTS
MR
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DTR
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TM

INTELLIGENT STANDALONE 212A-TYPE MODEM 
(Minimum Configuration)
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i
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I
I 6.0 MODEM CONTROL

The CH1770 supports serial asynchronous communication.
I
I
I
I
I
I Choosing Speed and Parity6.1

The currentI speed is indicated by the CH1770 on output pin, US'.

I
V

I

I -12-

I

For the CH1770 to adapt to parity or speed it must first be idle. 
It cannot be in the midst of a data call or currently executing a 
command.

The host can set the speed and parity settings of the CH1770 by 
sending it a four (4) character training sequence.

The CH1770 has both a high and a low speed data channel. The high 
speed channel is set at 1200 bps, whereas the low speed channel is 
either 110 or 300 bps.

The US pin is valid only during a connection. This pin is 
normally only used after answering a call since the modem adapts 
to the speed of the calling remote modem which is unknown to the 
local host.

Before a 
call has entered.the data mode, the CH1770 enables a built-in 
asynchronous command interpreter that allows the host product to 
issue modem commands serially over the transmit data line, TXD. 
Similarly, the CH1770 returns its status to the host over the 
receive asynchronous data line, RXD.
If the CH1770's DTR line is asserted ON (low) and no call is in 
progress, the command interpreter LISTEN'S to data sent by the 
host in an effort to decode a command. If a command is 
recognized, it is.immediately executed and a completion status is 
returned to the host.
After a data call is in progress, modem commands and data are sent 
over the same interface. It is therefore important for the CH1770 
to understand when it should interpret the serial transmit data 
for commands. Use of the UNLISTEN command allows this discrimination.

To set just the speed of the modem (110, 300, or 1200 bps), the 
host should send the CH1770 a <space'Xspace> sequence. This will 
allow speed selection of either 110, 300, or 1200 bps. If both 
speed and parity are to be changed, the following sequence should 
be sent: <space><space>XY. X and Y must be upper case, and 
<space> is the character sent when the keyboard's space bar key is 
typed (decimal ASCII code 32).
Each training character sent must be followed by a 200 millisecond 
minimum pause where no characters are sent.
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I
I TRAINING CHARACTER DESCRIPTION

I <space><space> adapt to host speed
adapt to host speed & parity<space><space>XY

I

I
I

Serial Line Protocol6.2
I
I
I
I
I Two examples of commands would then look like the following:

I
I
I
I
I -13-

I

<COm>DIAL 'TB(408)555-1010'<CR>
<Com>DIAL 'PB(408)555-1010',QUERY<CR>

The arguments are all 
The numbers themselves are ASCII

Each command line 
At power-up <com> 
It may be redefined, 

however, using the NEW command (see Section 7.0).

All commands issued to the CH1770 are encoded in ASCII and are 
preceded by a single command character, <com>. 
is terminated by a carriage return, <CR>. 
defaults to control N (decimal ASCII 14).

Multiple commands can be placed on one line separated by commas. 
The commands themselves consist of the command character followed 
by the command word, a delimiter, all arguments, and then the 
closing carriage return or comma. The maximum length of any 
command line, however, is 40 characters. If multiple commands are 
issued on a single line, only the first command shall be proceeded 
by a command character.

The CH1770 uses' the trained speed to originate calls. On answer 
calls, however, the CH1770 adapts to the remote modem's 
speed. Answer speed selection is made between either high speed 
(1200 bps) or low speed (110 or 300 bps). The selection of either 
110 or 300 bps in the low speed channel is controlled by the last 
low speed trained. For example, if the CH1770 had previously been 
trained to 110 bps, the modem will auto-select the answer speed at 
either 110 or 1200 bps. If 300 bps was the last trained low 
speed, as is the default state at power up, the modem will 
auto-answer select between 300 and 1200 bps.

If the argument is not given in the command, the command will 
assume the default value as the argument.  ____
ASCII numbers and/or characters.
encoded hex ('O' - '9' and 'A' - 'F').

In both cases, the notation <com> is equivalent to the single 
command character. The delimiter separating the command from the 
arguments is always a space. Only the first character of the 
command itself is significant. All remaining characters are 
ignored up to the first space following the command.
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I
I
I

be transmitted by sending itcan

I <comXcom>

I
I
I
I

<com><status characterXLFXCR>I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I -14-

I

The command character itself 
twice in a row:

The CH1770 absorbs all commands without sending them on through to 
the telephone line.

Commands can be aborted while in progress by sending the CH1770 
another command. The CH1770 will abort the current command upon 
receiving the new command's <com> character and then begin 
executing the new command after receiving the complete command line.

Unsolicited messages result from external events such as telephone 
line ringing, telephone line hang-ups due to loss of carrier, and 
auto-answer line connection. On power-up or after execution of a 
RESET instruction, the unsolicited status messages are disabled. 
They may be enabled through the use of the PROGRAM command (see 
Section 7.0). Exact status message format is detailed in SECTION 
7.0 (DETAILED COMMAND AND STATUS DESCRIPTION). The symbols <CR> 
and <LF> represent 'carriage return' and 'line feed,' 
respectively.

The CH1770 returns its status to the host over the receive data 
line, RXD. All status messages are framed as shown below:

Two types of status messages exist; 1) Solicited, and 2) 
Unsolicited. Messages that result from the execution of a command 
are called solicited. These messages generally provide 
information about command completion.

A command character, <com>, precedes each message to let the host 
know that this is a status message and not data from the remote 
modem.

This would send the character a single time, if the modem is in 
the middle of a data call. There are two other methods of 
transmitting the command character. The first is to change the 
command character to another character and then transmit the 
former command character. The second way is to place the modem in 
the UNLISTEN mode and then transmit the character.
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I
I 6.3 CH 1770 Command Summary

COMMAND DESCRIPTIONI force off-hook and answer call<com>Answer<CR>

I send break n x 250 msec<com>Break n<CR>
<com>Count n<CR>

I
I <com>Dial s<CR>

I <com>End<CR> hang up
<com>New n<CR>I
<com>Originate<CR>I

set internal modem options<com>Program n<CR>
I return modem status<com>Query<CR>

reset modem options to defaults<com>Reset<CR>I start/stop the modem test<com>Test n<CR>
<com>Unlisten n<CR>

I make modem quiet<com>Zzzz<CR>

CH1770 Status Summary6.4

data call answered<com>A<LFXCR>I modem disconnect<com>D<LFXCR>

I <Com>N<LFXCR>

I -15-

I

dial last, immediate, or until 
answered

ring and ringback counter
0 ignore ring signal, no auto answer
1-9 answer after n rings

give up dialing after n+4 
ringback signals

set new value of command 
character <com> to n
force OFF HOOK and enter 
originate data mode

no answer or command 
execution failed

set CH1770 to LISTEN or
UNLISTEN to commands during data 
transmission
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I
ring signal received<com>R<LFXCR>

<com>W<LFXCR>
I command complete acknowledgement<comXLFXCR>

I command entry error<com>?<LFXCR>
number dialed statusCCOmXDIALED NUMBERXLFXCR>

I <com><H1 H2XLFXCR>

I Disconnect Sources6.5

I
I - received long space (optional)

- END command
- DTR asserted off (high)

I - RESET command
- hardware reset, pin 14

I
I
I
I
I
I
I -16-

I

modem answer but host is at 
wrong speed

HjH2 represent hex status of the 
program register

The CH1770 can be disconnected from a number of different sources 
once a data call has been established. The following events will 
disconnect a call:
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I
7.0 DETAILED COMMAND AND STATUS DESCRIPTIONI

DESCRIPTIONSYMBOL

I <com>

I
line feed<LF>

I carriage return<CR>
optional parameter[ ]
optional parameters that may occur 0 to n[ ]n timesI specifies the inclusive set n through mn.. .m

<SP> space
<letter> A...Z a.. .z

I command including argument if needed<command>
number<n>I single quote or apostrophe<quote>

I <number> dialed number string

I Each CH1770 command follows the following syntax:
<com><command>[,<command>]<CR>

I

<com>?<LFXCR>
I The following command description will detail the correct syntax,

function and an example for each command.
-17-

I

To concisely describe the CH1770's commands and status messages, 
a few symbols will be used as defined below:

command character. Defaults to control N at 
power-up, but may be set to another 
character with the NEW command.

Single or multiple commands may be given to the CH1770 as 
described in SECTION 6.0 (MODEM CONTROL) but each command line 
must fit within the 40 character command buffer. If this buffer 
is exceeded, an entry error is returned to the host:
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I
I ANSWER

SYNTAX: <com>A[NSWER]<CR>
FUNCTION:I

I <COm>N<LFXCR>

I
<com>A<LFXCR>

I

<com>W<LFXCR>I
I
I
I
I
I

EXAMPLE:

I -18-

I

<com>ANSWER<CR>
or <com>answer<CR>
or <com>A<CR>
or <com>a<CR>

If after nominally 17 seconds the originating modem 
has not completed the handshake connect sequence, the 
call is aborted, returning the status:

Takes the CH1770 OFF HOOK, pauses nominally 2 seconds, 
then sends answer tone (2225Hz) on the telephone line.

If the calling modem completes the handshake connect 
sequence and is at the same speed as the local CH1770, 
the following status is returned to the host:

If the handshake sequence is completed but the calling 
modem is at a different speed (110/300 or 1200 bps), 
the CH1770 returns the following status at the host's 
old speed:

The same CH1770 operation occurs if a call is 
auto-answered, except the answer sequence is initiated 
automatically by telephone line ringing instead of 
from the ANSWER command. The same status messages 
result but because the answer operation was not 
initiated by the local host, these messages are 
classified as unsolicited and therefore only occur if 
unsolicited status messages are enabled (see the 
PROGRAM Command).

then switches to the other speed. The CH1770 can be 
optioned to disable automatic speed, however. After 
returning the W status it maintains its speed setting 
and waits for a host command, such as END. This 
enables the host, if unable to switch speeds, to 
command an END to the connection before the speed 
switch is made (see the PROGRAM Command).



I
I
I

BREAK

I SYNTAX: <com>B[REAK] [<SPXn>]<CR>

I Where <n> is 1.. .9

FUNCTION:

I <comXLFXCR>

<com>B<SP>l<CR>EXAMPLE:

I Sends a 250ms space

I COUNT

I <com>C [OUNT] <SPXnXCR>SYNTAX:
Where <n> is 0...9

I FUNCTION:

I
I <comXLFXCR>

The counter power-up default count is 2.I <com>C<SP>4<CR>EXAMPLE:

DIAL

I
I -19-

I

27-

The CH1770 auto-answers after the fourth RING and 
gives up auto-dialing after the eighth.

There are 2 basic variations of the dialing command: dial last, 
and dial immediate. All dialing commands can be directed to dial 
using either DTMF tone or rotary-type pulse dialing.

Sends a break (long space) condition for n times 250 
milliseconds. (If the BREAK command is given without 
an argument, an argument of 1 is assumed.) After the 
break is complete the following status is returned:

Sets the RING and RING-BACK counter. Incoming calls 
are auto-answered after n RINGS whereas auto-dialed 
calls give up waiting for answer tone after n + 4 
RING-BACK tone cycles. If n is specified as 0, the 
CH1770 will not auto-answer calls. The completion of 
the command is signified by the returned status:
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I

MeaningCharacterI
dialed digits0...9 1

4TB

4PB

I 2B

I 2Z

I
place holding characters

I spaces are illegal<SP>

I
I -20-

I

The following characters are allowed in the number string and 
occupy the indicated number string positions:

dials the digits in the number string 
using rotary-type pulses.

Along with telephone number digits the number string can also 
contain control characters that direct the CH1770 to dial using 
tone or pulse dialing. Also, pause or wait characters can be 
inserted that enables tandem dialing through PBX's.

Number
String Positions

2
1
1
1

dials the digits in the number string 
using DTMF tones.

If control characters 
Each digit occupies one

)
(

if placed as the last character in 
the number string, the CH1770 
terminates the dialing command 
without going into the originate data 
call mode. The CH1770 stays OFF HOOK 
with its modulator squelched.

Each number string can be 32 digits long, 
are used, fewer numbers may be entered, 
number string position, whereas control characters occupy 2 or 4 
positions.

inserts a 2 second pause in the 
dialing sequence.

Each dialing variation refers to a sequence of numbers (hereafter 
referred to as a "number string") as a source for the number to be 
dialed. For immediate-type dialing commands the number string is 
supplied with the command, whereas the dial last command refers to 
a number string previously entered in the CH1770.
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I
I The following examples are typical number strings:

Number Strings Meaning

TB767-1111

I PB767-1111

I PB767-1111Z

I
I TB7771234BB12345678408767111199

I
I

I
<comXNUMBERXLFXCR>

I
I
I
I
I -21-

I

After the completion of dialing, the CH1770 monitors the telephone 
line for modem answer tone.

The following status messages are returned immediately after the 
dialed number message:

A 'no answer' status message will be returned if the answer 
tone or some other timer reset signal is not received prior to 
timeout.

dials 767-1111 using tones after waiting 2 
seconds.

same as the previous number string except 
after dialing 767-1111 the modem does not go 
into the originate data mode. It stays OFF 
HOOK with its modulator squelched waiting 
for the next command. This is very useful 
for placing voice calls.

dials 767-1111 using pulses after waiting 2 
seconds.

After a dialing command is given to the CH1770, the appropriate 
number string is interpreted to determine how the dialing process 
should proceed. As the number is dialed, the dialed number string 
is returned to the host in the form of a status message:

dials 777-1234 using tones, then a 4 second 
pause is inserted before the number 12345678 
is dialed. Finally, the number (408)767-1111 
is dialed, followed by a two digit
access code, 99. This is a typical number 
string used for calling through long 
distance carrier facilities.

This enables the host to follow the progress of the number dialed. 
If the number string is terminated with Z however, no further 
action is taken by the CH1770. The modem is left OFF HOOK with 
the modulator squelched. This method of dialing is important if 
dialing is intended to reach a non-modem party.
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I
Call Progress Status Meaning

<com>A<LFXCR> data call answeredI <com>N<LFXCR>

I
I <com>D[IAL] [<SPXn>]<CR>SYNTAX:

Where <n> is 0...9
FUNCTION:

answered.
<com>D<CR>EXAMPLE:

I Dials the last number dialed
<com>D<SP>5<CR>I

Dial Immediate;B.
<Com>D[IAL] <SPXQUOTEXNUMBERXQUOTE> [ <SPXn> ] <CR>SYNTAX:I

I
FUNCTION:

I <com>D<SP>'TB761-1111'<CR>EXAMPLE:
Dials 767-1111 using tone dialing.

I
I
I -22-

I

Dials the last number dialed and retries up to 5 times 
if the call is unanswered.

Where <n> is 0...9
<NUMBER> is a telephone number of 32 digits or 
less, including control characters.

Dials the telephone number specified in the command 
and if <n> is specified, the CH1770 will retry the 
number n times or until answered. There is a 2 second 
pause between retries.

Dials the last number dialed and if <n> is specified, 
the CH1770 will retry the number n times or until

There is a 2 second pause between retries.

no answer, results from no modem 
answer tone within a 17 second period.
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I
END

I SYNTAX: <COm>E[ND]<CR>

FUNCTION:

I
<C0mXLFXCR>

I
NEW

<com>N [EW] <SPXnXCR>SYNTAX:

I FUNCTION:

I
<comXLFXCR>I <com>N<SP>/<CR>EXAMPLE:

I
I ORIGINATE

I <c0m>0[RIGINATE]<CR>SYNTAX:

FUNCTION:

I
I

<com>N<LFXCR>

I -23-

I

argument. 
control-N.

If the remote modem's answer tone is not detected 
after nominally 17 seconds, the CH1770 returns the 
status:

The command character <com> is replaced by the new 
command character <n> specified in the command

The power-up default command character is 
On command completion, the following 

status is returned using the new <com> character.

Takes.the CH1770 OFF HOOK and forces an originate mode 
call. This command is useful if a call is manually 
dialed and later a data call is desired.

Replaces the current command character with / (slash). 
This is useful when the CH1770 is being controlled by 
a human through a 'dumb' terminal, since / is a 
printing character.

Ends the call in progress. The following status is 
returned to indicate command completion:
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I
I
I <COm>A<LFXCR>

EXAMPLE: <com>0<CR>

I
PROGRAM

I <COm>P[R0GRAM][<SP>H1H2]<CR>SYNTAX:

I FUNCTION:

I PARAMETER DESCRIPTION

I

I
must always be zero0

I
I
I must always be zero0

I
<Com>H1H2 <LFXCR>

I -24-

I

0.
1.

0
1

0 
1

I

0
1

0
1

Forces an originate call sequence at the modem's 
currently trained speed.

If the call is answered, the following status is 
returned:

If the command is entered without an argument, the 
current program configuration is returned as status:

.does not assert OFF HOOK during modem test 

.does assert OFF HOOK during modem test

enables answer mode speed switching 
disables answer mode speed switching
disables unsolicited status messages 
enables unsolicited status messages
disables echoing of commands 
enables echoing of commands

4 0

I0..disconnects on loss of receive carrier
l..does not disconnect on loss of receive carrier

enables sending & receiving of long space on disconnect 
disables sending & receiving of long space on disconnect

Sets or displays the CH1770's internal option 
parameters. The argument, HiH2, is a two digit hex 
number that specifies the option configuration.

H2
a

hi
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I
I
I <comXLFXCR>

The power-up default status is 00,I
I

EXAMPLE: <com>P<CR>I Displays the current configuration

I <com>P<SP>04<CR>

I
QUERY

I <com>Q[UERY]<CR>SYNTAX:
Commands the CH1770 to return its current status.FUNCTION:I The following message is returned:

I <com>OCHSAUX./Xi X2<LFXCR>
Where:

I
I
I
I -25-

I

OFF HOOK asserted 
carrier detected 
high speed (H:1200,M:300,L:110 bps) 
self test enabled 
analog loop test enabled 
unlisten mode enabled 
modem echoes commands 
current hex TEST error count

O
C
H,M,L
S
A
U
XAx2

If an argument is specified, the internal option 
changes are made and the command complete status is 
returned to the host:

Programs the CH1770 to not disconnect on long received 
spaces and not send long spaces on disconnect. All 
other parameters are at their power-up default state.

Hy position 2, enables unsolicited status messages if 
programmed to be a 1. Messages are considered to be 
unsolicited if they result from an occurrence other 
than a host command. Such messages occur as a result 
of auto-answer, incoming telephone line ringing, and 
disconnect resulting from loss of carrier or received 
long space.



I
I
I
I EXAMPLE: <com>Q<CR>

I X./OO<CR><com>OCH

I
I RESET

I <com>R[ESET]<CR>SYNTAX:

I FUNCTION:

<com>R<CR>EXAMPLE:I
I
I TEST

I <com>T[EST] [<SPXn>] <CR>SYNTAX:
FUNCTION:

I Test Mode<n>

I
I

-26-

I

If a period (.) replaces any of the status characters 
it implies the negative or opposite status condition.

Resets the CH1770 to its power-up default condition 
(see individual commands for default condition).

This indicates that the modem is OFF HOOK, detecting 
high speed carrier and set to echo all transmitted 
commands back to the host.

The CH1770's status is queried during a normal data 
transmission and the following is returned:

Analog Loop, originate mode
Analog Loop, answer mode
Analog Loop Self Test, originate mode 
Analog Loop Self Test, answer mode 
Exit the test mode.

0
1
2
3 

(absent)

The modem resets to its power up default state then 
waits for a speed and parity training sequence. A 
minimum 300 ms pause after this command response must 
proceed the new training sequence.

Commands the entry and exit of the test mode. To 
enter the test mode, the TEST command is issued with 
the argument <n> which indicates any of 4 different 
test modes:
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I
I
I

TESTSI DESCRIPTION

0,1: Analog LoopI

2,3:

I
I

<com>T<SPXnXCR>EXAMPLE:
Enter test mode specified by <n>I <com>T<CR>
Exit test mode

UNLISTENI
<com>U[NLISTEN] [<SPXn>]<CR>SYNTAX:I Where <n> is 0 or 1 or absent

I FUNCTION:

I -27-

Analog Loop 
Self Test

Enables or disables the CH1770 command interpreter in 
the data transmission mode. The command interpreter 
is always enabled when the CH1770 is not in the middle

To exit any of the TEST modes the TEST command should 
be given again without an argument. The resulting 
status sent back to the host is exactly as described 
in the QUERY command.

modulates the transmit data asserted on 
TXD and loops it back through its own 
demodulator and outputs the resultant 
receive data on RXD. This allows the 
host to test the entire CH1770 by 
checking to see if the receive data 
matches the transmit data.
same as Analog Loop except the CH1770 
transmits a pseudo random data pattern in 
place of the host data. It then checks 
to see that the correct data pattern is 
received. Detected errors cause the 
CH1770 to increment its self test error 
register. Since the self test register 
is cleared upon the start of the test 
mode, the error count status returned at 
the end of the test command represents 
the number of data errors encountered 
during the test. The register maximum 
count is FF hex.
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I

I
Description<n>I

listens for commands in the data modeargument absent
0

I

1I
I
I
I

<comXLFXCR>

I <Com>U<CR>EXAMPLE:

<com>U<SP>0<CR>
I

I -28-

I

The CH1770 returns the following status to 
show command completion:

Sets the CH1770 to listen to commands in the data 
mode.

Sets the CH1770 to not listen (or unlisten) to 
commands during the data mode until it receives a 
break.

The command assures that inadvertent 
embedded commands in blocks of data sent 
through the CH1770 will not inappropriately 
affect the data transmission. Both binary 
and ASCII files can therefore be passed 
through the modem with complete data 
transparency assured.

does not listen for commands in the data 
mode until the host transmits a break (start 
bit, data bits all zero, and a zero stop 
bit). Thereafter, the CH1770 listens for 
host commands until it is commanded to again 
UNLISTEN. The host's break signal is 
absorbed by the command interpreter and does 
not pass on through to the telephone line.
does not listen for commands in the data 
mode. The only way the host can command the 
CH1770 to disconnect at the end of the call 
in this mode is to assert DTR OFF (high).

of a data call. Once a call is set up, three 
different UNLISTEN modes are possible. At power-up, 
the default state of the command interpreter is in the 
LISTEN mode.
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I
I <com>U<SP>l<CR>

z z z z
SYNTAX: <com>Z[ZZZ]<CR>I FUNCTION:

I
I
I

<comXLFXCR>

I
I
I
I

I
-29-

I

The following status is returned on completion of the 
ZZZZ command:

Sets the CH1770 to not listen to commands during the 
data mode.

If both modems on either end are optioned to not 
disconnect on carrier loss, this command can enable 
the telephone connection to be used for voice and data 
switching under host control.

Makes the modem quiet. When the command is given, the 
modem squelches its transmitter and stays OFF HOOK. 
To escape this command, either the ORIGINATE, ANSWER 
or END commands should be issued.
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I
8.0 FCC GENERAL INFORMATION

I

Section 68.100 GENERALI
I Section 68.104 STANDARD PLUGS AND JACKS

I (a) General

I

I
NOTIFICATION TO TELEPHONE COMPANYSection 68.106I

I
I

Section 68.108 INCIDENCE OF HARM

I
I -30-

I

Terminal equipment may be directly connected to the telephone 
network in accordance with the rules and regulations...of this 
part.

FCC rules and regulations under part 68, requires the following 
information be provided to-the user of FCC-registered terminal 
equipment such as the Cermetek CH1770.

"Should terminal equipment or protective circuitry cause harm to 
the telephone network, the telephone company shall, where 
practicable, notify the customer that temporary discontinuance of 
service may be required; however, where prior notice is not 
practicable, the telephone company may temporarily disconnect 
service forthwith, if such action is reasonable in the 
circumstances, in case of such temporary discontinuance, the 
telephone company shall (1) promptly notify the customer of such

"Customers connecting terminal equipment or protective circuitry 
to the telephone network shall, before such connection is made, 
give notice to the telephone company of the particular line(s) to 
which such connection is to be made, and shall provide to the 
telephone company the FCC Registration Number and Ringer 
Equivalence of the registered terminal equipment or protective 
circuitry. The customer shall give notice to the telephone 
company upon final disconnection of such equipment or circuitry 
from the particular lines(s)."

"Except for telephone company-provided ringers, all 
connections to the telephone network shall be made through 
standard (USOC) plugs and standard telephone company- 
provided jacks, in such a manner as to allow for easy and 
immediate disconnection of the terminal equipment. Standard 
jacks shall be so arranged that if the plug connected thereto 
is withdrawn, no interference to the operation of equipment 
at the customer's premises which remains connected to the 
telephone network shall occur by reason of such withdrawal."
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I
I
I

Section 68.216I
I

I
Section 68.218(b) ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS TO USER

I 1.

2.

I 3.

I
I
I

I
I -31-

I

"...registered terminal equipment or protective circuitry may 
not be used with coin lines."
"...when trouble is experienced, the customer shall 
disconnect the registered equipment from the telephone line 
to determine if the registered equipment is malfunctioning, 
and...if the registered equipment is malfunctioning, the use 
of such equipment shall be discontinued until the problem has 
been corrected."

REPAIR OF REGISTERED TERMINAL EQUIPMENT 
AND REGISTERED PROTECTIVE CIRCUITRY

temporary discontinuance, (2) afford the customer the opportunity 
to correct the situation which gave rise to the temporary 
discontinuance, and (3) inform the customer of the right to bring 
a complaint to the Commission pursuant to the procedures set forth 
in Subpart E of this Part."

"Repair of registered terminal equipment and registered protective 
circuitry shall be accomplished only by the manufacturer or 
assembler thereof or by their authorized agent; however, routine 
repairs may be performed by a user, in accordance with the 
instruction manual if the applicant certifies that such routine 
repairs will not result in noncompliance with the rules in Subpart 
D of this Part." (This applies anytime during and after the 
factory warranty period. Faulty equipment should be returned to 
the Cermetek Distributor or Cermetek Factory for repair.)

"...the user must give notice to the telephone company in 
accordance with the requirements of Section 68.106..." for 
connecting the CH1770 to the telephone line.
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I
9.0 ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS

I Power: +5V +/~5%, -5V +/-5%
• TA: 0-60 degrees C

PARAMETERS UNITSMAXSYMBOL CONDITIONS TYPMINI
I .8

I
.45

I
I ZlineAC Impedance 600 ohm

Surge ProtectionI
I -10 -9 dbm600 ohm line termination -11Ptx

-43 dBOFF to ON detectionRearI -48 dBON to OFF drop out

I 20M ohmON HOOK impedance Zonhk
20 100Hoop mALOOP CURRENT

I B468NR-68618-DM-E

0.4BRINGER EQUIVALENCE

I

I -32-

I

2.0
-.3

2.4
0.0

3.5
.2

Carrier Transmit 
Level

Input current high 
Input current low

Carrier Receive 
Sensitivity

FCC Registration 
Number

Vih
Vil

Voh
Vol

Conforms to all FCC Part 
68 surge, hazardous 
voltage, and leakage

500 
-500

V
V

lih 
lil

jiA 
PA

V 
v

OH = .2mA
OL = .2mA

LOGIC I/O LINES 
input high
Input Low

Output high 
Output low
TELEPHONE LINE
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I
I UNITSPARAMETERS CONDITIONS MAXSYMBOL MIN TYP

-6

I
11I MAKE/BREAK RATIO

750650

I
Ted 300Carrier Detect 150 msI 110 or 300 BPS 225175 200Tena ms

I 8001200 BPS 750 775 ms
125 150110 or 300 BPS 175Teno ms

I 1400 15001200 BPS 1475 ms
2.0 2.2TbdBilling Delay Sec
0.1 2.0Ring Cycle ON 3.0Tron Sec

i 0.5 4.CTroffRing Cycle OFF 6.0 Sec
DISCONNECT TIMING

I 50TdtrDTR Forced ms
10

1.6OptionalLong Received Space Tlrs Sec
77Loss of Carrier Tic ms

4Optional 4.5TslsSend Long Space Sec

I
Current at +5 volts 300 350Icc mA

I Current at -5 voltsIhmv 30 45 mA

-33-

Clear to Send 
Delay (Answer)

Clear to Send 
Delay (Originate)

DTR asserted OFF (high) 
DTR asserted ON (low)

Carrier drop out, 
Optional

100 
100
10 

40/60 
700

-4
+1.0
110

dBm 
% 
ms 
ms 
PPS 
% 
ms

-8
-1.0

90
90
9

DTMF LEVEL
DTMF FREQ ACCURACY
DTMF ON TIME
DTMF OFF TIME
PULSE SPEED
PULSE RATIO
PULSE INTERDIGIT
DTE INTERFACE
IIUIN'G
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I
PARAMETERS SYMBOL CONDITIONS UNITSMIN MAXTYPI WEIGHT lb.3

I RATE 1200 BPS PSK Asynchronous +1.0-2.5 %
I 110 or 300 BPS, FSK +2.5 %

BIT Error Rate
I
I

CH1770 HANDSHAKE TIMING DIAGRAM
• DON'T CARE TRANSMIT DATA ENABLEDTXDI RXD

RECEIVE DATA ENABLED

I 1 (DIALING COMPLETE)

CTS

I BCD

I *5

ORIG CARRIER*

I ANS CARRIER*
TRANSMIT DATA ENABLEDTXD

RXD RECEIVE DATA ENABLEDI
I CT5

I «r

I I NEW ANSWER SPEEDh3

I -34-

I

ORIGINATE 
CH 1770

ANSWER 
CH1770

5TW
BSE 

Average Line 5dB S/N 
110 or 300 BPS

Average Line, 9dB S/N 
1200 BPS

Errors/
Sec I

Errors/ 
Sec

-rW—

1_J u
OLD SPEED

2225 Hz

—[

SELECTED SPEED: 1*300 BPS. 0*1200 BPS

pcU

-2.5 |

■J1 DON’T CARE

io-5

10'5



Memory Board Theory of Operation - page 28-1

32 Kbyte RAM BoardI
Theboard.

I
I
I
I
I

7911/RPC Jumpers for use with Rev A ProcessorI
I 7911/RPC Jumpers for use with Rev B Processor (all RAM)

I 7911/RPC Jumpers for use with Rev B Processor with EEPROM

I
I

Chips suitable for use in the 7911/RPC include:I H&F P/N Part NumberManufacturerType

I 3130-2016RAM

3130-2816EEPROM

I
I
I J

strap 3-8
strap 1-2

J2 - J4
J3 - J5

J2 - J4
J3 - J5

J2 - J4
J3 - J5

Toshiba
Mostek 
Mitsubishi
Xicor 
Seeq

IB, 2A, 2B, 7A, 7B, 8A, 8B 
3B, 4A, 4B, 5A, 5B, 6A

strap none 
strap 1-8

strap 3-8
strap 1-2

TMM2O16P-2
MK4802-N-3
M58725P
X2816AD-45
DQ2816A-350

Load with RAM: 
Leave Empty:

board 
B 

Z._. 2 r__ _Z__ ZZ Z_ _Z J.':'___ Z..o r (address
the RAM board can be partially loaded with EEPROM (X2816A), 

If loaded as shown below, a 
can be saved to the RAM board EEPROM using the statement SAVE 

The program can be loaded using the statement LOAD EEPROM 24576. 
it is necessary to 

This provides a "hole" in the 
If this hole were not present,

Load with EEPROM; 1A, 
3A, 
6B

This section describes the optional Matrix 7911/RPC memory 
manual put out by Matrix follows.

The RAM board is typically loaded with 16 2 Kbyte static RAM chips.The RAM board is typically loaded with 16 2 Kbyte static RAM chips. When 
used with a revision A processor board, the RAM board is set to provide 32 K of 
RAM from address 0 up (the bottom 2 K overlays the RAM on the processor L_. 
since the RAM board allocates in 4 K blocks). When used with a revision 
processor board, the RAM board provides 32 K of RAM starting up 8 K 
$2000). Finally, 1 
allowing larger programs to be held in EEPROM. 
Basic program 
EEPROM 24576.
Note that if the board is partially loaded with EEPROM, 
leave the "6B" socket on the RAM board empty, 
memory map that Basic finds on initialization.
Basic would try to use the EEPROM as RAM, overwriting the program.
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I
7911/RPC RAM PROM CARDI
REVIS5W AI

I
I
t
1
I
I

This manual has been carefully checked for accuracy

and is thought to be fully consistent with the product

I Although Matrix Corporation assumes fullit describes.

I Furthermore, the information containedassume liability.

herein is of a proprietary nature and is not to beI reproduced without prior written consent of Matrix

I Corporation.

I 1981 by Matrix Corporation, Raleigh, NCCopyright @

I
I
I

responsibility for this manual’s content, we do not
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I SECTION 1

I GENERAL INFORMATION

I 1.1 Introducti on
This Users manual contains detailed information on theI preparation and use of the 7911/RPC, RAM PROM Card. Also
included in this manual is documentation concerning theoryI of operation, component layout, and the electrical schematic.
All address and data references preceded by a {(dollar)

I
1 .2 General DescriptionI The 7911/RPC is a 32K Byte Random Access or Read Only

I Memory board, configured as 8-4K byte, relocatable blocks
of memory space.

This card conforms to all the STD BUS standards andI provides a complete 64K memory system with only 2 cards.

I 1.3

I
versatile as possible, meeting all specifications

I The address lines are decoded in aof an STD BUS system.
manner
each 4K block consists of two memory ICs.

I industry standard 2716 pin outs.

I
-1-

I

General Design
The 7911/RPC is designed to provide a high density memory

that permits 16 4K positions in the 64K address space,
Each IC uses the

unit, as

sign are in hexadecimal notation.
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I
1.4

I Fi gure 1.1 shows,RAM or EPROM on a single card.
Configuration of the linesfunctionally, how it was done.I to the memory ICs was selected so the largest number of

I All clocks, address,'types of ICs could be accommodated.
control and data lines are buffered from the STD BUS.

I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I

I 7911/RPC RAM PROM CARD

I
-2-I

Block Diagram
The principal function of the 7911/RPC is to provide the 
User with high density memory space available for static
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FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAMI
I

I V

I
I
I
I
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I
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I
I
I -3-
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I
SECTION 2

PREPARATION AND INSTALLATION

I 2.1 General

I This section provides instructions to prepare the 7911/RPC
memory board for use in STD BUS Systems. Included are

I unpacking instructions, for the proper environmental and
electrical requirements of the 7911/RPC, and strappingI instructions, for all operational options of the unit.
Instal1ation. instructions and procedures are included inI this section.

I
2.2 Unpacking and Inspection

I Carefully unpack the 7911/RPC and remove the anti-static
It is recommended that the anti-static bagshipping bag.I be retained for future use in storing the unit should it

I Closely inspect the unit for anybe removed from service.
visible damage (i.e., cracked board, damaged or missing

I ICs, or other components, etc.) and note any discrepancies.
If a damaged unit is received, contact MatrixNote:I Corporation immediately for handling instructions.

I Operation Requirements2.3

I The 7911/RPC operates at temperatures of from 0°C to 55°C
in relative humidity not to exceed 95%.I

I
-4-

The unit requires
+5VDC at 450mA, maximum (fully populated RPC-32).
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I
2.4 Card Addressing

Each 4K block of memory may be addressed at any location
in a 64K address space by means of wire wrap jumpersI Each connection on J4-J5between J2-J4 and J3-J5.

I corresponds to its numbered block of memory, and each
connection of J2-J3 corresponds to a decoded 4K address

J2 decodes 8 4K blocks of address space forspace.
$0000-7FFF and J3 decodes 8 4K blocks of address space
for $8000-FFFF.

I
Memory Expansion2.5

I Jumper JI has been provided to allow the 7911/RPC to be
With JImemory maps.I installed from 1 to 2, the "primary" memory map is enabled

Installing JI from 2 to 3 enables the(MEMEX*Low) .
High).7911/RPC for

I
Installation Procedures2.6I Installation of STD BUS products, including the 7911/RPC,

It is suggested that the followingis uncomplicated.I precautions and checks be observed when installing the

I 7911/RPC in the STD BUS shelf;

I Do not attempt to insert or remove units from the1 .
bus while the bus is powered. Always remove power fromI the bus before any mechanical operations are performed.

I
I -5-

"expanded" memory operation (MEMEX*

used in the "primary" or "expanded"
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I
2. Check to see that all junipers are installed for correct

I addressing of the installed memory, and the expansion jumper
is selected for proper enabling.I

I To install the 7911/RPC in the STD BUS rack, simply grasp the
card, align the card with the correct shelf slots, push the
card in place and firmly seat the card in the connector at the
rear of the shelf. Note: Although the 7911/RPC will function
equally well at any position in the STD BUS shelf, it is re
commended that it be placed to conform to a STD BUS shelf plan
of the users own design.

I
Should you have any problems or questions about the 7911/RPCI or its operation, please contact Matrix Corporation for
assistance and/or advice.I

I

I
1
I
I
I
I -6-
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I
SECTION 3I THEORY OF OPERATION

I 3.1 General
The 7911/RPC memory is designed as main memory for use in

I Because of the32K bytes of memory in 2K byte increments.
availability of a large variety of memory devices with theI same pin configuration, the 2716 EPROM was used as the

I interconnect model for this system.

I Operati on3.2
All lines from the 7911/RPC to the STD BUS connector areI This unit uses 8 data lines, 16 addressfully buffered.
lines and the WRITE*, READ*, MEMRQ* and MEMEX* lines.I

I 3.2.1 Data Bus
The data lines are connected to the data pins of the
memory devices through a Bidirectional Octal Bus Buffer.
The direction of data flow is controlled by the bufferedI The Data Buffer is enabled by a signal thatREAD* line.

I is generated by the MEMRQ*, MEMEX*, and the M. S. byte
Address Decoders.

I
Address Bus3.2.2I The Address bus is buffered by two Octal Bus Buffers.

I
-7-

a STD BUS system.. Each unit consists of up to and including
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I
A0 through Al 0 is connected through these buffers to the

I A-11 is decodedA0 through Al 0 pins of the memory devices.
with READ* and WRITE* for OUTPUT ENABLE*, or the WRITEI ENABLE* respectively, of one group of 8 memory devices
when A-ll is logic 1, and a second group of 8 memory devicesI A12 through Al 4 are decoded by Onewhen A-ll is logic 0.

I of Two Decoders, IC20 and IC21 , selected by A15, and
connected to the chip select pins of the memory devices inI pairs, through an address select jumper connector to permit

I
I

Control Bus3.2.3
I MEMEX* is provided with a strapping option to permit the

User the option of using this unit as "primary II memory
H expanded" memory, if the User system supports theseor

I The selected MEMEX* and MEMRQfunctions. are used to
enable the Al2 through A14 Address Decoders and,with

I these selected decoders,output to enable the Data Bus
Buffer.I

I
I

-8-I

location of any 4K memory block on any 4K boundary, anywhere 
within a 64K memory map.



I
I

SECTION 4
I CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

I 4.1 General

I This section provides a technical discussion of each of
Referthe functional areas of the 7911/RPC memory unit.

I to Figure 1.2, Block Diagram, and the Schematic Diagram
in the Appendix for the following discussion.I
Address Buffers and DecodersI 4.2
The address lines A0 through A15 are connected to Octal

I Address lines A0 through AT0 fromBuffers, IC2 and IC3.
IC2 and IC3, connect directly to the address lines A0

I through A10 of the memory devices, ICs 5-19 and 23.
Address line A-11 from IC2 is used by gates in IC22 and
IC25, along with READ* and WRITE*, to generate an OUTPUT-

I ENABLE* and WRITE-ENABLE* respectively, according to
Table 4.1.

I
Address lines AT 2 through A15 from IC3 are connected toI A15, when at logic 0, selectsDecoders IC20 and IC21 .
One of Eight Decoder IC20 which in turn decodes addresses
Al 2 through A14 to provide the ENABLE* signals to J3

I according to Table 4.2. J2, therefore, corresponds to the
lower 32K of memory, addresses $0000 through $7FFF, and J3I corresponds to the upper 32K, addresses $8000 through $FFFF.

I
I -9-

Z8-/V|
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These jumpers, together with the status of the MEMEX*
I line provide the complete range of address selection.

J4 and J5 can be connected to J2 and J3 with wire wrapI jumpers to enable any 4K block of memory at any 4K

I address space.

I 4.3 Control Logic
MEMRQ*, MEMEX*, READ*, and WRITE* are buffered by HexI Inverter IC1. MEMRQ* and MEMEX* are used to generate a
data bus enable signal along with a valid decoded

MEMRQ* and MEMEX* through aaddress by a gate of IC22.

I gate of IC25 enables the Address Decoders IC20 and IC21.
READ* and WRITE* signals from IC1 are used with A-1T as
explained in 4.2, except that READ* is also used to
control data direction in the Data Bus Buffer.

I Data Transceivers4.4
Data is gated to and from the bus by Bidirectional Octal

A low on pin 1 of IC4, caused by the READ*Bus Buffer IC4.
line of the STD BUS being low, directs the data from theI At all other times data arememory devices to the bus.

I directed from the bus to the memory devices. Data Bus
Buffer outputs are not enabled until a low signal from a

I gate of IC22 is provided as explained previously in 4.3.

I
I

-10-
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READ/WRITE ENABLING

I WRITE-ENABLE*

I I 01

I b io
i o0I

I TABLE 4.1

I
ADDRESS ENABLING

J3 LOWJ2 LOWA13 A12A14A15
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

TABLE 4.2I
I -11-

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7

8 
9 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F

0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1

0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1

ICs 5,9,12,15,
7,13,19

ICs 5,8,11 ,1417,10,16,23
ICs 6,9,12,15, 

18,7,13,19

A-ll
1

WRITE*
0

READ*
1 '

OUTPUT-ENABLE*
ICs 5,8,11,14,17,10,16,23
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I
MEMORY BLOCK ENABLING

I
EnableJ4 & J5 Pin No.I Lower 2K IC

I 191
16132
1073I 17184
14 .155I 11126
897

I 668

I
TABLE 4.3

I
I
I
I
I

I

I
-12-I

Upper 2K IC
23
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I
SECTION 5I SPECIFICATIONS

I 5.1 Power Supplies

I
5.1.1 Unit Power

Voltage:
450mA , max.Current:I Regulati on: 10%

I Fi1teri ng: 60 db ripple rejection
Voltage Rise Time at Turn-on: 50 ms or faster

I 1 Depending on memory devices used.

I
Environmental5.2

-25°C to +85°CStorage Temperature:
0°C to +55°COperating Temperature:I Operating Humidity:

I
I
I
I
I

-13-

Not to exceed 95% relative 
humi di ty

+5VDC, ±5%
B1
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WARRANTY

I Matrix Corporation warrants its 7911/Series products to be

free from defects in material

I of one year from date of shipment provided it it properly

Matrixused and not modified by non-Matrix personnel.I shall repair or replace, at its discretion,

product provided it is returned to Matrix freight prepaid.

No other warranty is expressed or implied.

I

I

I
I
I

I
I
I

or workmanship over a period

a defective
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*

r— .C-UOLTC 
•S,M7

L-»£-UOLTC1 ■own 
Pt,41

own 
•t,Al

6 ■own

■own 
M,ai

OW11 
•t.At

-OWtE 
O,«1UM

ma f~tl-JRO* J

5 ■owvuni

■own 
P3.P1

riaWD,
OW13 
•3,M

5 71LC31C 
LOC .

■rajwn

RAX1S

con IL-rE-OOLTC

3

Ml Ml

con ll-i£-UOLT£

2 uri

£TD-iorb«-ai- LP-SOARO-CCL- J

XCAOPt

1

PASS

PD E F G 0C IH J L NB K HA

-BUCT 
AS

o4 
o 
I

u-n 
LOC ■

OwU^

' V-OWI................ .............. ......................
IP—own--------------
IP-OWV J

CTD-AII-A4----- Pt M
£TD-<A3-B»----- P3 03
XTD-AP-ll----- Pi 81

— -■*--— “S u
t u 
?8?

CAI 
CAI 

i 
P*£ 
PM 
Pfl? ~ r. 
csi —ip-pi 
CM —1»-

■tOUCR

DCLAT-RCC*

ETC

—n-own - ■

£*? « A 
LOC - *31,*33

71LXCPB 
LOC > PtC.PEB

■MKCLM

- At . Bl —l£"* 0-01
- A£ . B£ —11-t 0-03
• AC . M -----L3-C D-Ot
•A? B? ----33—t P-Ol >xi>r*i —' «•«•. —■

“* -----“~t D-M-----------------------DaTaE-IP------  01 PAE—a;
-----------------------DaTAC-17------ M PAC —Al

.......................... ..............——- --------------DATA7-M  07 PA? —<!

L0 ELAT-A EC-At— R1 
—•OrtAD-icu.-rs— Rt 
--------A0DRC O.1-A1------  R3 
--------AODRXEL£-A£— R1 
-------- POORE CL4-AC------ RE

—Al-CTO ->
Al CfC -*

—M-QP 
—AP-QC 
—iP-crc 
—H—ere 
—i-r-oc 
—ii-trc

CTP-A2-M— P« M —A3-AOOKtn_7 ---------------
CTD-AC-A1 PL 01 —AE~AOORECL£------------

CTD-AII-A4  Pt M —AP-pODRCCLll------------------
i"' -  .. — —PP-nODJUCU |------------

-----11-pODRCCLl — 4------ 
—11-noDRcn.iA — 4 ■ ■ ■ 
-----LC-ACORCD-I —1 
—IP-pODRCELE------- 1

r IOOACO.11 -Al-----
kA-AOORCCLlP-A3—

I AODRCOJ-AS—
4--------ADORE 0.1-47—

r*4--------AO PRC D-7-A3—
rl--------A0ORCO-C—11-------

I r — adore cle-io—

II —

■PAfAA-33-----
■PAT Al-31— 
■ DA I At -31-----
-0ATA3-3P-----
•PAtAI-t*-----
■daTax—*-----
-DATAC-

DUJCA 
TITLE. . 
ouicnai

AOORCD.11-A3— Pl
AD0ACO.1A-A3----- M

AOBRCCU-A1----- A3
— PDORCO.O-AS----- A1
— POORCOJ’-AX— U

—OP-OCLAT-RC1. - 
—IP-CMAHP --------------
-----ll-tMAHt --------------  
-----tt-AAXCC-----IP-CCWCA  
---- It-f AILXATC1 - ■ 
---- IB-f AIUCAFC1 - ' 
----1P-SCT.CXX---------  
—LP-POLACUn — —■*—3UXT - —-

CTD-WA-3P----- AM
STD-Al-37— RC1 
4JD-A1-M----- RCt
CTD-A3-3S----- RX3

*—PHACM-IC— Put 
—CTD-A-U.-tl----- PzU

CTp-AU-31—< ACC 
•—f£-U0LT4-t1— CXI 
P0AAD-4O. .-T3—< CCt

M PAA
01 PAI ..
Dt PAI —A+-OW11-------
M PA3 —AC-OW13---------

8i

--------'PA A7-AI— Al Pl --------1>-C 0-07 

-------------DA A1-A1---- A3 ‘ P3--—14-C O-OS 
-------- DA A1-AS--  Al--- . P1-- LE-C 0-01 

----DA A3-M---- AC . ■£--—I1~C 0-03 
------- DA M-A?- A*--- . M-- 13-C D-Ot 

r— DA Al-AP— A7-------■? —lt-4 D-Ol
r-DA AA-A1----- AO PP —11-* D-DA

-FAILEAFC1

•fAlUCATCi

2H-CA3 
loc -

CTO put ZKTDU-ACC 
^ODACCC CELECT!OH 

X r PRAUIAC HUT10CR P-APL

UAH Wit
g ;I A0C |>~*<~a:W.at~B<a~Lt— p««~^-AP-£TO -JR0•

71LCA3 
LOC - AU,<34

Rn 
IXt K

LOC . AM.AM

nunfiCR. PC1A1I REV B 
DRCIM A-0 BOARD

J IP. HAROLD HALUlRAlnm

[
BOARD -4 CL •-!>—dDW



7
-EAMPLE •s.ea.SATTLER

Ml RLEUREA
.pmci con---------OWKMI------ 1 IOC it—xattle J

'SATTLEt

.SAMPLES
RELAY

6 .EAMPLE1

-Sampler

•SAMPLE I

•SAMPLE! IIM SB R*t
r-CMAMl-*3—I IOC•SAMPLES

s -SATTLE1

RELAY“ST..-
■STS.’

own - 
<1,S1

1 Ml

RELAY

RIX

can h—sample —

3

IMED
------QWTS-R3-------1 JOC ll-OWfla 1

RELAY

2

URSE MS

IOC-------CHAM 1 “11—1

1
RELAY

PASS

P0B C D £ F G NA H I J L nK

LN1 o 
I 

N

T

l-M----- Rl
1-0— Rl 
tn— m 
l-RS----- R1
l-M----- RS

.1 REV B
— r— JOARD 
HAROLD HAU-IXAIHEH

S*5 « A 
LOC . 1R1,M1

RH 
S X 1 K 

LOC • 1M,M1

>■ -DELAY - 
B4.M.R3

U.£AMPLCR-R1— ARI CTl —•/
r-EArt>l.C*-R»----- AM CT! -11
i.E-DELAY-M-----  CL.
4. E -DELAY-13----- CL •
------OlArW.-M------ CL-

.SAMPLEl-Bl  ARI CTl 
-SAMPLE 1-RI  AM CTt 
.S-OCLAT-M— CL. 
,S-DELAY-13----- CL.

-------- CHAHl.-RS------ CL-

it—Seattle i ---------

---------.SAMPLE1-R1— ARI CTl —•?—>EXAMPLE1 
------------- •SAAPLE1-RR— ARI Ct« —11“-EEAMPLE 1 

.E-DELAY-M— CL>*-.E-DCLAY-13— CL.--------CMAtt! --  CL-

17—.SEACPLE3 ----- ■13—CSAHPLER -----

CHAHl - 
• l.RE

ch R-1 Cham eel relaye
RELAY DRJVERE
£An>L£ StmiAE AEmoRK 
H F DRAMJAC NUMBER B-R7R

DUIEM HLTOER< PCI311 
TITLE- DRC1M A-D ROi 
P EE 1 EM ED BY ~ -

IT-iEEAriPLER -----------------
13--EEAMPLCB ----------------

MIE 
LOC • R11,RM

.EAT*LC3-<i----- ARI CTl —•7~.EEArt’LE3 ------------------
-EAARLC3-RR-----  ARI CT3 —It—EXAMPLE! ---------------------
.S-DCLAY-M----- CL.
•E-DCLAY—15— CL. 

—CHAHS.-M— CL-

71U 
LOC . <11,RM

711«
LOC . R11.RM

4-.EArVLM-Bl— ARI CTl —RJ 
u-EAMPLE1-<»-----ARI CTl -------11

.E-DELAY-R1-----  CL.
-DELAY-13----- CL.

-------- CMAM1.-BE— CL-

►t-CMAHR. -1

LB-DMAH1. -1

?11E 
LOC . <11,RM

»t-tMAHl« -1



M

7
'BATTLES ►BATTLE 

«S,M
UMT Mt *17

iSAtTLM
---------CHAT'S ~11 IOC Lt-OWtf • con it—t cattle J

> CATTLE?

tSATTLEB
hq-ai

6 LW.U

-BATTLES

-BATTLES

-BATTLE?
m?

-BATTLES

s ■battles

CHAT'S - 
St,Bl

RELAY

CHATtC - 
St,Bl

chah? - 
B1.BI

CHAT'S - 
Bl,Bl

1 Own - 
Bl,Bi

UBB8 MO
Lowe-w—I IOC

RELAY

RIB

con n—battle —

3

IMSC MS

RELAY

2

uw RIO

-------OW1-«1 IOC

1
RELAY

PACE M Of N

EB C D F Gft H PI J 0L NK n

Lri

tS-DELAY

CTl —SP-tSCAHPLM ---------------
CTl —---------

S*5 t R
LOC -

”l r-1
*— 4-tSATTL----- —

*- -BATTL.w .
‘f-«£-OELAY-*l—■ CLt 
rT l S-D ELAT-13  CLt 

--------------- OWtS.-BB  CL-

pCEJCft HLTBER. PCK11 REV B 
TITLE* PRClM A-O BOARD 
DESICr'ED BY. HAROLD HALUXAIHEH

*-tSATTLES-Bt----- ARI CTl —BZ-tSCATTLU -----------------
r -BATTLES-OB— ARI CTi —It—BCATTLEE ----------------

it£-DELAY-Bl— CLt

’LEB-O1  ARI CTl —B7~tSSATTLCB ------------------
■LEB-BB  ARI CTl  Lt—SEATTLE 1 --------------------
XAY-Oi----- CLt

- ' - -BCATTLES-Ot— Rl 
---------   -BCATTLCE-O3  Rl

U-BXATTLEP-BI----- R3
f BCATTLCS-OE  Rl 

p-SEATTLE!-OS— RE

—— tESATTLCSTl— Rl
<—t£CATTLM-O3— Rl
— fESATTLC?-O'-----  R3

■ — fECAHPLCB-OE----- Rl
p tECATTLEJ-OS— RE

RH
S X « K 

LOC * 11S(MR

--------rEATPLU-Bl------ ARI CTl —BT-tCEATFLCB 
------------4WLU-BB— AR2 CH —11—EE WLO 

lB-rE-CELAY-BB— CLt 
u tE-CCLAY—ll— CLt 

--------------------CHArt3»-«E— CL-

?■»!«
LOC - I1LIM

LOC . BIiJmi

711B
LOC • B11.M1

71l< 
LOC > B11,Mf

ib-own.

It-owv. 1

IMEA
-Ow«c-BI— | IOC |>-R«-CHAWE• 

—
LOC •

1-OWtB* -I

CH E*3 CHAA EEL RELAYS 
RELAY DRIVER!
EAnPLC EUTUHC HETUORX 
H F DRAUIHC NkTSER B-B73

h h -) u tSAHPLCS-Bl------ ARI
■ + — -**»LC«-BB— AR 2

j — lE-CELAY-BI— CLt
[ — r£-DELAY—15— CLt
1--------------------------  ■ 4- ---------OWKt-M------|<X-

-I |-.EAnrLO-Bl----- ARt CTl —BZ-tESATirLCy
u -DATPLC7-BB— ARI CTl  It—DXAnPLO 

‘♦■tS -DELAY -Bl  CLt 
f4- tE-DELAY-13— CLt

*------------------------ ------------------CHAH?t-*<------  CL-



7 owioura.,S-OC-A1 -

■OWlOUTl*own - 
•1,01

Ut?UH
-OWlOUM*

-----------LOUCT~1< t Si--------------- RAISE-1

own

■OWtOUTnown

6 owiounown - 
•t.at

7ST3S 
LOC ■ 134,OWlS------------------

■owiour?.owu------------------

own

■owtounown - 
•3,at

5 Ull uiiMil ’FAJl

-----------LOU CT-It— IS 01 
01r_ si t-cuw' ---------------RAISC-f

FAILSAFE!

IX*
FAILSAFE!

‘ir-Grc---------
•i,as,< [yi

7S13B 
LOC - 111,

■low rot.

5
.cut

tXLoucts7

. d-cuctcT
UK vttui»

----------------RAISE-1 • t 8! ----------- LOUER-1' »s-oclai-v t 8i
3 ■L0U1

-CTAlsca.
7sn» 

LOC ■ HI,
-RAISE !■

RAIS Ci •

2
-RAISES*

DR3
■RAISES-

h-claap

1

CONTROL LIKE DRIVERS

N F DRAUIHC MJTVCT >-a?1

RASE

PC D E F 0B G H I J L NA K Fl

DWU^..................... ..............

lower

CM
O
i

I—at-tlAre 
I—«7—CLAHP

|—w-clahp 
I—a^-CLnrr

r— . — . _ —-OW1S- >• I 
_ _ ---------QWU-1S—

fl
H-U----- IA 11
S-tC— 1A 11
—•-—3A 13 

1A 11

I—ay-CLAn?

H-CLAHP 
M-CLAAR

I 1 -LOU CTS- 
13-CCUCTt ■ 
K-L0UCT1* 
la-Loucn.

■ RAIS Cl-

■LOUCTla

?S13»
LOC » 111,

RAISES.

OW<T-K— IA It 
OWIS-K—HA 11 
Owu-ia-----r3A 13
QW1?-«J----- [IA 11

-LOUCT2-

H-RAISER- 
n-RAJSU-

-FAILSAFE!-

- ■ ■ ■ ■■■' ♦'■OWtl-K—ItA 11
r ----------------- a-owit-K—ItA 11

—!•----- 3A 13
-1—1A 11

k DI I—ai-CLATV 
I 01 I—aZ-CLATP

OW1R-1S-------llA II
OWIS-K-------ItA 11

—ta-------|3A 13
-*»-------|1A 11

7E13R 
LOC . HI,

-LOUCTa.

7S13S 
LOC » HR,

•owtoura*

-Louau«

7E131 
LOC . t3S,

■L0UCT3.

--------owta-is—liA ii 
-------------OW13-1S------ 1A 11 
•-FAILSAFCl-K---- 3A T3

■ —FAILSAFCl-ai-----|1A 11

owtoura-

ll-OWIOU 
n-owiou 
H-OWOU 
It-OWIOU

ll-OW<OUT»« — J n-owiouta*-- ■ ■M-fAJLSAFCl .--- -H-FAJLSAFCt---- - -1

-----------------------------»—OWM-tS-----I1A 11
------------------------ — DW11-1S— 1A 11 
j- -------- — own-i a—3a is

-------------------a-own-ai—ia ii

H-L0UCT1* J 
ra-t CUCRS> — 
M-LOUCTS. 
la-LOUDV- -)

r-own-ia—IA 11
— OWiS-lS— IA It
— OWU-ia— 3A 13 
powv-ai—ia 11

>IHAISC1« -----------
n -RAJ set------------ --
M -RAISES-----------------
>a-RAISC?«

-tS-OELAl-ll—k gi

own • -------------
at,at

Rai£C

7S101 
LOC ■ 134,l

DIODE 
IA17S IN 

LOC - 131,a<1

r— own-1 
— OW1-1 

--------own-i 
rOWt31

DESICA HUrWCT- FC1111 REM B 
TITLE. ORCIM A-0 BOARD 
DESJCTEO Bl- HAROLD fW-LJAAIHOl



7 rS-UpLU 
04,41rCAMPLI

— -{AMPLE

C41RM
II—r£-UOLn>iu wmb -------- inr-our-oi—|t conL —- iflgat- 

-float-
cno--------------
41,04,04 ohm

rtiMiTi

6 R21
jiu cample-1t-REF-irn -CATTLC-Ol----- 1- tH.opr-ot—

RM 
14 K OKI 

LOC • V4.MI
OKI 

S.4S2

r uiiC42MX
OUTRUTOlCRO-I-41—ItRCF-Itt-Ol

1s
OPTO-C

I V11

our It-POLARITT-1BUFFER OUT-41—|-FLOAT-Ol—I

OPTO-C

5 uiiCO3041

ourkJ—•woitin.i RCFCAPt-Ol-----|r-4-FLOAT—01----- 1

[ OP TO-4

>11>43
F-BUCT.-OI t-ourr^------ -FL OAT-01—

RM
2.4 K OKI 

LOC - 031,031
3 OKI 

1,044

041 U42

»n.opr-r FOIGIILGtO-OI

occonu

2 R14 >13
UlOp-JTt-41----1 iMiwa-a->t| F-BFY.QLKt-Ol*

UlOA

13—IMiml-CUC1

1 >CU B

A-O COMUERICR12-fDJCJTLttC-1

H F PRAUJHG HUMBER B-O7E

PAGE

P0ED F GB C H I J L 1*1A K

>t« I

FPOLPRin «-41—| |—Ol-RPOLKUFT 2

RM 
1.4K

LOC • 4

----------- R-4XT.CLK--0t-------- DP 
r FDICIn.UO-42-----  pK
+— tS-U0LT4-«4----- U,

r- 4----------—— GTO-4G  U—

u4 
o 
I

woUMurrr-oi- 
FOJGJTLGTO-43- 
- .S-OXri-44- 
--------------- QO-4I-

1 OKI 
4n,422

BUTT

RM 
104 t

LOC - 074,

- iK-UOLTG-41----- tEJ til ----- ll-tA-OAril
rS-UQLTG-42— t£J til —12-tFl.OPH 

i-------• trc-13— cad -or —i3-»FL0AroJ
—i * ——.— — —■ — ".opH

Rl 
*H
POL
ETB%

1 OKI 
432,411

CAP 
0.17 UF 

LOC • 071,042

T«-O1----- DA
iolS-oI— K 
■ 1-----  u

I OHH 
432,424

*4 UI4P-IA-41
(4 Ut4P»Jn-41

713E 
LOC - 074,444

DIOOC 
UVtl IM 

LOC ■ 474,444

DIOOC 
IK2C1 111 

LOC - 474,014

CAP 
1.0 UF 

LPC » 471,034

RM 
14 K OKI 

LOC . 074,0E4
044

I XhD I—4r-lHT-our-----
m —4I-PUT01CRO-J- 
BFO —4G—SUFFER OUr— 
RC—|—--------------------------------

| RCtj—43-RCFCAP>----------

■ RFXDE —- —
■ AMCD1
■ -InD3
■ rlnDl
■ CLKDl
- RUMBI

•SI*"

RM 
1.1 K OKI 

LOC . 47G.4C2

1 K 
■PC - 102,OM

L p-OUFTt-41— OP 

FDJGjrLGrO-42— pK 
- tS-UQLTC-4<----- Ur
--------------- CM0-4S— U-

;-FL GA H

0MICM KlnfKR- PCM1I ______
TITLC< 0RC134 P-O BOARD 
DMIMCD BT. HAROLD HALUKAjHCH

i-«rr.cLK J

I—42-RCFMP J

lL REF-In-42-----
•r -4ATIPLC-43-----
U -CAnPLE-43-----

u DJU GAHPLC-14-----
Ii4wa-CLX-Tt-----

---------- rFLOAT-M-----

RM
LOC*2*4

U14B

71HCI31
LOC • 4n,4M

U140

71HC131
LOC • 4n,4M

—13-
<5i —to
ut —14-

« 3£
—n-f-Burv---------
^-«-F-POLAA-irr -

CAP 
1.1 UF 

LOC . 443,411

RM 
IP K

■ PC • 4

RM 
44 K C

LOC - 4/4,

RM 
44 K t

LOC - 474,

RM 
IM K OKI 

LCC • 044,020

3MPF UF 
LOC - 032,024

U10C
F-PQLAgJp-03----- 1 AtC 43-fTOLARin f

71NC131 
LOC > 032,044

75MC131
LOC • 432,044

• B4T.CLK-41----- Rl
POLAAln-43----- Rl

BUXT-44----- R3
-4E----- R4
-04— M

-or 
ere -or



7 '•E-DELAY 
41,41,*3>CAHPLM

■tS-MOLTI'CAHPLEl s pm
iMrFLEl

8 *E<»ELAY 
.4-U0LT4

ItUlMUl-----------------------DSLAY.REE1-M—

RU 
1 K 

LOC . 1

Fprrto
TAX TA 

1*42 tn 
LOC - M4,MS.EAHPLE1

6 -xahplei'> CATTLES

•XAHPLC1> CATTLES

> CATTLE?

r CATTLES

■LEP> CATTLES -*ati
HEADER

S -xattle*DELAY-AES.

-sattlejFATLSAFi

FAILCAFf

•CMArtOUn

1 LOUERt. ah aura.

•CHAHOUfi.

JUTS.

■omair.
LOUERS. •CRwtaur;

3 ■tOUTC-

tRAISES.

2 RAUEt*

HEADER

1
RAIS CD.

H f DAaUIHC HLTWER D-O24

m ar mPACE

P0FC D £ GB I FlA H J K L

o 
I 

CT-

CHI 
IM,M3

-CATTLE!

LOUCA1.

Lauan.

OUTPUT COrwECTORS 
DELAYED »£ CEnCRATOR

-CATTLES

'^>CLAY -AEE.-Wl—I

-CATTLES

-CATTLES

—14-CHAHOUTS.-------
—it—caztlcs —------------

—m-chamouTS.---------
—at—t/c j

♦i oc — - -It 
—Sf^CATTLES -1
—M-CHO " - - - r 
—•r-owiour*. — + 
—i*--LTr.ti — J 
—14-owiauri. — 4- 
—14-OH1PLM  J 
—M~ovviouri~ —' J-

—It-crc ------------------ r
—is-chah aura- — +■ 
—**~r*<ir,pL£i —

—M-CHArtOUTI. 1 
—3y-c»® -r— 
—m- eno -1

■CATTLES

LOUERS.

louou.

LOUCM.

LOUER!■

—SY-----EArtPLCE +
—M-cro  -------- —*■ — ■ ■
—•»-CHAnOUT£. -1 r ■ ■ 
—to—^XAnPLEE — ■ 
-----li-OC ---------------   
—1Y-Q1AA0UT4. - r
—14—4AAPLO — - - 
—ip-cre------------ -
—M-OWtOUT?.--------------—-- - —---

L0UCR4- 4—DWWUTl*

L" 1—SHD

ILOUW*

RAJEC3.

RAJCC4.

RAIECS.

AAJECC.

DEX I PA HUTBEA* PC1111 RCU • 
TITLE* DRC!M A-O BOMtD 
DCCICAED DY* HAROLD HALLIKAJHEH

RAXEE7.

RAlCEi.

AA1CC3.

— RAJX ££•-!!-----
— L0UCA4 .-!>— 
-tSArt>LtJ>-lE-----
— RALXU.-V*-----
— Louca?.-i»-----
- •EATPLCt-ll-----

juacE4>-n— 
.— LOUEAB.-IS— 
u .4AHPLE3-17-----

-------•RAIXCl.-U-----  
------- lOUCAJ*-31------ 
■FAJLCAFC1.-M-----
TAJUXATW.-aX-----

-------------------------ftAJCC4.-«£— 
----------- ----------lOJEft4*-47— 

—.EAHPLE1-OD—■ 
------ --- -------- «Al£Cl*-tt — 
--------------- —Loucwi.-o— 

L— .EAnPLC-i-lS— 
-------- RAlXCl.-l?  

---------------------Louan.-ii— 
------------------- .EAHPLCO-il  
--------------------- RAIXC3«-t3----- 

-----  • ----------- LauER3.-i£ — 
------------------ »EAnPLC1-V— 

--------------------- RAIXCV-U  
--- ------ -----------LcUDU.-ll — 
f- ■ —FAILEAFC! ■ -31— 

I-FAILEAF CH -3 E— 
-32 

-CMArWTO.

■OWiCUTl.



7
*ai

U4EBl>41
•At 

14,43,41.U*J

A3*

•A1 
14,43*«,«

6 ‘*14"U..7
’*14411 — 

14,44

'*14"IS
-CS44."t.7.7
■U4t<*14,M

5 •CX41.CS1»

-C«4CXI"

U414R1 3
LOC • 414,414

043
C4J* con[Ci"1WM-1S-

L — "°1;.Iroticsi*---------------------

Mi
-*-»a«-4i—| M*

C7«>“14“ 
>“lt-

*43,41,1
04 SA MlM4

■ftU-tl— I—41—»S-UOLTX — -UHA-ei- con I1-.E-AJ0LTE JP3 -------------
44,43,1

3 P43,41,l

043 04 ED
DC -------------
43,41,1 il-TIWU- -) -rrcx£4>-43—

ST Ln in
2 D41 443^:.7 M7

x|—41-tE-OOLTCr-JA,-41----- 1 con*4-JA.-4t—
R«U. — 

14,43
in 

1,434

t X 
441,411C43 Ml

*-14.-41 — 1. I—41-ttO

1 Orin 
1,434

0*1
CPU. nCnORT rw decode. 
COritROL DECODE, RCSEi 
6 CH ERA IOA

x|—4i-a® -*

oJin 
1,431

PASS I

P0ED F G NCB I J K L FlHft i

—riERU 
4t _

AES

L.r..

RES 
3K 

LOC ■ 4

s 
a? 
u 
03

—4S-OrtA 
3—Ot-R-AJ.

• S-UOLTC-43— 0. OTA —41
— 1A--41— in- ora —4;

— 4-14.-43  JA.
— • 4-CH0-44  13-

f-oe-4E— IB- 
‘-MS-41----  440

«"5
LOC -

D4 
D7

- Rl 
. - Rl 
I— R3 
:— ri 
t— RS

:« St
• Al 01
• A3 03

71ALSI33 
LOC « 433,413

L4MlCLX-33----- EXT Er®
------------ StO-33— XT BaU 

— .S-UOLTS-40----- rwi UHA------------- -------------- J —T yfjj

-Pl-14-----
• -PE-14— 
- -PX-12— 
■ -07*14—

DJOOC 
1441 1

LOC . 441,

OKI 
441,413

OKI 
441,414

>—41-CX44I 
3“41-CS41: 

— >—43—CS41< 
03 >-41- 
01 >~AS
OS 3-44“

P43,41,l P14LSM 
LOC - 4>4,<

414 -------
14,43

All -*
14,43

OKI 
441,431

-------<W
‘-CTCRCC-

p? -------------
43,41,1

647,44,14«

RES 
334 

LOC » <

■ — SX4RU*

CSC*

1 CSJ*

------CS4.-41— Rl
I—CXI .-43  Rl 

r 4—CXI •-41  R3

—ii-m J 
----- lt-43 “J

3£s=E
3Ss=f—“ "I —

— —33-A13 = -----------

11 -----11-411 -----------------------
IS —ts-nis —4---------------

r 
j

^-1A~-41 — |

4731 3
LOC - 471,411

E*S 0 R 
LOC • 474,4*1

■S74RES.-41— Rl 
—JR.-40— Rl 
rJR—41— R3 

-4S— R1 
-44-----  RE

DJOOC 
1441 1

LOC ■ 441,

21ALX41 
LOC » 471,414

RES 
174 I 

LOC . 441,

-------All-14------  A4 D4 —41-CC4.
— All-11— Al DI —4t-CXl«
— A13-11— Al Dt —43-CX1*
-AU-13----- A3 m —41-CS3*
r-AlE-11— Al DI —4S-CS1*

— —42-CSC*

—43-CS7*

D4 A4
DI Al 
01 Al 
03 A3 
01 41 
OS RS 
DC AS 
D7 A7

a.
All 
All 
A13 
AU

71ALC41 
LOC . 471,414

DESJCrt HUnaCR. PCI111 REV B 
TJTLC> DRCIM PROCESSOR BOARD 
DESlChED 81- HAROLD HALLJXAJHEH

CAP 
14 UP 

LOC ■ 113,443

71ALS41 
LOC » 471,414

—41-»6-U0LTS -J

IB-TTPIES^



C4t
r-4442 OX--41 |a

7 ,11-UOLTS 
47,43,44

■»a« •i,ca*s*uoLrc ------

I.w UMC
-It-UOLTS 
M,«S,ai j?w

■JU<£<

-4X»

6 -spxRCon

Iw — 
»•?

■JXB

■/«!IH7A

—Wt-rS-UOLTS nRrt> 7-44-XCTJ conDI ------------
M.ia.ai

u-pam — 
IR-40U1s

n---------43,14,41 3 K

/
*43,14,41

MSB 047
—4>S-V0LrS-41— CTl 

r4>S-4J0LTS-«3— cit 
-------------  tfC-47----- C[3

- .s-wolts-r?— ct 1
- •■cro-ac— cfs

U CM>-«S----- CTC
-•S-UOLTS-11—C RES 
--------- f-czo-t*— rcr

OC ----------•7,41,44 >-aa- 
>—11—

°43.«1,14

I rm
UCa --------------
•4,«l,i4 SI: ncuaa

3

1uai

2
MHU

1

cJ

PF 0C D £ GB NH I J L MA K J

I

N

>-«-4XA >-•«—-ai— im orc >-•»- -as— RCB oro >-11- 
-t«-----  IAC

------ RCC 
iro -i-.S-UOLTf-^t-— UCC 

------------------ 00-47------ CAO

“•**

UT 
134,434

(Fl 
OPS 
apt 
0P7

------------ 6r®- •nujoLrs-

Rn 
S X 

LOC -

-SPKRrtUTC 
47

rt»s:3b
-11— 

pCrV-13—

*44,14,41

MSI • 
LOC • 444,432

I— A4 JWT >—J r 
>— Al OJC —3*-4MtOj<a -* 
e— m xi —it xtal--------

XTAL 
3.CM rw 

LOC • 134,431

-LgC-DI
•HlCLK.-ll—Lxn

----------xtal-43—Ixn
_____ ptfC-40—[eno

■4443 ax

"7|-D4-tS---

............J PC-12—

—•7-xct 
—41-4X-4 
—34—1H?

41—ROU1-*1-----  —43.-XOW ------
Ilf-COL 1-40  .. —41-CQL3 
4--CX2-4I-----  —44-R0U3 -------

L -C0L1-4?-----  -----------------  —44-X0U1

L4X4a-4i  IMA Or» 
-43  RCA 0T4 -4i— im orc

-13----

13104 
RST33 . 

LOC . 143,4S1

•KIR 
1CWP . .. 

LOC « 141,4£3

Utt 4
LOC > 111,417

SIMM

K COL 1-43— 41
I‘—cai-43----- M

C0L3-41----- 43
rCX1-«E----- R1
I *♦<— 4S

DOAAr. sts a ccx, «o 
AfO 4S23t inroirAcc, 
REAL fXTE CLOCK.

71ALS41 
LOC . 471,414

IK2-----------—
W- COLl — ■ — ■ '

—34-COLl ------ — ■ ■
~ - —3R-C0L3 ------ — ■ ■
JF1 —37-C0L1-------- — ■
n<A —-34-TXA---------------------
4XA —31-RXA —f If"

OPC -----ti-XnJT" *4 ~
OPl -----13-SPWlCOfl -1 I
OPt -----IR-UXC-CH -------1
&>3 -----iT-SPKWIUrc-----------

—17-40U1 -------1
-----11-4002 ------ h

■ — StSRU-33----- RST
r-CS44a~3S—t CEA

D4 TP» 
DI IPl 
M IPt 
D3 &3 
01 IPl 
DE IPS 
DC 
07 r-

14PT 
LOC . 1

71ALS14 
LOC • 134,417

ocsittt rcjracx* pcim rcu • 
TITLE. P4C1M PROCESSOR BOARD 
OUICnCP It* HAROLD HALUKAJHEn

tit&Wizz 
I1—C0L3-41— 
1----4-C0L1-46—



7 ■rxAuoioi•BStu.—i
■'sSS, Bl,M«

Ul<*1*
mil

16 wnil
mtaos—bjm -

OKI

Hit H14
BIAS U«PACC-R-Rt

RU 
S.1K OKI 

LOC * »M,»M5

CM

1 U13F tt1
IOC IU44-41—|t

CM
*— — -TMUOIO-B1— I—M-rmuoiOi —

.3

2

1

FCK CCNCRaTOR

PMC

P0£ FC D NG J riB H I LKA

l

UF 
•M,M4

OKI 
• M,M4MT 

MK 
LOC • <

uc-oi—m m —k— 
jdjo-m— SHO nt —is— 
K-3-R0— (TTO UUl --- IfTUT
“ »» —--  It. IBM

UF

OKI 
W,»7>

RU 
M.SK OKI 

LOC • W,«1

»u 
•M 

LOC . <

,•? UF 
LOC • Oli.MR

CM
L0t” <

Nl« LOC • MI.B7B

--- E 
---------rXAUDl. 
- ------ MK-W1— (TTO UUl ---- 1'

r»H*U0LTS-O1  U, lAM —1- 
|    CTl Cro  it 

r-f------ — cf« rrn —i:
r-CMCCHWS—

IK* UF 
LOC >

HU
S.IK

LOC • 4

CM
LOC*1 4

-•3—leu ITU I—-3 -1 
r-Ul« HIM-«i—|CCM | | iM-11 -* 

.MS-13 -I 
... tt-CAO ———H
eft rrn —it— u
ATI OTP —l*-1W-l»n 
RT1 FSK ~ «3 TXO -) <

ouitn nutwdu pcmt *cv o 
TITLC< 0RC134 PROCUCOR BOARD 
DUICniD BT- KAROLD MALUIRAVtCrt



-8811

^-ItAlQLTS 
_ -44,44,44 CLIuu

^-RUOIOIMI- 
(-AUOJOIM-

—44-CWOUT ■suiour-4i—1»I—M-jMan-i
Cl* 

4.41audioxm ur
AUDI0JH8 ----------------------------------------------------

6 «uIWIOIlK --------------------------------------------------
I—•a-snsun

LJH4U1-41—• I OUT
1U 

i4«< on 
>C • 184,444s

R84
:on»oc

71 434
r-COmDC-41—

C4»
:or-in —Lcan»oc-4i—1»

3

2

1

InruT cumins ahpuifier

PASS

P0c D E F G NB H I JA L MK

T48
L-MJO1UK9-41—IpR. SC.I—----

AUDIEni-*a— |pr- sc-[—47-Crio —
XTHR

«cc 
LO^l

on 
184,444

acc
L.?. .

tm 
184,444

OKI 
144,448

pccicn f«ir»scA. pctw «cu a 
TITLE- DRC1M PROCECCOM BOARD 
ACCICnED ST* HAROLD HMXJKAIHCH

AUDIOIHl

cg-"
U»184IOLTC-4P— U. 
--------- lruun-4i— -xt 

---------- tt«-43— »IH 
-41— BM. 
-41—■ BAL 
“44— AC 

•-18AIOLTC-41-- U-

CAP 
,41 UF 

Lflt . 184,484

*-4UnOUT~41—I

REC
LO^ ■

14R* OKI 
LOC . 184,444

0PArt> 
LOC • 181>P>

OUT



7
til I-4

UL3Rrm

uxb-------------------  -*-R»«-Ol— IOCr-ttii-il-oi

6 KInsUtt
h-»i-voltrCCHr-tt 11-4-0 I— m-il —LR2lUIPGR-0l—|

uUnc(n«>HU
Loll, i=H

CM Cll
tll-W uttii-R-oi—1»

s

n» n?
- -------------ttll-O-Ot----

CMP 
ur LOC . ori,om

1 uta C17tn

!S‘8L e<>-<i—

om

LOF 
PC
till

3

tit
lli-il JUSHD-O1—[»

2 nt
>-o*--------

1
vJ

FSK DEMODULATOR

PASS

P0GC D E F NB H I J L MA K

I 
<n

RCO 
30A 

LOC - 1

REX 1M» OKI 
LOC - 100,000

---tit 1-13-13— TCI 
------ tin-n—11— ret 

---------o-titi-a-oo— ■ 
-------------- o-cro-oi—

DUJGnl

I
/

I

711R LOC . 013,073

OKI 
1U.M1

I OKI 
ioo,ost

■RXjCAR

HUMBER. PC1111 RCU » 
DRCIM PROCUCOR BO<WD 

CD Bl- HRROLO MALLdXAIrtCn

,ux,OKI 
HR,OR

CRP • ,tt UF 
LOC • 110,01

CM* 
,—tt ur 

LOC • 031,011
ClV 

,00 UF 
LOC • 10,070

unc£H»

r

RM K X t K
LOC » 103,00

__
-O-Ot— F1K 00 —O-RX8« -------1

-OR— MC RCF —IO—2111*10—1
12-12---- REF LOO —11-3111-11 '

• S-UOLTO" ■ ■ ------3311-0-
- -----------tlll-O-

RU 
t10 K OKI 

LOC - 100,011

LO^l

RU 
filOK LOC - 1

I• BC-03----ICM >»rI—Ot-RtlUXPER
I "•l--- |CO4 I

POT 
LOC - 1



7

X*3
— Mr-OUT

6 m

<C-4U1 -i
LInC-Cn

RCS 
M K OKI

spmcoh

TXMJDJOL
UtM U13C

LLmt-®t-«3—I IOC n-Linc-m. ■LXHC£H*«-tl— IOCIR-LIMCOI.. 1*-T»CT« -]

S

mac
*— tnmcon-os—I IOC icon. -i

1 im feu

IC-SIXI ■LXMC-AB1-O1—I ;-our —

UM T*1KOI
r-r3«-<o-oi— ic-cun out —M-tmc-oUT 1C-OUT1 r 

1C-OUT1 —’:ac3
RELAY

cia
Ln«4.o-«i—L

2 roi cu
I—<i-con-r ■UM-S-O1—|.

OKI 
».M1

ur

Ml m

cpkr-
---------6K>-

1 HCADCR

RELAY

mJ

EB C D F PA G 0IH J NL MK

_Xncm«. 
OS

■unc-oun-oi-
-*a-

U1M
I0d' 1

711S 
loc ■ mb,ax*

711*Loc . tu.vt

L-Mjoiaini-oa— 
AUDiomo-os— 
----------------0UT1-OP------  

--ouia-o— 
-----------TXXCTr-tl------  

— -con-oui-ia—

RCS

L.i !

Lint poiumc 
XnTocon kip 
cxiouvm. tx »rr

OKI 
L7R.MR

CM> 
wr

1 wupiaaw

OKI 
l«l,MI

XPHP 
mo 

LOC >

ouicn huhbcr. pcmii rev b 
Tin-C. WtlM PRICCSSOA BOKU) 
ouicnCD oi. nr* old hallimaihch

iLXnt-SW.-Ol

•S-UOLTS -----------
*1,01,OR.

RCS 
1H K OKI 

LOC • W«,MI

- L .lt-UOLTS-07----- U.
— Unc-sui-oa— -In 
f—con-mxc-o— .in 

-oi— baL 
t ----------.UM-S-4S----- BAL

(4-------------uu-*-*o— nc
--lOMIOLrS-Ot— u-

XTHR 
MO 

LOC .

lf»SAI0LT£-Ol— CL. HC —01-con-our ------
’.S-UOLrX-13— CL. con —*Z-RPM -) 

•— soiuicon.-«c— cl- con —*b-«pm j
no —i»-con-fljKC —

RU 
IM

LOC - 1

■cmc-ourt-oi— pt n 
-m— pct cci 

--------------- CtO-«3— Pt f’

—*_IHC-Cur-Ot—API CTl: 
■ljtic-out-ob—Infli eti 

f—r£-O0LTl-«2— CL.
— .K-UOLU-ll—|CL» 
—UnC-cn.-*4—-CL-

*-000-01 — I

^-DIAUDIOl-*!—I

AUDIOInt

L«®-*1—I

**’?4iTCMmc

—or-AUDioUrt J
—os-Kxiaini —

, —OB-OUTl - —
—to-ouri--------I =i«gri—

OPK* 
SF31

LOC • Ml,«21

-Audi am 5

nuDicma

RCS 
IM A CW1 

LOC • 11R.M1

711« 
LOC - *M,R?>

1—Ipi si —oi-gun J

1— PCT SCI —*£-T3£C| -j
* St* —O7-DUT1 -----------  ■

71IS 
LOC » O»,R?1

1 UP
LOC . LS1,*SJ

—O1-0UT3 J 

—ox-ouri ---------

LOC . IM,MB



7 —con-out’UStS.-

CFMVOTC

6

0*3
U4MArtJTC-*l----- 1

5 MIS
OUT —44-UIS-S -<

*33

1 wot

ires -r1

own

CH CIS
Lor©-ot I—*t-flUTCt ■UlS-4-41—|. :on-our -i

3

mt
:on -out ->

Ml 
1.443

2

1

CPMCR DfUUER KT

oJ
MSC I

\1
B C D £ F PA G 0H I J NL MK

UF 
131,47*

C OKI 
134, MS

Uf 
131,441

BCS 
IK ( 

LOC . 1M,

DIODE 
*4*1 IN 

LOC « 134,MS

tM*" 
LOC • 1

pesjen roned>. rcijw scu a 
TITLE* PRCIM rSOCUCOR BCMAD 
PCX J CM CD BX> HrtAQLD HALLJKAJ/tCH

JIU 
144K 

LOC • 1

•U 
IM 

LOC . 1

con-jji

C«JTX1-Ol—I

UT3S4 snm 
LOC . 131,471

CM> 
.41 

LOC . 1

»tt~M0LTf-47----- U.p

------- con-in-43— rin 
rHurci-43— -In 

-41---  NC
---------1 etc-*,— eno 

«-4i— ere

□



7 ■aao

•ro 
07.01,Ma1MtUt«

■»a.
•i.ya icon

:an<
Al -----------

M

6 J'
csota

CSM* 103

nv • 
LOG • 103,031

>A*J - 
OACs uto

-.£ 
- • £

01--------------

’u.Mil •£T2 •
LOC » IU,«V

^ll,01,10*

1 dp^— -tov
AT*-tS-VOLTC-A? 

p-S-VaLTS-01
ICU 
|cco

UTA 1O.CIs«
A*4J. — 
01,10

ST SACS* 
01,10 I'M uocf

It-CMt.KMC l-OB-CAM.C* C£Ot.£*-13—I W

3 mi 
f.M

g—
UO£C

■ ------C£M*~il---- W LO-CSOl-----------

2 RM Cl» All
I—M-CMTOriCl CMTOhCl-Al-

RCS 
10 A

CAP 
0.11□KI UF POT 

M K □m

cnR1t

CtC-AI----- t-CMTOtlCl

#CAP1 UF□m 
I,Ota

ICCC1BI DAJUCR UJA 
Bl SPLAT COmCCTOR

ol
PASS

Pc D E F 0Bft G H NI J L NK

I
CO

1 Di-Ol 
—D1“O4 
—do-o;
CSOl-OI

-Pl-31----
■ i Pl-31 —
■ 4-03-30-----
4-01-13—

■ CM-2»-----
■ -M-17—

— D2~M—

HU
IS H t 

LOC * <M,

~ ■ I
OKI 

073,073

3117 (
LOC -178,031

--LT-CUT OH C — —ib-sro ----U-TOVD ---

pcsIca (irem. pcint rcv a 
TITLE. PRC 1*0 PROCESSOR BOARD 
DCS J CH CD IT. HAROLD HAU-IKAlHCM

—l*-»£-U0LT£ -
—U-M -----------
—it-csm.c------------
--- 13-01-----------------
—13-03 -----------—11-01
“O3—tS-VOLTS

POT 
MA 

LOC . <

RES

LOC . 4

DI -------------
03,02,IB*

------- csoi-os—
c-to—

- »£-VOLTS-tl-----
‘-.C-VOLTS-13—

—«»-3ccmjoa — 
—ia-acccRCH -> 
----- tt-C/C -) 
—ti-ec J 
—IS—QC 
--- IQ-gO

—to-sro

PA?
CAI 
CM — 
PM —lo-coiPai —ii-arc
PB3 —ll-KI-l
PB3 -----13-ATH
PB1 —Lt-RDl

CM
CM

l-AHCLCl-Bl-----1

10DIP 
DEALT . 

loc . oaa.oic

— icscDioi-ai— - ICCCDJQl-M — --- ICCCDI03-AC— ---ICCCDJ01-A2— ---- JCCCC0J-A3--  -ICCCDAK-lt--
• — JCccrrwD-13—

- ■ ■ — 5ccuc«c-i£—
- r— ICCCIFC-17-----
■ —JECLSAO-IS-----

JCCCaTH-11—

A«-3»---- RM
. -Al-33  RSI

■ ------- J M-3S  RSI
■ --------------- A3 “OS— RS 3
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DRC19O Remote Control System 
General Specifications

Such a system 
All units are on a

■ s

The
) are written in Basic, 
Generally, automatic

The DRC19O Digital Remote Control can be operated manually, or, with the 
addition of standard computer peripherals, will monitor, display, and print all 
relevant readings of a broadcast system. These readings include measured 
transmitter parameters such as plate voltage, plate current, antenna base 
current, common point current, FM forward and reflected power, and directional 
array loop currents and phases. When operating in the automatic mode, 
additional calculated parameters are available. These include output power 
calculated by the direct or indirect method, transmitter efficiency, 
directional array loop current ratios, deviation of loop current ratio from 
licensed values, and deviation of phase angles from licensed values. The 
instructions for the automatic operation of the DRC190 
allowing field modification of the system operation. < 

, operation includes the display and logging of system parameters, alarming any 
’that are out of set limits, and making adjustments that are available (power 
trim, day/night power/pattern select, etc.).

The DRC19O is based on the 6802 microprocessor operating in an STD bus 
system. Where available, standard STD bus cards are used to implement standard 
functions (such as system RAM). The hardware and firmware located at the 
different sites in the system are the same. Any "control" unit can be changed 

"transmitter" unit by plugging in analog to digital converter boards. Any 
unit can run a Basic controlling program, and all units have an RS232 port 
where a printer or CRT can be connected.

The DRC190 allows up to 100 sites to be used in the system', 
might consist of 100 "remote" sites and 1 control point, 
"party line", with each unit transmitting a request for data when it needs it, 
or responding to a request for data when it has data available. All units 
communicate on the same frequency using Bell 202 standard FSK 1200 bit per 
second coding. The firmware includes a multiple access anti-contention system 
that assigns each unit a time slot when it is allowed to start transmitting 
data, if it has any data. If no data needs to be transmitted, no carrier is 
brought up, and no data transmitted. This absence of data is detected by other 
units in the system. Permission to transmit is then passed to the next unit in 
the system. On a system where it is not necessary to wait for external key-up 
and squelch delays (such as wire line or dedicated subcarrier), the time slot 
allocated to each unit typically runs 50 mS. If a site starts transmitting 
data in its allocated 50 mS time slot, the advancing of the site counter in all 
units is inhibited until the data transmission is completed. If no data is 
transmitted in the 50 mS time slot, the site counter at each site is advanced, 
granting permission to the next site to transmit, if it has any data. This 
forms a modified token passing system. The absence of transmitted data acts as 
a token passing permission to transmit to the next unit in the system. The use 
of absence of data as a token yields several improvements over typical token 
passing systems. Since no data is to be transmitted, the carrier bring up and 
shut down delays can be eliminated from the system when no data is to be 
transmitted. This results in higher speed token passing. Since the absence of 
data is the token, there is no danger of the token being "smashed" or lost due 
to a data error. This improves system reliability and reduces software 
complexity. When a site fails, it transmits no data, which is equivalent to 
always passing the token. This avoids system failures and system 
reconfiguration software requirements.

A system is specified using a "site specification form". This form refers 
to the various components that can be used in building a DRC190 unit.



components are discussed below:

Main Frame

Standard Processor

a

2

The processor board includes 
At various places in the Basic interpreter, the watchdog 
Should the program lose control of the processor, the timer 

When the timer times out (about 40 seconds), the system 
Finally, should there be a 

processor crash, it would be possible for the out of control processor to 
damage calibration data in the EEPROM prior to the watchdog timer timing out.

The main frame includes the system cabinet, a switching power supply, a 32 
character backlit alphanumeric liquid crystal display, a front panel speaker, 
and a 16 key membrane keyboard. All system setup and manual operation are 
performed using the keyboard and display. The speaker provides acoustic 
feedback for keyboard operation and serves as an intercom between sites.

The standard processor includes the processor itself, 32 Kbytes of EPROM, 
8 Kbytes of RAM, 2 Kbytes of EEPROM, a real time clock, front panel keyboard 
and display interface, a 1200 bit per second half duplex modem with intercom 
and Morse Code identification circuitry, and an RS232 port. The EPROM holds 
the system firmware (the software that tells the system how to be a DRC190). 
This firmware includes interface software for all the hardware (keyboards, 
displays, modems, A/D converters, etc.) and the Basic interpreter. The Basic 
interpreter is an extended Microsoft 8 Kbyte Basic for the 6800 series of 
processors.

The EEPROM holds the site specification data (site number, communications 
speeds, etc.) and calibration data. Each metering channel is assigned ten 
bytes of EEPROM. These ten bytes hold a three character label for the 
parameter (such as TCP for common point current) and a two character units 
symbol (such as KV for kilovolts). Also stored in these ten bytes are a 
conversion curve (linear or square law), a sample delay, and a scaling factor. 
The sample delay is programmable in thirds of seconds up to five seconds to 
allow for settling time of measuring equipment, such as antenna monitors. The 
scaling factor is determined by the DRC190 firmware during calibration. The 
desired indication is divided by the A/D conversion (or the squared A/D 
conversion if in square law mode) to yield the scaling factor. During normal 
operation, this scaling factor is multiplied by the A/D conversion to yield an 
appropriate indication based on the sample. This results in a two point linear 
calibration. It is assumed that zero volts of sample represents a parameter of 
zero. The calibration point establishes the slope of the line representing the 
relationship between the parameter and the sample voltage. The calibration uses 
the linear equation Y= mX + B where B=0 (y intercept is zero).

About 1 Kbyte of EEPROM is free to store a user Basic program. This 
program is automatically loaded and run on system reset. This program could be 
a simple logging program, or could be a "boot" program that loads another 
program from disk or from another bank of memory (see the RAM board 
description).

The processor board includes various features to make it fault tolerant. 
All unused memory is filled with software interrupt instructions. Should the 
processor try to execute the contents of this unused memory, the system will 
reset and begin execution from the reset state, 
watchdog timer, 
timer is reset, 
will not be reset, 
resets and starts execution from the reset state.



Dual Audio Option

bound receiver.

Battery Backup

Disk/Status I/O

■■A/D Converter

The analog to digital converter board takes analog samples from the

3

test equipment.
at this writing.
no charge when it is available.

These additional serial I/O lines on the power supply interface board 
allow the DRC190 to communicate with a disk drive and a status transceiver. 
The disk drive allows -program storage on a 5.25 inch floppy diskette. The 
status transceiver transmits and receives digital status information between 
sites.

Uninterruptable Power Supply, a 12 volt 
The UPS

The battery backup option adds an 
rechargable battery, and battery charging circuitry to the system, 
module converts the 12 volts DC from the battery to +/- 100 volts DC, which 
replaces the output of the off-line rectifier of the switching power supply 
during a power failure. During a power failure, the battery charging circuit 
is shut down. On power recovery, the battery charger returns to operation. 
The Battery Backup runs the entire DRC unit for about 30 minutes, instead of 
merely backing up the system memory.

For this reason, the EEPROM is write protected. The processor must go through 
a several step procedure before it can write to the EEPROM. It is unlikely 
that such a procedure would be successfully completed by an out of control 
processor. These features have been included to maximize the reliability of 
the DRC190.

The processor board includes a Morse code indentifier. This allows the 
DRC190 to identify a radio transmitter (TRL) that it is operating using 
International Morse Code. This code is sent at 20 words per minute using a 750 
Hz tone. The frequency of the ID can be varied between an ID message every 
minute to an ID every 99 minutes. The ID frequency and the ID message can be 
programmed through the front panel keyboard and display. The ID is stored in 
EEPROM, preserving it during power failure.

The DRC190 processor includes the hardware to drive IEEE488 controlled 
The firmware to drive the IEEE488 port has not been completed 
Registered system users will receive the firmware update at

The dual audio option provides two separate inputs and outputs for the 
audio data. The audio outputs containing the FSK data leaving this site. The 
audio inputs are summed and presented to the FSK demodulator. Dual audio is 
normally used at intermediate two way microwave sites. In a North/South 
system, one audio output would drive the North bound transmitter, the other 
would drive the South bound transmitter. One audio input would receive data 
from the North bound receiver. The other would receive data from the South 

In this manner, all units in the system can hear all other 
units, yet we do not introduce crosstalk between North and South paths.



32 Channel Status Transceiver

4

The status transceiver accepts 32 status inputs and provides 32 status 
outputs. The status transceiver appears on the right half of the front panel 
of the DRC190. 32 LEDs show the current received status. These LEDs are in 
four columns of eight. The vertical spacing is 0.400 inches, allowing the use 
of 0.375 inch embossed tape to label the LEDs.

The front panel LEDs and the rear panel status output lines reflect the 
received status. The received status is received from a site selected by 
programming jumpers on the status transceiver board. This allows the LEDs to 
continuously display the status of one of the sites in the system (00 to 99). 
If the site select jumpers are set to 100, the displayed status follows the 
site selected by the front panel keyboard and LCD. If there are several sites

external equipment. This analog sample can be floating with a maximum common 
mode voltage of +/- 100 volts peak and a maximum differential voltage of +/- 2 
volts DC. If the differential voltage exceeds 2 volts, resistors can be 
plugged into the A/D board to form a voltage divider that is applied to all 
channels on that board. The sample voltage must be DC. Reed relays are used 
to select which sample voltage is presented to the analog to digital converter.

The analog to digital converter is a 4.5 digit (maximum count of 19999) 
modified dual slope converter. The converter completes three conversions per 
second. It is driven by a temperature controlled precision voltage reference 
and a precision voltage divider. Dual slope A/D converters are noted for their 
extremely high linearity and resolution. The A/D used in the DRC190 has a 
resolution of 100 uV of sample voltage.

The A/D converter board also presents 10 Raise and 10 Lower control 
outputs to the rear panel. These outputs are enabled by selecting the 
appropriate A/D channel and pressing the R or L key on the front panel 
keyboard. They can also be reached using the RAISE (S,C) or LOWER (S,C) 
commands from Basic, where S is the site number and C is the channel number. 
Raise or Lower commands from specific sites can be locked out by programming 
the system during initial setup through the front panel.

The A/D converter also provides 10 "channel selected" outputs. These 
outputs are enabled as each channel is selected. These outputs are generally 
used to drive tower select relays on antenna monitors.

The A/D converter also provides a "fail safe" output. This output is 
active as along as all required sites have been "heard from" in the past 
minutes. The "required sites" are those that the user has programmed into the 
system during initial setup through the front panel keyboard. The fail safe 
firmware keeps a record of all sites heard from in the past 30 seconds. If the . 
fail safe timer reaches 30 seconds and all required sites have been heard from, 
the timer resets. If not all required sites have been heard from, the unit 
sends an "all call" status request. If all required sites respond, the fail 
safe timer is reset. If the required sites do not respond, the unit keeps 
sending the all call request every five seconds. It the fail safe timer 
reaches 60 seconds, the fail safe output is disabled. This can be used to 
discontinue the operation of a transmitter, if desired.

All the A/D board outputs (Raise, Lower, Channel Selected, and Fail Safe) 
are open collector outputs that are pulled to ground when active. The open 
circuit voltage must not exceed +30 volts and the short circuit current must 
not exceed 500 mA.

Each A/D board provides ten channels of metering. Up to ten boards (for 
100 channels of metering) may be plugged into each DRC190 main frame.



Bell 212 Modem Board

64 Kbyte RAM Board

Subcarrier Transceiver

5 i

This board expands system RAM beyond the 8 Kbytes on the processor board. 
The 64 Kbytes are broken into two banks of 32 Kbytes, called banks 0 and 2. 
Bank 0 is used for holding an expanded Basic program, variable storage and 
temporary storage (system stack, etc.). Bank 2 is battery backed. This can 
provide non-volatile storage of the Basic program that is down-loaded to bank 0 
on system reset.

This board includes an FCC approved direct connect, auto dial, auto answer 
1200/300 bit per second modem and an extra RS232 port. The modem and RS232 
port are accessible to the local Basic program, allowing dial up operation of 
the system. Typical dial up applications include: complete dial up control 
where dedicated circuits are not available, paging an engineer on system 
malfunction and giving the engineer access to system parameters, providing 
routine readings and alarm reporting to a central location. The modem supports 
both tone and pulse dialing. The modem speed is selectable as 1200 or 300 bits 
per second under software control.

The subcarrier transceiver board generates and demodulates FM subcarriers 
between 20 and 200 KHz. The generator portion uses a single chip function 
generator. The generator portion includes controls for coarse frequency 
adjust, fine frequency adjust, deviation, waveform symmetry, and sine shaper 
distortion.

The demodulator portion of the subcarrier transceiver board uses the 
superhetrodyne principle. The baseband is up-converted to 455 KHz. The 
upconverted subcarrier is filtered from the remainder of the baseband using a 
ceramic filter. The Intermediate Frequency is then amplified and presented to 
a ceramic discriminator. The audio output of the discriminator is amplified 
and presented to the DRC190 processor board for FSK demodulation. The DC 
component of the discriminator output is applied to the local oscillator to 
form an Automatic Frequency Control.

Note that the minimum acceptable subcarrier level is about 150 mV P-P. 
This is generally available from the multiplex output of STL systems but is 
not available from the baseband output of most FM modulation monitors. To 
recover SCA data from FM stations, an SCA monitor or SCA receiver is suggested.

that have the same meaning to the various status indications, a common label 
can be attached to each LED. For example, if LED 0 is lit and the LCD is 
showing a parameter from site 1, this may indicate that the main transmitter is 
on at site 1.

Status of all sites is available to Basic at all sites using the function 
STATUS (S,C), where S is site and C is channel. This returns a -1 if status is 
true, and a 0 if it is false.

The condition of the status LEDs is also available on the rear panel of 
the DRC190. These 32 outputs (0 to 31) are open collector outputs with a 
maximum open circuit voltage of 40 volts and a maximum sink current of 100 mA.



CRT Terminals

The following

Fluke 1020

Informer 203-100

ITT Qume QVT101

Printer

Disk Drive

/
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Most standard CRT terminals can be used with the DRC190. 
terminals are available from Hallikainen & Friends.

It
It is available 

Further data on this terminal is attached.

Most RS232 printers can be used with the DRC190. 
presently supplying the Brother M1509 dot matrix printer, 
per second dot matrix printer includes 
DRC190 or to the printer port on a CRT terminal, 
to 16 inches wide.

This full featured terminal has a 9 inch display that keeps the 
terminal from taking over the desk. The terminal includes a printer port 
that can be used in driving a logging printer. The terminal is available 
with an optional Bell 212A built-in modem that includes auto-dial, auto
answer, and automatic password exchange. This makes the terminal ideal 
for dial-up applications.

Hallikainen & Friends is 
This 180 character 

an RS232 port for connection to the 
The printer accepts paper up 

Further data on this printer is attached.

This terminal has a touch screen overlay allowing operator 
interaction with the DRC190 without the use of a keyboard. This 
considerably simplifies the operator interface, as only the options 
available to the operator at a specific time are presented. This compares 
favorably with dedicated function keys or the use of alphanumeric keys for 
making menu selections. With the touch-screen, the operator touches the 
screen to make the choice. This is the ultimate "soft key". Further 
information on this terminal is attached.

The DRC190 uses the Commodore 1541 disk drive for program storage. This 
low cost disk drives include its own processor and operating system firmware. 
Up to five disk drives can be connected to each DRC190 equipped with a disk 
drive interface. Each disk holds up to 167,000 bytes of program. At this 
writing, the disk drive can be used only for program storage.

This low cost terminal satisfies many DRC190 applications, 
includes a printer port for driving a logging printer, 
with green or amber screens.



UHF Telemetry/Control Radio Transceiver

Instruction Manual

For further information, or to place an order, call

7

A detailed instruction manual is included with each DRC19O main frame.
This manual can also be purchased separately for $25 per copy.

Hallikainen & Friends, Inc.
141 Suburban Road, Building E4 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401-7590 

(805) 541-0200

Hallikainen & Friends currently supplies the Standard Communications FX- 
60U 450 MHz transceiver for TRL service. This transceiver is modified to 
comply with FCC part 74 group P specifications (1.5 KHz deviation, 10 KHz 
channel spacing). The transmitter is enabled only when a particular site has 
data or a command to send. This allows all sites in the system to share the 
same radio frequency, resulting in less spectrum usage. In addition, any site 
can communicate with any other site, allowing operators at the AM site to read 
meters at the FM site.



PRC190 Site Specification Form
Specified by: 
Company: 
Phone: 
PO#: H&F SC#: 
Site Number: Serial Number: 

Qty [Qty Range] Description Cost ea Total Cost

[1]1 DRC190 Main Frame (0000-1900) 1,600 1,600

 [0..1] Standard Processor (0010-1442) 0 0
Dual Audio (0012-1442) 91  [0..1]

Power, Special 1/0 Interface Options
00 [0..1] Standard (0010-1443)

207 [0..1]

100 Disc/Status 1/0 (0012-1443) [0..1]
307 ■ [0..1]

8

Battery Backup & Disc/Status 
I/O (0013-1443, 4000-0004, 
4000-0005)

Battery Backup (0011-1443, 
4000-0004, 4000-0005)

Processor Options 
Choose one only



A/D, Memory, Subcarrier Boards

[0..9] 600 

[0..1] 600 

[0..1] 500 

[0..1] 64K RAM Board (2000-6440) 500 
[0..1] 300 

External I/O Equipment
[0..1] 1,600 

[0..1] 895 
 [0..1] 1,495

 [0..1] 395 

[0..1] 549 

[0..2] 300 

 [0..1] 1,600 

TOTAL COST THIS SITE»»»»»> $ 

9

Standard FX60-U Control/
Metering Radio Transceiver

Freq: MHz
Call Sign:

Qume QVT101 CRT Terminal 
(2000-0101)

Commodore 1541 Disk Drive 
(2000-1541)

Ten Channel A/D Boards 
(0010-1441)

Bell 212 Modem Board 
(0010-1445)

Subcarrier Transceiver
(0010-1444)

RX Freq:  KHz
TX Freq: KHz

Fluke 1020 Touch Screen CRT 
(2000-1020)

32 Channel Status Transceiver 
(0010-1449)

Informer 203-100 CRT Terminal 
(2000-2031)

Informer' 203-100-212 CRT
Terminal with Modem (2000-2032)

Brother M1509 Printer 
(2000-1509)
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The best buy in VDT history.

Authorized Qume Distributor/Dealer

rate compares U.S. based manufacturers only.

Esc '0
Esc !1
Esc 12

San Jose, California 95131 
(800) 223-2479

Ctrl 
CtrlL 
CtrIH 
CtrlK 
Ctrl) 

CtrlZ 
EscT

'®
A Subsidiary of TTT

Keyboard adjusts ___
and U.K. configurations.

'Qume warranty and return

Qume Corporation 
6287 Memorial Drive 
Suite F
Stone Mountain, GA 30083 
(404)469-3900

to three height levels. Available in French. German

gg g~g 
'□ 3 ITT 
111’ 
113^

FRANCE
QUME France 
20 rue Thiers 
PH:X®Tran“
GERMANY
QUMEGmbH 
Schiess-Strasse 55 
4000 Dusseldorf 11 
West Germany 
PH: (211)59798-0

EscY 
Esc;

EscE 
EscR 
Esc # 
Esc" 

CtrlG 
Ctrl! 

Esc=(nn) 
Esc?(nn) 

Esc} 
Esc { 

EscU 
Esc X or Esc u 

CtrlR 
CtrlT 
Esc) 
Esc( 
Esc$ 
Esc% 

Esc @ 
Esc A 

Ctrl__
Esc I 
Esc * 

Esc F n 
Esc[ n 
Esc] n 
EscP 
EscN 
EscO 
Esc 1 
Esc 2 
Esc 3 

EscH 
EscV 

Esc&.
Esc' 

Esc 4 
Esc 5 
Esc 6 
Esc 7 
Esc: 

EscB 
Esc C 
EscD 
EscQ 
EscW 

Escx N 
Escp 

Esc Mnabcd 
EsctPlPZData EM 

Write saved values into temp RAM

Qume Corporation 
2350 Qume Dnve 
San Jose, CA 95131 
(408) 920-2500

Qume Corporation 
7601 North Federal Hwy. 
Suite B215
Boca Raton, FL 33431 
(305)997-8667

Editing
Cursor: up, down, left, right, and home.
Character/line insert ana delete, erase to end of 
line/field/page, tab, back tab, field tab, field 
back tab

Communications Interface
EIA RS232-C. Options: 20 mA cunent loop, 
EIA RS422

Communication Protocols
DTR, X-ON/X-OFF, and none 

Communication Modes
Full or half duplex, block/line, block/page;
7 or 8 data bits

Baud Rates
16 selections from 50 to 19 2 K

Auxiliary Port
Bidirectional EIA RS232-C, partial/full screen/ 
line copy, transparent

Screen
Tilt/swivel 14-inch diagonal standard non-glare 
green (optional non-glare amber)

Character Attributes
Blink, blank, normal video, reverse video, 
underline, half intensity

Keyboard
Detached, adjustable-tilt, low-profile (DIN 
standard), alphanumeric keys, 14-key numenc 
pad, 12 host or user-programmable functions, 
4 cursor keys double as additional programmable 
function keys, selectable auto-repeat and key click 
Pnnt, setup, and no-scroll keys.

Fields
Protected and Unprotected fields

Parity
Odd, even, mark, space, none

Screen-savers
Screen shuts off after 15 minutes of inactivity 
without data loss (selectable)

Emulations
Hazeltine 1500, Lear Siegler ADM-3A/5, 
TeleVideo 910

Set-Up Mode
Menu style, preserved m non-volatile memory 

Power Requirements
120 VAC. 0.5 A. 45 W, 60 Hz 

Dimensions
Keyboard 1.5" (H) X 18" (W) X 8" (D)
Display 14X" (H) X 13H" (W) X 12^" (D) 

Weight
Display 19 lbs. 2 oz.. Keyboard 3 lbs.

Options
Amber phosphor screen
Foreign language kits 
EIA RS422 main port interface 
20 mA current loop (passive and active)

Command Codes (partial list) 
Cursor home 
Cursor right 
Cursor left 
Cursor up 
Cursor down 
Clear screen
Clear from cursor to end of line 
Clear from cursor to end of screen 

with spaces
Clear all foreground 
Line insert 
Line delete 
Keyboard lock 
Keyboard unlock 
Bell ring 
Column tab
Address cursor (row/column) 
Read cursor (row/column) 
Status line display 
Status line suppress 
Monitor mode on 
Monitor mode off 
Print transparent on 
Print transparent off 
Half intensity 
Full intensity 
Graphic mode on 
Graphic mode off 
Auxiliary port on 
Auxiliary port off 
New line 
Back tab 
Clear screen to nulls
Display control character equivalent 
Load cursor line 
Load cursor column 
Print enure screen 
Print from top to cursor 
Print from cursor to end 
Tab set 
Tab clear 
Tab all clear 
Autoscroll on/off 
Self test 
Protect mode on 
Protect mode off 
Send line full intensity only 
Send page full intensity only 
Send line all 
Send page all 
Clear foreground to nulls 
Block/page on 
Conversational mode on 
Block/line on 
Character insert 
Character delete 
Termination character select 
Printline 
Program cursor keys 
Program function keys

Write default into temp RAM 
Write temp RAM into non-volatile RAM

Qume Corporation 
Carnage Executive 
2659 w Guadalupe Road 
Suite C220 
Mesa, AZ 85202 
(602)820-6226

Qume Corporation 
Westpark Office Building 
Building #1, Suite 235 

__ ______ _____ j , , , 8140MopacExpressway
Qume Corporation, 2350 Qume Drive (5*12)3T97™

Introducing Qume’s new QVT 101„ the 
lowest-priced smart terminal in history. All 
these features are standard: Full emulation 
of the Hazeltine 1500, Lear-Siegler ADM 
3A/5 and TeleVideo 910 ♦ Block mode
♦ 14-inch non-glare screen ♦ Bidirectional 
printer port ♦ 12 host or user-program
mable functions ♦ 1 to 128 characters 
dynamically allocatable to a single function 
key ♦ Cursor keys can double as an 
additional 4 programmable funcnon keys
♦ Double-injection key caps ♦ Full com
patibility with Qume’s popular QVT 102,.

Only Qume can offer such unheard-of 
value, with smarter design, smarter sourc
ing of components, and greater resources 
behind us. Only Qume provides a one- 
year warranty from the date of end-user 
purchase—double the warranty of most 
other terminals'.' And only Qume has a 
reliability record you can’t beat at any 
price: a warranty return rate of under 
2 percent.
Display Format

24 lines x 80 characters
25th status/set-up line (user selectable) 

Character Formation
7x 11 matrix in a 9 x 12 cell, with 2 dot decenders 

Displayed Character Set
96 ASCII characters, 15 graphic symbols, 
and 32 control character symbols

Qume Corporation 
1425 Greenway Drive 
Suite 300 
Irving, TX 75038 
(214)659-0745

Qume Corporation 
5335 Far Hills Avenue 
Suite 107 
Dayton, OH 45429 
(513)439-0469

CANADA
QUME Canadian Office 
207 Place Frontenac 
Pte. Claire
Quebec. Canada H9R4Z7 
(514)695-3837

ENGLAND
QUME (UK) Ltd 
Qume House 
Parkway. Newbury 
Berkshire. RG 13 I EE 
PH 635-31-400

Hazeltine 1500 is a registered trademark of Hazeltine Corp. 
(Esorit Systems Inc ). Lear Siegler ADM 3A/5 is a registered 
trademark of Lear Siegler. Inc. TeleVideo and TeleVideo 910 
are registered trademarks of TeleVideo Systems. Inc.

Qume Corporation 
2354 Hassel Road 
Hoffman Estates, IL 
60196 
(312)490-9320

Qume Corporation 
6133 Bristol Parkway 
Suite 150
Culver City, CA 90230 
(213)410-1458

Qume Corporation 
19 Crosby Drive 
Bedford, MA 01730 
(617)275-3200

O 1985 Qume Corporation. Printed in U.S.A. 35401 50M 8/85

Qume Corporation 
20 Mayfield Avenue 
Edison, NJ 08837 
(201)225-5005



Streamlined Printing Efficiency
SERIAL IMPACT DOT MATRIX PRINTER

OMr reputation on paper.

II 
j'J

M1509

ugg
fe'i

air Letter Quality printing (45 CPS) 
riety of printing styles and functions 
rge buffer memory 

Optional cut sheet feeder 
Compatible with IBM PC® and 

"•Epson FX-100+® 
edne-inch paper cut function

■ :^JSIim, compact, and attractively styled 
Quiet operation



brother. M 4509
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brother
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Fonts:

M?5«

Printed in Japan

Bit image Printing;

Columns:

The LQ-100 offers Anelia PS, Gothic and 
Quadro, while the LQ-200 has Anelia PS 
and Gothic, plus 16 kilobytes of RAM 
memory.

Optional 
Cut Sheet 

Feeder

brother.
We put our reputation on paper.

Lme Spacing:
Paper Feed:5 Paper Width:

Copies
Interfaces:

Dimensions (WxHxD).
(inc. PF-40 pin tractor) 
Weight
(inc. PF-40 pin tractor)Auto Paper Loading

The M-1509 does not require manual 
paper insertion. Simply place the paper 
behind the platen and push the TOF

The Brother M-1509 is a serial im
pact dot matrix printer designed to 
offer reliability, economy, and easy 
operability to users of personal or 
small business computers. Normal 
print speed is a fast 180 cps, but 
the M-1509 also provides handsome 
Near Letter Quality printing at 45 
cps. A variety of character sets are 
available, and the high-density bit 
image capability will produce con
vincing graphics. The M-1509 incor
porates a number of cost- and labor- 
saving features, and is exceptionally 
slim, light, and quiet. A printer that 
will quickly prove its worth in either 
home or office.

High Speed Printing, Large Capacity 
Memory
In many offices, work slows down when 
the printer goes into operation, but not 
when it's an M-1509. With logic-seeking 
bi-directional printing capability, printing 
speed is a rapid 180 cps And thanks to 
a 3 Kbyte input data buffer, the operator 
will nearly always be able to go straight 
to the next task.
Near Letter Quality and Graphics 
The M-1509 has eliminated the need for 
a second printer for those special jobs 
where quality is the prime requirement. 
A handsome Near Letter Quality font 
(Prestige) will upgrade the business image 
with clear and clean correspondence. One 
touch of the NLQ button is all it takes. 
Three other NLQ fonts can be optionally 
selected. And seven different levels of bit 
image mode produce attractive charts 
and graphs.

button—the paper will automatically be in
serted and forwarded to the correct posi
tion. And despite the M-1509's compact 
size, you can use 16-1/2" width cut sheets 
or 16" width fanfold paper.
One-Inch Paper Cut
Another convenient function is provided 
by the push-up pin tractor, which lets you 
separate copy immediately, one inch after 
printing stops, saving both time and paper.
IBM/Epson Compatibility
The M-1509 is equipped with an IBM 
PC'5 printer compatible character set 
and control codes. A character set and 
control codes compatible with the Epson 
FX-100+® are also incorporated for easy 
interfacing with the vast range of personal 
computers that can be used with either of 
these two printers.
Quiet and Unassuming, but a Hard 
Worker
The M-1509 is designed with people in 
mind. It purrs along quietly, and is light 
and slim—easily moved and positioned. 
Controls are simple and conveniently 
grouped. In terms of both performance 
and overall operation, the M-1509 is a 
printer every operator will love.
Options for Greater Versatility
A cut sheet feeder (SF-40) is available for 
smooth, automatic paper loading (without 
having to remove the pin feed tractor). 
And two NLQ font boards provide an 
extra choice of type styles and memory.

Jim Thylin
DISTRIBUTED TECHNOLOGY, INC. (DTI) 

1201 SAN LUIS OBISPO AVE.
HAYWARD, CA 94544

(415) 487-8300

i

Print Method:
Print Speed:

Print Head:
Print Direction
Character Set:

- W 81

SPECIFICATIONS
Serial impact dot matrix 
180 cps 
45 cps (NLQ) 
9-pm
Bi-directional, logic-seeking 
ASCII 96 characters
International 43 characters 
(16 versions)
IBM PC® 64 characters + 
Scandinavian characters 
Normal (Pica size). Prestige (NLQ) 
Each with Elite. Enlarged. 
Condensed. Emphasized. 
Double-Stnke. Italic, Underline. 
Super/Subscnpt available.
Options: Gothic, Anelia PS. Quadro. 
8 x 816. 978, 1.088, 1,224. 1.632, 
1.956. 3.264 dots/hne 
136 (Pica size), 162 (Elite size) 
68 (Enlarged Pica), 81 (Enlarged 
Elite). 232 (Condensed). 116 
(Enlarged Condensed) 
1/6, 1/8, 7172. n/72. n/216 meh 
Friction feed 
Pin feed tractor
Cut sheet feeder (optional)
Cut sheet: 127—420 mm (5"-16.5") 
Fanfold. 127—406.4 mm (5"—16") 
1 original plus 2 copies 
Centronics parallel 
RS-232C serial 
490 x 76 x 304 5 mm 
(I9.3"x3“ x12") 
6.7 kg (14.7 lbs.)

Specifications are subject to change without notice.
IBM PC is a registered trademark of International Business 
Machines Corp.
FX-100-r is a registered trademark of EPSON CORPORATION.
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Introduction
The 1020 Series Touch Control Screen (TCS) is a 
sophisticated interface between human operators and 
computer-driven systems. The TCS allows the operator, 
with a minimum of training, to accurately and efficiently 
control even the most complex operations, simply by 
touching the screen.
The Touch Control Screen interprets character strings 
from the host computer to create displays that provide the 
operator with information, or ask the operator to select 
from the choices presented. The operator responds 
naturally by pointing to the appropriate choice and 
touching the display lightly. The TCS, acting as a software 
configured control panel, tells the computer that a 
particular area was touched.
The 1020 Series is easy to integrate into any computer- 
based system, and is packaged to be easily mounted into a 
panel, a rack, or on a table top. High-level software 
support facilitates the design of “touch targets” using only 
a few simple commands. The extreme reliability and 
durability of the TCS makes it appropriate for use in a 
variety of rugged environments.

The Touch Control Screen has many useful features, 
including:
■ Touch Panel consisting of a matrix of 120 touch cells 

(12 rows, 10 columns).
■ High contrast, green phosphor 12" CRT capable of 

displaying 1920 characters (24 rows, 80 columns).
■ RS-232-C / RS-422-A serial interface with selectable 

baud rates in^tandard increments up to 19,200.
■ Advanced programming commands to reduce pro

gramming time and increase communication 
throughput.

■ Selectable character attributes. Highlight, blinking, 
underline, and reverse video.

■ Non-volatile memory to store set-up parameters while 
power is off.

■ Easily mounts in a panel, instrument rack, or on a 
desk top.

■ Optional NEMA 12 water and dust resistance when 
panel mounted.

■ Accessories include a keyboard, rack mounting kits, and 
serial interface cables.

■ Options include amber display, internal fan, desk-top 
enclosure, and tilt-swivel base.

| FL LIKE |
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The Touch Panel
The Touch Panel consists of transparent, conductive 
polyester sheets that are affixed to the front of the display 
over a rigid acrylic backplane, forming a transparent 
switch matrix. The switch matrix provides 120 separate 
switch locations that can be labeled with words or symbols 
on the underlying display. Individual switches are called 
touch cells, and are arranged in a matrix of 12 rows by 10 
columns. On theTCS display, each touch cell overlies an 
area two lines high by eight characters wide. Each touch 
cell is identified by a number that is reported to the host 
computer when the touch cell is pressed.
For increased resistance to chemical attack and abrasion, 
the Touch Panel is coated with a hardened anti-glare 
surface that adapts it to a variety of rugged environments. 
The durable Touch Panel has been successfully tested for 
over 1 million touch operations.
The 1020 Series display provides precise geometry and 
linearity, and is designed to remain in proper alignment

■ with the Touch Panel. If adjustments are required, an 
alignment routine is provided to easily perform display- 
to-Touch Panel alignment.

Mechanical Integration
The Touch Control Screen is designed to be easily 
mounted into a simple cutout in a metal, fiberglass, or 
wood panel and is supplied with complete hardware for 
panel mounting. To properly mount the 1020 Series, a hole 
size of 308 mm (12.13 in) high by 232 mm (9.13 in) wide 
should be cut in the mounting material. 299 mm (11.78 in) 
should be allowed for the depth of theTCS. An additional 
82 mm (3.22 in) should be allowed for the power cord and 
a standard RS-232-C cable, for a total depth of 381 mm 
(15 in).

Mounting is as simple as cutting a hole, inserting the 
Touch Control Screen, tightening three clips, and 
attaching the cables. For applications that require a 
drip-proof and dust-tight seal, a NEMA 12 Panel 
Mounting Kit is available from Fluke. For easy installa
tion in a standard 19-inch instrument rack, a Rack Mount 
Kit is available.
The 1020 Series is available with an optional sturdy plastic 
enclosure for applications that require desk-top or 
stand-alone mountings. An optional tilt-swivel base 
provides a forward tilt of up to 5 degrees and a backward 
tilt of up to 15 degrees.

- -----335.3 (13.20)-------
—238.8(9.40)—

—299.2 (11.78)—- 
-66.8 (2.63)

1

18.5 < 
(.73)*

T 
247.7 
(9.75)

1
Electrical Integration
Power
The Touch Control Screen is powered from standard AC 
line voltage. The voltage setting can be switch-selected 
between 110 VAC and 220 VAC with any line frequency 
between 47 and 440 Hz. The TCS consumes less than 50 
watts of power.
Communications Interface
The Touch Control Screen has an RS-232-C serial interface 
that allows it to be connected to a host computer directly, 
or through a modem. TheTCS supports full-duplex 
communication, providing two-way serial data exchange 
for simultaneous transmit and receive by both the Touch 
Control Screen and the host computer. The 1020 Series 
also supports RS-422-A for greater noise immunity when 
communicating over long distances.
Communication between the host computer and theTCS 
conforms to the ANSI standard (ANSI X3.64-1979) 
supported by most common computer terminals. All 
communication between the host and the 1020 Series is 
accomplished using standard ASCII characters.
Communication parameters are easily set by pressing the 
SET UP switch on the rear of the Touch Control Screen. A 
menu allows selection of the appropriate baud rate, parity 
and other communication parameters. The parameter 
values can be stored in theTCS in non-volatile memory 
and recalled on the next power-up or reset.

48.3 
(1.90)-

260.9 I
(10.27) |

I 175.3 
(6.90)

_L
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The Custom Connector
Internal logic board signals may be accessed externally by 
use of a 26-pin Custom Connector. Available signals 
include composite video for an external monitor, off-board 
contrast control, reset, external SET UP switch, beeper, 
and + 5V, + 12V, - 12V and Ground. There is also an 
alternate set of pins for custom keyboard applications. An 
optional Custom Connector Extender Cable is available to 
provide access to these signals from the rear of the Touch 
Control Screen.

|FLUKE| 
—" ®

Software Integration
Enhanced command software allows the programmer to 
create touch targets with just a few simple commands. 
These commands reduce programming time and increase 
communication throughput. The firmware resident in the 
1020 Series provides unique features that allow for 
complete flexibility and programming ease.

Region Commands
Region commands allow the programmer to create touch 
targets by drawing rectangular boxes on the display. The 
programmer uses a single command to define the size of a 
rectangle and select one of four box types. The current 
cursor position determines the location of the upper left 
corner of the rectangle. Other Region commands allow the 
host computer to erase a region and alter the attributes in a 
region.
An example Region Command from the host would be: 
“(ESC) [6; 10; 20; 4t” which would create the following 
display:

Touch Panel Commands
These commands determine how the Touch Panel 
responds when a touch cell is pressed. Some commands 
allow the host computer to set an automatic repeat rate for 
touches and generate a beep to acknowledge when a touch 
has been made. Other Touch Panel commands allow the 
host to place the Touch Control Screen in a polled mode, 
where touches will be queued and reported to the host 
only on request. The default touch report from the TCS is: 
“(ESC) [ > 2;(Pn)n” where “ (Pn)” is a 3-digit ASCII 
numeric string representing the number of the touch cell. 
In addition, the introducers can be changed and/or a 
terminator can be appended to the touch report string.

Attributes
Character Attributes allow the programmer to alter the 
visual appearance of characters on the display. Characters 
can be displayed in reverse video, highlighted, blinking, 
underlined, or any combination of these.
Line Attributes can be used to provide double-size or 
double-width lines in selected areas of the display.
The Scrolling Region Command allows the programmer to 
specify a section of the screen that will scroll. Areas of the 
display outside the Scrolling Region will remain station
ary.

Lockout
To provide for complete host control of TCS operations, 
the 1020 Series can be programmed to lock the user out of 
the keyboard, Touch Panel, and Set Up mode.

Other Commands
Many other commands are provided to simplify pro
gramming. Some of these commands move the cursor, 
read back the attributes or characters displayed under the 
cursor, obtain status information from the Touch Control 
Screen, and affect the appearance of the screen.

International Character Sets
The 1020 Series supports National Replacement Code 
characters, allowing the display of characters used in many 
countries. When a national character set is selected, 
characters unique to that language can be easily displayed 
by the host program. Character sets supported by this are: 
Danish, Dutch, French, Canadian, Finnish, German, 
Italian, Spanish, Swedish, Swiss, and English (UK).
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The 1020 Series’ extensive diagnostic and self-test routines 
ensure the reliability of TCS operations. Whenever the 
Touch Control Screen is powered-up or reset, an automatic 
self-test of the ROM, RAM, non-volatile memory and 
Touch Panel ensures the integrity of TCS components. 
The tests used to automatically verify TCS operation can 
also be initiated by the host computer.
Six user-selected tests are available from the test screen to 
test touch panel integrity, display geometry and intensity, 
the standard character and extended character sets, and 
the keyboard. Additional tests accessible from the test 
screen, the Raw Keyboard Test and the Continuous 
Integrity Test, are provided to assist service personnel in 
maintaining theTCS.

Service
The high quality of the 1020 Series Touch Control Screen 
ensures extended use in rugged environments. The 
modular design of the TCS simplifies periodic mainte
nance and necessary servicing. The 1020 Series is backed 
by a one year warranty against defects in materials and 
workmanship. This warranty applies throughout the world 
at any of sixty worldwide Fluke Technical Service Centers. 
The Fluke service network also offers extended warranties 
and customer support services.

Options
Amber Phosphor Display 1021-10
The amber monochrome P134 phosphor display is 
available as a factory configured option. A green P31 
phosphor display is standard.

Fan 1021-20
An optional fan, including 
filter and filter cover, is avail
able to increase the operating 
temperature range of the 
1020 Series. The fan is located 
inside the enclosure and is 
not visible from the exterior. The fan will increase the 
reliable operating temperature range of the Touch Control 
Screen by 10°C. (See Specifications.)

Enclosure 1021-30 '">•
An attractive plastic enclo
sure is available for operating 
the Touch Control Screen 
on a desk-top. The enclosure 
is standard with the Model 
1020 Touch Control Screen 
Package.

Tilt/Swivel Base 1021-31
The Tilt/Swivel Base can be 
attached to the Touch Control . 
Screen for easy up-down and 
left-right movement of the 
unit. The Tilt/Swivel Base is designed to be used with 
the 1021-30.
Custom Connector Extender Cable 1021-60
This cable extends the Custom Connector signals to a 
connector at the rear of the TCS. A male 37-pin D-type 
connector can be used to interface with this option.
1020 Series Manual Set 1021-90
Manuals for the 1020 Series include the Inspection and 
Installation Guide, User’s Guide, Programmer’s Guide, 
and Designer’s Guide. The manual set is standard with the 
Model 1020 Touch Control Screen Package.
1020 Series Service Manual pn 778803
This manual is available through Customer Support 
Services. It covers all the information necessary to 
perform maintenance and service of the Touch Control 
Screen. Complete set of schematics and test procedures are 
included.
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Alphanumeric Keyboard Y1000
The Alphanumeric Keyboard is provided for program
ming or data entry applications with the 1020 Series. The 
keyboard also has a numeric keypad and 10 function keys 
for custom programming support.

| FLUKE |

Specifications for the 1020 Series
Touch Control Screen
Environmental
Temperature:
Operating: 0° to 50°C without plastic enclosure.
0° to 60°C without plastic enclosure, with optional fan.
0° to 40°C with plastic enclosure.
0° to 50°C with plastic enclosure, with optional fan.
Non Operating: — 40°to75°C.
Relative Humidity:

0° to 30°C: 95% (Noncondensing).
30° to 40°C: 75%(Noncondensing).
40° to 55°C: 45% (Noncondensing).
55° to75°C: 40% (Noncondensing).
Altitude:
Operating: 3,050 meters (10,000 ft).
Non Operating: 12,000 meters (40,000 ft).
Power:
Voltage: Switch selectable: 90 to 132Vac, 47 to 440 Hz; 
180 to 264 V ac, 47 to 440 Hz.
Safety Ground Leakage Current: Less than 0.5 mA at 
47 to 63 Hz. Less than 3.5 mA at 63 to 440 Hz.
Power Consumption: Less than 50 watts.

19" Rack Mount Kit with 24" Slides Y1082
The Y1082 is identical to the Y1081 except that is provides 
610 mm (24 in) rack slides instead of 457 mm (18 in) rack 
slides.
Keyboard Extender Cable Y1085
The Y1085 is used to extend the keyboard interface to the 
front panel of the Y1080, Y1081, and Y1082 rack mounting 
accessories. The Keyboard Extender Cable can also be 
used in most custom panel mounting applications.

Contrast Enhancement Overlay Y1090
The Y1090 is a gray polyester overlay that enhances visual 
contrast between the display background and characters 
on the Touch Control Screen. The Y1090 has a 
scratch-resistant, anti-glare surface.

Serial Communication Cables
Standard RS-232-C and Null Modem cables are available 
in various lengths. The Standard RS-232-C cables may be 
ordered in lengths of 2 and 10 meters. The Null Modem 
cable may be ordered in lengths of 0.3, 2, and 4 meters.

NEMA 12 Panel Mounting Kit Y1070
This kit provides the gasketing and mounting hardware 
necessary to give the Touch Control Screen a NEMA Type 
12 rating (drip-proof, dust-tight) when panel mounted in a 
suitable enclosure. The Type 12 standard is published by 
the National Electrical Manufacturers Association.

19” Rack Mount Kit Y1080
The Y1080 is the front panel to use when mounting the 
Touch Control Screen into a 482.6 mm (19 in) wide 
instrument rack. The panel is 6 rack units high 
(265.9 mm, 10.5 in). Hardware necessary for mounting the 
Touch Control Screen into the Rack Mount Kit is supplied 
with the 1020 Series.

19" Rack Mount Kit with 18" Slides Y1081
The Y1081 is used for complete slide-mounting of the 
Touch Control Screen in a 482.6 mm (19 in) instrument 
rack. 457 mm (18 in) rack slides, mounting hardware, and 
the Rack Mount Kit (Y1080) are all included in this 
accessory.
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Part 15, 
subpart J 
0871

Double Amplitude
1.52 mm (0.06 inch) 
1.02 mm (0.04 inch) 
0.51 mm (0.02 inch)

Force
0.7Gat 15 Hz
1.3Gat 25 Hz

3G at 55 Hz

Vibration: Meets the requirements of MIL-T-28800C, 
class 3.

Frequency
5-15 Hz

15-25 Hz
25-55 Hz

Shock: ‘/z sine shock of 30G for 11 ms ±1 ms.
Dust-tight and Drip-tight: Suitable for use in NEMA 
Type 12 enclosure with optional NEMA 12 Panel 
Mounting Kit.

Packaging
Dimensions: 335.3 mm (13.2 in) wide; 260.9 mm 
(10.27 in) high; 318 mm (12.5 in) deep without enclosure; 
330 mm (13.0 in) deep with enclosure.
Minimum Mounting Depth: 300 mm (11.8 in) from back 
of bezel to back ofTCS, without cables. 381 mm (15.0 in) 
with Fluke cables.
Weight: 8.44 kg (18.6 lbs) without plastic enclosure.
Enclosure: 1.59 kg (3.5 lbs).
Tilt/Swivel Base: 0.68 kg (1.5 lbs).
Panel Mount: Three point mounting clips provided.
Rack Mount (optional): 482.6 mm (19.0 in) wide.
265.9 mm (10.5 in) high, six rack units.
Tilt/Swivel Base (optional): Forward tilt of up to 
5 degrees. Backward tilt of up to 15 degrees.

Touch Panel

Type: Membrane switch matrix.
Number of Touch Cells: 12 rows, 10 columns, extending 
to the edge of the display.
Touch Cell Size: 2 rows, 8 columns of single size 
characters.
Resistance to Damage: Hardened scratch resistant 
surface.
Optical Characteristics: Antiglare standard.

CRT
Tube Size: 305 mm (12 in), measured diagonally.
Tube Type: Monochrome P31 Phosphor (green) standard. 
Monochrome P134 phosphor (amber) optional.

Display Characteristics
Scanning Method: Non-interlaced raster.
Refresh: 50/60 Hz, programmable, stored in non-volatile 
memory.
Active Display Size: 203 mm (8 in) wide, 137 mm (5.4 in) 
high.

Radio Frequency Interference 
Suppression of Radio Fre
quency Equipment for Industr
ial, Scientific and Medical and 
Similar Purposes (class B).

Character Cells on Screen: 24 lines of 80 characters. 
Pixels per Character Cell: 8 dots wide, 10 dots high. 
Line Attributes: Normal, double width, double size. 
Character Attributes: Normal, highlight, underline, 
blink, reverse video.
Character Set Size: 256 characters (includes ASCII 
characters).
International Characters: Provided using National Re
placement Code (NRC) method.
Display Alignment: Programmable; stored in non-volatile 
memory. Horizontal adjustment range: 12 characters, 
1 character resolution. Vertical adjustment range: 2.4 
characters (24 scan lines), 0.1 character (1 scan line) 
resolution.
Beeper
Frequency: 2.1 kHz.
Loudness: Two levels, jumper selectable.

Keyboard (Optional)
Length: 470.2 mm (18.51 in).
Width: 211.5 mm (8.33 in).
Maximum Total Height: 50.8 mm (2.0 in), includes 
keycaps.
Weight: 1.59 kg (3.5 lb).

Standards
The Touch Control Screen is designed to comply with the 
following safety standards: 
ANSI/UL Standard for Electronic Data 

Processing Units and Systems. 
Safety Requirement for Elec
tronic Measuring Apparatus. 
Safety of Data Processing 
Equipment.
Certification Requirements for 
Electronic Instruments and Sci
entific Apparatus.

TheTCS has been verified to comply with the following 
EMI (electromagnetic interference) standards:
FCC Part 15, Computing Devices (class B).
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Ordering Information

ModelModel
Touch Control Screen1021 1020

1021-90

Accessories

Printed in U.S.A. A0245A-02U8604/SEEN

i

Y1000
Y1070
Y1080
Y1081
Y1082
Y1085

Y1090
Y1702
Y1703
Y1705
Y1707
Y1708

Amber Phosphor Display (factory configured) 
Fan (with cover, filter)
Enclosure
Tilt/Swivel Base (used on 1021-30)
Custom Connector Extender Cable (factory 
configured)
1020 Series Manual Set

Options
1020-10
1020-31

Amber Phosphor Display (factory configured) 
Tilt/Swivel Base

Touch Control Screen Package
Includes: Touch Control Screen

Enclosure
Manual Set

Options
1021-10
1021-20
1021-30
1021-31
1021-60

ics
[mi

Alphanumeric Keyboard
NEMA 12 Panel Mounting Kit 
19-inch Rack Mount Kit 
19-inch Rack Mount Kit with 18-inch slides 
19-inch Rack Mount Kit with 24-inch slides 
Keyboard Extender Cable (used on Y1080, 
Y1081.Y1082)
Contrast Enhancement Overlay 
2m RS-232-C Null Modem Cable 
4m RS-232-C Null Modem Cable 
0.3m RS-232-C Null Modem Cable 
2m RS-232-C Cable 
10m RS-232-C Cable

John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc.
P.O. Box C9090, Everett, WA 98206
Tel. (206) 347-6100
For more information — or where to buy Fluke products call: 
(800) 426-0361 (toll free) in most of U.S.A.
(206) 356-5400 from AK, WA
(206) 356- 5500 from other countries
Fluke (Holland) B.V.
P.O. Box 2269, 5600 CG Eindhoven, The Netherlands
(040) 458045,TLX: 51846
Phone or write for the name of your local Fluke Representative.
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Service / Warranty
SCI 1020 One-year Extended Warranty for 1020 
SCI 1021 One-year Extended Warranty for 1021 
PN 778803 1020 Series Service Manual
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